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Nov. 16
Moderna says data shows its vaccine is more than 94% effective
The analysis evaluated 95 confirmed Covid-19 infections
among the trial’s 30,000 participants. Moderna, which
developed its vaccine in collaboration with the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, said 90 cases
of Covid-19 were observed in the placebo group versus
five cases observed in the group that received its twodose vaccine. That resulted in an estimated vaccine
efficacy of 94.5%, it said.
Shares of the company jumped more than 12% in
premarket trading.
The announcement comes on the heels of similar news
last week from Pfizer’s late-stage Covid-19 vaccine trial as
pharmaceutical companies across the world race against
the clock to find ways to prevent the virus, which has
spread to more than 54.4 million people, killing more than
1.3 million, according to data compiled by Johns Hopkins
University.
Health and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar told
CNBC on Monday that U.S. Food and Drug Administration
will move “as quickly as possible” to clear Pfizer and
Moderna’s coronavirus vaccines for emergency use.
Bancel called it a “pivotal moment.”
“Since early January, we have chased this virus with the
intent to protect as many people around the world as
possible. All along, we have known that each day

matters,” he said in a statement. “This positive interim
analysis from our Phase 3 study has given us the first
clinical validation that our vaccine can prevent COVID-19
disease, including severe disease.”
The Cambridge, Massachusetts-based company also
said there were no “significant” safety concerns, adding
the vaccine was generally safe and well tolerated with the
majority of adverse events in participants being labeled
as mild or moderate. Side effects included pain at the
injection site and, after the second dose, fatigue, muscle
pain and headaches.
“Knowing that we have a vaccine that would help more
people who would take it is just a wonderful feeling,”
Bancel said in an interview with CNBC. “As you know a
lot of people have been reluctant in surveys to take a
vaccine because I think we’re worried about the
politicization of a vaccine, they’re worried about what you
get with a flu shot you know 50% to 60% efficacy.”
With an efficacy rate of 95%, “that’s a game changer, I
believe,” he said.
Bancel said the company plans to test the vaccine in
teens “very soon,” followed by children under the
age of 12. “We have to be very, very careful because
safety is priority No. 1,” he said in a separate interview
on CNBC’s “Squawk Box,” adding most trials test
vaccines ...
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Nov. 17
Governors ratchet up restrictions ahead of Thanksgiving
From California to Pennsylvania, governors and mayors across the
U.S. are ratcheting up COVID-19 restrictions amid the recordshattering resurgence of the virus that is all but certain to get worse
because of holiday travel and family gatherings over Thanksgiving.
Leaders are closing businesses or curtailing hours and other
operations, and they are ordering or imploring people to stay home
and keep their distance from others to help stem a rising tide of
infections that threatens to overwhelm the health care system.
“I must again pull back the reins,” New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy
said Monday as he restricted indoor gatherings to 10 people,
down from 25. “It gives me no joy.”

In Michigan, Democratic Gov. Gretchen Whitmer warned she has
the authority to issue a second stay-at-home order to curb the
spiking coronavirus if necessary and said it was “incredibly
reckless” for President Donald Trump’s science adviser Scott Atlas
to urge people to “rise up” against Michigan’s latest restrictions.
Over the weekend, Whitmer announced that Michigan high
schools and colleges must halt in-person classes,
restaurants must stop indoor dining and entertainment
businesses must close for three weeks. Gathering sizes also
will be tightened.
...
Even North Dakota Republican Gov. Doug Burgum, who has
resisted a mask mandate for months, put one in place over the
weekend, amid a severe outbreak in the state. Iowa Gov. Kim
Reynolds took a similar action and enacted a limited version of a
mask mandate Monday.

California Gov. Gavin Newsom announced he is pulling the
“emergency brake” on efforts to reopen the economy, saying the
state is experiencing the fastest growth in cases yet, and if left
unchecked, it will lead to “catastrophic outcomes.” The move
closes many nonessential indoor businesses and requires the
wearing of masks outside homes, with limited exceptions.
...
New Mexico Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham’s stay-at-home order
went into effect Monday. Only essential businesses, including
grocery stores and pharmacies, will be open.

Still, several other GOP governors were taking incremental steps,
or resisting even those — continuing to emphasize “personal
responsibility” rather than government edicts. Oklahoma’s
Republican Gov. Kevin Stitt announced bars and restaurants
must space tables 6 feet apart and end in-person service at 11
p.m.

Washington’s Democratic Gov. Jay Inslee ordered gyms,
bowling alleys, movie theaters, museums and zoos to shut
down indoor operations. Stores must limit capacity to 25%.

In hard-hit South Dakota, Gov. Kristi Noem continued her handsoff approach and resisted a mask mandate or other
restrictions.

People from different households will be barred in Washington
from gathering indoors unless they have quarantined. There is
no enforcement mechanism. Inslee said he hopes people obey
anyway.

Texas Gov. Greg Abbott in recent days has been emphasizing that
new treatments and vaccines are expected to become available
soon...
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Nov. 18
FDA allows 1st rapid virus test that gives results at home
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. regulators on Tuesday allowed
emergency use of the first rapid coronavirus test that can be
performed entirely at home and delivers results in 30 minutes.
The announcement by the Food and Drug Administration
represents an important step in U.S. efforts to expand testing
options for COVID-19 beyond health care facilities and testing
sites. However, the test will require a prescription, likely limiting its
initial use.
The FDA granted emergency authorization to the single-use test
kit from Lucira Health, a California test developer.
The company’s test allows users to swab themselves to collect a
nasal sample. The sample is then swirled in a vial of laboratory
solution that plugs into a portable device. Results are displayed as
lights labeled positive or negative.
To date, the FDA has authorized nearly 300 tests for coronavirus.
The vast majority require a nasal swab performed by a health
professional and must be processed at laboratories using hightech equipment. A handful of tests allow people to collect their
own sample at home — a nasal swab or saliva — that’s then
shipped to a lab, which usually means waiting days for results.
Health experts have called for options to allow people to test
themselves at home, reducing turnaround times and the potential
spread of the virus to others, including health care workers. Rapid
test results are critical to quickly quarantining those who are
infected and tracing their contacts. But for months, U.S. testing
has been plagued by slow results due to bottlenecks at testing
laboratories. There are other rapid tests but most require a small,

special machine operated by a health professional to deliver
results.
“Now, more Americans who may have COVID-19 will be able to
take immediate action, based on their results, to protect
themselves and those around them,” Dr. Jeff Shuren, director of
the FDA’s devices center, said in a statement.
Lucira said it expects the test to cost $50 and to be available
nationwide by next spring ...
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Nov. 19
More than 900 Mayo Clinic staff members diagnosed with Covid-19
(CNN)More than 900 staff members across the Midwest
Mayo Clinic system have been diagnosed with Covid-19
over the last 14 days, a spokesperson told CNN.
That's about 30% of the total number who have tested
positive since March.
"Our staff are being infected mostly due to community
spread (93% of staff infections), and this impacts our ability
to care for patients," Kelley Luckstein wrote to CNN in a
Wednesday email.
Across the Midwest, Mayo Clinic currently has about 1,500
staff members with work restrictions related to Covid-19
exposures or diagnosis, Luckstein said.
The Midwest Mayo Clinic system consists of clinics,
hospitals and other facilities that serve patients in Iowa,
Minnesota and Wisconsin. Midwestern states have been
hit especially hard in the latest round of Covid-19 case
surges -- with Minnesota's governor announcing new
measures this week to help curb the spread and Wisconsin's
governor declaring a new state of emergency.

spared from the pandemic's devastating effects.
"There are three things you need to take care of any
patient," Dr. Amy Williams, the executive dean of the Mayo
Clinic practice said in a Covid-19 update this week. "Space,
supplies and staff. And what we are most worried about is
staff.”
Staff members are getting exposed and infected with the
virus mostly in the community, Williams said. And while
some Americans may be getting tired of hearing about
safety measures like wearing masks and regularly washing
hands, it's important to continue taking those precautions
as the virus continues spreading rampantly throughout the
country, she said.
“We're doing this because we care about our communities,"
Williams said in the update. "We don't want families to be
sick. We don't want families to lose loved ones. We want
everyone to be safe. We will get through this, but we need
to be safe, we need to protect each other.”
Parts of the health system have already been overwhelmed
by the surge in patients, while other facilities are preparing
for what's to come.

In Iowa, Gov. Kim Reynolds overcame her previous
resistance to mask mandates and announced a new health
order requiring masks indoors, saying hospitals have been
pushed to the brink by the spread of the virus.

In northwest Wisconsin, the Mayo Clinic Health System
said last week that 100% of its hospital beds were full.

Like other health care systems, Mayo Clinic hasn't been

"The public urgently needs to treat COVID-19 as the ...
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Nov. 21
US coronavirus cases top 12 million ... spread 'faster' and 'broader' than ever
(CNN)The number of US coronavirus cases surpassed 12 million
Saturday -- an increase of more than 1 million cases in less
than a week.
At least 12,085,389 cases have been confirmed, according to
Johns Hopkins University data, and 255,823 Americans have died.
It's another horrific milestone in a month full of devastating Covid19 records in the country. November already accounts for almost a
quarter of all Covid-19 cases and 9% of deaths.
Almost every state has reported a rapid surge in cases, and
nationwide numbers have been climbing much faster than ever
before -- with the country reporting a staggering 2.9 million
infections since the beginning of the month.
On Friday, more than 195,500 new infections were reported -- the
country's highest for a single day, and far beyond what the nation
was seeing just weeks ago. The highest number of single-day
cases during the country's summer surge was a little more than
77,100 in July, Johns Hopkins University data shows.
The US on Friday also recorded its highest number of Covid-19
patients in hospitals on a given day: just over 82,100 -- according to
the COVID Tracking Project.
Rising death rates typically follow rising hospitalizations. In
just the past week, more than 10,000 US deaths have been
reported -- nearly double the weekly death toll of just a month
ago.
The numbers offer just a glimpse at the devastation the pandemic
has unleashed across American communities, with some cities
ordering mobile morgues to handle the excess deaths, while

hospitals in other parts have reported overwhelmed ICUs and
exhausted staff.
In Texas, a team of 36 National Guard personnel were sent to El
Paso to help the city cope with the surge of Covid-19 deaths, the
Texas Division of Emergency Management said Saturday, and El
Paso has found a central location for an additional morgue,
according to Mayor Dee Margo.
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Nov. 23
Astra-Oxford vaccine found to be 70-90% effective
... The vaccine stopped an average of 70% of participants
from falling ill, an early analysis of the data show. The
effectiveness rose to 90% for one of two regimens, using half
a dose followed by a full one later, close to the high bar set by
Pfizer Inc. and Moderna Inc.
Astra and Oxford officials said they’re preparing to submit the
findings to regulators and don’t expect the different outcomes in
the study to affect the process. The U.S. could potentially take
longer to sign off because a clinical trial in that country will need
more time before it delivers results.
The results, based on trials in the U.K. and Brazil, were reviewed
after 131 participants contracted Covid-19. The full two doses
showed an efficacy of 62%. Among those who received the
vaccine, there were no severe cases and no participants were
hospitalized. The group is planning to submit the data for peer
review in the next 24 hours.
...
The larger U.S. Astra trial, which could be key for approval there,
has injected about 10,500 people with both doses. Mene
Pangalos, Astra’s head of biopharma research, told reporters the
team is planning to talk to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
immediately and hopes to have another arm administering the half
dose-full dose regimen starting within weeks.
“That scenario is possible,” that other regulators could move
before the U.S., he said. “We need to share the data with the
FDA, which we will do very quickly, and then we will work out what
the most appropriate steps are.”
Despite the apparently lower efficacy than shots from Pfizer and
Moderna, which each prevented about 95% of cases, the British

vaccine has some advantages.
... shot can be kept at refrigerator temperatures, while those
from Pfizer and Moderna, based on novel messenger RNA
technology, require freezing for longer-term storage and
transport. That would make Astra’s easier to deploy globally,
particularly in lower- and middle-income countries.
It also comes at a lower cost.
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Nov. 23

Death toll from coronavirus tops 1,400,000
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Nov. 25
Picture of US economy is worrisome as virus inflicts damage
...The number of Americans seeking unemployment aid rose last
week for a second straight week to 778,000, evidence that many
employers are still slashing jobs more than eight months after the
virus hit. Before the pandemic, weekly jobless claims typically
amounted to only about 225,000. Layoffs are still historically high, with
many businesses unable to fully reopen and some, especially
restaurants and bars, facing tightened restrictions.
Consumers increased their spending last month by just 0.5%, the
weakest rise since the pandemic erupted. The tepid figure suggested
that on the eve of the crucial holiday shopping season, Americans
remain anxious with the virus spreading and Congress failing to enact
any further aid for struggling individuals, businesses, cities and states. At
the same time, the government said Wednesday that income, which
provides the fuel for consumer spending, fell 0.7% in October.
The spike in virus cases is heightening pressure on companies and
individuals, with fear growing that the economy could suffer a “doubledip” recession as states and cities reimpose curbs on businesses. The
economy, as measured by the gross domestic product, is expected to
eke out a modest gain this quarter before weakening — and perhaps
shrinking — early next year. Mark Zandi, chief economist at Moody’s
Analytics, predicts annual GDP growth of around 2% in the OctoberDecember quarter, with the possibility of GDP turning negative in the first
quarter of 2021.
...
Some corners of the economy still show strength, or at least resilience.
Manufacturing is one. The government said Wednesday that orders for
durable goods rose 1.3% in October, a sign that purchases of goods
remain solid even while the economy’s much larger service sector —
everything from restaurants, hotels and airlines to gyms, hair salons
and entertainment venues — is still struggling. But economists
caution that factories, too, remain at risk from the surge in coronavirus
cases, which could throttle demand in coming months.

And sales of new homes remained steady in October, the latest sign
that ultra-low mortgage rates and a paucity of properties for sale have
spurred demand and made the housing market a rare economic bright
spot.
But at the heart of the economy are the job market and consumer
spending, which remain especially vulnerable to the spike in virus
cases. Most economists say the distribution of an effective
vaccine would likely reinvigorate growth next year. Yet they warn
that any sustained recovery will also hinge on whether Congress
can agree soon on a sizable aid package to carry the economy
through what could be a bleak winter.
...
When the viral outbreak struck in early spring, employers slashed 22
million jobs in March and April, sending the unemployment rate
rocketing to 14.7%, the highest rate since the Great Depression. Since
then, the economy has regained more than 12 million jobs. Yet the
nation still has about 10 million fewer jobs than it did before the
pandemic erupted.
All of which has left many Americans anxious and uncertain. The
Conference Board, a business research group, reported Tuesday that
consumer confidence weakened in November, pulled down by
lowered expectations for the next six months.
And the University of Michigan’s Surveys of Consumers reported
Wednesday that sentiment declined slightly this month, and remained
far below where it was before the pandemic struck. With the resurgence
of the virus depressing the outlook of consumers, the sentiment index
fell to its lowest point since August.
“Gloomier consumer expectations will weigh on spending as the
holidays approach,” cautioned Kathy Bostjancic, chief U.S. financial
economist at Oxford Economics.
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Nov. 26
Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade to march on despite pandemic
... The pandemic, which shut down theaters in March, may
have upended most traditions this holiday season, but the
annual New York City parade will march on with
balloons, dancers, floats, Broadway shows and Santa —
albeit heavily edited for safety.

... the parade will feature performances from the Broadway
casts of “Hamilton,” “Mean Girls” and “Jagged Little Pill,” a
musical built around the music of Alanis Morissette. The
Broadway performances were taped days before the
parade.

“Traditions like this are comforting and they’re uplifting,” said
Susan Tercero, executive producer of the parade. “New York
has always been a tough city. It bounces back. It takes its
blows and then it continues on. And I think it’s extremely
important for us to be that display this holiday season.
Regardless of what’s happened, New York needs to be that
beacon of light in the darkness and this parade, I think, is
symbolic of that.”

Things felt a lot different for actor Derek Klena, who was in
the 2017 parade as part of the cast of “Anastasia.” This
year, he’s Tony Award-nominated for his role in “Jagged
Little Pill” and helped perform “You Learn” from the Tonynominated show.

The Macy’s parade has been a traditional holiday
season kickoff for more than 90 years, and spectators
often line up a half-dozen deep along the route to cheer
about 8,000 marchers, two dozen floats, entertainers
and marching bands. At last year’s parade, the big fear
was high wind. This time, it’s a pandemic that has made
crowds untenable.
The biggest change this year is that the usual 2 1/2-mile
route through crowded Manhattan has been scrapped in
favor of concentrating events to a one-block stretch of
34th Street in front of the retailer’s flagship Manhattan
store. Many performances have been pre-taped and
most of the parade’s performers will be locally based to
cut down on travel.

AP Photo of
Elf on the Shelf
from 2012
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Nov. 26
US Hospitalizations hit another record
The US enters Thanksgiving with coronavirus cases and deaths soaring
and hospitalizations at record levels. And on a holiday weekend that
lends itself to big gatherings, public health experts still were begging
people to avoid them, fearing the pandemic is about to become much
worse.
The number of Covid-19 patients in US hospitals hit a record for the 17th
straight day Thursday, at more than 90,481, according to the COVID
Tracking Project, as many medical centers warn they're running out of
capacity.
Public health officials have generally urged Americans to celebrate
Thanksgiving only with members of the same household, or at least
gather outdoors, to keep asymptomatic carriers from further spreading
the virus.
...
Recorded cases are rising to unprecedented levels. The average
number of new daily cases across a week in the US was 175,809 on
Wednesday -- the highest on record, and more than two and a half times
greater than the previous peak in late July.
And Covid-19 deaths in the US are spiking. More than 2,100 deaths
were reported on Tuesday and Wednesday each, the first time that level
was crossed on consecutive days since late April.
The average number of daily deaths across a week -- 1,658 on
Wednesday -- is the highest it's been since mid-May.
The CDC recommended last week that Americans should not travel for
Thanksgiving. Many changed their plans, a new poll showed. But
millions didn't.
More than 1.07 million people passed through US airport security
checkpoints on Wednesday alone -- the most in one day since
March 16, around the time when coronavirus restrictions started
nationwide, the Transportation Security Administration said Thursday.

More than 5.9 million people have flown through US airports since the
CDC's anti-travel recommendation last week, according to TSA data.
"I don't mean to be scary but ... today can change the course of Covid
for our country for the rest of the year," Dr. Megan Ranney, a CNN
medical analyst and emergency physician at Brown University, said
Thursday.
"Infections that are sustained today are going to show up in three
weeks and are going to show up in deaths over Christmas and New
Year's and are going to spread in every state."...
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Nov. 27
Real Christmas trees are bright spot amid coronavirus
...The real Christmas tree industry, which has been battling
increased interest in artificial trees, is glad to see that more
Americans appear to be flocking to fresh-cut evergreens this
season, seeking a bright spot amid the virus's worsening toll.
It's early in the season, but both wholesale tree farmers and
small cut-your-own lots are reporting strong demand, with
many opening well before Thanksgiving. Businesses say
they are seeing more people and earlier than ever.
At some pick-your-own-tree farms, for example, customers
sneaked in well before Thanksgiving to tag the perfect tree
to cut down once the business opened. As demand surges,
big box stores are seeking fresh trees up to a week earlier
than last year, and Walmart is offering free home delivery for
the first time.
“The season is running approximately six to seven days
ahead of what we've seen in the past. We’ve never seen the
demand like we’ve had this year,” said McKenzie Cook, who
ships between 1.8 million and 2 million trees a year
combined from McKenzie Farms in Oregon and Happy
Holiday Christmas Trees in North Carolina.

[2] With holiday parades and festivals canceled, stircrazy families also are looking for a safe way to create
special memories.
[3] Plus, fresh-cut Christmas trees are largely displayed
outside, where there's a lower risk of viral spread, said
Marsha Gray, executive director of the Christmas Tree
Promotion Board.
The national organization says industry research tells them
many people who put up an artificial tree last year plan to
buy a real tree this year, and most are citing the pandemic
as the reason.
“Yes, it’s a product, it’s a decoration that you put in your
home, but getting a real tree involves the choosing, the
hunting for it, the family outing. It really is a memory maker,
it’s a day you spend together, and it really becomes much
bigger than the tree itself,” Gray said. “It’s really making
family memories and people really seem to gravitate to that
right now.”

A number of reasons are driving the uptick in interest.

The growing interest in real trees comes after the industry
has struggled to attract new, younger customers in recent
years as more Americans buy artificial trees.

[1] More Americans are staying home for the holidays
amid pandemic restrictions and are realizing that for the
first time in years – or maybe ever – they will be home to
water a fresh-cut tree.

Between 75% and 80% of Americans who have a
Christmas tree now have an artificial one, and the $1 billion
market for fake trees has been growing by about 4% a year
– despite them being reusable ...
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Nov. 28
United Airlines began flying Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine
United Airlines Holdings Inc., reportedly began operating charter
flights on Friday to better position Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine for
distribution once the inoculation is approved by the Food and Drug
Administration.
United will fly the chartered planes between Brussels
International Airport and Chicago O’Hare International Airport
as part of the “first mass air shipment of a vaccine,” supported
by the FAA, The Wall Street Journal reported.

United Airlines will be allowed to carry five times the amount of dry
ice normally permitted on board to keep the vaccine at the
necessary cold temperature.
Other cargo and passenger airlines have also begun preparing for
future vaccine shipments, the Journal reported.

"United Cargo established a COVID Readiness Task Team earlier
this summer to help ensure we have the right people, products,
services, and partnerships in place to support a vaccine distribution
effort on a global scale. We have made a commitment to our
pharmaceutical and medical customers that we are ready to safely
and effectively support their vaccines transportation needs," the
airline said in a statement to Fox News. "The safety and security of
these commodities is our priority and we are proud to be a trusted
partner in these efforts."
The news of securing the charter flights comes as Pfizer has
started to lay the foundation to move the vaccine quickly once the
FDA and other regulators approve it.
According to the Journal, Pfizer has expanded storage capacity at
specific distribution sites in Pleasant Prairie, Wisc., and Karlsruhe,
Germany. The drug company plans to use suitcase-size frozen
storage in cargo planes and trucks to distribute the vaccine
around the world.
Pfizer did not immediately respond to Fox News' request for
comment.

United Airlines will fly the cargo from
Brussels Airport to Chicago (iStock photo)
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Nov. 29
Pandemic calls off Christmas markets
in Europe
BERLIN (AP) — The European plazas where people
would usually gather at crowded stalls to partake in hot
mulled wine, gingerbread, sausages and other
delicacies are just empty squares.
Christmas markets, a cherished tradition in
Germany and neighboring countries, have joined
the long list of annual traditions that were canceled
or diminished this year because of the coronavirus
pandemic. November saw many European countries
impose partial or tougher lockdowns as new virus
cases soared. The restrictions are either being
retained or only partially loosened as Advent begins
Sunday.
Nuremberg’s sprawling, bustling
Christkindlesmarkt, one of Germany’s best known
holiday markets and traditionally a big tourist
draw, was called off a month ago. Markets across
the country — including in Frankfurt, Dortmund
and many in Berlin — have suffered the same fate,
with authorities canceling the events or organizers
concluding that it didn’t make sense to push ahead
with their plans.
Over the border in France, the roughly 300 stalls of
Strasbourg’s popular Christmas market won’t go up
this year. And it’s the same story in the Belgian capital,
Brussels.

Top photo was taken Dec. 1, 2017
of the square in front of the Church of Our Lady
with the market in Nuremberg, Germany,
Botton photo was taken Nov. 23, 2020
of same area
(AP Photo/Matthias Schrader)
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Nov. 30
Moderna to request emergency authorization of coronavirus vaccine
Massachusetts-based biotech company Moderna said it will request
an Emergency Use Authorization from the Food and Drug
Administration for its coronavirus vaccine on Monday as well as
conditional approval from the European Medicines Agency.

The vaccine has presented “no serious safety concerns
identified to date,” and the “most common" adverse reactions
are injection site pain, fatigue, myalgia, arthralgia, headache
and redness at the injection site, the company said.

Moderna CEO Stephane Bancel [says] the FDA is expected to
consider the vaccine at a Dec. 17 meeting, and that he hopes
for approval in the next several weeks.

Moderna said the FDA told the company to expect a Vaccines and
Related Biological Products Advisory Committee (VRBPAC)
meeting for its vaccine on Dec. 17.

"Our goal is to start vaccinating Americans within 24 hours after the
FDA gives approval," Bancel said. "There were 30 severe cases
in the study. All 30 were on placebo.”

“It's the first time in the company history that we've filed for
commercial approval of a product," Bancel told "Mornings with
Maria." "FDA has indicated to us that likely the advisory
committee, the VRBPAC meeting, should happen on Dec. 17, and
hopefully everything goes well in the next couple weeks. You could
expect between, I would say, a day to two to three days after
VRBPAC meeting for potential approval."

"I believe in the first quarter [of 2021] most people that want a
vaccine, that are at higher risk with older age, severe disease,
health care worker, frontline worker, should be able to get
vaccinated. Second quarter, every American older than 18 years of
age should be able to get vaccinated," Bancel continued.
Moderna said its vaccine’s efficacy against coronavirus was
94.1% and efficacy against severe coronavirus was 100%,
according to primary efficacy analysis involving 30,000
participants.
Bancel said the company expects to start a clinical study on
teenagers in the next week.
"I hope to have that data by the end of the spring ... so they can go
back to school next September," he said.
The Phase 3 study of the vaccine has “exceeded” the minimum
two-months of post-vaccination follow-up as required by the FDA,
Moderna said in a press release.

Bancel previously said that Nov. 25 would be the date the
company would have enough safety data to put in an emergency
use authorization request with the FDA.
Bancel said in August pricing for smaller volumes of the
vaccine, called mRNA-1273, will likely range between $32 and
$37 per dose, while larger volumes could be lower.
At a dose level of 100 micrograms (which was given in the Phase
3 trial that started in July), Moderna said it can deliver 500
million doses per year and perhaps as many as 1 billion per
year in 2021 as it works with Swiss drugmaker Lonza for its
manufacturing needs.
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Dec. 1
European Union eyes Dec 29 approval for 1st virus vaccine, later than US
... On Tuesday, officials in Germany, France and the Netherlands
cautioned that vaccine programs likely won’t start until the end of the
year.

vaccines and selling them to other countries but have not published
evidence from advanced studies proving the vaccines are safe and
effective.

“With the information we got in recent days we have to assume that
approval will only happen around the turn of the year,” German
Health Minister Jens Spahn said.

Globally, every country that has a drug regulatory agency will have
to issue its own approval for any COVID-19 vaccine, although
countries with weak systems usually rely on the World Health
Organization to vet the shots. In the EU, countries typically accept
EMA approval for vaccines and drugs unless there is a specific
issue the country wants examined further.

“It has moved because some studies obviously need a little longer to
be submitted,” he said. “What’s important is to be prepared.”
His comments were echoed by French President Emmanuel Macron
and Dutch Health Minister Hugo de Jonge, who said authorities in
those countries are working to begin vaccinating people in the first
week of January.
“It won’t be a vaccination policy for the broader public” during the first
few months, Macron said at a news conference.
BioNTech and U.S. partner Pfizer have said that clinical trials showed
their vaccine is 95% effective. The two companies have already
submitted data to regulators in the United States and Britain, and
approval might come from them first.
...
British regulators also are assessing another vaccine developed by
researchers from Oxford University and drugmaker AstraZeneca.
Whichever of the three regulators — American, British or European
— acts earliest would be giving the first approval of a COVID-19
vaccine that’s been that’s been rigorously tested in tens of thousands
of people in trials that meet common scientific standards.
Numerous other vaccines are also being worked on. Russia and
China have even begun administering shots of locally developed

Multiple successful vaccines will be needed to end the
pandemic, which has been on the upswing in Europe and the U.S.
and so far left more than 1.4 million people worldwide dead.
Authorities and drugmakers have pledged to work together to
immediately begin rolling out the first shots once approval comes in,
whether that’s in the United States or Europe.
“Depending on how the authorities decide we can start delivering
within a few hours,” said BioNTech’s chief operating officer, Sierk
Poetting.
But officials caution that while some people may receive a
vaccine in the coming weeks, it will likely take years to give
billions of people around the world the shot, or two if a booster
is necessary, meaning that people will be living with some
virus control measures at least well into next year.
While the three major vaccines so far submitted for approval seem
to prevent people from getting sick, it is still unclear whether they
prevent people from picking up the virus entirely — and crucially —
passing it to others...
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Dec. 2
U.S. COVID hospitalizations are highest in these five states
The total confirmed coronavirus case count in the U.S. has
surpassed 13.7 million, with nearly 100,000 COVID-19
patients currently in hospital, as of Wednesday.
... the five states with the most number of COVID-19
patients currently hospitalized per one million people,
according to data compiled by The Atlantic's The COVID
Tracking Project.
...

Indiana
Currently hospitalized per million: 514
Total cases: 344,373
Total population: 6,732,219
7-day average has been rising sharply from late September, after
flattening out from late March. The figure peaked at 6,535 on
November 17 before declining through the rest of November ...

South Dakota
Currently hospitalized per million: 618
Total cases: 80,912
Total population: 884,659

Nebraska
Currently hospitalized per million: 469
Total cases: 130,194
Total population: 1,934,408

7-day average has been rising sharply from late August,
peaking at 1,458 on November 11, after flattening out for months.
The figure declined after then through the rest of November ...

7-day average of cases has been rising on a sharp incline from
late September, peaking at 2,391 on November 17, after
flattening out since late April ...

Nevada
Currently hospitalized per million: 516
Total cases: 154,842
Total population: 3,080,156
7-day average has been increasing on a steep incline since
early September, after declining from mid-July. The figure
peaked at 2,499 on November 25 before declining through the
end of November ...

Montana
Currently hospitalized per million: 463
Total cases: 63,205
Total population: 1,068,778
7-day average has been rising sharply since early September,
after flattening out from early July. The figure peaked at 1,293 on
November 17
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Dec. 2
US has reports its highest one-day Covid-19 death tally: Over 2,800
More than 2,800 Covid-19 deaths were reported Wednesday in
the United States -- the most the country has ever reported
in a single day -- as health care officials say their staff and
facilities are struggling to support burgeoning numbers of
patients.
The number of Covid-19 patients in US hospitals
Wednesday -- 100,226, according to the COVID Tracking
Project -- also is the highest reported on a given day
during the pandemic.
One-day death totals can draw from delayed reports across
several days. Still, recently soaring daily rates of infections and
hospitalizations has various experts predicting the daily
death count could regularly surpass 2,000 or 3,000, and
perhaps approach 4,000.The country's daily average of
Covid-19 deaths across a week is 1,654 -- above its summer
high of around 1,130 but lower than the pandemic peak above
2,240 in late April.
"By this time next week, we are going to be talking about 3,000
deaths a day -- that's 9/11 every single day," Dr. Jonathan
Reiner, a cardiologist and professor of medicine at George
Washington University, told CNN on Wednesday.
The death count reported Wednesday was 2,804,
surpassing the previous one-day high of 2,603 set on April
15, according to Johns Hopkins University data. Earlier, JHU's
total for Wednesday was higher -- but that count was corrected
Thursday morning because of an error found in one state's
tally.

Coronavirus cases -- which passed 14 million nationwide
Thursday -- and hospitalizations also have been soaring,
prompting hospital and other officials to warn they're running
out off staff and capacity to adequately care for patients.
"We have stretched our health care worker staff as far as we
can, and it will get to the point where the quality of care will be
severely hampered if, in fact, we don't have these health care
workers," Michael Osterholm, director of the Center for
Infectious Disease Research and Policy and a member of
President-elect Joe Biden's transition Covid-19 advisory
board, said Thursday.
As for cases: The country's average number of new daily
Covid-19 cases across a week was 164,103 Wednesday -nearly 2.5 times the summertime peak in July, JHU data
show.
Health experts say they expect cases and hospitalizations
to swell further in the coming week, when infections from
Thanksgiving-week gatherings may noticeably
accumulate.
“We're not even going to see those (Thanksgiving) numbers
until this weekend (or) early next week," Dr. Leana Wen, CNN
medical analyst and former Baltimore health commissioner,
said Thursday. "And I think at this point it's really important for
us to flatten that (case) curve again, hunker down, stay at
home and certainly not have any indoor gathering (or) nonessential travel."
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Dec. 3
274,577 Coronavirus deaths in the United States
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 1,500,000
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Job growth slows sharply as pandemic takes toll on economy
U.S. employers sharply scaled back their hiring last month, as the
coronavirus pandemic put new pressure on restaurants, retailers and
other businesses.
The Labor Department said Friday employers added just 245,000 jobs
in November, down from a revised 610,000 in October.
The job growth figure was well below expectations. Economists at
Wells Fargo had expected the United States to add just 425,000 jobs
in November, while other forecasts pointed to just under half a million.
The unemployment rate dipped to 6.7%, from 6.9% the month
before, largely because 400,000 people dropped out of the
workforce.
So far the U.S. has recovered 56% of the jobs that were lost in
March and April, and payroll employment is still 9.8 million below
its pre-pandemic levels.
...
Job listings at the website Glassdoor fell 2.5% between October
and November. That was the first such decline since May, and the
drop was widespread among different parts of the country and different
sectors of the economy.

“State and local governments are one of the very largest employers in
the country and they provide those critical services," Powell said.
"That was a big part of the story in the slow recovery from the global
financial crisis a decade ago.”
The slowdown in hiring is especially worrisome for millions of
Americans who are out of work and at risk of losing their financial
lifeline later this month, when emergency unemployment benefits are
set to expire.
Congress has been discussing a possible extension of those benefits,
but no agreement has been reached yet.
The holiday shopping season typically creates job opportunities in
retail. Zhao said this year, many of those jobs are in warehouses or
as delivery drivers, as customers increasingly shift their gift-buying
online.
The Labor Department report, which is adjusted for seasonal
hiring patterns, shows a net loss of 35,000 retail jobs, but an
increase of 145,000 jobs in transportation and warehousing.
While there are some openings in traditional brick-and-mortar stores,
they may not be easily filled.

"That doesn't mean we've gone over the cliff yet," said Glassdoor's
senior economist Daniel Zhao. "But there are definitely some
warning signs flashing.”

"Even in a time of high unemployment, workers are hesitant to return
to in-person roles where the health risks might be higher," Zhao said.

The Census Bureau cut another 93,000 temporary workers in
November as it wound down its once-a-decade headcount. Local
governments cut 21,000 jobs in education.

New vaccines offer hope that the pandemic could be tamed sometime
next year, but widespread distribution of the shots is still months
away.

Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell warned lawmakers this
week that without federal help, state and local governments are likely
to see additional job cuts in the months to come.

“The good news is, we know recovery is on the way with the
vaccines," said Mitchell, the restaurant operator. "We just need to get
from here to there, and Congress needs to help provide that bridge."
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Moscow opens dozens of coronavirus vaccination centers
MOSCOW (AP) — Thousands of doctors, teachers and others in highrisk groups have signed up for COVID-19 vaccinations in Moscow
starting Saturday, a precursor to a sweeping Russia-wide immunization
effort.
The vaccinations come three days after President Vladimir Putin
ordered the launch of a “large-scale” COVID-19 immunization
campaign even though a Russian-designed vaccine has yet to
complete the advanced studies needed to ensure its effectiveness
and safety in line with established scientific protocols.
The Russian leader said Wednesday that more than 2 million doses of
the Sputnik V jab will be available in the next few days, allowing
authorities to offer jabs to medical workers and teachers across the
country starting late next week.
Moscow, which currently accounts for about a quarter of the country’s
new daily infections, moved ahead of the curve, opening 70
vaccination facilities on Saturday. Doctors, teachers and municipal
workers were invited to book a time to receive a jab, and Moscow
Mayor Sergei Sobyanin said that about 5,000 signed up in a few hours
after the system began operating on Friday.
Russia boasted that Sputnik V was the world’s “first registered
COVID-19 vaccine” after the government gave it regulatory
approval in early August. The move drew criticism from
international experts, who pointed out that the vaccine had only
been tested on several dozen people at the time.

this week the Russian military began vaccinating crews of navy ships
scheduled to depart on a mission.
Health Minister Mikhail Murashko said Wednesday that more than
100,000 people in Russia already have received the shots.
The free vaccine is offered to people aged 18 to 60 who don’t suffer
from chronic illnesses and aren’t pregnant or breastfeeding.
The two-shot Sputnik V was developed by the Moscow-based
Gamaleya Institute. An advanced study among 40,000 volunteers was
announced two weeks after the vaccine received government
approval and that is still ongoing.
Last month, developers of the vaccine said interim analysis of
trial data showed it was 91.4% effective. The conclusion was
based on 39 infections among 18,794 study participants that
received both doses of either the vaccine or a placebo, which is a
much lower number of infections than Western drugmakers have
looked at when assessing the effectiveness of their vaccines. Two
other Russia-designed vaccines are also undergoing tests.
...
Russia has been swept with a resurgence of the outbreak this fall,
with numbers of new infections exceeding the levels recorded early in
the pandemic, but the authorities so far have refrained from a tight
lockdown imposed in the spring.

Putin has shrugged off doubts about it, saying in August that one of his
daughters was among the early vaccine recipients.

On Saturday, Russia reported a new record high of daily infections at
28,782, including 7,993 in Moscow. The government task force has
recorded a total of 42,684 virus-related deaths since the start of the
outbreak.

Over the past months, Sputnik V has been offered to medical workers
and teachers even as it was still in the middle of advanced trials.
Several top officials said they also have received the jabs, and earlier

Russia’s total of over 2.4 million confirmed cases is currently the
fourth-largest caseload in the world behind the United States,
India and Brazil.
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UK gears up for huge vaccination plan watched by the world
LONDON (AP) — Final checks were taking place Sunday on the
deliveries of the coronavirus vaccine developed by American drugmaker
Pfizer and Germany’s BioNTech before its rollout to hospitals across the
U.K. in super-cold containers.

Buckingham Palace refused to comment on speculation that Queen
Elizabeth II, 94, and her 99-year-old husband, Prince Philip, will soon
be vaccinated and then make it public, a move that could reassure
anyone nervous about getting a vaccination.

Around 800,000 doses of the vaccine are expected to be in place for
the start of the immunization program on Tuesday, which will be the
country’s biggest ever and which is being closely watched all around the
world. British Health Secretary Matt Hancock has reportedly dubbed
Tuesday as “V-Day,” a nod to triumphs in World War II.
...
Last week the U.K. became the first country to authorize the PfizerBioNtech vaccine for emergency use. ...

“Our goal is totally to protect every member of the population, Her
Majesty, of course, as well,” Dr. June Raine, chief executive of Britain’s
Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency, which
authorized the vaccine, told the BBC.

The United States hopes to start vaccinations later this month.
British regulatory authorities are also examining data on the vaccines
from American biotechnology company Moderna and AstraZenecaOxford University.
Russia on Saturday began vaccinating thousands of doctors,
teachers and others at dozens of centers in Moscow with its
Russian-made Sputnik V vaccine, which was approved over the
summer after being tested in only a few dozen people.
The excitement in Britain, which has Europe’s highest virus-related
death toll at more than 61,000, was palpable.
...
Patients aged 80 and above who are already attending hospitals as
outpatients and those being discharged after a stay in the hospital
will be among the first to receive the jab. Hospitals will also start
inviting over 80s in for a vaccine shot and will work with nursing homes
to book staff into vaccination clinics. Any appointments not taken up will
be offered to those health workers deemed to be at the highest risk of
COVID-19. Everyone who is vaccinated will need a booster jab 21 days
later.

The U.K. has secured 40 million doses of the Pfizer vaccine, which
can cover 20 million people. Since the British government will only
immunize people over 16, around 55 million people in the U.K. will
be eligible. In total, Britain has procured 357 million doses of seven
vaccine candidates, including 100 million of the much cheaper Oxford
vaccine, which has a lower efficacy rate than the Pfizer or Moderna
vaccines.
Now that the first tranche of the vaccine has arrived from Pfizer’s
manufacturing plant in Belgium, checks are being conducted by a
specialist medical logistics company to ensure there was no damage in
transit. This could take up to a day.
Each box containing the vaccines, which includes five packs of 975
doses, will need to be opened and unpacked manually at specially
licensed sites. After that, the vaccines will then be made available to
hospitals.
Delivering the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine is complicated because it needs
to be stored at super-chilled temperatures: about minus 70 degrees
Celsius (minus 94 degrees Fahrenheit). Fortunately, the vaccine is
stable at normal refrigerator temperatures, between 2 and 8
degrees Celsius (35.6 to 46.4 F), for a few days, meaning it can be
stored locally. After defrosting the vaccine, which takes a few
hours, additional time is required to prepare it to be given in a
shot....
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China prepares large-scale rollout of coronavirus vaccines
... China’s fledgling pharmaceutical industry has at least
five vaccines from four producers being tested in more
than a dozen countries including Russia, Egypt and
Mexico. Health experts say even if they are successful, the
certification process for the United States, Europe, Japan
and other developed countries might be too complex for
them to be used there. However, China said it will ensure
the products are affordable for developing countries
and has been actively pursuing deals across the world.
On Sunday, 1.2 million doses of the Chinese company
Sinovac’s vaccine arrived in Indonesia, the government
said.
...
Within China, so far only one developer, China National
Pharmaceutical Group, known as Sinopharm, said in
November it applied for final market approval for use of
its vaccine. Others have been approved for emergency use
on people deemed at high risk of infection.
...
The government has yet to say how many people it plans to
vaccinate. Sun said plans call for vaccinating border
personnel and other high-risk populations this month.
The companies are using more traditional techniques than
Western developers....They say unlike Pfizer’s vaccine,
which must be kept frozen at temperatures as low as
minus 70 degrees Celsius (minus 94 Fahrenheit), theirs
can be stored at 2 to 8 C (36 to 46 F). The Chinese
producers have yet to say how they might be distributed.

...
The Sichuan and Anhui announcements said the
vaccine, given in two shots, would cost a total of 400
yuan ($60).
...
In November, the Communist Party secretary for
Sinopharm said almost 1 million people had received its
vaccine.
...
Sinopharm has clinical trials under way in 10 countries
including the United Arab Emirates, Egypt, Jordan,
Peru and Argentina with nearly 60,000 volunteers. It
has built two facilities in China capable of producing
200 million doses per year.
Sinovac has trials in Brazil, Turkey and Indonesia. Its
most recent publicized data, a study in the science journal
the Lancet, showed its candidate produced lower levels of
antibodies in people than those who had recovered from
COVID-19. The company projects it will be able to produce
a few hundred million doses of the vaccine by February or
March of next year.
Another producer, CanSino, is testing in Russia,
Pakistan and Mexico and pursuing partnerships in
Latin American countries. Its vaccine, which has been
used on an emergency basis with the Chinese military,
uses a harmless adenovirus to carry genes into human
cells to generate an immune response.
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Dec. 9
U.K. investigates possible allergic reactions to COVID-19 shot
LONDON (AP) — British regulators warned Wednesday that
people who have a history of serious allergic reactions
shouldn’t receive the new Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine as they
investigate two adverse reactions that occurred on the first
day of the country’s mass vaccination program.
The U.K.’s Medical and Healthcare Products Regulatory
Agency is looking into whether the reactions were linked to
the vaccine. The two people affected were staff members
with the National Health Service who had a history of
allergies, and both are recovering. Authorities have not
specified what their reactions were.
In the meantime, the regulator has issued the warning for
anyone who has had a significant allergic reaction to a
vaccine, medicine or food. That includes anyone who
has been told to carry an adrenaline shot or others who
have had potentially fatal allergic reactions.
...
The medical regulatory agency also said vaccinations
should not be carried out in facilities that don’t have
resuscitation equipment.
...
The MHRA last week gave emergency authorization to the
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, making Britain the first country to
allow its widespread use.
The U.K. began its mass vaccination program on Tuesday,
offering the shot to people over 80, nursing home staff and
some NHS workers. It’s not clear how many people have

received the jab so far.
As part of its emergency authorization for the vaccine, the
MHRA required healthcare workers to report any adverse
reactions to help regulators gather more information about
safety and effectiveness.
The agency is monitoring the vaccine rollout closely and
“will now investigate these cases in more detail to
understand if the allergic reactions were linked to the
vaccine or were incidental,” he said. “The fact that we know
so soon about these two allergic reactions and that the
regulator has acted on this to issue precautionary advice
shows that this monitoring system is working well.”
Dr. June Raine, head of the medical regulatory agency,
informed a Parliamentary committee about the reactions
during previously scheduled testimony on the pandemic.
“We know from the very extensive clinical trials that this
wasn’t a feature” of the vaccine, she said. “But if we need to
strengthen our advice, now that we have had this
experience in the vulnerable populations, the groups who
have been selected as a priority, we get that advice to the
field immediately.”
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Dec. 9
New Data Reveal Which Hospitals Are Dangerously Full. Is Yours?
The federal government on Monday released detailed
hospital-level data showing the toll COVID-19 is taking on
health care facilities, including how many inpatient and ICU
beds are available on a weekly basis.

Anything above 20% represents "extreme stress" for
the hospital, according to a framework developed by the
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation at the University
of Washington.

... it's concerning when that rate rises above 10%,
hospital capacity experts told NPR.

If that figure gets to near 50% or above, the stress on
staff is immense. "It means the hospital is overloaded.
It means other services in that hospital are being
delayed. The hospital becomes a nightmare," IHME's Ali
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Dec. 10
As COVID deaths rise, Sweden pulls a U-turn and proposes a lockdown law
Sweden’s government proposed a law that would give it
the power to close stores in response to a worsening
pandemic.
The bill, which would allow the minority coalition to cut
shops’ opening hours and limit footfall, is due to take effect
in March if it makes it through the consultation process,
Minister of Health and Social Affairs Lena Hallengren said
on Wednesday. She stressed that the government would
only shutter businesses as a last resort, if parliament
agrees.
“We are not rid of the pandemic, even if the vaccines
obviously brighten the prospects,” Hallengren said.
“We see a need to have regulation in place during
next year.”
Sweden has so far avoided a full lockdown and relied
mostly on voluntary measures to fight the pandemic.
That’s in part because the government lacked the legal
framework to do more. A temporary law that made it possible
to close down businesses expired on June 30, without ever
being enforced.
But after a sharp increase in coronavirus cases and
deaths, Sweden’s government is stepping up its fight
against the pandemic. That includes capping the number
of people permitted to gather in public at eight, as well

as a ban on alcohol sales after 10 p.m.
But Sweden currently has no legal tools to enforce limits on
stores, gyms or the use of public transport. The new law, if
passed, would stop short of regulating functions at private
homes.
Hallengren also said the government’s goal isn’t to impose
future lockdowns.
“We have made severe restrictions to people’s way of life,
but it’s not possible to close down entirely,” she said.
“However, we need to be able to take more exact measures
that also impact places that are not covered by current
legislation.”
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Dec. 11
Vaccine to be OK'd in days, but
'normal' may not return until next fall
The Food and Drug Administration's authorization of a
COVID-19 vaccine could come within a day or two, a
member of an FDA panel of experts that recommended an
OK for the vaccine said on Friday. But Dr. Paul Offit, a
member of that panel, cautioned that it could be next fall
before life gets back to normal after the pandemic.
That fall prediction would depend on two-thirds of the
American population getting the vaccine, he told NPR's
Morning Edition.
"The problem is logistics," Offit said. "It's a matter of making
the vaccine and distributing it. It's making sure people get it,
that they aren't sort of swayed by ... what is a lot of
misinformation that surrounds not only this vaccine, but all
vaccines. That's going to be the hang-up.
"I probably shouldn't make any predictions because you're
invariably wrong with this virus when you make predictions.
But I really do think that by next fall we could have life back
to normal," said Offit, director of the Vaccine Education
Center at Children's Hospital of Philadelphia.
On Thursday, the advisory panel voted 17-4, with one
abstention, to recommend that the COVID-19 vaccine
being developed by Pfizer and BioNTech be authorized
for emergency use.

https://apnews.com/article/ap-norc-poll-us-half-want-vaccine-shots4d98dbfc0a64d60d52ac84c3065dac55

Only about half of American adults
plan to get COVID-19 vaccine
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 1,600,000
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Dec. 12
Tracking nine of the most promising COVID-19 vaccines

Russia and China
are allowing vaccine distribution
before conducting large-scale clinical trials
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Dec. 13
Historic U.S. COVID vaccine campaign launches with convoy of trucks
(Reuters) -Workers at a Pfizer Inc factory in Michigan
dispatched the first shipments of its COVID-19 vaccine shortly
after 6:30 a.m. on Sunday - launching the largest and most
complex vaccine distribution project ever in the United States.

U.S. regulators late on Friday authorized the vaccine from
Pfizer and partner BioNTech for use, and U.S. marshals will
accompany the tightly secured shipments from factory to
final destination.

A network television video feed from the facility in Kalamazoo
showed masked workers removing pizza-boxed sized cartons
containing vaccine vials from a freezer, and placing them in
large, blue coolers, before these were boxed and labeled.

“We have spent months strategizing with Operation Warp
Speed officials and our healthcare customers on efficient
vaccine logistics, and the time has arrived to put the plan into
action,” Wes Wheeler, president of UPS Healthcare, said on
Saturday.

Workers clapped and whistled as the first boxes were moved
toward waiting trucks. The long-awaited moment comes as
infections and deaths from COVID-19 are surging in the
United States. It will take months before most U.S. residents
can get a COVID-19 vaccine.
The federal government plans to release the nation’s first
2.9 million doses to 64 states, U.S. territories and major
cities, as well as five federal agencies. Although the federal
government is coordinating distribution efforts, states have
the final decision over who gets the first shots. The
federal government is sending the first shipments to more
than 600 locations.

Pfizer’s dry-ice cooled packages can hold as many as 4,875
doses, and the first leg of their journey will be from
Kalamazoo to planes positioned nearby. Workers will load
the vaccine - which must be kept at sub-Arctic temperatures
- onto the aircraft that will shuttle them to United Parcel
Service or FedEx air cargo hubs in Louisville, Kentucky,
and Memphis, Tennessee, respectively.
From there, they will be trucked or flown to facilities close
to the 145 U.S. sites earmarked to receive the first
doses.
DELIVERY FIRMS GIVE VACCINE TOP PRIORITY

Companies in a range of industries are lobbying state and
federal officials to give priority to their workers in the line of
millions waiting for the vaccine and a return to life free from
the fear of the deadly illness.

Familiar UPS and FedEx package delivery drivers, who may
also be carrying holiday gifts and other parcels, will deliver
many of the “suitcases” into the hands of healthcare
providers on Monday. The shipments are the first of three
expected this week.
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Dec. 13
COVID-19 vaccine: Where are you in Oklahoma's distribution line?
...
Phase
(33,000
doses
to be received
tomorrow)
Phase1:1:
[maybe
as early
as tomorrow!]

1. Nursing home, assisted living, and long-term care
facility staff ...

5. Public health staff supporting front-line efforts, senior
state, county and city government leaders and
elected officials critical to maintain continuity of
governmental operations and services ....

2. Public health staff conducting front-line
COVID-19 pandemic mitigation..
3. Health care workers providing direct inpatient
COVID-19 care...
4. Nursing home, assisted living, and long-term care
facility residents ...

Phase
( (no
start
date)??)
Phase3:3:
[noestimated
estimated
start
date]
1. Teachers, students, residents and administrative staff
in educational settings ...
2. Critical infrastructure personnel ...

Phase
(Jan.
2021?)2021?]
Phase2:2:
[January
1. First responders ...
2. Adults age 65 and older, and adults of any age with
comorbidities...
3. Health care workers providing direct, COVID-19
outpatient care and services ...
4. Staff and residents in homeless shelters; state and
municipal prisons/jails; certain manufacturing
facilities with limited social distancing capacity who
are critical to the maintenance of the food supply ...

(??)
Phase
Phase4:4:
[no estimated start date]
All remaining Oklahoma residents. ...
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Dec. 14
How do the Pfizer and Moderna
vaccines work?
1.
1

RNA vaccines contain a strip of genetic material
within a lipid bubble

2.
2

Inside the cell, ribosomes read the mRNA
instructions for the spike protein

2

3
3.
3

The cell then begins to generate copies of the
spike protein

4.
4

Antigen-presenting cells (APCs) consume the
viral proteins and pass viral peptides to T-helper
cells

4
5

5.
5

The immune system, presented with the
peptide, learns to recognize the virus and
releases cytotoxic T cells and B cells

6.
6

Cytotoxic T cells detect and eliminate virusinfected cells

7.
7

Antibodies from B-cells block the virus from
infecting healthy cells

6

7
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Dec. 15
US vaccinations ramp up as
2nd COVID-19 shot nears
... A panel of outside experts is expected to vote to recommend
the [Moderna] vaccine on Thursday, with a final FDA decision
coming soon thereafter.
...
A second vaccine can’t come soon enough as the country’s daily
death count continues to top 2,400 amid over 210,000 new daily
cases, based on weekly averages of data compiled by Johns Hopkins
University. The devastating toll is only expected to grow in coming
weeks, fueled by holiday travel, family gatherings and lax adherence
to basic public health measures.
...
Moderna’s vaccine is the same type as Pfizer’s, made with the same
technology. And in scrutinizing early results of a 30,000-person study,
the FDA found it also worked just about the same.
The Moderna vaccine was more than 94% effective overall at
preventing COVID-19 illness, and 86% effective in people 65 and
older. The FDA uncovered no major safety issues.
Recipients tend to experience temporary flu-like side effects that can
include fever, fatigue and aches, especially after the second dose as
the vaccine revs up their immune system.
...
The FDA found no serious allergic reactions in the Moderna study.
About 1.5% of vaccine recipients and 1.1% who got dummy shots
reported possible smaller, “hypersensitivity” reactions.
Both Moderna’s and Pfizer-BioNTech’s shots are so-called mRNA
vaccines. They aren’t made with the coronavirus itself, meaning
there’s no chance anyone could catch it from the shots. Instead,
the vaccine contains a piece of genetic code that trains the immune
system to recognize the spiked protein on the surface of the virus.

indicates a decrease from 2 weeks ago
indicates an increase from 2 weeks ago

State

New Cases

New Deaths

(14 day trend)

(14 day trend)
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Dec. 16
Canada secures early doses from Moderna
Canada has secured 417,000 early doses of two Covid-19
vaccines, part of a push by Justin Trudeau’s
government to inoculate as many Canadians as
possible against the virus before the end of the year.
The government reached an agreement with Moderna Inc.
for as many as 168,000 doses of its vaccine, which will be
shipped within 48 hours of Health Canada’s approval, the
prime minister said Tuesday. The first inoculations of the
approved Pfizer Inc.-BioNTech SE shot began Monday,
with the bulk of an initial order of 249,000 due next week.
“As with the early shipments of the Pfizer vaccine, this
moves us even further forward on getting Canadians
protected as quickly as possible,” Trudeau told reporters at
an Ottawa news conference. “The regulatory process for
the Moderna vaccine is ongoing, but I want to assure
Canadians that any vaccine approved in Canada will be
both safe and effective.”
A second wave of Covid-19 is hitting Canada hard, with
new cases averaging about 6,500 a day, or triple what
was seen in April and May. The virus has killed more than
13,500 people so far across the country.
Trudeau said there will be 70 inoculation sites established
as of next week, up from the 14 sites currently operating in
urban centers. He added that the northern territories and

remote areas will be prioritized for the Moderna vaccine,
which has less onerous logistical requirements.
Health Canada approved the Pfizer-BioNTech shot on Dec.
9, and is nearing the completion of its review of Moderna’s
candidate. Potential vaccines from AstraZeneca PLC and
Johnson & Johnson are also making their way through the
regulatory process.
Trudeau’s team, led by Health Minister Patty Hajdu and
Procurement Minister Anita Anand, has positioned Canada
ahead of the pack on vaccine supply. The government
has secured enough doses for more than 400% of its
population, ahead of the U.K.’s 295% and Australia’s
230%, according to Bloomberg’s vaccine tracker.
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Dec. 17
Vaccinations reach nursing homes as California faces crisis
... The first COVID-19 vaccinations are underway at U.S.
nursing homes, where the virus has killed more than 110,000
people, even as the nation struggles to contain a surge so
alarming it has spurred California to dispense thousands of
body bags and line up refrigerated morgue trucks.
...
At the same time, a major snowstorm pushing its way into the
Northeast raised concern it could disrupt distribution of the
first vaccine.
...
In Florida, the longtime retirement haven whose 141,000
nursing home residents are the second most of any state
behind California, eagerness to get the vaccine was mixed
with some anxiety.
...
West Virginia, with one of the oldest and unhealthiest
populations in America, is working with small and local
pharmacies to reach nursing homes across the heavily rural
state, leapfrogging states that are relying on a partnership
with the CVS and Walgreens drugstore chains to kick in any
day now.
...
California is distributing 5,000 body bags mostly to the hardhit Los Angeles and San Diego areas and has 60 refrigerated
trailers standing by as makeshift morgues. The state is
averaging 163 virus deaths per day, up from 63 just two
weeks ago.
Many California hospitals are running out of space in intensive
care wards, as the state records an average of about 32,500

new virus cases a day. That is up from about 14,000 a day at
the start of the month.
...
Hospitals are also under pressure in Arizona, where a record
92% of beds are filled, nearly half of them with people with
COVID-19.
...”
In the nation’s capital, congressional leaders said they hoped
to seal a deal on a package that would extend aid to
individuals and businesses and help ship vaccines to millions.
It would include enhanced federal unemployment benefits and
another round of stimulus checks. A hoped-for announcement
Wednesday failed to materialize, however, as lawmakers
across the spectrum hammered out details of the sprawling
legislation and top negotiators continued to trade offers.
On Thursday, a government advisory panel will consider
whether to endorse emergency use of a second vaccine,
made by Moderna.
Meanwhile, officials supervising distribution of the first
vaccine said they didn’t expect the winter storm to
disrupt distribution.
U.S. Health and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar said the
government is tracking the vaccine shipments precisely, has
staffers in place to receive them and believes the companies
transporting them — FedEx and UPS — have the expertise to
navigate the storm.
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Dec. 18
US virus deaths and cases set records
... The nation set single-day records on Wednesday for
reported deaths, with more than 3,600, and for newly
reported cases, more than 245,000. The previous case
record was set last Friday, when more than 236,800 new
infections were announced, not including tens of thousands
of significantly older cases reported that day.

It is hard to say whether the precipitous rise in cases in
December is directly linked to gatherings and travel over
Thanksgiving, “but certainly, there’s an association,” said
Catherine L. Troisi, an infectious-disease epidemiologist at
the University of Texas Health School of Public Health in
Houston.

Three times as many more people in the United States
are dying each day now than three months ago, and the
number of new cases is six times what it was then. Also,
with large cities already ravaged by the virus, it is now
exacting a deadly toll on many midsize cities.

Anyone who was going to become ill from an infection
caught over the holiday weekend would probably have
done so by now, Dr. Troisi said. But they could also have
spread it to others who are only now showing symptoms
and being tested. “So there’s a continuing ramification of
these cases,” she said.

In the past week, just over 30 percent of the nation’s
coronavirus-related deaths were reported in the South, and
nearly 30 percent in the Midwest. Pennsylvania, Arizona
and Kansas in particular have seen dizzying growth in
death tolls over the last seven days; North and South
Dakota registered the most deaths relative to the size
of their populations.
Nevada reported 57 deaths on Wednesday, a record.
“That’s another 57 Nevadans who will be missed by loved
ones this holiday season,” Gov. Steve Sisolak wrote in a
Twitter post.
California, the nation’s most populous state by far, has
been averaging 202 deaths a day recently. The state has
bought 5,000 extra body bags and set up 60 refrigerated
storage units around the state to help local coroners...

The first shots of a vaccine made by Pfizer and BioNTech
were administered on Monday, and another vaccine, made
by Moderna, is expected to receive emergency
authorization from the Food and Drug Administration this
week.
Even with the arrival of the first vaccine and another on the
way, it “doesn’t help us right now to put out the wildfire,” Dr.
Troisi said.
“I think things are going to get worse for a while,” she said.
And in the meantime, what happens “is entirely up to us,”
she added, emphasizing the need to take precautionary
measures.
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Dec. 19
How many COVID-19
vaccines has each
country bought?
Confirmed number of doses
purchased by country
and income level
(as of December 11, 2020)

High Income
Upper Middle Income
Lower Middle Income
COVAX
a global initiative
that brings together
governments and
manufacturers to
ensure eventual
COVID-19 vaccines
reach those in
greatest need
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Dec. 21
How does the newly authorized Moderna
COVID-19 vaccine compare to Pfizer’s?

Select links below to right to access
complete studies submitted to FDA

[Highlights of some of the differences:]
[1]

Moderna’s vaccine might provide better
protection after the first dose...

[2]

Moderna’s vaccine may be better at preventing
severe symptoms, but it’s too soon to know...

[3]

Unlike Pfizer, Moderna has preliminary data
that suggest its vaccine stops infection, not
just symptoms [However, the vaccines are
similar, so there are scientists that believe
Pfzier’s could prevent asymtomatic cases] ...

# of Study Participants
Age Range
Efficacy Endpoint
Efficacy

Pfizer

Moderna

38,000

30,350

16 and older

18 and older

=7 days

=14 days

95.0%

94.5%

Side Effects
[4]

[5]
[6]

Both vaccines trigger similar side effects,
though questions remain about serious allergic
reactions...

Injection site pain

84%

92%

Fatigue

63%

69%

More doses of Moderna’s vaccine will be
initially available in the United States...

Headache

55%

63%

Muscle Pain

38%

60%

Joint Pain

24%

45%

Chills

32%

43%

Moderna’s vaccine doesn’t have to be kept
quite so cold, so it should be easier to
distribute...
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Dec. 21
New coronavirus variant: What do we know?
...The rapid spread of a new variant of coronavirus has been
blamed for the introduction of strict tier four mixing rules for millions
of people, harsher restrictions on mixing at Christmas in England,
Scotland and Wales, and other countries placing the UK on a travel
ban.
...
Three things are coming together that mean it is attracting attention:
[1] It is rapidly replacing other versions of the virus
[2] It has mutations that affect part of the virus likely to be
important
[3] Some of those mutations have already been shown in the
lab to increase the ability of the virus to infect cells
All of these come together to build a case for a virus that can
spread more easily.
...
It was first detected in September. In November around a quarter of
cases in London were the new variant. This reached nearly twothirds of cases in mid-December.
...
It is thought the variant either emerged in a patient in the UK or has
been imported from a country with a lower ability to monitor
coronavirus mutations.
The variant can be found across the UK, except Northern Ireland,
but it is heavily concentrated in London, the South East and eastern
England. Cases elsewhere in the country do not seem to have
taken off.
Data from Nextstrain, which has been monitoring the genetic codes
of the viral samples around the world, suggest cases in Denmark
and Australia have come from the UK. The Netherlands has also
reported cases.
...

Will the vaccines work against the new variant?
Almost certainly yes, or at least for now.
All three leading vaccines develop an immune response against the
existing spike, which is why the question comes up.
Vaccines train the immune system to attack several different parts
of the virus, so even though part of the spike has mutated, the
vaccines should still work.
"But if we let it add more mutations, then you start worrying," said
Prof Gupta.
"This virus is potentially on a pathway for vaccine escape, it has
taken the first couple of steps towards that."
Vaccine escape happens when the virus changes so it dodges the
full effect of the vaccine and continues to infect people.
This may be the most concerning element of what is happening with
the virus.
This variant is just the latest to show the virus is continuing to adapt
as it infects more and more of us.
A presentation by Prof David Robertson, from the University of
Glasgow on Friday, concluded: "The virus will probably be able to
generate vaccine escape mutants."
That would put us in a position similar to flu, where the vaccines
need to be regularly updated. Fortunately the vaccines we have are
very easy to tweak.
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Dec. 21
Congress seals agreement on $900 billion COVID relief bill
...The package, expected to draw votes in Congress on
Monday, would establish a temporary $300 per week
supplemental jobless benefit and a $600 direct
stimulus payment to most Americans, along with a new
round of subsidies for hard-hit businesses and money for
schools, health care providers and renters facing eviction.
...
The final agreement would be the largest spending
measure yet. It combined $900 billion for COVID-19 relief
with a $1.4 trillion government-wide funding plan and
lots of other unrelated measures on taxes, health,
infrastructure and education. The government-wide
funding would keep the government open through
September.
...
Republicans were most intent on reviving the Paycheck
Protection Program with $284 billion, which would
cover a second round of PPP grants to especially hardhit businesses. Democrats won set-asides for low-income
and minority communities.
...
additional details, including $25 billion in rental
assistance, $15 billion for theaters and other live
venues, $82 billion for local schools, colleges and
universities, and $10 billion for child care.
The governmentwide appropriations bill would fund
agencies through next September. That measure was likely
to provide a last $1.4 billion installment for Trump’s

U.S.-Mexico border wall as a condition of winning his
signature.
The bill was an engine to carry much of Capitol Hill’s
unfinished business, including an almost 400-page water
resources bill that targets $10 billion for 46 Army Corps of
Engineers flood control, environmental and coastal
protection projects. Another addition would extend a
batch of soon-to-expire tax breaks, including one for
craft brewers, wineries and distillers.
It also would carry numerous clean energy provisions, $7
billion to increase access to broadband, $4 billion to
help other nations vaccinate their people, $14 billion
for cash-starved transit systems, Amtrak and airports.
Democrats failed in a monthslong battle to deliver direct
fiscal relief to states and local governments, but they
successfully pressed for $22 billion would help states
and local governments with COVID-19-related health
expenses like testing and vaccines.
The end-of-session rush also promised relief for victims of
shockingly steep surprise medical bills, a phenomenon that
often occurs when providers drop out of insurance
company networks.
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Dec. 21

Death toll from coronavirus tops 1,700,000
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Dec. 22
Vaccination doses administered around the world
Shown is the total number of single doses, and does not measure the measure
vaccinated against the disease (which usually requires two doses)

China

1 million (12/19/20)

US

556,208 (12/20/20)

Per 100 people in total population
UK

500,000
UK

Russia

0.74

200,000 (12/14/2020)
0.17 (12/20/20)

US

Canada 17,633

Israel

Israel 10,000 (12/20/2020)
0

200,000

0.14 (12/14/20)

Russia

400,000

600,000

800,000

1,000,000

0.12 (12/20/20)

China

0.07 (12/19/20)

Canada

0.05
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7
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Dec. 22
The five states making the fastest progress giving COVID-19 vaccines
...... % of the state’s population
South Dakota

0.85%

West Virginia

0.84%

North Dakota

0.80%

Alaska

0.78%

Colorado

0.59%

The U.S. is allocating
5.1 million doses of Pfizer
and BioNTech’s vaccine and
6 million doses of
Moderna’s shot for
distribution through this
week.
Both vaccines require two
doses taken several weeks
apart. The second doses
are being held in reserve
until they’re ready to be
administered. The vaccine
is being distributed based
on state population.
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Dec. 23
After months of calm, Thailand grapples with virus outbreak
(AP) — After managing against the odds to keep the coronavirus
largely in check for most of the year, Thailand has suddenly found itself
challenged by an expanding outbreak among migrant workers on the
doorstep of Bangkok, the capital.

13% increase over the previous overall total of 4,907 — was the
country’s biggest daily spike. For months, nearly all of the cases
detected were in people already in quarantine after arriving from
abroad.

The surge of cases in Samut Sakhon province threatens to undo
months of efforts to contain the virus and hasten recovery of Thailand’s
ailing economy.
...
Cases related to the outbreak have already been reported in more than
a dozen other provinces, including Bangkok. Officials in the capital
ordered existing safety measures, such as social distancing, mask
wearing and checking for fevers, to be more strictly observed at
markets, temples, parks and entertainment venues. The city’s more
than 700 state schools and nurseries have been ordered to close for 12
days starting Thursday.

More cases since Sunday have pushed Thailand’s total to 5,762.
Virtually all were migrant workers in Samut Sakhon or otherwise
linked to a big seafood market in the province. Health officials said
44% of the migrant workers and people with direct links to the market
who have been tested so far were found to be infected, though most
did not display symptoms.

Contact tracing has found suspected cases for testing as well as areas
to be disinfected. At a mall in central Bangkok’s popular Siam Square
shopping area, three shops visited by a Thai woman who tested
positive for the coronavirus were temporarily closed for deep cleaning,
as was a food court at the nearby MBK mall.
...
“What we have seen now is that being too relaxed about COVID
precaution measures can lead to greater economic suffering,” he said.
Prayuth said the situation means Thailand must tread carefully as it
relaxes rules for admitting visitors from other countries — an approach
that could hinder efforts to revive the country’s lucrative tourism
industry, whose business dried up after Thailand closed to regular
passenger flights from overseas in early April.

The seafood market was sealed off over the weekend, and other local
restrictions were imposed, including a night curfew, the banning of
travel out of the province and the closing of many public places. Late
Tuesday night, two neighboring provinces also imposed lockdown
measures, including bans on New Year’s celebrations. The seaside
resort city of Pattaya also canceled plans for public celebrations.
The Center for COVID-19 Situation Administration on Wednesday
declared 23 provinces — almost a third of the total — to be high risk
based on vendors identifying where their major customers were from.
Even though cases related to the seafood market have spread around
the country, Prayuth expressed confidence that Thailand “can continue
to be among the least affected countries in the world by this terrible
disease.”

val was under discussion.

World Health Organization chief Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus has
praised Thailand’s handling of its coronavirus crisis several times, citing
in a September tweet, “A whole of society & whole of government
response, extensive testing, contact tracing, community engagement,
& nationwide mobilization of community #healthworkers.”

Thailand’s 576 new cases of the coronavirus reported on Sunday — a

Prayuth’s declaration in March of a state of emergency allowed ...
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Dec. 23
US agrees to buy additional 100 million doses of Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine
... This expands the total number of Pfizer vaccine doses
purchased by the federal government to 200 million, HHS
said.

Boxes containing the
Pfizer-BioNTech
COVID-19 vaccine are
prepared to be shipped
at the Pfizer Global
Supply Kalamazoo
manufacturing plant in
Portage, Michigan
Dec. 13, 2020
Morry Gash / AP file

“..."This new federal purchase can give Americans even
more confidence that we will have enough supply to
vaccinate every American who wants it by June 2021."
...
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Dec. 24
Santa Claus has received the COVID-19 vaccine

Santa Claus is
good to go!

“I went [to the North Pole],
and I vaccinated Santa
Claus myself.
I measured his level of
immunity, and
he’s good to go.

COVID-19
Vaccine

He can come down the
chimney, he can leave the
presents ... you have
nothing to worry about.”
Dr. Anthony Fauci
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Dec. 26
UK scientists trial AZD7442
British scientists are trialling a new drug that could prevent
someone who has been exposed to coronavirus from
going on to develop the disease Covid-19 ...
...
It could be available as soon as March or April [2021]
if it is approved by the medicines regulator after it has
reviewed evidence from the study.

Oct. 9
US enters agreement for
AZD7442
https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/10/09/trump-administrationexpands-collaboration-with-astrazeneca-to-develop-and-manufacture-aninvestigational-monoclonal-antibody-to-prevent-covid-19.html

The company estimates 100,000 doses ... could be
available from this project for the nation's high-risk
population that may not benefit from a vaccine by
December 2020.

Summary of how AZD7442 works
https://www.pharmaceutical-journal.com/news-and-analysis/features/everything-youneed-to-know-about-the-covid-19-therapytrials/20208126.article?firstPass=false#AZD7442

US AZD7442 Study
... [it’s] a combination of two long-acting antibodies (LAABs)
derived from convalescent patients after SARS-CoV-2
infection;
LAABs mimic natural antibodies and have the potential to treat and
prevent disease progression in patients already infected with the
virus, as well as to be given as a preventative intervention prior to
exposure to the virus;
In pre-clinical experiments the two LAABs have been shown to
block the binding of the SARS-CoV-2 virus to host cells and
protect against infection in cell and animal models of disease.

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04625972
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Dec. 27
December: the deadliest month in the US since the coronavirus pandemic began
... with more than 63,000 Americans lost to the virus in
the past 26 days. In comparison, the entire month of
November saw about 36,964 deaths.
The grim death toll comes on the heels of several brutal
months for the US, with Covid-19 ravaging communities
from coast to coast, crippling hospital systems and
prompting new widespread restrictions.
The authorization of two Covid-19 vaccines earlier in
December offered some hope of a light at the end of the
tunnel. But experts continue to warn that while the end is in
sight, the pandemic is not over and another surge
stemming from the Christmas holiday could be on its
way. "We very well might see a post-seasonal -- in the
sense of Christmas, New Years -- surge," Dr. Anthony Fauci
said on CNN's "State of the Union" Sunday morning,
pointing to holiday travel and private gatherings taking
place despite the advice of health experts.
The nation's top infectious disease expert described the
potential rise in cases as a "surge upon a surge," telling
CNN's Dana Bash, "If you look at the slope, the incline of
cases that we've experienced as we've gone into the late fall
and soon to be early winter, it is really quite troubling."
More than 1.1 million people were screened at airports
on Saturday, according to the TSA, marking the third
busiest day for US air travel since March. More than
616,000 were screened on Christmas Day alone, and

hundreds of thousands more traveled in the days leading up
to the holiday.
Covid-19 hospitalization numbers across the US are already
at record-high levels. On Saturday, the country recorded
its fifth-highest number of hospitalizations -- with more
than 117,300 Covid-19 patients nationwide, according to
the COVID Tracking Project.
Another surge of cases and hospitalizations will, inevitably,
mean more deaths -- on top of an already devastating death
toll.
"When you're dealing with a baseline of 200,000 new cases
a day and about 2,000 deaths per day, with the
hospitalizations over 120,000, we are really at a very critical
point," Fauci said.
"As we get into the next few weeks," he added, "it might
actually get worse.”
Nearly 332,000 Americans have died of Covid-19. Another
193,000 could lose their lives over the next two months,
according to predictions from the University of Washington's
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation.
..."People can still save the lives of their loved ones by
practicing that social distancing and masks. And
remember, vaccines are around the corner." ...
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Dec. 27
“Hug booth” allows nursing home residents to touch their loved ones
... Luckily for residents of ... an assisted living facility in
Webster, Texas ..., an employee's idea came to life with the
help of a teenage Boy Scout, who designed three "hug
booths" that allow people to embrace without touching
at all.
"In March, when things shut down, one of my residents told
me the only thing she missed was human touch," Becky
Hudson, the lifestyle director at the facility who came up
with the idea, told CNN. "When she said that, I put my
gloves on and held her hands and she was just crying.
That's when I started thinking of ways for our seniors to be
able to hug their loved ones without risking their lives.”
...
In September, Hudson shared her idea -- a booth with
gloves that would allow people to touch without skin-to-skin
contact -- with local Boy Scout Troop 848 in hopes they
would help.
Immediately, 17-year-old McCain Penrod decided to take
on the project. For nearly a month, with the help of his dad,
fellow Boy Scouts and friends, he tried out various designs
before building three wooden booths.
Each booth features a plexiglass window, so loved
ones can see each other, and two large, sanitized
gloves for the senior residents to put their hands
through to hug friends and family.
...

On November 25, a day before Thanksgiving, McCain
delivered the booths to the facility. Since then, everything
has completely changed for the nursing home residents...
"I immediately saw an enormous difference. Some
residents who were normally active had become withdrawn
when they stopped seeing their family members. Most of
our residents have dementia and they were just confused
why their children stopped coming to see them," Hudson
said.
"They declined emotionally, but the hug booths came in
and they could finally see them and hold their hands, and
now they're finally doing activities again, they want to
come down for their meals.”...
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Dec. 28
UK expected to approve Oxford-AstraZeneca Covid vaccine this week
... the approval could come as early as [today] as healthcare workers prepare to administer the shots.
...
Around 30,500 daily infections and 316 deaths were
recorded in the U.K. on Sunday, but those figures could be
understated due to reporting delays.
...
The Oxford-AstraZeneca candidate would allow the country
to significantly ramp up its inoculation program, given its
development in the U.K. It’s also much cheaper than
others and does not need to be kept at ultra-low
temperatures.
Earlier this month, Dr. Richard Horton, editor-in-chief of The
Lancet medical journal, told CNBC the vaccine could be
used around the globe more effectively than others.
“The Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine is the vaccine right now
that is going to be able to immunize the planet more
effectively, more rapidly than any other vaccine we have,”
Horton said, adding that it was important to think about
vaccine immunization on a global scale “because even
if we immunize one country, the threat then is you
reintroduce the virus from another country that is not
protected.”
Confusion around its trial data in November led to some
criticism of U.K.-based AstraZeneca. The data suggests
that the vaccine can help reduce the spread of Covid-19,

as well as prevent illness and death. The study also found
it had an effectiveness of 62% for trial participants
given two full doses, but 90% for a subgroup given half
a dose followed by a full dose.
But chief of the White House’s Operation Warp Speed,
Moncef Slaoui, and others in the U.S. have expressed
concern over the age group tested, saying the 90%
efficacy was only shown for the lowest risk group,
which numbered 2,741 people below age 55.
Pascal Soriot, CEO of AstraZeneca, said the
pharmaceutical giant will run an additional global trial to
evaluate the efficacy of its vaccine. Soriot told The Times
newspaper this weekend he is convinced that subsequent
data will show his company had achieved an efficacy rate
equal to the others, at above 90%.
“We think we have figured out the winning formula and how
to get efficacy that, after two doses, is up there with
everybody else,” he said. “I can’t tell you more because we
will publish at some point.”
He added that AstraZeneca believes the vaccine will be
effective against the new strain of the coronavirus, but
was running tests to confirm it.
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Dec. 29
Monoclonal antibody drugs designed to prevent people recently diagnosed
from ending up in the hospital.
... The FDA granted emergency authorization in November to two
monoclonal antibody products — one produced by Eli Lilly, the other
by Regeneron. President Trump was given the Regeneron product on
an emergency basis before the FDA authorized it for widespread use.
These drugs mimic natural antibodies. They target the
coronavirus that causes COVID-19 and are designed to block it
from entering cells. The drugs are not effective in treating people
sick enough to be hospitalized, but the companies' studies
suggested that the drugs can help hold a new infection in check.
Charles Barnes, a 72-year-old Vietnam veteran from Upper Marlboro,
Md., gave one a try. Before Thanksgiving, he came down with
symptoms of COVID-19 – a stubborn cough and some chills.
"It got pretty bad one day," Barnes says, "but other than that I just had
mild symptoms."
He and his wife got tested for the coronavirus. He came back positive.
As it happens, the MedStar Health system where he got diagnosed
had just started offering patients treatment with monoclonal antibodies.
"They kind of explained the science behind it a little bit, so I went for
it," he says.
...
The treatment took an hour, he says, and nurses kept an eye on him
for another hour to make sure there were no problems. "And there
were no side effects, so I got into my car and drove home."
...
As of last week, about 3% of patients who received the treatment
ended up in the hospital anyway, Kumar says. Another 4% made a trip
to the emergency room. Kumar figures that patients with similar
preexisting conditions would end up in the hospital 10% to 15% of the
time — so it appears the medicines are allowing some people to

recuperate at home and reducing the burden on hospitals.
...
The federal government has purchased 1.2 million doses of these
drugs and allocated more than 300,000 of those doses to states and
territories. But Dr. Moncef Slaoui, chief adviser to the federal
government's Operation Warp Speed, says initial surveys suggest
only 5% to 20% of the drug that has been delivered has actually
been used.
...
People over 65 or those with preexisting conditions such as
obesity are eligible for the drugs, which means hundreds of
thousands of people could potentially be in line to get them every
week.
...
Doctors hope that as word gets out, more people will end up
trying these drugs. They are provided to health systems free by
the federal government, but it costs money to administer the
medication. At first, Medicare set a price that would require many
patients to pay a $60 copay, but the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services later found a way to waive that fee.
"Some of the private payers have not yet said if they are going to
charge copays or not," Bariola says.
Stories such as Barnes' could make a difference, too. He heads up a
10-piece musical ensemble called the C. Barnes Project and, having
recovered from COVID-19, is back to playing the trombone.
"As a matter of fact, a couple of days ago I did take it out of the case to
see how my wind was, and it was the same. No difference," Barnes
says.
And he says he's also back to his regular exercise regime. His case of
COVID-19 is now just another story for him to tell.
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Which countries have rolled out a COVID-19 vaccine?

https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations

As of Dec. 28, 2020
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Dec. 30
Britain became the first country to approve AstraZeneca vaccine
... “The rollout will start on Jan. 4 and will really accelerate into the
first few weeks of next year,” British Health Secretary Matt Hancock
told told Sky News. Britain has bought 100 million doses of the
vaccine.

Researchers claim the vaccine protected against disease in 62% of
those given two full doses and in 90% of those initially given a
half dose because of a manufacturing error. However, the second
group included only 2,741 people — too few to be conclusive.

... people at the highest risk would get priority, and everyone would get
a second jab within 12 weeks of the first.

Questions also remain about how well the vaccine protects older
people. Only 12% of study participants were over 55 and they were
enrolled later, so there hasn’t been enough time to see whether they
develop infections at a lower rate than those not given the vaccine.
...
Britain’s action likely means the World Health Organization will soon
clear the AstraZeneca vaccine for use in a global effort to help poor
countries, called COVAX. The initiative, led by WHO and the vaccines
alliance GAVI, has secured access to at least 100 million doses of the
vaccine, with options and other deals to buy more. But none can be
distributed until green-lighted by WHO.

The new strategy comes against a backdrop of soaring infections in the
U.K. The number of hospitalized COVID-19 patients has surpassed the
first peak of the outbreak in the spring, with authorities blaming a new,
more transmissible variant of the virus, first identified in southeast
England, for the spike.
Oxford University’s Dr. Andrew Pollard, one of the leaders of the
development team, offered hope the newly approved vaccine will help.
“At the moment, there’s no evidence that the vaccines won’t work
against the new variant,” Pollard told Radio 4. “But that is something
which we have to look at. We can’t be complacent about this variant or
perhaps future variants.”
Partial results from studies in almost 24,000 people in Britain, Brazil
and South Africa suggest the shots are safe and about 70%
effective for preventing illness from coronavirus infection.
That’s not as good as some other vaccine candidates, but Soriot
recently told the Sunday Times newspaper that he was confident the
vaccine would prove as effective as its rivals.
The Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine is expected to be relied on in many
countries because of its low cost, availability and ease of use. It
can be kept in refrigerators rather than the ultra-cold storage some
other vaccines require. The company has said it will sell it for $2.50 a
dose and plans to make up to 3 billion doses by the end of 2021.
“We have a vaccine for the world,” said Pollard.

The U.N. health agency does not licence or regulate vaccines itself, but
typically evaluates vaccines once they have been approved by an
agency such as the U.K. regulator or the European Medicines Agency.
WHO experts conduct their own evaluation of whether or not the risks
of a vaccine outweigh its benefits and then make a recommendation for
the shots to be “pre-qualified” so they can be bought by donors for
developing countries.
Most coronavirus vaccines to be used in poorer countries likely will be
made by the Serum Institute of India, which has been contracted by
AstraZeneca to make 1 billion doses. In June, the pharmaceutical
company announced that the Serum Institute would produce 400
million doses by the end of 2020 but as of early December, only about
50 million doses had been manufactured after production was halted
several times.
In addition to the Serum Institute, AstraZeneca also has deals with
vaccine makers in Brazil, South Africa and China to make the Oxforddeveloped vaccine for use in developing countries.
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Dec. 30
First case of highly infectious coronavirus variant in US, detected in Colorado
... The Colorado case involves a man in his 20s, who is in
isolation in Elbert County, about 50 miles southeast of Denver,
and has no travel history, according to a tweet from the office
of Gov. Jared Polis (D).
“The individual has no close contacts identified so far, but public
health officials are working to identify other potential cases and
contacts through thorough contact tracing interviews,” the
statement said.
A federal scientist familiar with the investigation said the man’s
lack of known travel — in contrast with most confirmed cases
outside the United Kingdom — indicates this is probably not
an isolated case. “We can expect that it will be detected
elsewhere,” said the official, who spoke on the condition of
anonymity to discuss the broader context of the announcement.
...
Researchers have detected the more transmissible variant in at
least 17 countries outside the United Kingdom, including as
far away as Australia and South Korea, as of Tuesday
afternoon. Officials in Canada had previously said they had
identified two cases.

level for the virus, denoting serious but not extreme risk.
...
All viruses mutate randomly, and over time some of those
mutations appear to confer some kind of advantage to the virus
as it adapts to the human species. The novel coronavirus,
SARS-CoV-2, mutates at a slow rate, and scientists do not
think the genetic changes seen in the variant so far are
sufficient to allow it to elude the vaccines now being
administered to millions of people in many countries. But the
coronavirus is a moving target, and these mutations require
surveillance.
Many scientists call the arrival of more transmissible mutations a
wake-up call. ...

Windsor

Denver
Elbert
County

Although the U.K. variant appears more contagious, it is not
leading to higher rates of hospitalizations or deaths,
according to a report from Public Health England, a government
agency. Nor is there any sign that people who were infected
months ago with the coronavirus are more likely to be
reinfected if exposed to the variant ...
The Colorado case occurred in a county of about 27,000, which
is currently classified, along with much of the state, in the “red”

US State of Colorado
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Dec. 30
China clamps down in hidden hunt for coronavirus origins
... More than a year since the first known person was infected
with the coronavirus, an AP investigation shows the Chinese
government is strictly controlling all research into its
origins, clamping down on some while actively promoting
fringe theories that it could have come from outside
China.
...A rare leak from within the government, the dozens of
pages of unpublished documents confirm what many have
long suspected: The clampdown comes from the top.
...
The AP investigation was based on dozens of interviews
with Chinese and foreign scientists and officials, along with
public notices, leaked emails, internal data and the
documents from China’s cabinet and the Chinese Center for
Disease Control and Prevention. It reveals a pattern of
government secrecy and top-down control that has been
evident throughout the pandemic.
As the AP previously documented, this culture has delayed
warnings about the pandemic, blocked the sharing of
information with the World Health Organization and
hampered early testing. Scientists familiar with China’s
public health system say the same practices apply to
sensitive research.
“They only select people they can trust, those that they can
control,” said a public health expert who works regularly with
the China CDC, declining to be identified out of fear of
retribution. “Military teams and others are working hard on
this, but whether it gets published all depends on the
outcome.”

...
The little information that has dribbled out suggests the
virus was circulating well outside Wuhan in 2019 — a
finding that could raise awkward questions for Chinese
officials about their early handling of the outbreak. Chinese
researchers found that a child hundreds of miles from Wuhan
had fallen ill with the virus by Jan. 2, suggesting it was
spreading widely in December. But earlier samples weren’t
tested, according to a scientist with direct knowledge of the
study.
“There was a very deliberate choice of the time period to
study, because going too early could have been too
sensitive,” said the scientist, who declined to be named out of
fear of retribution.
A WHO report written in July but published in November said
Chinese authorities had identified 124 cases in December
2019, including five cases outside Wuhan. Among WHO’s
aims for its upcoming visit to China are reviews of hospital
records before December.
Coronavirus expert Peter Daszak, a member of the WHO
team, said identifying the pandemic’s source should not be
used to assign guilt.
“We’re all part of this together,” he said. “And until we we’re
never going to get rid of this problem.”
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 1,800,000
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Dec. 31
How did we develop a COVID-19 vaccine so quickly?
[1] Scientists have been studying coronaviruses for

worked with others in pledging $8 billion for COVID-19
research ... The UK government Vaccine Taskforce
have also been a significant contributor to a wide
variety of vaccine research. Recipients of this funding
helped develop the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine. The
designers of this vaccine were the first to publish peer
reviewed efficacy results from phase 3 trials...

over 50 years ... this meant scientists had existing
data on the structure, genome, and life cycle of this
type of virus.... “Research on these viruses
established the importance of the viral spike (S) protein
in viral attachment, fusion, and entry, and identified the
S proteins as a target for the development of antibody
therapies and vaccines. ...
[2] Worldwide collaboration ... amid a global pandemic,
time was a luxury the world could not afford.
Researchers quickly mobilized to share their
coronavirus data with other scientists. [and] thanks to
advances in genomic sequencing, researchers
successfully uncovered the viral sequence of
SARS-CoV-2 in January 2020 — roughly 10 days
after the first reported pneumonia cases in Wuhan,
China. The ability to fast-track research and clinical
trials was a direct result of this worldwide cooperation...
[3] Funding for COVID-19 vaccine research... the U.S.,
1
... [has spent $18 billion partnering] with multiple
institutions ... to develop, manufacture, and distribute
300 million doses by early next year. By providing
resources and assuming the financial risk, [this
allowed] companies to produce and stockpile vaccine
doses even before the company [knew] if the vaccine
[was] going to work.... The European Commission
have also funded several vaccine candidates and

[4] mRNA technology [used in Pfizer and Moderna
vaccines] is something the NIH have been working
on for some time ...
...
A simple explanation?
... this unprecedented crisis has brought economies around
the world to their knees and affected the daily lives of
billions of people, so thousands of scientists stepped up to
the challenge2
...
The pandemic has ushered in a new era of vaccine
research. A global collaboration of scientists and the
development of mRNA vaccines is akin to the “landing
on the moon moment,” ...

1, 2

https://www.arabnews.com/node/1779366
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Dec. 31
Number of vaccinations administered as of today
World
United States

Select link the above link for updates
and to add other countries

5.89 million
2.79 million (Dec. 30, 2020)
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A Song for 2020 New Year’s Eve

Dec. 31

Should twen ----- ty twen - ty

mind?

Let’s make a pact

to

eat

be

for - got And

nev

- er brought to

our peas, and leave this year behind.

eat your black eyed peas, my friend, for twenty twenty one luck,_____Let’s tak’

Please

a cup of

Song Credits:

black eyed peas, so our new year won’t suck!

Music: Scottish folk song
(Roud #6294)
Lyrics: by some survivors
of 2020 with hopes
for a better new year
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Jan 1
Demand for rescue animals skyrocketing
... [2020] demand for animal adoption [skyrocketed] as
stay-at-home orders were issued across the U.S. in March
in response to the coronavirus pandemic,. [D]uring the
second half of March, with an estimated national
adoption rate of 58% at the beginning of the month,
jumping to 85% by the end of the month.
...
“The animal shelters have been emptied of adoptable
animals through either adoptions or fosters, because
of what a good time it is, when families are home
together during lockdown, to work with a new pet. And
it’s also a hedge against loneliness.”
The emotional support that pets can offer their owners is
more crucial than ever in this moment, says Rachael
Silverman, a psychologist specializing in couple and family
psychology who often prescribes emotional support
animals for patients. “With so much uncertainty and
instability, animals provide people, especially children,
with unconditional love, support, and comfort as well as
serve as a distraction,”...
2021 looks to be a big year for shelter pets, too: In
January, a shelter dog will take up residence in the
White House for the first time ever when President-elect
Joe Biden moves in with his dog Major, a German
shepherd who the Bidens adopted in 2018 from the
Delaware Humane Association (DHA).
Joe Biden adopted a German shepherd named Major
from the Delaware Humane Association in 2018
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Jan 2
Israel leads vaccine race
with 12% given jab
... Israel began vaccinations on
December 19th and is delivering jabs to
about 150,000 people a day, with priority
given to the over-60s, health workers
and people who are clinically
vulnerable. [the US is averaging 161,820
people a day]
It secured supplies of the Pfizer-BioNTech
vaccine following negotiations early on in
the pandemic. It is contacting people with
priority access to the vaccine through its
health care system - by law all Israelis
must register with a recognised health
care provider.
Israel has safely subdivided shipments of
the Pfizer vaccine, which must be stored
at -70C, Health Minister Yuli Edelstein told
YNet TV news. This means smaller
batches of the vaccine can be sent out to
remote communities.
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, who
is campaigning for re-election, has
predicted Israel could emerge from the
pandemic as early as February. It is
currently in its third national lockdown...

Rate of vaccination doses
per 100 people*
as of Jan. 1, 2021

Israel

11.55

Bahrain
UK
US

3.49
1.47
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/covid-19vaccine-doses.html

Denmark
China

* measured using number of people who have received
the first dose of coronavirus vaccine
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Current COVID risk levels
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Risk Levels
Severe outbreak
Active or imminent outbreak
At risk of outbreak
Slow disease growth
On track to contain COVID
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Jan 4
First person in world to get Oxford/AstraZeneca jab
An 82-year-old retired maintenance manager has become
the first person in the world outside clinical trials to
receive the vaccine developed by Oxford University and
AstraZeneca.
Brian Pinker, a dialysis patient, received the jab at 7.30am
on Monday from Sam Foster, a nurse at Oxford University
hospitals NHS foundation trust’s Churchill hospital.
Pinker, who describes himself as Oxford born and bred, said
in a statement issued by NHS England that the jab would
give him peace of mind as he continued to receive treatment,
and he was looking forward to celebrating his 48th wedding
anniversary in February.
“I am so pleased to be getting the Covid vaccine today and
really proud that it is one that was invented in Oxford,” he
said. “The nurses, doctors and staff today have all been
brilliant and I can now really look forward to celebrating my
48th wedding anniversary with my wife, Shirley, later this
year.”
...the national medical director of NHS England, described
the distribution of the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine as
“another turning point in our way out of this pandemic”.
...“Four weeks ago I had the privilege to be in Coventry for
the first jab of the Pfizer vaccine – remember Maggie
Keenan got that first jab – that felt like a huge moment in this
pandemic and, to be honest, today, when I saw the first jab

in the building behind me of the AstraZeneca vaccine, felt
like an even bigger moment, another turning point in our way
out of this pandemic.”
He added: “We’ve been preparing in the NHS for many
months for the biggest vaccination programme in our history.
We’ve already delivered over a million vaccines of the Pfizer
jab; now we’ve got the AstraZeneca one, so we aim to get it
into people’s arms as quickly as it is supplied to us. If we get
2m doses a week, our aim is to get 2m doses into the arms
of those priority groups.”
...
we’re aiming for tens of millions of doses by the time we
get to April. This is a new vaccine, each batch will need to
be looked at before it’s released, so that schedule will
become clearer over the next few weeks, but, as I said, we
are raring to go.”

Brian Pinker
receives the
Oxford/AstraZeneca
Covid-19 vaccine from
nurse Sam Foster at
the Churchill hospital
in Oxford on Monday.
Photograph: Steve
Parsons/PA
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Vaccine Tracker
All of the states shown in blue
are publicly reporting data about the
administration of COVID-19 vaccines
Select the link at the top of this page
for an interactive map and updates
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Jan 5
UK hospitals stagger under toll from the new virus variant
... Pressure on the nation’s hospitals forced the hand of Prime
Minister Boris Johnson, who has plunged the country into its
third national lockdown and ordered everyone to stay at
home as much as possible for at least the next six weeks.
The situation is worsening, said Siva Anandaciva, chief analyst
of the King’s Fund think tank.
“It’s not hyperbole to say that the (National Health Service) is
going through probably the toughest time in living memory,? he
told The Associated Press. Anandaciva said some emergency
rooms have waits of 12 hours.
“I was speaking to an emergency care physician from London
last week, and she was saying that half of her shift was spent
delivering care in ambulances because they couldn’t get
the patients into the emergency department,? he said. “So
you put that all together and you paint a picture of the health
service that’s under incredible pressure.”
Johnson announced the tough new stay-at-home order for
England that takes effect at midnight Tuesday and won’t be
reviewed until at least mid-February. Few in England expect
any relief until after the traditional late February school break.
“The weeks ahead will be the hardest yet, but I really do
believe that we are entering the last phase of the struggle,”
Johnson told the nation Monday night. “Because with every jab
that goes into our arms, we are tilting the odds against COVID
and in favor of the British people.”

Scotland’s leader, Nicola Sturgeon, also imposed a lockdown
that began Tuesday. Northern Ireland and Wales had already
imposed tough measures, though rules vary.
...
The new measures are similar to those imposed last spring,
with people being told to work from home unless it’s impossible
to do so, and to leave home only for exercise or essential trips
such as grocery shopping. Schools across England were
ordered to close their doors except for the children of
critical workers and most vulnerable children, and shift to
online instruction beginning Tuesday. University students won’t
return to campus until at least mid-February.
All nonessential shops and personal care services like
hairdressers will stay closed. Restaurants will be allowed
to offer takeout services only.
New COVID-19 infections have soared in recent weeks as
public health officials struggled to contain the new variant,
which the government says is 50% to 70% more contagious.
The number of confirmed new daily infections in the past seven
days jumped 50% from the previous week, and coronavirusrelated deaths rose 21% in the same period.
Britain has been seeing over 50,000 new infections a day
for a week and has reported 75,500 virus-related deaths
overall, one of the highest tallies in Europe.
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Jan 6
EU agency approves Moderna’s COVID-19 vaccine
The European Union’s medicines agency gave the green
light Wednesday to Moderna Inc.’s COVID-19 vaccine, a
decision that gives the 27-nation bloc a second vaccine to
use in the desperate battle to tame the virus rampaging
across the continent.
...
The EU agency gave the green light to use the Moderna
vaccine on people age 18 year and above.
Cook stressed that EU authorities “will closely monitor data
on the safety and effectiveness of the vaccine to ensure
ongoing protection of the EU public. Our work will always be
guided by the scientific evidence and our commitment to
safeguard the health of EU citizens.”

don’t contain any coronavirus – meaning they cannot cause
infection. Instead, they use a piece of genetic code that
trains the immune system to recognize the spike protein on
the surface of the virus, ready to attack if the real thing
comes along.
The EU officially began giving out Pfizer-BioNTech
vaccination shots on Dec. 27, but the speed of each
nation’s inoculation program has varied widely. France
vaccinated around 500 people in the first week, while
Germany vaccinated 200,000. The Dutch were only
beginning to give out vaccine shots Wednesday, the last EU
nation to start doing so.

The United States, Canada and Israel have already
approved use of the Moderna vaccine. The U.S. gave it
the green light for emergency use in people over 18 years on
Dec. 18, followed by Canada five days later with an interim
authorization also for people over 18. Israel authorized the
vaccine on Monday.
Moderna said Monday that it is increasing its estimate for
global vaccine production in 2021 from 500 to 600 million
doses. The company said it is “continuing to invest and add
staff to build up to potentially 1 billion doses for 2021.”
Both Moderna’s and Pfizer-BioNTech’s shots are mRNA
vaccines, made with a groundbreaking new technology. They

Pharmacist Brian Meyer holds a Moderna COVID-19 vaccine vial for a photo on
Tuesday, Jan. 5, 2021 at Sunflower Pharmacy in Odessa, Texas. Sunflower
Pharmacy is the first privately owned pharmacy in Odessa given to permission to
distribute the vaccine. (Eli Hartman/Odessa American via AP)
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Jan 6
What people might not be allowed to do if they don’t get vaccinated
... Should any restrictions be imposed on people who choose not to get
vaccinated given they can catch and spread the virus?
It’s a tricky subject but governments are already looking at introducing
systems that would enable authorities, and possibly businesses, to tell if
a person has had a Covid vaccine or not.
...
China has launched a health code app that shows whether a person is
symptom-free in order to check into a hotel or use the subway
...
Chile, citizens that have recovered from the coronavirus have been
issued with “virus free” certificates.
...
Spain ... will create a registry to show who has refused to be vaccinated
and that the database could be shared across Europe
...
Isra Black, a lecturer in law at the University of York, and Lisa Forsberg,
a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Oxford who researches medical
ethics, told CNBC that it “isn’t easy to say whether it would be
ethically permissible for a state to impose restrictions” on people
who refuse a jab.
The academics said in a joint statement via email that the answer will
depend on factors like vaccine supply, the level of vaccination in
the population, the nature of time restrictions on vaccine refusers,
and how the restrictions are operationalized.
... it may be justifiable for the state to restrict vaccine refusers if it
turns out the vaccines reduce onward transmission.
They also highlighted that allowing unvaccinated individuals to
circulate freely may be associated with the development and spread
of mutations of the virus, some of which might become vaccineresistant.

Vaccine passports
In December it emerged that Los Angeles County plans to let Covid
vaccine recipients store proof of immunization in the Apple Wallet on
their iPhone...
“The idea of immunity certificates is not new,” ... children who get
vaccinations for measles, polio and other diseases often must show their
immunity certificate to register at a new school. Health passports could
be a way to help reopen the economy and manage the new normal with
a privacy-first approach.”
Trilli added: “There is a growing appetite for the use of health
passports/certificates within the travel industry to improve the
safety of their staff and customers, as well as to instil greater levels of
confidence to help re-catalyze the tourism industry.”
In May, John Holland-Kaye, CEO of the U.K.’s busiest airport Heathrow,
backed the introduction of health certificates to help the country
emerge from the more stringent travel restrictions in place at that
time. Heathrow Airport did not immediately respond to CNBC’s request
for comment.
Elsewhere, the CEO of Delta Air Lines, Ed Bastian, said in April that
imunity passports could be used to help fliers feel more confident
in their personal safety while traveling.
... British Airways, Qantas, and easyJet did not respond to CNBC’s
[question, if it would ever prevent non-vaccinated people from flying on
its aircraft.]
...
[Britain] “Hospitality would be split with restaurants and bars for
vaccinated guests and then bars and restaurants popping up that
will cater for non-vaccinated guests. ...
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Jan 7
US reports highest single-day death toll
... Centers for Disease Control and Prevention warned the overall toll
could exceed 430,000 by the end of the month.
The US reported 3,865 coronavirus deaths Wednesday, bringing the
overall toll to 361,123 people in the US, according to data from Johns
Hopkins University. In addition, the number of people who have been
infected reached more than 21.2 million, according to the data.
At the same time, hospitals are being flooded with coronavirus
patients. On Wednesday, a record 132,476 patients were being
treated for the virus, according to the Covid Tracker Project.
Meantime, the CDC predicted Wednesday that January will be a
devastating month for pandemic impacts, even as the federal
government allocated $22 billion more for testing, contact tracing,
surveillance and vaccinations,
The CDC forecast, assembled from 36 coronavirus models, projected
there will be 405,000-438,000 deaths by the end of the month. The
previous ensemble forecast, published December 30, projected up to
424,000 deaths by January 23.
But director of the National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Disease
Dr. Anthony Fauci hopes that the US can ramp up vaccinations before
the month is over.
"We should have done better, but I think we should wait until we get into
maybe the second, or the third week in January, to see if we can now
catch up with the original pace that was set," he said.
At the epicenter of the virus is California, a state that has been
among several to report record hospitalizations, surging deaths and
healthcare systems struggling to meet the demand.
...
Elsewhere, Kentucky saw two highs Wednesday: 5,743 new cases
reported in one day and a positivity rate of 11.7%, the highest rate in

the state since May.
"Today's numbers show how critically important a centralized effort and
response is to defeating this virus," Governor Andy Beshear said.
In Louisiana, the spike in cases and hospitalizations has led to tighter
coronavirus restrictions in New Orleans. As of Friday morning,
gatherings and special events are not allowed except for people living
together in a single household and outdoor tables at bars and
restaurants will be limited to 6 people of the same household, according
to a statement from the mayor's office.
"These next few weeks will be a defining moment in the history of our
response to this pandemic," Mayor LaToya Cantrell said. "These
restrictions are for the short term, but they are in place for a reason. "
As cases grow, some states are expanding the number of people
eligible to receive coronavirus vaccines.
US Surgeon General Dr. Jerome Adams said Wednesday that vaccine
administration is "quickly ramping up" and he urged states to move to
the next priority groups so supply "can match up with demand.”
Adams said on "Good Morning America" that the US is now
approaching 500,000 vaccinations per day and that more funding
and locations are becoming available and that the list of priority
groups is expanding.
Illinois, for example, has lowered the minimum recommended age
of residents to receive the vaccine to 65 years old from 75 years.
These vaccinations will happen in "a few weeks," Illinois Governor JB
Pritzker. said. The state made the decision to lower the bar in the new
phase because Black and Brown Americans have been
disproportionately affected by Covid-19 and are more likely to die from
the virus at a younger age on average, he said ...
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 1,900,000
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Jan 8
Pfizer vaccine appears effective against mutation in new virus variants
... Pfizer Inc and BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine appeared to work
against a key mutation in the highly transmissible new variants of the
coronavirus discovered in Britain and South Africa, according to a
laboratory study conducted by the U.S. drugmaker.

called the E484K mutation, was also concerning.
The researchers plan to run similar tests to establish whether the
vaccine is effective against other mutations found in the British and
South African variants and hope to have more data within weeks.

The study by Pfizer and scientists from the University of Texas Medical
Branch, which has not yet been peer-reviewed, indicated the vaccine
was effective in neutralizing virus with the so-called N501Y mutation of
the spike protein.

The variants are said by scientists to be more transmissible than
previously dominant ones, but they are not thought to cause
more serious illness.

The mutation could be responsible for greater transmissibility
and there had been concern it could also make the virus escape
antibody neutralization elicited by the vaccine, said Phil Dormitzer,
one of Pfizer’s top viral vaccine scientists.

Scientists said the results of the study would help calm concerns that
people will not be protected by vaccines being given to millions of
people around the world in the fight against the pandemic, which has
killed more than 1.8 million people and roiled economies.

The first results of tests on the variants offer a glimmer of hope while
more studies are carried out as Britain and other countries try to tame
the more infectious variants which authorities believe are driving a
surge in infections that could overwhelm healthcare systems.

Dormitzer said it was encouraging that the vaccine appears effective
against the mutation, as well as 15 other mutations the company has
previously tested against.

But they cautioned that more clinical tests and data are still needed
to come to a definitive conclusion.
...
AstraZeneca, Moderna and CureVac are also testing whether their
shots work against the fast-spreading variants. They have said
they expect them to be effective, but the timing of those studies
are not known.
...
The Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine and the one from Moderna Inc,
which use synthetic messenger RNA technology, can be quickly
tweaked to address new mutations of a virus if necessary.
Scientists have suggested the changes could be made in as little
as six weeks.

“So we’ve now tested 16 different mutations, and none of them
have really had any significant impact. That’s the good news,” he
said. “That doesn’t mean that the 17th won’t.”

The variant is not the first of the pandemic to emerge and Eleanor
Riley, professor of immunology and infectious disease at the University
of Edinburgh, said these types of study will be needed as they appear.

Dormitzer said another mutation found in the South African variant,

“It may be necessary to tweak the vaccine over time,” she said.

The Pfizer-BioNTech study was conducted on blood taken from people
who had been given the vaccine. Its findings are limited because it
does not look at the full set of mutations found in either of the new
variants of the rapidly spreading virus.
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Jan 9
US vaccine rollout hits snag as health workers balk at shots
... Surprising numbers of health care workers who have seen firsthand
the death and misery inflicted by COVID-19 are refusing shots.
It is happening in nursing homes and, to a lesser degree, in hospitals,
with employees expressing what experts say are unfounded fears of
side effects from vaccines that were developed at record speed. More
than three weeks into the campaign, some places are seeing as
much as 80% of the staff holding back.
...
Many medical facilities from Florida to Washington state have boasted
of near-universal acceptance of the shots, and workers have proudly
plastered pictures of themselves on social media receiving the
vaccine. Elsewhere, though, the drive has stumbled.
While the federal government has released no data on how many
people offered the vaccines have taken them, glimpses of resistance
have emerged around the country.
In Illinois, a big divide has opened at state-run veterans homes
between residents and staff. The discrepancy was worst at the
veterans home in Manteno, where 90% of residents were vaccinated
but only 18% of the staff members.
In rural Ashland, Alabama, about 90 of some 200 workers at Clay
County Hospital have yet to agree to get vaccinated, even with the
place so overrun with COVID-19 patients that oxygen is running low
and beds have been added to the intensive care unit, divided by
plastic sheeting.
The pushback comes amid the most lethal phase in the outbreak yet,
with the death toll at more than 350,000, and it could hinder the
government’s effort to vaccinate somewhere between 70% and 85% of
the U.S. population to achieve “herd immunity.”

Administrators and public health officials have expressed hope that
more health workers will opt to be vaccinated as they see their
colleagues take the shots without problems.
...
There have been no signs of widespread severe side effects from the
vaccines, and scientists say the drugs have been rigorously tested on
tens of thousands and vetted by independent experts.
States have begun turning up the pressure. South Carolina’s
governor gave health care workers until Jan. 15 to get a shot or
“move to the back of the line.” Georgia’s top health official has
allowed some vaccines to be diverted to other front-line workers,
including firefighters and police, out of frustration with the slow
uptake.
“There’s vaccine available but it’s literally sitting in freezers,” said
Public Health Commissioner Dr. Kathleen Toomey. “That’s
unacceptable. We have lives to save.”
Nursing homes were among the institutions given priority for the shots
because the virus has cut a terrible swath through them. Long-term
care residents and staff account for about 38% of the nation’s
COVID-19 fatalities.
In West Virginia, only about 55% of nursing home workers agreed to
the shots when they were first offered last month, according to Martin
Wright, who leads the West Virginia Health Care Association.
“It’s a race against social media,” Wright said of battling falsehoods
about the vaccines.
Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine said only 40% of the state’s nursing home
workers have gotten shots. North Carolina’s top public health official
estimated more than half were refusing the vaccine there...
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Jan 9
Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip get COVID-19 vaccine
... As Boris Johnson announced an ambitious 'test and jabs'
blitz to combat the virus, Her Majesty, 94, and the Duke of
Edinburgh, 99, received their injections at Windsor Castle
from a doctor in the Royal Household.
They had their first jab only when it became available to
others in the Berkshire area to avoid any suggestion of
special treatment. The same will apply to the second
injection, expected in a few weeks.

Saturday figure since April 18.
But in a positive sign the upward curve in cases may be
levelling out a further 59,937 people tested positive, up just
3.8 per cent on last Saturday.
It is also more than 8,000 cases fewer than the 68,053
recorded yesterday - a record high. Friday also saw 1,325
more deaths.

The Palace declined to specify whether they received the
Oxford or the Pfizer vaccine, to avoid giving the impression
of favouring one over the other.
But well-placed sources said it was a 'reasonable
assumption' that they had the one developed by Oxford
University and AstraZeneca. Both accepted the
inoculations on the advice of their doctors and did not
suffer any side-effects.
It came as Britain recorded more than 1,000 Covid-19
deaths for the fourth day in a row as the new mutation
wreaks havoc across the country.
A further 1,035 people have died today in the deadliest
Saturday since April 18, as the total Covid death toll since
the pandemic began hit a grim 80,000.
The total marked a 132.5 per cent rise on the 445 deaths
recorded on Saturday last week and was the highest

AP photo (pictured in November 2020)
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Jan 10
Johnson under fire as UK again faces onslaught of COVID-19
... Many countries are enduring new waves of the virus, but Britain’s is
among the worst, and it comes after a horrendous 2020. More than 3
million people in the U.K. have tested positive for the coronavirus
and 81,000 have died — 30,000 in just the last 30 days. The economy
has shrunk by 8%, more than 800,000 jobs have been lost and
hundreds of thousands more furloughed workers are in limbo.
Even with the new lockdown, London Mayor Sadiq Khan said Friday that
the situation in the capital was “critical,” with one in every 30 people
infected. “The stark reality is that we will run out of beds for patients in
the next couple of weeks unless the spread of the virus slows down
drastically,? he said.
Medical staff are also at breaking point.
...
Much of the blame for Britain’s poor performance has been laid at the
door of Johnson, who came down with the virus in the spring and ended
up in intensive care. Critics say his government’s slow response as the
new respiratory virus emerged from China was the first in a string of
lethal mistakes.
Anthony Costello, professor of global health at University College
London, said “dilly-dallying” in March about whether to lock down the
U.K. cost thousands of lives.
Britain locked down on March 23, and Costello said if the decision had
come a week or two sooner, “we would be back down at 30,000-40,000
deaths. ... More like Germany.”
“And the problem is, they’ve repeated these delays,” said Costello, a
member of Independent SAGE, a group of scientists set up as an
alternative to the government’s official Scientific Advisory Group for
Emergencies.
Most countries have struggled during the pandemic, but Britain had
some disadvantages from the start. Its public health system was

frayed after years of spending cuts by austerity-minded Conservative
governments. It had only a tiny capacity to test for the new virus. And
while authorities had planned for a hypothetical pandemic, they
assumed it would be a less deadly and less contagious flu-like
illness.
The government sought advice from scientists, but critics say its pool of
advisers was too narrow. And their recommendations were not always
heeded by a prime minister whose laissez-faire instincts make him
reluctant to clamp down on the economy and daily life.
...
The government points out, correctly, that there has been huge progress
since last spring. Early problems getting protective equipment to
medical workers have largely been resolved. Britain now carries out
almost half a million coronavirus tests a day. A national test-andtrace system has been set up to find and isolate infected people,
though it struggles to cope with demand and can’t enforce requests to
self-isolate.
Treatments including the steroid dexamethasone, whose effectiveness
was discovered during a U.K. trial, have improved survival rates among
the most seriously ill. And now there are vaccines, three of which have
been approved for use in Britain. The government has vowed to give
the first of two shots to almost 15 million people, including everyone over
70, by mid-February.
...
“It’s very easy to be critical about how we’ve done, but you do have to
remember that there’s nobody who’s really managed a pandemic like
this, who’s ever done it before,” [John Bell, Regius professor of medicine
at the University of Oxford] told the BBC. “We’re all trying to make
decisions on the run, and some of those decisions will inevitably be
the wrong decisions.”
“Everybody should be doing their best, and I think on the whole people
are — including, I have to say, the politicians. So don’t beat them up
too badly.”
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Jan 11
Japan has found a new Covid variant
... On Jan. 6, Japan’s NIID detected a new mutant strain of
Covid in four passengers arriving from Brazil’s Amazonas
state on Jan. 2.
One male in his 40s, who was found to be asymptomatic on
his arrival to Japan, was hospitalized as his respiratory
condition worsened. One female in her 30s reported a sore
throat and headache, one male aged between 10 and 19
recorded a fever and one young woman over the age of 10
was asymptomatic.

to tackle an “increasingly troubling” third wave of
infections.
To date, the country has recorded 290,270 cases of the
coronavirus, with 3,855 related deaths, according to data
compiled by Johns Hopkins University.

The variant of the virus discovered in Japan belongs to the
B.1.1.248 strain and has 12 mutations in the spike
protein, the NIID said.
Japan’s Health Ministry said studies were underway to
determine the effectiveness of coronavirus vaccines against
the new variant, Reuters reported on Sunday, citing an
unnamed ministry official.
...
Japan on Thursday declared a state of emergency in the
greater Tokyo area after a record number of Covid cases
were reported in the country’s capital city.
As he announced the new restrictions, Japanese Prime
Minister Yoshihide Suga said: “The situation has become
increasingly troubling nationwide and we have a strong
sense of crisis.” He added the measures were necessary

A woman wearing a face mask walks under a row of gates
at Hie Shrine in Tokyo on January 7, 2021.
PHILIP FONG | AFP | Getty Images
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Jan 11
COVID-19 vaccine rollout leaves people scrambling to find shots
Anger and frustration are surging across the country as the
federal government leaves states to handle the distribution
of COVID-19 vaccines. Through Friday, states had
received 22.1 million doses of the vaccines. Of those,
about 6.7 million – less than one-third – had been
administered.
...
For a 71-year-old Florida man and his 66-year-old wife, the
chaos meant rising before dawn to get in line for a vaccine,
only to be turned away after learning many of the supplies
had been given out to people who’d camped overnight,
against the express wishes of authorities.
...
For a Texas man and advocate of getting aid for the
Hispanic community during COVID-19, it means he can’t find
a way to vaccinate his 93-year-old grandmother, who spends
all day in her recliner and refuses to go outside for fear of
catching the virus.

hugging my family.”
...
Federal officials point to a host of reasons for the lag in
vaccine distributions, including vaccination systems still
gearing up, federal funding that hasn't yet been
disbursed to states and a requirement that states set
aside vaccines for long-term-care facilities.
Add to that two holidays, bad weather in some areas and
the need to train medical professionals to prepare and
administer two vaccines that require special storage and
handling.
A hodgepodge of rules and procedures across the
country adds to the confusion. In Florida, for example,
seniors 65 and older are in the first phase of vaccine
distribution. In Texas, seniors and medically fragile people
are in the second phase. In New York, they are in the third
phase.

And for [Austin, Texas mother of 18 year old disabled son
“Dean”] it means extending her family’s 11-month lockdown.
Her husband, who recently got COVID-19 while taking care
of his 96-year-old father, had to leave home for weeks. Her
children have been quarantined to their rooms and everyone
has had to wear masks around Dean. They canceled
Thanksgiving and Christmas festivities with family.

Richard Paiva, a 71-year-old retired advertising man from
DeLand, Florida, and his 66-year-old wife, Aida, were
determined to get one of the 1,000 vaccines given out on
Jan. 4 at a football stadium in nearby Daytona Beach.
They’d considered camping out until area officials
specifically told people not to do that.

“I can’t think of the last time I kissed anybody,” Kearns said.
“Probably February. Because there’s such fear. I miss

So at 5:30 a.m., they climbed into their Toyota Sienna –
loaded with bananas, bread, cashews, applesauce, ...
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Jan 11
What you need to know about the OSDH's COVID-19 vaccine scheduling portal
Hundreds of thousands of people signed up to get the
COVID-19 vaccine through the Oklahoma State Department
of Health’s new vaccine portal that launched this past week.

Then, you’ll get an email with a registration link that does not
expire. After that, it’s a matter of finding an appointment
before it’s taken.

Oklahoma is in phase two of the state’s vaccine distribution
rollout plan, during which people can sign up to schedule to
get a vaccine.

“Each appointment slot in this scheduler is tied to available
vaccines. We are not scheduling in advance, hoping we’ll
have vaccines,” Reed said.

“We’re making significant progress getting vaccines into
Oklahomans’ arms,” Deputy Commissioner of Health Keith
Reed said.

Reed added that health leaders understand the public’s
frustration with having trouble making appointments, but
there’s a good reason slots are limited. It’s based on the
number of vaccines the state is given from the federal
government.

If you want to get on the list to receive a COVID-19 vaccine,
you first need to know how the portal works.
“This scheduling portal will guide Oklahomans through
several key points in the vaccination process, hopefully,
send out reminders for their eligibility and ability to look
for appointments,” Reed said. “We’re optimistic that,
overall, it will make the scheduling process run much more
smoothly.”
Signing up for the vaccine portal is just the first step. You
won’t be able to book appointments or see them until the
state reaches your priority group.
At this point, people who are able to sign up are 65 years or
older or a front-line worker.

Click here to access portal
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Jan 12
Concern as Irish infection rate becomes ‘world's highest'
Concern has been raised in the Republic of Ireland after
figures showed it has the world's highest number of
confirmed new Covid-19 cases per million people.
The statistics were released by Johns Hopkins University
in the US.
The taoiseach (Irish PM) said the new south-east of
England variant of the virus "has had a significant impact
on transmission" in Ireland.... the new variant of the
virus accounted for 45% of the most recent 92
samples that underwent additional testing, compared with
25% of those tested in the week to 3 January and 9% two
weeks earlier.
...the president of the Irish Hospital Consultants'
Association described the situation in the Republic of
Ireland's acute hospitals as "truly a national emergency".
Professor Alan Irvine told RTÉ's News at One the acute
hospital system was "under the greatest pressure that it's
ever been in living memory".
He said 1,000 people had been admitted with Covidrelated illnesses to acute hospitals since 2 January and
admission figures were doubling, in both intensive care
and general acute beds, every week.
Prof Irvine warned if the trend continues: "The system

really will not be able to cope, so it's truly an emergency in
the acute health system.
...
Some patients had to wait in ambulances outside ...There
were up to seven ambulances waiting outside the hospital
at 21:00 local time, according to Irish national broadcaster
RTÉ News. Letterkenny University Hospital on Sunday...

New confirmed cases of COVID-19
Seven-day rolling average of new cases (per 100k)

Ireland
UK
US
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Jan 12
A US potential superspreader celebration erupted in Alabama
University of Alabama football fans packed
the streets of Tuscaloosa to celebrate the
Crimson Tide’s national championship
Monday night, “the COVID-19 pandemic be
damned,” the Tuscaloosa News wrote.
Videos and photos showed tightly packed
swarms of young people, many of them
maskless, whooping it up after Alabama
defeated Ohio State, 52-24.
...
Tuscaloosa Mayor Walt Maddox had
earlier admonished fans on Twitter
against congregating in parties... and
warned “our hospital is stretched.”
...
Alabama’s coronavirus cases surged
30% in the week before the celebration,
according to the New York Times. The state
recorded 2,100 cases on Jan. 11 alone and
was averaging 4,272 cases per day in the
last week.
Tuscaloosa police quickly dispersed the
revelers. Within a half-hour, traffic cameras
revealed that University Boulevard had
mostly been cleared, according to the
Tuscaloosa News.

Photo taken by Lt. Andy Norris, Tuscaloosa Police
January 11, 2021 at 11:38 PM
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Jan 13
Initial Israeli data: First Pfizer shot curbs infections by 50% after 14 days
... With Pfizer’s phase 3 trials only checking some 40,000
people, and given Israel’s world-leading vaccination
campaign, the data could be some of the best on-theground indication yet of the vaccine’s efficacy.
Regardless, the vaccine is only expected to reach full
protection potential a week after the administration of the
second dose of the vaccine, which began in Israel this
week. The second dose is expected to bring immunity
levels to some 95% after about a week.
Alroy-Preis stressed that the data wasn’t enough to
conclude that the vaccine prevents transmission of the
virus altogether, since it is believed that one can
spread the virus to others for a limited amount of time
if it is located in their nasal cavity, even if it hasn’t
infected the body to a level that would yield a positive test
result.
Earlier, Alroy-Preis said that nearly one-fifth of over 1,000
current serious COVID-19 patients had previously
received the first dose of Pfizer’s vaccine — stressing
the need to continue to protect oneself after receiving
the shot.
“Seventeen percent of the new serious cases today, or 180
cases, are after the first dose,” she told reporters.
Alroy-Preis also expressed alarm at the sky-high infection

rates throughout the country, which have climbed to nearly
10,000 new daily cases.
“We have never had such a figure,” she said, adding that
the more infectious British strain of the virus, which is
believed to have spread throughout the country, has surely
played a part in the steep rise in serious cases.
She said Israel will likely have to extend its nationwide
lockdown, but added that there were initial signs that
the rise in infection rates was starting to slow down.
Alroy-Preis said that 73% of Israelis who are over the age
of 60 or who have other high-risk factors have already
been vaccinated with at least one shot, but noted that
inoculations were slower in the Arab and ultra-Orthodox
communities.
The latest number given by officials for total vaccinations
was 1,910,330 — about 20% of the population —
although Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Tuesday
held a ceremonial event celebrating the 2,000,000th
vaccinee.
Health Ministry sources and experts have in recent days
been cited by various news outlets in reporting that the exit
from Israel’s latest strict lockdown, imposed Friday, will
likely take time, be gradual and depend on the vaccination
rate and the trend seen in serious COVID-19 cases....
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Jan 14
Recovering from Covid gives similar level of protection to vaccine
People who recover from coronavirus have a similar level of
protection against future infection as those who receive a Covid
vaccine – at least for the first five months, research suggests.
A Public Health England (PHE) study of more than 20,000
healthcare workers found that immunity acquired from an
earlier Covid infection provided 83% protection against
reinfection for at least 20 weeks

The cases are referred to as “potential” reinfections because a
detailed genetic analysis of both first and second viruses must be
done to confirm a reinfection, but information for the first infections
was often not available.

The findings show that while people are unlikely to become
reinfected soon after their first infection, it is possible to
catch the virus again and potentially spread it to others.

“The immunity gives you a similar effect to the Pfizer vaccine and
a much better effect than the AstraZeneca vaccine and that is
reassuring for people. But we still see people who could transmit
and so we want to strike a note of caution,” Prof Hopkins said. In
clinical trials, two doses of the Pfizer vaccine had an efficacy of
95%, compared with 62% from two doses of the
Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine.

“Overall I think this is good news,” said Prof Susan Hopkins, a
senior medical adviser to PHE. “It allows people to feel that prior
infection will protect them from future infections, but at the same
time it is not complete protection, and therefore they still need to
be careful when they are out and about.”

While the study is encouraging, it is unclear whether the same
protection applies to older people. The study participants
were aged 35 to 54 and would be expected to have robust
immune systems. Older people tend to have weaker immune
responses that are more short-lived.

PHE recruited healthcare workers from hospitals across the UK
and divided them into two groups: those who had coronavirus
before and those who had not. Between June and November last
year, the participants underwent fortnightly PCR tests for the virus,
and monthly tests to examine the antibody levels in their blood.

Another question mark hangs over the risk of reinfection from new
Covid variants spotted in the UK, South Africa and Brazil, an issue
PHE will investigate as the study continues this year.

Over the five months the researchers monitored infection rates in
the two groups. They spotted 44 potential reinfections, including
13 symptomatic, among the 6,614 believed to have had Covid
before, and 318 cases among the 14,173 who had no evidence of
past infection. A previous infection, they conclude, provides 94%
protection against symptomatic reinfection, and 75% protection
against asymptomatic reinfection.

“What one thinks of the numbers is very much a ‘glass half full or
half empty?’ question,” said Danny Altmann, professor of
immunology at Imperial College. “To many, it may be
disappointing to put hard numbers to the idea that immunity
to this virus is seemingly so variable and feeble that there is a
greater than 1 in 10 chance of suffering reinfection, even at
five months, let alone now, when many UK healthcare workers
are more than nine months out from infections in the first wave.”
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Jan. 14

Death toll from coronavirus tops 2,000,000
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/1/15/this-is-not-a-game-two-millionpeople-dead-from-covid-19

... More than 93 million cases of the virus have been confirmed
worldwide since the start of the pandemic, according to Johns
Hopkins University.
Europe is the continent where the health crisis has proved
most deadly, with 650,560 deaths to date.
Latin America and the Caribbean have recorded 542,410 deaths,
while the United States and Canada have counted 407,090.
...
In wealthy countries including the US, the United Kingdom, Israel,
Canada and Germany, millions of citizens have already been given
some measure of protection with at least one dose of a vaccine
developed with revolutionary speed and quickly authorised for use.
But elsewhere, immunization drives have barely gotten off the
ground. Many experts are predicting another year of loss and
hardship in places like Iran, India, Mexico and Brazil, which
together account for about a quarter of the world’s deaths.
...
Mexico, a country of 130 million people that has suffered mightily
from the virus, has received just 500,000 doses of a vaccine and
has put barely half of those into the arms of healthcare workers.
In the US, despite early delays, hundreds of thousands of people
are rolling up their sleeves every day. But the virus has killed about
390,000, the highest toll of any country.
The COVID-19 Vaccines Global Access Facility – COVAX, a UNbacked project to supply shots to developing parts of the world –
has found itself short of vaccines, money and logistical help.

As a result, the World Health Organization’s chief scientist warned it
is highly unlikely that herd immunity – which would require at
least 70 percent of the globe to be vaccinated – will be
achieved this year.
Health experts fear, too, that if shots are not distributed widely
and fast enough, it could give the virus time to mutate.
Dr Julian Tang, from the University of Leicester, said this number is
not that surprising given the circumstances.
“This is a new virus to which no one really has any immunity, and
we are going through the winter season where these respiratory
viruses traditionally peak,” he told Al Jazeera.
“The coronavirus vaccines have come rather late, so we put all that
together, the winter season, the delay [in] vaccination, indoor
crowding that comes with the winter season, this type of peak and
mortality… it is probably not that surprising,” he added.
Meanwhile, in Wuhan, a global team of researchers led by the
WHO arrived on Thursday on a politically sensitive mission to
investigate the origins of the virus, which is believed to have spread
to humans from wild animals.
The Chinese city of 11 million people is bustling again, with few
signs it was once the epicentre of the catastrophe, locked down for
76 days, with more than 3,800 dead.
...
While the death toll is based on figures supplied by government
agencies around the world, the real number of lives lost to is
believed to be significantly higher.
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Jan 15
Tracking COVID-19 vaccine distribution
by state
See how many COVID-19 vaccines your
state received, and how many people
have gotten one so far
...
Anyone age 16 or older can receive the
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, but the
Moderna vaccine is authorized only for
adults.
States prioritize at-risk populations to be
vaccinated first, including medical staff,
people in nursing homes or other longterm care facilities, essential workers, the
elderly and people with medical
conditions that put them at greater risk of
becoming seriously ill with COVID-19.
[Link to state by state guide below]
https://www.today.com/health/how-register-covid-19vaccine-state-state-guide-t205275

Some federal agencies manage their
own distribution and vaccination
processes outside state governments.
These numbers are not included in the
state tallies.

Select link the above link for
interactive map and updates

Percent of population
that received first vaccine dose

0%

4.5%
or more
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Jan. 16

India starts world’s largest COVID-19 vaccination drive
India started inoculating health workers Saturday in what is likely
the world’s largest COVID-19 vaccination campaign, joining the
ranks of wealthier nations where the effort is already well
underway.
India is home to the world’s largest vaccine makers and has
one of the biggest immunization programs. But there is no
playbook for the enormity of the current challenge.
Indian authorities hope to give shots to 300 million people,
roughly the population of the U.S and several times more than its
existing program that targets 26 million infants. The recipients
include 30 million doctors, nurses and other front-line workers, to
be followed by 270 million people who are either over 50 years
old or have illnesses that make them vulnerable to COVID-19
For workers who have pulled India’s battered healthcare system
through the pandemic, the shots offered confidence that life can
start returning to normal. Many burst with pride.
“I am excited that I am among the first to get the vaccine,” Gita
Devi, a nurse, said as she lifted her left sleeve to receive the shot.
“I am happy to get an India-made vaccine and that we do not
have to depend on others for it,” said Devi, who has treated
patients throughout the pandemic in a hospital in Lucknow, the
capital of Uttar Pradesh state in India’s heartland.
The first dose was administered to a sanitation worker at the All
Indian Institute of Medical Sciences in the capital. New Delhi, after
Prime Minister Narendra Modi kickstarted the campaign with a
nationally televised speech.
...

Health officials haven’t specified what percentage of India’s nearly
1.4 billion people will be targeted by the campaign. But experts
say it will almost certainly be the largest such drive globally.
...
India on Jan. 4 approved emergency use of two vaccines,
one developed by Oxford University and U.K.-based
drugmaker AstraZeneca, and another by Indian company
Bharat Biotech. Cargo planes flew 16.5 million shots to different
Indian cities last week.
But doubts over the effectiveness of the homegrown vaccine is
creating hurdles for the ambitious plan.
Health experts worry that the regulatory shortcut taken to approve
the Bharat Biotech vaccine without waiting for concrete data that
would show its efficacy in preventing illness from the coronavirus
could amplify vaccine hesitancy. At least one state health minister
has opposed its use.
In New Delhi, doctors at Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, one of the
largest in the city, demanded they be administered the
AstraZeneca vaccine instead of the one developed by Bharat
Biotech. A doctors union at the hospital said many of its members
were a “bit apprehensive about the lack of complete trial” for the
homegrown vaccine.
“Right now, we don’t have the option to chose between the
vaccines,” said Dr. Nirmalaya Mohapatra, vice president of the
hospital’s Resident Doctors Association.
India’s Health Ministry has bristled at the criticism and says the
vaccines are safe, but maintains that health workers will have no
choice in deciding which vaccine they will get themselves....
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China builds hospital in 5 days after surge in virus cases
China on Saturday finished building a 1,500-room hospital
for COVID-19 patients to fight a surge in infections the
government said are harder to contain and that it blamed on
infected people or goods from abroad.
The hospital is one of six with a total of 6,500 rooms
being built in Nangong, south of Beijing in Hebei
province, the official Xinhua News Agency said.
China had largely contained the coronavirus that first was
detected in the central city of Wuhan in late 2019 but has
suffered a surge of cases since December.
...
The Chinese government has suggested the disease might
have originated abroad and publicized what it says is the
discovery of the virus on imported food, mostly frozen fish,
though foreign scientists are skeptical.
Also Saturday, the city government of Beijing said travelers
arriving in the Chinese capital from abroad would be
required to undergo an additional week of “medical
monitoring” after a 14-day quarantine but gave no details.
...
In Shijiazhuang, authorities have finished construction
of 1,000 rooms of the planned hospital, state TV said
Saturday. Xinhua said all the facilities are due to be
completed within a week.

More than 10 million people in Shijiazhuang underwent
virus tests by late Friday, Xinhua said, citing a deputy
mayor, Meng Xianghong. It said 247 locally transmitted
cases were found.
...
Meanwhile, researchers sent by the World Health
Organization were in Wuhan preparing to investigate the
origins of the virus. The team, which arrived Thursday, was
under a two-week quarantine but was due to talk with
Chinese experts by video link.
The team’s arrival was held up for months by diplomatic
wrangling that prompted a rare public complaint by the head
of the WHO.
That delay, and the secretive ruling party’s orders to
scientists not to talk publicly about the disease, have raised
questions about whether Beijing might try to block
discoveries that would hurt its self-proclaimed status as a
leader in the anti-virus battle.
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‘Extremely frustrated’: Federal reserve of COVID vaccine doesn’t exist,
ridding Oklahoma officials’ hopes of more shots
When the federal government announced this week it would start
releasing coronavirus vaccine shots that were held in reserve for second
doses, Oklahoma officials were optimistic, hoping they could greatly
expand how many people could be vaccinated.

The first indication no such reserve existed came on Thursday, when
someone from Operation Warp Speed called Reed to talk about the
state’s future vaccine allocations.
What of the reserve?

The Trump administration said it would stop holding back the shots that
were reserved for the second dose of Pfizer’s and Moderna’s two-dose
vaccines, potentially doubling states’ supplies.
Except there was no reserve, The Washington Post reported on Friday
morning. The Trump administration had already started shipping all
available vaccine shots, including second doses, in December.

“‘Yeah, that doesn’t really exist like that,’” Reed said he was told. The
state didn’t get the full story until the following morning, when media
reports came out, he said.
Health and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar on Tuesday announced
new guidance aimed to increase vaccine administration by expanding
eligibility to everyone 65 and older and to those with comorbidities.

Oklahoma’s allocation of vaccines would remain flat.
“I’m extremely frustrated to learn that that’s actually not in existence, that
is not coming to us,” said Keith Reed, deputy commissioner for the
Oklahoma State Department of Health, during a virtual news conference
on Friday.
Oklahoma officials were mulling the idea of using the unspecified
number of shots released from reserve to give more people the first
dose of the vaccine.

Further, the federal government’s allocation of COVID-19 vaccines
would soon be based on how many doses each state has administered
and the number of residents over 65, according to the new guidance.
State officials had expressed optimism for the new guidance earlier this
week. They detailed plans to greatly expand access to COVID-19
vaccines by utilizing pharmacies, community health centers and
planning additional mass vaccination sites.
“This updated plan means vaccine doses will be available at a level they
haven’t been so far,” Reed said on Wednesday.

Oklahoma, which gets around 30,000 to 50,000 doses weekly, will
continue to receive vaccine, but the state won’t immediately have
expanded access, Reed said. He said he was confident in the
department’s ability to manage inventory and ensure people get their
second shots.

But by Friday, following news that the federal government’s vaccine
reserve was figuratively bare, that optimism had turned to
disappointment.

Until Thursday, federal workers had assured Oklahoma health officials
and gave them a “clear impression” that for every first dose the state
received, the federal government was holding back a second shot in
reserve.

Oklahoma started vaccinating front line hospital workers, and residents
and staff of long-term care facilities, such as nursing homes, in midDecember. Earlier this month, the state broadened eligibility to include
anyone over the age of 65....
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Vaccine skepticism hurts East European anti-virus efforts
BELGRADE, Serbia (AP) — Vaccines from the West, Russia or China?
Or none at all? That dilemma faces nations in southeastern Europe,
where coronavirus vaccination campaigns are off to a slow start —
overshadowed by heated political debates and conspiracy theories.
...
False beliefs that the coronavirus is a hoax or that vaccines would
inject microchips into people have spread in the countries that
were formerly under harsh Communist rule. Those who once
routinely underwent mass inoculations are deeply split over whether to
get the vaccines at all.
“There is a direct link between support for conspiracy theories and
skepticism toward vaccination,” a recent Balkan study warned. “A
majority across the region does not plan to take the vaccine, a ratio
considerably lower than elsewhere in Europe, where a majority favors
taking the vaccine.”
...
“Serbs prefer the Russian vaccine,” read a recent headline of the
Informer, a pro-government tabloid, as officials announced that 38% of
those who have applied to take the shots favor the Russian
vaccine, while 31% want the Pfizer-BioNTech version — a rough
division among pro-Russians and pro-Westerners in Serbia.
...
A study by the Balkans in Europe Policy Advisory Group, published
before the regional vaccination campaign started in December,
concluded that virus conspiracy theories are believed by nearly
80% of citizens of the Western Balkan countries striving to join
the EU. About half of them will refuse to get vaccinated, it said.
Baseless theories allege the virus isn’t real or that it’s a bioweapon
created by the U.S. or its adversaries. Another popular falsehood
holds that Microsoft founder Bill Gates is using COVID-19 vaccines
to implant microchips in the planet’s 7 billion people.
A low level of information about the virus and vaccines, distrust in

governments and repeated assertions by authorities that their countries
are besieged by foreigners help explain the high prevalence of such
beliefs, according to the Balkans think tank.
Similar trends have been seen even in some eastern European Union
countries.
In Bulgaria, widespread conspiracy theories hampered past efforts to
deal with a measles outbreak. Surveys there suggested distrust of
vaccines remains high even as coronavirus cases keep rising. A recent
Gallup International poll found that 30% of respondents want to get
vaccinated, 46% will refuse and 24% are undecided.
...
In the Czech Republic, where surveys show some 40% reject
vaccination, protesters at a big rally against government virus
restrictions in Prague demanded that vaccinations not be mandatory.
Former President Vaclav Klaus, a fierce critic of the government’s
pandemic response, told the crowd that vaccines are not a solution.
...
Populist authorities in Hungary have taken a hard line against virus
misinformation, but rejection of vaccines is still projected at about
30%. Parliament passed emergency powers in March that allows
authorities to prosecute anyone deemed to be “inhibiting the successful
defense” against the virus, including “fearmongering” or spreading false
news. At least two people who criticized the government’s response to
the pandemic on social media were arrested, but neither was formally
charged.
Romanian Health Minister Vlad Voiculescu said he is relying on family
doctors to “inform, schedule and monitor people after the vaccine” and
that his ministry will offer bonuses to medical workers based on the
number of people they get onboard. Asked if such incentives would fuel
anti-vaccination propaganda, Voiculescu said: “I am interested more by
the doctors’ view on the matter than I am about the anti-vaxxers.”...
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Elderly hunger is on the rise during Covid
... Elderly hunger often goes unnoticed, and those who
suffer from it are often unseen, tucked away in their homes
due to mobility issues. Unable to shop or cook due to
physical limitations, they depend on Citymeals for food.
...
The pandemic has put a spotlight on the elderly, who are the
most vulnerable to the virus. For many seniors, a trip to the
grocery store can be life-threatening. People aged 65 to 74
are 90 times more likely to die from Covid and people over
65 make up eight out of ten Covid deaths.
The pandemic has worsened the already dire problem of
elderly hunger in America. Before the pandemic there
were an estimated 5.8 million hungry seniors
nationwide. Since the onset of the pandemic in March
that number is believed to have increased rapidly.
National statistics have not yet been compiled, but there are
numbers for New York City. Prior to the pandemic, one in
10 older New Yorkers was food insecure, but now that
number has soared to one in five, according to a study
done by FoodBank NYC.
Since March, Citymeals has delivered 2.5 million meals to
homebound New York City seniors. It delivered more than
3 million in all of 2020, an increase of 64 percent over the
prior year.
Beth Shapiro, the executive director of Citymeals, says the

nonprofit has not missed a single meal delivery since the
pandemic began. She says it's a tribute, in part, to the legion
of volunteers who have stepped up to help, doubling the
number in prior years. Eighty-thousand volunteer hours
were logged in 2020.
Shapiro says her group gets 12 percent of its $25 million
annual budget from the city. The rest is raised through
donations.
"I think the social safety net is stretched very thin," said
Shapiro. "We should not be hungry in this city or in this
country. And certainly older people should not be
hungry. We would not be there without them, and we
have the systems that could care for them."
Back in Brooklyn, Andrew Smith is unfailingly cheerful. He
says he has been able to win over even the most skeptical
elderly with persistent kindness. It took him three days with
one woman, he says, but she is now eager to see him. "You
know, even if it's not a great day, you say, 'Have a great day,'
because at the end of the day it will be a great day because
he finished a meal.”
Smith is not just the sole source of human interaction for
many of his clients, he is also the only person in a position
to notice if something is wrong. If a client seems mentally
fuzzy when they are normally lucid or if they take longer to
answer the doorbell than normal, he'll notice. And in ...
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Israel trades Pfizer doses for medical data in vaccine blitz
JERUSALEM (AP) — After sprinting ahead in the race to inoculate its
population against the coronavirus, Israel has struck a deal with Pfizer,
promising to share vast troves of medical data with the international drug
giant in exchange for the continued flow of its hard-to-get vaccine.
Proponents say the deal could allow Israel to become the first
country to vaccinate most of its population, while providing
valuable research that could help the rest of the world. But critics
say the deal raises major ethical concerns, including possible privacy
violations and a deepening of the global divide that enables wealthy
countries to stockpile vaccines as poorer populations, including
Palestinians in the Israeli-occupied West Bank and Gaza, have to wait
longer to be inoculated.
...
Israel, home to some 9.3 million people, is considered an ideal place for
studying these questions. Its mandatory universal health care is
provided by four publicly funded HMOs with meticulously digitized
medical records. This centralized system has helped Israel administer
more than 2 million doses of the vaccine in under a month. Israel has
also purchased doses of the Moderna and AstraZeneca vaccines.
...
The Health Ministry has recorded over 551,000 cases since the
beginning of the pandemic and more than 4,000 deaths. Israeli officials
say they aim to have most of the country vaccinated by the end of
March, just around election day.

...
The arrangement has drawn attention to the unequal distribution of
vaccines between rich and poor nations. A recent estimate from the
International Rescue Committee said that the WHO’s global COVAX
campaign is likely to vaccinate only 20% of the world’s lower-income
countries by the end of 2021.
...
That disparity is particularly striking in the case of Israel and Palestinians
in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, who live under varying degrees of
Israeli control and have yet to receive any vaccines.
While vaccinating its own Arab citizens and Palestinian residents of
Israeli-annexed east Jerusalem, Israel says it is not responsible for
inoculating the Palestinians. Edelstein said Israel will consider helping
once it takes care of its own citizens.
...
It’s also uncertain exactly what information is being shared with Pfizer.
According to the redacted agreement, “no identifiable health information”
shall be shared, and the research is to be published in a recognized
medical journal.
It said Israel will provide weekly data to Pfizer about various age and
demographic groups. The objective, it said, is to “analyze
epidemiological data arising from the product rollout, to determine
whether herd immunity is achieved after reaching a certain percentage
of vaccination coverage in Israel.”

But the exact quid pro quo between Israel and Pfizer is unclear, even
after a redacted version of the agreement was released by the Israeli
Health Ministry on Sunday.

The data, it added, is “aimed at helping end the global COVID-19
pandemic for the benefit of all patients inside and outside of Israel.”

Neither Israel nor Pfizer would say how much Israel has paid for the
vaccines, though Edelstein called it a “classical win-win” for both sides.
Israeli media have reported that Israel paid at least 50% more than other
countries. The data is reportedly being shared with the World Health
Organization, but the global body did not respond to repeated requests
for comment.

Privacy Israel, an advocacy group that had petitioned the government to
disclose the deal, welcomed its release but said certain questions
remained unanswered, mostly about the handling and security of private
information. It also blacked out certain details, such as key dates and the
names of officials involved. Still, it said there is a “little more certainty”
about sharing information with a global corporation...
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A new COVID-19 challenge: Mutations rise along with cases
The race against the virus that causes COVID-19 has taken a new
turn: Mutations are rapidly popping up, and the longer it takes to
vaccinate people, the more likely it is that a variant that can
elude current tests, treatments and vaccines could emerge.
The coronavirus is becoming more genetically diverse, and health
officials say the high rate of new cases is the main reason. Each new
infection gives the virus a chance to mutate as it makes copies of
itself, threatening to undo the progress made so far to control the
pandemic.
...
“We need to do everything we can now ... to get transmission as low
as we possibly can,” said Harvard University’s Dr. Michael Mina.
“The best way to prevent mutant strains from emerging is to
slow transmission.”
So far, vaccines seem to remain effective, but there are signs that
some of the new mutations may undermine tests for the virus and
reduce the effectiveness of antibody drugs as treatments.
...
It’s normal for viruses to acquire small changes or mutations in their
genetic alphabet as they reproduce. Ones that help the virus flourish
give it a competitive advantage and thus crowd out other versions.
In March, just a couple months after the coronavirus was discovered
in China, a mutation called D614G emerged that made it more likely
to spread. It soon became the dominant version in the world.
Now, after months of relative calm, “we’ve started to see some
striking evolution” of the virus, biologist Trevor Bedford of the Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle wrote on Twitter last
week. “The fact that we’ve observed three variants of concern
emerge since September suggests that there are likely more to
come.”

...
“The important finding here is that this is unlikely to be travelrelated” and instead may reflect the virus acquiring similar mutations
independently as more infections occur, Jones said.
...
Some lab tests suggest the variants identified in South Africa and
Brazil may be less susceptible to antibody drugs or convalescent
plasma, antibody-rich blood from COVID-19 survivors — both of
which help people fight off the virus.
Government scientists are “actively looking” into that possibility, Dr.
Janet Woodcock of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration told
reporters Thursday. The government is encouraging development of
multi-antibody treatments rather than single-antibody drugs to have
more ways to target the virus in case one proves ineffective, she
said.
Current vaccines induce broad enough immune responses that they
should remain effective, many scientists say. Enough genetic change
eventually may require tweaking the vaccine formula, but “it’s
probably going to be on the order of years if we use the vaccine well
rather than months,” Dr. Andrew Pavia of the University of Utah said
Thursday on a webcast hosted by the Infectious Diseases Society of
America.
...
“We still want people to be masking up,” she said Thursday on a
webcast hosted by the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public
Health.
“We still need people to limit congregating with people outside
their household. We still need people to be washing their hands
and really being vigilant about those public health practices,
especially as these variants emerge.”
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Biden, Harris inauguration amid Covid pandemic and D.C. lockdown
President-elect Joe Biden will be sworn-in as the 46th president of
the United States Wednesday at noon, amid a devastating global
pandemic and the threat of possible domestic terrorism.

A transition official said that Biden was working on the speech this
weekend with family members and his senior adviser Mike Donilon
and that the address will emphasize familiar themes from his
campaign: unity, healing and a vision for the many crises the
country faces.

In a ceremony that will keep with tradition while being unlike any
other inauguration in U.S. history, Biden will take his oath of
office before a small, socially distanced audience in a city that
has been locked down because of the dual threats of the
coronavirus pandemic, which has killed over 400,000 people in
the U.S., and worries over another attack just weeks after the
deadly violence at the U.S. Capitol.

As is tradition, the chief justice of the Supreme Court, John
Roberts, will administer the oath of office to Biden just after the
clock strikes 12. Biden will take the oath with his hand on top of his
127-year-old, 5-inch-thick family Bible, which will be held by his
wife, Jill Biden.

Those slated to attend the scaled-down ceremony include most
members of Congress and the Supreme Court and former
presidents Barack Obama, George W. Bush and Bill Clinton,
and their spouses, as well as Vice President Mike Pence.

Kamala Harris, the first woman, the first Black American and the
first South Asian American vice president, will be sworn in next by
Justice Sonia Sotomayor, the first Latina justice on the Supreme
Court.

President Donald Trump won't be in attendance, making him the
first president to skip his successor's inauguration in more than 150
years. Trump is instead scheduled to leave the White House on
Wednesday morning, taking a final trip on Air Force One down to
his Mar-a-Lago resort in southern Florida.

Because of the pandemic, attendees will be socially distanced
and will have to wear masks. Only about 1,000 people will attend,
the Joint Congressional Committee on Inaugural Ceremonies has
said. In normal times, the committee makes 200,000 tickets
available for members of Congress.

As president, Biden will be forced to immediately confront several
major crises facing the country, including the pandemic, the
subsequent economic collapse it caused, and the devastating
divisions in the country that culminated in the violent mob of Trump
supporters who stormed the Capitol earlier this month.

Extra security precautions stemming from the Capitol attack include
over 25,000 National Guard members having been called up to
keep the event secure and extra security fencing erected near
the Capitol. In addition, the White House and numerous streets
have been shut down.

As a result, the stakes for his inaugural address couldn't be higher.

The National Mall, usually a place for onlookers to gather, has
also been closed down.

The inaugural theme is "America United," a theme Biden
campaigned on and which he is expected to focus on in his speech.
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Oklahoma dancers, singers, landmarks featured in Inauguration day special
Brandon Graves [an] Enid native was among at least six
Sooner State performers filmed at different Oklahoma
City locales who were featured on the "Celebrating
America" special as part of a musical montage to
accompany Lovato's cover of the late, great Bill Withers'
classic hit.
“It was a pleasant surprise and a great source of pride to
see Oklahoma City so well-represented in our nation’s
inaugural program,” OKC Mayor David Holt said in a
statement. “From our neighborhoods to our Indigenous
culture to our skyline, OKC was all over it. My gratitude
to everyone who made it possible!”
Oklahoma icons were well-represented during Wednesday's
daytime swearing-in ceremonies for Biden and Vice
President Kamala Harris, with Yukon's own Garth Brooks
crooning "Amazing Grace" and pop star Jennifer Lopez
singing Okemah native Woody Guthrie's seminal
anthem "This Land Is Your Land."
But the primetime special featured a diverse group of
everyday Oklahomans, while also showing off the skill and
resourcefulness of the state's creative community.
"The diversity was just so beautiful. I think that's just one of
the most exciting things about the project, about the
upcoming administration as a whole. I felt like ... when we
were looking at that video, we were looking at what America

looks like. ... This is our beautiful, diverse tapestry of
multiculturalism - and Oklahoma is a big part of that," said
Stephanie Pena, a Latina singer who hails from Midwest
City and appeared in the montage.
...
German immigrant Petra Germany, of Yukon, could be
seen biking in Heritage Hills, Lenny Hatchett, of Choctaw,
was playing at the downtown OKC basketball courts; and
Jaclyn Gass, of Midwest City, was hanging out at Carl
Albert High School.
Perhaps the most eye-catching of the performers they filmed
was Sgt. Denny MedicineBird, who adapted the Native
American Southern Straight dance style to the R&B song. A
member of the Cheyenne & Arapaho Tribes who is also
Kiowa, the Jones resident danced across the Skydance
Bridge for the musical moment, his first time to attempt
adapting the tribal dance style to pop music.
...
[This video was] seen by millions of people who watched
"Celebrating America" on ABC, CBS, NBC, Spectrum, PBS,
CNN, CNBC, BET and MSNBC as well as online on
YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and Twitch
Link to Video
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Pfizer tells Canada it will not receive any Covid-19 vaccine doses next week
Frustration visibly boiled over with some Canadian leaders
Tuesday as Pfizer told Canada that it would not receive any
vaccine doses next week due to the continuing manufacturing
disruptions at its facility in Belgium.
Canada's Prime Minister Justin Trudeau sought to reassure
Canadians that vaccine deliveries would pick up again in a few
weeks and that the overall goal, to have every willing Canadian
vaccinated by September, would remain on track.
But it was Ontario's Premier Doug Ford who bluntly voiced the
frustration of many provincial leaders as Pfizer continues to cut its
vaccine delivery schedule to Canada.
Canada's supply of the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine comes from
the European allotment and not from nearby manufacturing
facilities in the US, since the Trump administration made it
clear vaccines would not be exported.
“There's a plant, a Pfizer plant, six hours in Kalamazoo, Michigan,
with the Americans," Ford said. "My American friends help us
out, we need help once again as we did with the PPE. You
have a new President, no more excuses we need your support,
and we look forward to your support and that's a direct message
to President (Joe) Biden, 'help out your neighbor.'"
"We got to be on these guys like a blanket, I'd be outside that
guy's house. Every time he moved, I'd be saying, 'Where's our
vaccines?' Other people are getting them, the European Union is
getting them, why not Canada? That's my question to Pfizer, we
need your support," said Ford during a Tuesday news conference.

Ford made a direct plea to President-elect Joe Biden for a million
vaccines for Canada.
The incoming Biden administration is unlikely to release
vaccine doses for export in the short term as Biden transition
officials have stated they are uncertain of the current supply
of vaccines available in the US.
Canadian government officials made it clear Tuesday that the
shortfall in deliveries from Pfizer would result in a "major
reduction" in vaccinations in the coming weeks.
"There will be a considerable impact across all provinces," said
Major Gen. Dany Fortin, the Canadian commander in charge of
the vaccine rollout, adding, "the overall impact over the next
month is in the range of a 50% decrease of expected allocation.”
The pandemic curve in Canada is beginning to show signs of
bending downward after weeks of lockdowns. But
hospitalizations remain high, and officials say the overall
death toll during this second wave could eventually be more
dire than the first.
"We're all contributing to reducing the burden on the health
system, supporting our health care workforce in the difficult task of
planning and implementing mass vaccine rollout and giving
vaccines a longer runway to begin to work as access expands to
reach all Canadians," said Dr. Theresa Tam, Canada's chief public
health officer during a Tuesday news conference.
Tam added on average, about 140 virus-related deaths are
reported in Canada each day.
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Johnson & Johnson’s Vaccine Updates: Efficacy Figures, Production Delays
Johnson & Johnson (NYSE: JNJ) is developing one of the
most closely watched Covid-19 vaccines, considering that it
is a single-dose shot that should be relatively easy to
distribute.
Here’s a quick rundown on the recent developments for the
vaccine.
Based on data from the phase ½ trials of 805 participants,
published on Wednesday, the vaccine generated a longlasting immune response with 90% of participants
generating neutralizing antibodies against the Coronavirus.
Based on these early-stage findings the company
expects the vaccine to be more than 70% effective,
noting that efficacy could reach “very high levels”. For
perspective, the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines, which are
being rolled out in the U.S. are over 90% effective. More
conclusive efficacy data from J&J’s phase 3 study which has
45,000 volunteers is expected in the coming weeks with the
company likely to proceed with emergency approval if the
results are favorable.
Separately, there have been reports that the company is
seeing some manufacturing delays for the vaccine. While
J&J was expected to deliver 12 million doses by the end
of February and 100 million by the end of June, it has
reportedly fallen behind these goals by as much as two
months. As of last September, the company said that it had
plans to deliver over a billion doses by the end of 2021.
...

Johnson & Johnson is expected to report interim data
from the phase 3 trial of its Covid-19 vaccine candidate
this month, providing insight into its safety and efficacy.
The company has completed enrollment on the trial, with
45,000 people for the trial, below its initial target of
60,000, although this is unlikely to make a difference as
higher rates of Coronavirus infections in the U.S. are likely
to allow it to gather the data it needs with fewer volunteers.
If all goes well, J&J could apply for emergency use
approval from the U.S. FDA as early as February.
Although J&J is at least two months behind Pfizer (NYSE:
PFE) and Moderna (NASDAQ: MRNA) who have already
started to roll out their vaccines, J&J’s shot could be much
sought after if it proves as safe and effective as rivals,
considering that it likely requires only a single dose, unlike
rival vaccines which require two shots to be given a few
weeks apart.
Overall, the vaccine isn’t expected to really move the
needle for J&J financially, as it intends to sell the
vaccine at cost through the pandemic. However, the
vaccine should help the company rebuild its brand image
after it faced setbacks amid lawsuits relating to
contamination of its baby and other talc products. Secondly,
the end of Covid-19 should bode well for diversified
healthcare companies like Johnson and Johnson, as
hospital visits and elective procedures rise. The focus could
also shift back to the company’s blockbuster drugs, including
Stelara, Imbruvica, and Darzalex, which posted about 22%
y-o-y growth over the first nine months of 2020.
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Mobile labs take vaccine studies to diverse neighborhoods
NEW YORK (AP) — Lani Muller doesn’t have to visit a doctor’s office to
help test an experimental COVID-19 vaccine — she just climbs into a
bloodmobile-like van that parks on a busy street near her New York City
neighborhood.
The U.S. is rightly fixated on the chaotic rollout of the first two authorized
vaccines to fight the pandemic. But with more vaccines in the pipeline —
critical to boosting global supplies — scientists worry whether enough
volunteers will join and stick with the testing needed to prove if they, too,
really work.
Those studies, like earlier ones, must include communities of color that
have been hard-hit by the pandemic, communities that also voice
concern about the vaccination drive in part because of a long history of
racial health care disparities and even research abuses. To help,
researchers in more than a dozen spots around the country are rolling
out mobile health clinics to better reach minority participants and people
in rural areas who might not otherwise volunteer.
Muller, who is Black, said her family was worried about the vaccine
research so she didn’t mention she’d signed up to test AstraZeneca’s
shot.
“The legacy of African Americans in science in these sort of trials hasn’t
been great and we haven’t forgotten,” said Muller, 49, a Columbia
University employee whose participation in some prior research projects
made her willing to get a test injection earlier this month.
Muller knows more than 20 people who have gotten or died from
COVID-19. “I’m much more afraid of the disease than the vaccine trial,”
she said.
From the beginning, the National Institutes of Health was adamant that
COVID-19 vaccines be tested in a population about as diverse as the
nation’s — key to building confidence in whichever shots proved to work.

In studies of the Pfizer and Moderna shots so far cleared for widespread
U.S. use, 10% of volunteers were Black, and more were Hispanic.
Diversity is an even tougher challenge now. The high-risk volunteers
needed for final testing of other vaccine candidates have to decide if
they want to stick with an experimental injection — one that might be a
dummy shot — or try to get in line for a rationed but proven dose.
AstraZeneca, with about 30,000 volunteers so far, didn’t release
specific numbers but said the last weeks of enrollment are
focusing on recruiting more minorities and people over age 65.
Another maker, Novavax, just began recruiting for its final testing
last month.
Studying the vaccines in diverse populations is only one step in building
trust, said Dr. Wayne Frederick, president of Howard University, a
historically Black university in the nation’s capital.
Howard’s hospital shared video of Frederick and other health workers
getting vaccinated as a public service announcement encouraging
African Americans to get their own shot as soon as it’s their turn.
Frederick, a surgeon who’s also at high risk because of diabetes and
sickle cell disease, said he’s dismayed to get emails espousing
conspiracy theories such as that vaccination is “an experiment on
African Americans.”
“There is misinformation that does require all of us to be in the forefront
of getting involved and challenging it,” he said.
But efforts to build confidence in the vaccines could be undermined if,
once there’s more supply to go around, hard-hit minority communities
get left behind.
“The equity issue is absolutely important,” said Stephaun Wallace, ...
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Lucky few hit COVID-19 vaccine jackpot for rare extra doses
... With millions of Americans waiting for their chance to get the
coronavirus vaccine, a lucky few are getting bumped to the front of the
line as clinics scramble to get rid of extra, perishable doses at the
end of the day.
It is often a matter of being in the right place at the right time.
Sometimes people who just happen to be near a clinic at closing time
are offered leftover shots that would otherwise be thrown away.
Sometimes health workers go out looking for recipients. Some places
keep waiting lists and draw names at random. Such opportunities may
be becoming more prized as shortages around the U.S. lead some
places to cancel vaccinations.
...
Once a vial is thawed from the deep freeze and, even more so, once its
seal is punctured and the first dose is drawn, those administering
the vaccine are in a race to use it up before it spoils ?even if it means
giving shots to those who don’t fit into the priority list.
While it may be unsettling to see a 20-something getting a shot while an
90-year-old woman in a nursing home is still waiting, public health
experts say getting a dose into someone’s arm, anyone’s arm, is better
than throwing it away.
...
In New York City, a rumor that the Brooklyn Army Terminal had extra
doses triggered a rush to the vaccine distribution site, leading to
bumper-bumper traffic in the streets and a line of hundreds on the
sidewalks until police came out to say they had been duped.
Mike Schotte, 53, and his 72-year-old mother started showing up at
pharmacies near their home in Hurst, Texas, in hopes of getting a
leftover shot. Eventually they put their names on a waiting list and got a
call saying shots might be available if they arrived within a half-hour.
...
Nashville started its lottery system to avoid more haphazard ways of
distributing leftover shots. In one case last month, the city’s health

department ended up giving extra doses to two workers at a Subway
restaurant in a nearby hospital so they wouldn’t go to waste.
Vaccine clinics expect only a few leftover doses, at most, on any
given day. Providers also note that the chances of leftover shots
becoming available to the broader public are diminishing with each
passing week as eligibility for the vaccine widens beyond the very old,
nursing home residents and front-line medical workers.
Waste is common in global inoculation campaigns, with millions of
doses of flu shots trashed each year. By one World Health Organization
estimate, more than half of all vaccines are thrown away because they
were mishandled, unclaimed or expired. The coronavirus rollout
appears to have bucked the trend.
Though federal data is not available, health authorities in various
jurisdictions contacted by The Associated Press reported very little
waste beyond a few notable cases of doses that were accidentally
or deliberately spoiled.
In Chicago’s Cook County, Illinois, the health department reported just
three of 87,750 doses were wasted, each accidentally spilled by staff. In
Ohio, officials said 165 of 459,000 doses distributed as of last week
were damaged or lost in transit, thrown away because of vaccine noshows, or otherwise wasted. New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Houston and
other cities and states all have similarly reported tiny fractions of
waste ... It’s like gold in Fort Knox ...
Those giving out the vaccines are choreographing an intricate dance to
ensure they are handled right. Vials of the Pfizer vaccine contain five
doses – and sometimes an extra one – and Moderna’s contain 10.
And clinics try their best not to open a new container unless they
have a registered recipient scheduled to get inoculated.
At a clinic on the Hawaiian island of Kauai, Jill Price said that as the
end of the day nears, if it looks like some doses will be left, calls ...
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OPCIE - a Pandemic Center and Public Health Lab opens in Stillwater
Gov. Kevin Stitt, the Oklahoma State Department of Health
and state Cabinet secretaries unveiled the new Oklahoma
Pandemic Center for Innovation and Excellence (OPCIE)
and the newly relocated Public Health Lab with a ribbon
cutting ceremony in Stillwater today.
...
“The OPCIE is an incredible investment in public health that
puts Oklahoma on track to becoming a Top Ten state, a
national and global leader in pandemic preparedness and
response and will attract top talent in clinical research,
innovative grants and national investment in our great state.”
The OPCIE is the first public health and research center of
its kind in the nation. The center’s mission is to develop
innovative testing tools, conduct cutting edge research
and grow partnerships between public and private
entities, bridging the gap between laboratory and clinical
practices and improving public health responses by
establishing an all-encompassing approach to research for
rural, urban and tribal communities.
OPCIE’s comprehensive approach to public health is based
on the One Health concept – that the health of humans,
animals and the environment are interrelated and
interconnected. The goal of OPCIE is to prevent health
threats at the human, animal and environmental level
including zoonotic diseases, food safety and security, vectorborne diseases and environmental contamination.
...
Through OPCIE, Oklahoma is in a unique position as a

rural, agricultural and centrally-located state to become a
global leader in leveraging human, animal and
environmental science insights to improve public health
through collaborative research and innovation.
The OPCIE was established in Stillwater and houses the
relocated and modernized Public Health Lab. It will allow for
all resources to be located in one place to collaborate on the
highest caliber public health response.
“The agricultural industry in Oklahoma has long advocated for
a One Health approach to public health. Scientific discoveries
taking place in animal health have direct implications on
human health and vice versa. The establishment of OPCIE is
welcome news for our ranchers and farmers who understand
the importance of food safety and security to maintaining
human health,” said Sec. of Agriculture Blayne Arthur.
“OPCIE broadens and elevates the purpose of the Public
Health Lab. This center will position Oklahoma to be at
the forefront of studying and addressing pandemics as a
public health issue for our state, nation and world,” said
Sec. of Science and Innovation Elizabeth Pollard. “COVID-19
has brought to light the urgency for our state to have our own
capability to respond to the public health needs of
Oklahomans. The OPCIE is meant to become a national
leading authority on all aspects of public health to ensure the
needs of Oklahomans are addressed without dependence on
other states or federal agencies in the midst of an
emergency.”...
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 2,100,000
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Israel giving us insight into how mass vaccination may change things
... Israel is the place to watch for the first evidence about how mass
vaccination may change things, for it has vaccinated its citizens faster
than anywhere else. By January 19th, a month after the campaign had
begun, Israel had given 26% of its 9m people at least one dose. As
has happened elsewhere, it started with older people. And for them,
some results are now emerging.
In a recent analysis, Ran Balicer of the Clalit Research Institute in Tel
Aviv and his colleagues compared, day by day, a group of 200,000
over-60s who had been vaccinated with an otherwise-similar group
of unvaccinated individuals. They tracked differences in infection rates
between the groups by comparing test results for people in them who
were tested for covid after reporting pertinent symptoms or close contact
with someone who had previously tested positive.
For the study’s first 12 days, positive test rates remained identical
between groups. On the 13th, the vaccinated group’s rate fell
slightly. Then, on day 14, it dropped by a third. There has been some
disappointment that this drop was not greater, but the vaccine in
question, the Pfizer-BioNTech offering, is intended to be given in two
doses, so the picture will not be clear until the second doses have been
administered, and results from younger people have been included, too.
The early effect on hospital admissions of Israel’s mass vaccination
campaign has been trickier to measure, because of two confounding
variables: the country’s national lockdown, which tends to reduce the
rate regardless of the effect of vaccines, and the spread of b.1.1.7, a
variant of the virus first found in Britain, which is a lot more contagious
and so tends to push the rate up. This combination of factors is, though,
also being experienced in many European countries, and in parts of the
United States, so what happens in Israeli hospitals now is a
harbinger of what those other places can expect in coming weeks
and months.
A sign that vaccination is starting to give Israeli hospitals some breathing
space emerged a fortnight after January 2nd, the day when the

proportion of those over 60 who had been vaccinated reached 40%.
The number critically ill with covid-19 in that age group grew by
about 30% in the week before January 2nd, and also in the
following week—but by just 7% in the week after that [see chart
below]. By contrast, among those aged between 40 and 55 (who were
vaccinated at a much lower rate at the time) the weekly change in the
number of critically ill remained constant, with a 20-30% increase in
each of those three weeks.
Taking such early results into a model of the epidemic’s trajectory, Eran
Segal of the Weizmann Institute and his colleagues reckon that covid19 deaths in Israel could start tapering off early in March, even if the
lockdown ends, as planned, in the last week of January. Their prognosis
assumes that the pace of vaccination holds up, and that 80% of adults
get their second dose by the end of February. (The other 20% are
people who cannot be vaccinated for reasons such as allergies, or who
refuse to be vaccinated.) ...

Going in
the right
direction
Israel’s change in
critically ill patients
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A Michigan marijuana dispensary is offering a free joint to
anyone who gets a Covid-19 vaccine
To help stem the coronavius pandemic, Greenhouse of
Walled Lake is offering free pre-rolled joints to anyone who
gets the Covid-19 vaccine.
“We're all stressed out, but the vaccine is hopefully what's
going to finally end this pandemic, and we just want to
reward people who are going ahead of the curve to get the
vaccine," Greenhouse owner Jerry Millen told CNN. "If I can
help stop the pandemic in any slightest way, and this is the
way I can do it, so be it.”

vaccine if they choose to do so," Millen said. "This is our
way of thanking people who do.”
Although it will take more time before enough Americans are
vaccinated to end the pandemic, Millen says he's sure the
grass is greener on the other side.

The "Pot for Shots" promotion is a joint effort with UBaked
Cannabis Company, which is providing the pre-rolls. It
started on Friday and runs through February.
To get the free weed, all someone has to do is get
vaccinated and show up to the dispensary with proof of
vaccination.
Millen said he's considering extending the deadline if not
enough people get vaccinated by the end of February to
encourage others to take that step so the world "can go
back to normal.”
"We support the freedom of choice, everyone chooses what
to do, but it's important people take measures to stop the
pandemic by staying home and wearing a mask, or getting a

https://www.instagram.com/greenhousewalledlake/?utm_source=ig_embed
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2 in 5 Americans live where COVID-19 strains hospital ICUs
... An Associated Press analysis of federal hospital data shows that
since November, the share of U.S. hospitals nearing the breaking point
has doubled. More than 40% of Americans now live in areas
running out of ICU space, with only 15% of beds still available.
...
According to data through Thursday from the COVID Tracking Project,
hospitalizations are still high in the West and the South, with over
80,000 current COVID-19 hospital patients in those regions.
Encouragingly, hospitalizations appear to have either plateaued or are
trending downward across all regions. It’s unclear whether the easing
will continue with more contagious versions of the virus arising and
snags in the rollout of vaccines.
In New Mexico, one surging hospital system brought in 300 temporary
nurses from outside the state, at a cost of millions of dollars, to deal
with overflowing ICU patients, who were treated in converted
procedure rooms and surgery suites.
...
In Los Angeles, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center ran into shortages of
take-home oxygen tanks, which meant some patients who could
otherwise go home were kept longer, taking up needed beds. But the
biggest problem is competing with other hospitals for traveling nurses.
...
Houston Methodist Hospital recently paid $8,000 retention bonuses to
keep staff nurses from signing up with agencies that would send them
to other hot spots. Pay for traveling nurses can reach $6,000 per week,
an enticement that can benefit a nurse but can seem like poaching to
the hospital executives who watch nurses leave.
...
Space is another problem. Augusta University Medical Center in
Augusta, Georgia, is treating adult ICU patients, under age 30, in the
children’s hospital. Recovery rooms now have ICU patients, and, if
things get worse, other areas — operating rooms and endoscopy
centers — will be the next areas converted for critical care.
...

The Alabama hospital’s ICU has been overflowing for six weeks, with
16 virus patients on ventilators in a hospital that a year ago had only
10 of the breathing machines. “You can see the stress in people’s
faces and in their body language. It’s just a lot for people to carry
around,” Smith said.
“Just the fatigue of our staff can affect quality of care. I’ve been
encouraged we’ve been able to keep the quality of care high,” Smith
said. “You feel like you are in a very precarious situation where errors
could occur, but thankfully we’ve managed to stay on top of things.”
Hospitals say they are upholding high standards for patient care, but
experts say surges compromise many normal medical practices.
Overwhelmed hospitals might be forced to mobilize makeshift ICUs
and staff them with personnel without any experience in critical care.
They might run out of sedatives, antibiotics, IVs or other supplies they
rely on to keep patients calm and comfortable while on ventilators.
“It’s really daunting and mentally taxing. You’re doing what you believe
to be best practice,” said Kiersten Henry, a nurse at MedStar
Montgomery Medical Center in Olney, Maryland, and a board director
for the American Association of Critical-Care Nurses.
In Oklahoma City, OU Medicine Chief Medical Officer Dr. Cameron
Mantor said while the vaccines hold promise, hope still seems dim as
ICU cases keep mounting. The number of COVID-19 hospitalizations
at OU Medicine has declined from more than 100 daily in recent weeks
to 98 on Wednesday, Mantor said.
“What is stressing everybody out,” Mantor said, “is looking at
week after week after week, the spigot is not being turned off, not
knowing there is a break, not seeing the proverbial light at the
end of the tunnel.”
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Bernie Sanders happy his mittened meme may raise millions for charity
(Reuters) - U.S. Senator Bernie Sanders, the famed curmudgeon
photographed at President Joe Biden’s inauguration wearing
mittens and a scowl behind his facemask in an image that instantly
became a meme, said on Sunday he was happy it may help raise
millions for charity.
Lifting spirits around the world since it went viral, the meme depicts
everything from Sanders' mittens touching Michelangelo's Hand of
God in the Sistine Chapel, to the Vermont Democrat helping actor
Demi Moore mold clay at the pottery wheel from the film "Ghost," to
Sanders joining the World War Two Yalta Conference in 1945,
seated next to British Prime Minister Winston Churchill, U.S.
President Franklin Roosevelt and Soviet leader Joseph Stalin.
Asked by CNN on Sunday whether he was enjoying the meme as
much as the rest of the world, the 79-year-old gave an
uncharacteristic grin and said he was overjoyed that his handwoven
mittens, blue facemask and trademark glower could be turned into
gold for needy Americans.
“Not only are we having fun but what we are doing here in Vermont
is we’re going to be selling around the country sweatshirts and Tshirts, and all of the money that’s going to be raised – which I
expect will be a couple of million dollars – will be going to programs
like ‘Meals on Wheels,’ that feed low-income senior citizens,”
Sanders said.
“So, it turns out actually to be a good thing, and not only a fun
thing,” he said.
Vermont teacher Jen Ellis said on Twitter that she gifted Sanders
the mittens, which she knitted from repurposed wool sweaters, two
years ago.

Featured since in everything from Japanese anime art to 1960s
album cover copies, Sanders stood out among the designer garb at
the ceremony for his mittens, a snowboarding jacket made by
Vermont company Burton, and carrying a large manila envelope.
“I’m convinced Sen. Sanders would have dressed exactly the same
to his own inauguration had he won,” said one Twitter user.
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Some advertisers are approaching the first COVID-era Super Bowl with caution
NEW YORK (AP) — For the first time since 1983, when AnheuserBusch used all of its ad time to introduce a beer called Bud Light, the
beer giant isn’t advertising its iconic Budweiser brand during
the Super Bowl. Instead, it’s donating the money it would have
spent on the ad to coronavirus vaccination awareness efforts.
Anheuser-Busch still has four minutes of advertising during the
game for its other brands including Bud Light, Bud Light Seltzer
Lemonade, Michelob Ultra and Michelob Ultra Organic Seltzer.
Those are some of its hottest sellers, particularly among younger
viewers.
...
The Anheuser-Busch move follows a similar announcement from
PepsiCo., which won’t be advertising its biggest brand, Pepsi, in
order to focus on its sponsorship of the the halftime show. (It
will be advertising Mountain Dew and Frito-Lay products). Other
veteran Super Bowl advertisers like Coke, Audi and Avocados from
Mexico are sitting out the game altogether.
These big-brand absences are just one more way Super Bowl LV will
look very different from previous years. Attendance at the game will
be limited to 22,000 people, about a third of the more than
65,890 capacity of Raymond James Stadium in Tampa, Florida. And
Super Bowl parties will be more likely to be smaller affairs with pods
or families.
“I think the advertisers are correctly picking up on this being a riskier
year for the Super Bowl,” said Charles Taylor, marketing professor at
Villanova University. “With COVID and economic uncertainty, people
aren’t necessarily in the best mood to begin with. There’s a risk
associated with messages that are potentially too light. ... At the
same time, there’s risk associated with doing anything too somber.”
The pandemic has cut sharply into sales for many Super Bowl

advertisers. With pricey ads costing an estimated $5.5 million for
30 seconds during the Feb. 7 broadcast on CBS, some may have
decided it’s not worth it this year. Coca-Cola, for example, has been
hard hit since half of its sales come from stadiums, movie
theaters and other usually crowded places that have been
closed during the pandemic. It announced layoffs in December,
and said it said it wouldn’t advertise this year to ensure it’s “investing
in the right resources during these unprecedented times.”
To fill the void, newcomers like the TikTok rival Triller, online
freelance marketplace Fiverr and online car seller Vroom are
rushing in to take their place. Returning brands include M&M’s,
Pringles, Toyota and others.
Companies that are running ads this year face a number of
challenges. Super Bowl ads are usually developed months in
advance and shot in the fall, meaning that ads airing in two weeks
were shot under costly pandemic conditions and without any idea
how the presidential election would turn out. That further complicates
the already delicate process of striking a tone that acknowledges
what’s happening with the world, managing to either entertain or tug
at viewer heartstrings, and finding a way to tie it all back to their
brand.
“It’s a tough year to do an ad,” Argenti said. “It will be a good year for
creative companies who figure out how to thread that needle.”...

Budweiser’s
Message
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A rural county in Washington state hasn't wasted a single Covid-19
vaccine dose. Here's its secret
...A big part of the reason Kittitas County says it is outpacing
the vaccine rates in the state is that it's had a lot of
practice in triaging and managing disasters, especially
wildfires.
“We're a fairly rural county, and we get significant weather
events, mostly wildfires," said Rich Elliott, the deputy fire
chief of Kittitas Valley Fire and Rescue. "Our county has a
25-year history of just sort of everybody -- the hospital, the
school districts, law enforcement, fire agencies, federal state
partners -- we just cooperate.”
When the coronavirus pandemic started and there was a
need for personal protective equipment and testing, groups
working with the emergency management center banded
together to respond.
Now the cross-functional team of essential workers and
volunteers are working to distribute the vaccine and it's
working, says Elliott, who is in charge of vaccine distribution
for the county. In fact, he says a single dose hasn't been
wasted.
The story is different across the country. The United States
is struggling to get the precious vaccine into arms, with
supply issues, logistics challenges, long lines and crashed
appointment sites. As of Friday, 16.2 million Americans,
about 4.5% of the US population, had received their first
dose and about 2.8 million people are fully vaccinated,

according to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
Washington state has distributed more than 335,000
vaccines, which is 48% of the delivered doses given,
according to the state's Department of Health Covid-19
dashboard, as of January 18.\
While Kittitas County has given 53% of its current
vaccines, the county has vaccine clinics running through
next week to deliver a new batch of more than 2,000
vaccines, according to Kittitas Valley Healthcare. With all of
the appointments taken, the county estimates having 97%
of their doses administered by the end of next week.
"The infrastructure that we have with everybody
communicating, everybody willing to be flexible and
play whatever role's necessary and an understanding of
(incident command system) and emergency operation
centers gives us the framework to do it," Elliott told CNN.
When you're fighting large fires, you have to act fast and
resources can change in a flash, so learning to change
plans and stay flexible is part of the job, Elliott said.
"In fires, we make do, and you build plans around what you
have available, and what the priorities are," Elliott said.
"Those change almost daily at wildland fires because the
risks change, the weather changes, all of those things ...
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Moderna working on Covid booster shot for variant in South Africa,
says current vaccine provides some protection
...The company’s researchers said its current coronavirus
vaccine appears to work against the two highly
transmissible strains found in the U.K. and South Africa,
although it looks like it may be less effective against the
latter.
The two-dose vaccine produced an antibody response
against multiple variants, including B.1.1.7 and B.1.351,
which were first identified in the U.K. and South Africa,
respectively, according to a Moderna study conducted in
collaboration with the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases. The study has not yet been peer
reviewed.
The vaccine generated a weaker immune response
against the South African strain, but the antibodies
remained above levels that are expected to be protective
against the virus, the company said, adding the findings
may suggest “a potential risk of earlier waning of
immunity to the new B.1.351 strains.”
“Out of an abundance of caution and leveraging the flexibility
of our mRNA platform, we are advancing an emerging
variant booster candidate against the variant first
identified in the Republic of South Africa into the clinic to
determine if it will be more effective to boost titers against this
and potentially future variants,” Moderna CEO Stephane
Bancel said in a statement.
...

On Thursday, White House health advisor Dr. Anthony Fauci
said new data showed that the Covid-19 vaccines currently
on the market may not be as effective in guarding against
new, more contagious strains of the coronavirus. Some early
findings that were published in the preprint server bioRxiv
indicate that the South Africa variant can evade the antibodies
provided by some coronavirus treatments.
The news also comes after the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention said earlier this month that the U.K. variant
could become the dominant strain in the U.S. by March.
“It is highly likely there are many variants evolving
simultaneously across the globe,” Jason McDonald, a
spokesman for the CDC, said in an email to CNBC at the
time.
...
Bancel told CNBC that Moderna’s vaccine will be protective
against the South African strain in the short term, but the
company doesn’t know how long that protection may last.
“What is unknowable right now is what will happen in six
months, 12 months, especially to the elderly because, as you
know, they have a weaker immune system,” he said during an
interview with “Squawk Box.” “Because of that unknown ... we
decided to take into the clinic, out of an abundance of caution,
a new vaccine.”
“We cannot be behind. We cannot fall behind this virus,” he
said, adding the coronavirus will “keep mutating.”
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Monoclonal antibody cocktail cuts hospitalizations by 70% for high-risk
While vaccines may help slow the COVID-19 pandemic over
the next months, drug company Eli Lilly announced
Tuesday that its treatments can help save lives in the
meantime.
The company's drug bamlanivimab was authorized by the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration late last year and has
been used by 125,000 high-risk patients nationwide
based on early-stage data suggesting it could be effective.
The drug is a monoclonal antibody, meaning it mimics one
of the natural antibodies the immune system uses to
fight off the virus.
Former President Donald Trump as well as former New
Jersey Gov. Chris Christie and former New York City
Mayor Rudy Giuliani all received monoclonal antibodies
shortly after they were diagnosed with COVID-19.
In a large, late-stage study the company unveiled Tuesday,
bamlanivimab combined with another monoclonal
antibody, etesevimab, was found to be extremely
effective in high-risk patients diagnosed with COVID-19.
Among patients who received a placebo, 10% of those at
high risk ended up in the hospital, compared to just 2% of
those who received the drug cocktail – a 70% drop. Patients
were diagnosed an average of four days before treatment.
...
The single drug and the cocktail performed equally well, said

Lilly's chief scientific officer Dr. Daniel Skovronsky, but the
company is going to switch to making the combination once
it receives FDA authorization.
The combination is more likely to remain effective, he said at
an afternoon news conference, as the virus that causes
COVID-19 evolves, leading to new variants.
"Bamlanivimab alone is predicted to be effective against
more than 99% of all strains that we see in the United
States today," he said. "Bamlanivimab plus etesevimab
should take care of the rest of them."
...
There are 100,000 doses of bamlanivimab available today to
patients around the world and another 250,000 will become
available by the end of the quarter, Skovronsky said.
...
The U.S. government has bought hundreds of thousands of
doses of Lilly's and another combination antibody from
Regeneron.
But many doses remain on shelves, unused, because of the
difficulties of providing the drug to patients.
To get a benefit, people have to receive the drug within
the early stages of disease – once hospitalized with
COVID-19, the drug does nothing to help, a Lilly study has
shown...
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Jan. 28
How Is The COVID-19 Vaccination
Campaign Going In Your State?
The U.S. is working to vaccinate a high percentage
of its population against COVID-19 as soon as
possible to stop the spread of the disease and end
the outbreak in the country.
The mission becomes even more urgent as
coronavirus variants emerge around the world,
raising concerns that the virus could evade our
efforts to control it, if the spread is not curbed
quickly.
Since vaccine distribution began in the U.S. on Dec.
14, more than 24 million doses have been
administered, reaching 6.2% of the total U.S.
population, according to federal data collected by
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The
U.S. is currently administering around 1 million
shots a day.

Select link the above link for complete chart and updates
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Jan. 28
Mexico’s new daily record of almost 28,000 coronavirus cases
MEXICO CITY (AP) — Mexico posted its highest one-day total
of newly confirmed coronavirus cases Wednesday, with 27,944
infections, and a near-record 1,623 confirmed deaths.
That brings the country’s total so far to just over 1.8 million
cases and 153,639 deaths. However, Mexico has an extremely
low rate of testing, and estimates of excess deaths suggest
the real toll is over 195,000.
A group of over a dozen of the country’s top universities and
medical institutes also recommended Wednesday that the use of
face masks be made mandatory in Mexico, a move that
President Andrés Manuel López Obrador and his advisers have
long opposed.
The president himself seldom wears a mask, and over the
weekend tested positive for COVID-19.
The president’s top pandemic adviser, Hugo López-Gatell, said
the 67-year-old president was doing well and was active, and
had almost no symptoms apart from an occasional low-grade
fever.
“When you ask him repeatedly, he’ll finally break down and say
‘Well, I have a little headache, now that you insist on it,’” LópezGatell said.
Early in the pandemic, López-Gatell said that face masks
provided little protection for the wearer and that he opposed
rules requiring their use. However, the experts’ report said
masks should be mandatory to stop the spread of coronavirus.

Hospitals are so full in some parts of Mexico that many
families have to treat their relatives at home, and they need
oxygen cylinders to do so. But federal authorities reported
Wednesday that there have there have been 14 robberies of
oxygen tanks at hospitals, delivery trucks or other locations
across the country.
There have also been examples of fraud, in which people offer
tanks or oxygen concentrators for sale, accept deposits and then
keep the money without delivering them.
The federal public safety department said eight people have
been arrested for theft or fraud.
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Jan. 28
Virus variant from South Africa detected in US for 1st time
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — A new variant of the coronavirus
emerged Thursday in the United States, posing yet another
public health challenge in a country already losing more
than 3,000 people to COVID-19 every day.
The mutated version of the virus, first identified in South
Africa, was found in two cases in South Carolina. Public
health officials said it’s almost certain that there are more
infections that have not been identified yet. They are also
concerned that this version spreads more easily and that
vaccines could be less effective against it.
The two cases were discovered in adults in different
regions of the state and do not appear to be connected.
Neither of the people infected has traveled recently, the
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental
Control said Thursday.
“That’s frightening,” because it means there could be more
undetected cases within the state, said Dr. Krutika Kuppalli,
an infectious diseases physician at the Medical University of
South Carolina in Charleston. “It’s probably more
widespread.”
The arrival of the variant shows that “the fight against this
deadly virus is far from over,” Dr. Brannon Traxler, South
Carolina’s interim public health director, said in a statement.
“While more COVID-19 vaccines are on the way, supplies
are still limited. Every one of us must recommit to the fight

by recognizing that we are all on the front lines now. We are
all in this together.”
Viruses constantly mutate, and coronavirus variants are
circulating around the globe, but scientists are primarily
concerned with the emergence of three that researchers
believe may spread more easily. Other variants first reported
in the United Kingdom and Brazil were previously confirmed
in the U.S.
As the variants bring a potential for greater infection risks in
the U.S., pandemic-weary lawmakers in several states are
pushing back against mask mandates, business closures
and other protective restrictions ordered by governors.
States including Arizona, Michigan, Ohio, Maryland,
Kentucky and Indiana are weighing proposals to limit their
governors’ abilities to impose emergency restrictions.
Wisconsin’s Republican-controlled Assembly had been
expected to vote to repeal Democratic Gov. Tony Evers’
mask mandate, but lawmakers abruptly called off the vote
Thursday in the face of broad criticism and out of concern it
would jeopardize more than $49 million in federal aid.
Pennsylvania lawmakers are considering a constitutional
amendment to strip the governor of many of his emergency
powers.
Governors argue that they need authority to act swiftly in a
crisis, and limitations could slow critical emergency
responses....
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Jan. 29
Dubai blamed for virus cases abroad; questions swirl at home
DUBAI, United Arab Emirates (AP) — After opening itself to New
Year’s revelers, Dubai is now being blamed by several countries
for spreading the coronavirus abroad, even as questions swirl
about the city-state’s ability to handle reported record spikes in
virus cases.
The government’s Dubai Media Office says the sheikhdom is
doing all it can to handle the pandemic, though it has repeatedly
declined to answer questions from The Associated Press about
its hospital capacity.
“After a year of managing the pandemic, we can confidently say
the current situation is under control and we have our plans to
surge any capacity in the health care system should a need
rise,” it said.
However, Nasser al-Shaikh, Dubai’s former finance chief,
offered a different assessment Thursday on Twitter and asked
authorities to take control of a spiraling caseload.
“The leadership bases its decisions on recommendations from
the team, the wrong recommendations which put human souls in
danger and negatively affect our society,” he wrote, adding that
“our economy requires accountability.”
Dubai, known for its long-haul carrier Emirates, the world’s
tallest building and its beaches and bars, in July became one
of the first travel destinations to describe itself as open for
business. The move staunched the bleeding of its crucial
tourism and real estate sectors after lockdowns and curfews
cratered its economy.

As tourism restarted, daily reported coronavirus case numbers
slowly grew but mostly remained stable through the fall.
But then came New Year’s Eve — a major draw for travelers
from countries otherwise shut down over the virus who
partied without face masks in bars and on yachts. For the
last 17 days, the United Arab Emirates as a whole has
reported record daily coronavirus case numbers as lines at
Dubai testing facilities grow.
In Israel, more than 900 travelers returning from Dubai have
been infected with the coronavirus, according to the military,
which conducts contact tracing. The returnees created a chain of
infections numbering more than 4,000 people, the Israeli military
told the AP.
Tens of thousands of Israelis had flocked to the UAE since the
two countries normalized relations in September. Israeli Health
Ministry expert Dr. Sharon Alroy-Preis was quoted by Channel
13 TV as complaining in a call with other officials that a few
weeks of travel had been more deadly than decades of no
relations with the Arab nation.
Since late December, Israel has required those coming from the
UAE to go into a two-week quarantine. Israel later shut down its
main international airport through the end of the month over
rising cases.
In the United Kingdom, tabloids have splashed shots of bikiniclad British influencers partying in Dubai while the country
struggled through lockdowns trying to control the virus. Britain in
mid-January closed a travel corridor to Dubai that had allowed
travelers to skip quarantine over what was described as ...
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 2,200,000
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Jan. 30
CDC orders sweeping U.S. transportation mask mandate
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) issued a sweeping order late
Friday requiring the use of face masks on nearly all forms of
public transportation Monday as the country continues to
report thousands of daily COVID-19 deaths.
The order, which takes effect at 11:59 p.m. EST on
Monday (0459 GMT Tuesday), requires face masks to be
worn by all travelers on airplanes, ships, trains,
subways, buses, taxis, and ride-shares and at
transportation hubs like airports, bus or ferry terminals,
train and subway stations and seaports.
President Joe Biden on Jan. 21 ordered government
agencies to “immediately take action” to require masks in
airports and on commercial aircraft, trains and public
maritime vessels, including ferries, intercity bus services and
all public transportation.
Under Donald Trump, who was president until Jan. 20, a
CDC push to mandate masks in transit was blocked and the
agency instead only issued strong recommendations for
mask use. Trump also rejected efforts by Congress to
mandate mask use.
“Requiring masks on our transportation systems will protect
Americans and provide confidence that we can once again
travel safely even during this pandemic,” said the 11-page
order signed by Marty Cetron, director for CDC’s Division of
Global Migration and Quarantine.

While airlines and most transit modes already require
masks, the CDC order will make not wearing a mask a
violation of federal law that could make it easier for flight
attendants and others to enforce.
A U.S. airline group told Biden this month that carriers had
had to bar “thousands of passengers” from future flights for
failing to comply with airline mask policies.
The CDC said people violating the order could
potentially face criminal penalties but suggested civil
penalties would be more likely if needed. The order will
be enforced by the Transportation Security Administration
and federal, state and local agencies.
The order says passengers must wear a mask in transit
except for brief periods, such as to eat, drink or take
medication. Masks may be either manufactured or
homemade.
The only exceptions are for travelers younger than two
and for those with certain medical conditions. People in
private cars and solo commercial truck drivers do not
have to wear masks.
U.S. airlines raised concerns this week about passenger
requests to opt out of mask-wearing on health grounds.
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Jan. 30
J&J and Novavax Data
...The full Novavax package should be coming out in a few days. But
what we know now is that in the UK trial (roughly 15,000 people),
the vaccine showed 89% efficacy. And the company says that
around half of these participants were infected with the B.1.1.7
variant, so these are excellent results against that one and against
“coronavirus classic”. The South African trial was smaller (around
4,000 patients), and the data have correspondingly more scatter in
them. But the readout is clear: the vaccine is less effective against
the B.1.351 variant, perhaps around 50%. Almost all the cases in
this trial were from that one. Novavax says that they have already
begun working on another protein vaccine to be used as a booster
for those who’ve received another one, and that’s good news. Not
least because Novavax also noted that they were seeing people
infected with B.1.351 who had already been infected with the earlier
strains. There appear to have been no significant safety signals
during the trials (an initial report of volunteers being hospitalized
appears to have been mistaken). Keep in mind that there’s another
trial of the Novavax candidate still underway here in the US as well –
the question is now how many countries will authorize the vaccine
based on the data we have in hand and when this vaccine can be
rolled ou
Now to J&J – then we’ll discuss some implications. Their data for the
one-shot dosing protocol show 72% efficacy in the North American
volunteers, 66% in Latin America, and 57% in South Africa. That
last one has to be another B.1.351 effect. There were also no
safety signals – adverse events were actually more frequent in the
placebo group. There were also no real differences across different
age groups, which is very good to see.
Now, these numbers from J&J are definitely lower than the
Moderna and Pfizer/BioNTech vaccines. I wish that they were
higher. But this is the landscape we have, and given the
development timelines, I think we’d better get used to this it, because

now the biggest and most advanced players have reported in.
Broadly speaking, it looks like the mRNA vaccines have definitively
higher efficacy, but we have to remember that their trials were
run before the new variants got much of a foothold. We have in
vitro data about how they might respond to B.1.1.7 and B.1.351, but
so far we have no real-world efficacy reads. For all we know, the
Moderna and Pfizer/BioNTech vaccines also come down to 5060% efficacy against B.1.351.
But at any rate, with a 95% value (or the 96% seen with Novavax
against “coronavirus classic”), you can have a good deal of
confidence that you’re going to have solid real-world effects. When
we see numbers like J&J’s, or (especially) AstraZeneca’s (the EMA
says this morning that overall efficacy for that one is 60%), or
probably everyone’s against B.1.351, we have to look more closely at
the clinical outcomes. You may not be able to prevent so many
people from going PCR-positive, but can you keep them out of
the hospital? Out of the morgue?
J&J is saying that overall, their vaccine was overall at 66%
efficacy at preventing all “moderate to severe”coronavirus
infection (updated this), but 85% effective at preventing “severe
disease” requiring hospitalization. They had a conference call this
morning, and my impression is that this statement wasn’t clarified
very much (we’ll hear more next week, I believe). But they also say
that there were no coronavirus deaths at all in the vaccinated
group. So the real-world effects are nothing to turn up one’s nose at
– if this had been the first vaccine to report, we’d have been setting
off fireworks. Similarly, it looks like the AstraZeneca/Oxford vaccine,
for all the problems in figuring out its dosing and its efficacy numbers,
also does a good job of preventing severe disease. We don’t have
data on severity of disease from the Novavax team yet; I hope that
we see it very soon....
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Jan. 31
Hospitalizations are the lowest they've been in nearly 2 months.
But US is still in for 'rough' coming weeks, expert says
Covid-19 hospitalizations in the US dropped below
100,000 for the first time in nearly two months, according
to data from the COVID Tracking Project.
More than 97,000 patients remain hospitalized with the
virus -- a far cry from the country's peak of more than
132,400 on January 6. The last time this number fell
below 100,000 was December 1.
But while this drop may be a piece of good news, other
Covid-19 numbers remain grim: the seven-day average
of new cases is roughly about the same it was
December 1 -- while the average number of daily
deaths is more than double what it was then.
"Right now it's the worst of possible worlds. It's the winter.
It's getting cold out, people are together more, there's still
a critical number of people in the United States who don't
wear masks, who don't social distance," Dr. Paul Offit, a
member of the FDA's vaccine advisory committee, told
CNN Saturday. "I think the next six weeks or two
months are going to be rough. I think we could have
another 100,000, 150,000 deaths.”
According to projections from the University of
Washington's Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation,
nearly 120,000 more Americans could lose their lives to
the virus over the next two months.
A rapid variant spread could push that projection even
higher. That's why experts have urged doubling down on
safety measures like masks and social distancing and
called for accelerated vaccinations across the country.
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Jan. 31
438 reported US cases caused by variants*

* Number thought to be grossly
under-reported due to limited
genomic surveillance
Select link for explanation

B.1.1.7 (United Kingdom)
434 cases now confirmed in more
than 30 US States, mainly
California and Florida
B.1.351 (South African)
3 cases now in two states:
South Carolina and Maryland
all community transmission
P.1 (Brazilian)
1 case via travel was
confirmed in Minnesota
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Jan. 31
China sees most monthly infections since March
BEIJING (AP) — China recorded more than 2,000 new
domestic cases of COVID-19 in January, the highest
monthly total since the tail end of the initial outbreak in
Wuhan in March of last year.
The National Health Commission said Sunday that 2,016
cases were reported from Jan. 1-30. That does not include
another 435 infected people who arrived from abroad. The
tally for Jan. 31 is due to be released Monday.
Two people have died in January, the first reported
coronavirus deaths in China in several months.
Most of the new cases have been in three northern
provinces. Hardest-hit Hebei province, which borders
Beijing, has reported more than 900 cases. Beijing, the
Chinese capital, has had 45 cases this month.
The numbers, while low compared to many other
countries, have prompted officials to tighten
restrictions and strongly discourage people from
traveling during the upcoming Lunar New Year, a major
holiday when people typically return home for family
reunions.
Train trips were down nearly 75 percent in the first three
days of the holiday travel season, the official Xinhua News
Agency said Sunday, citing the state railway company. The
Lunar New Year falls on Feb. 12.

A woman wearing a face mask to help curb the spread of
the coronavirus takes a souvenir photo near a Lunar New
Year decoration with ox figures at Qianmen Street, a
popular tourist spot in Beijing, Sunday, Jan. 31, 2021.
AP Photo/Andy Wong
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Feb. 1
Vaccine skepticism lurks in town famous for syphilis study
...The coronavirus immunization campaign is off to a shaky start in
Tuskegee and other parts of Macon County. Area leaders point to a
resistance among residents spurred by a distrust of government
promises and decades of failed health programs. Many people in
this city of 8,500 have relatives who were subjected to unethical
government experimentation during the syphilis study.
...
Tuskegee is not a complete outlier. A recent survey conducted by the
communications firm Edelman revealed that as of November, only 59%
of people in the U.S. were willing to get vaccinated within a year
with just 33% happy to do so as soon as possible.

completely different, he said. He believes that enough that he himself
has gotten the vaccine and is publicly encouraging others to do the
same.
Georgette Moon is on a similar mission. Hoping to both protect herself
and encourage skittish friends, the former city council member recently
bared an arm and let a public health nurse immunize her. Now, Moon
said, if only more fellow Black residents could overcome their lingering
fears and get the vaccine.
“The study is a huge factor,” Moon said. “I’ve had very qualified, welleducated people tell me they are not going to take it right now.”

But skepticism seems to run deeper here.
When Alabama and the rest of the South were still segregated by race,
government medical workers starting in 1932 withheld treatment for
unsuspecting men infected with syphilis in Tuskegee and surrounding
Macon County so physicians could track the disease. The study, which
involved about 600 men, ended in 1972 only after it was revealed by
The Associated Press.
A lawsuit filed on behalf of the men by Black Tuskegee attorney Fred
Gray resulted in a $9 million settlement, and then-President Bill Clinton
formally apologized on behalf of the U.S. government in 1997. But the
damage left a legacy of distrust that extends far beyond Tuskegee: A
December survey showed 40% of Black people nationwide said
they wouldn’t get the coronavirus vaccine. Such hesitancy is more
entrenched than among white people, even though Black
Americans have been hit disproportionately hard by the virus.

The Macon County health department, which is administering two-step
Moderna vaccines in its modern building near downtown, could perform
as many as 160 immunizations a day, officials said. But a maximum of
140 people received the vaccine on any single date during the first six
days of appointments, with a total of 527 people immunized during the
period. Health care workers, emergency responders and long-term care
residents are currently eligible for shots in Alabama, along with people
75 and older.
There are some signs of hope. State statistics show a slow uptick in the
number of people coming in for vaccinations, and word seems to be
filtering through the community that it’s OK to be vaccinated.
Down the street from the county clinic, the Veterans Affairs hospital in
Tuskegee is vaccinating veterans 65 and older. While only 40% of the
VA workers in the area have been vaccinated, officials said, more
people are agreeing to the shots than during the initial wave.

The Chicago-based Black nationalist group Nation of Islam is warning
away members nationwide with an online presentation titled “Beyond
Tuskegee: Why Black People Must Not Take The Experimental COVID19 Vaccine.”

“They know people who have had the vaccine, they hear more about it,
they become more comfortable with it,” said Dr. April Truett, an
infectious disease physician at the hospital.

Gray, now 90 and still practicing law in Tuskegee, rejects such
comparisons. The syphilis study and the COVID-19 vaccine are

The Rev. John Curry Jr. said he and his wife took the shots after the
health department said they could get appointments without a long ...
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Feb. 1
The vaccine news continues to be better than many people realize
...All five vaccines with public results have eliminated Covid19 deaths. They have also drastically reduced
hospitalizations. “They’re all good trial results,” Caitlin Rivers,
an epidemiologist at Johns Hopkins University, told me. “It’s great
news.”
Many people are instead focusing on relatively minor differences
among the vaccine results and wrongly assuming that those
differences mean that some vaccines won’t prevent serious
illnesses. It’s still too early to be sure, because a few of the
vaccine makers have released only a small amount of data. But
the available data is very encouraging — including about the
vaccines’ effect on the virus’s variants.
“The vaccines are poised to deliver what people so desperately
want: an end, however protracted, to this pandemic,” as Julia
Marcus of Harvard Medical School recently wrote in The Atlantic.
Why is the public understanding more negative than it should
be? Much of the confusion revolves around the meaning of
the word “effective.”
...
But it’s not the most meaningful definition for most coronavirus
infections.

instead need to downgrade it from a deadly pandemic to a
normal virus. Once that happens, adults can go back to work,
and children back to school. Grandparents can nuzzle their
grandchildren, and you can meet your friends at a restaurant.
... all five of the vaccines — from Pfizer, Moderna, AstraZeneca,
Novavax and Johnson & Johnson — look extremely good. Of
the roughly 75,000 people who have received one of the five
in a research trial, not a single person has died from Covid,
and only a few people appear to have been hospitalized.
None have remained hospitalized 28 days after receiving a shot.
To put that in perspective, it helps to think about what Covid has
done so far to a representative group of 75,000 American adults:
It has killed roughly 150 of them and sent several hundred more
to the hospital. The vaccines reduce those numbers to zero and
nearly zero, based on the research trials.
Zero isn’t even the most relevant benchmark. A typical U.S. flu
season kills between five and 15 out of every 75,000 adults and
hospitalizes more than 100 of them.
I assume you would agree that any vaccine that transforms
Covid into something much milder than a typical flu deserves to
be called effective. But that is not the scientific definition. When
you read that the Johnson & Johnson vaccine was 66 percent
effective or that the Novavax vaccine was 89 percent effective,
those numbers are referring to the prevention of all illness. They
count mild symptoms as a failure.

Whether you realize it or not, you have almost certainly had a
coronavirus. Coronaviruses have been circulating for
decades if not centuries, and they’re often mild. The
common cold can be a coronavirus. The world isn’t going to
eliminate coronaviruses — or this particular one, known as
SARS-CoV-2 — anytime soon.

The variants

Yet we don’t need to eliminate it for life to return to normal. We

What about the highly contagious new virus variants that have ...
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Feb. 2
Israel's vaccine rollout linked to infection fall
...The fall appears to be most pronounced in older people
and areas furthest ahead in their immunisation efforts.
This suggests it is the vaccine, and not just the country's
current lockdown, taking effect.
Israeli Ministry of Health (MoH) figures show 531 over-60s,
out of almost 750,000 fully vaccinated, tested positive for
coronavirus (0.07%).
And far fewer fell ill, with 38 becoming hospitalised with
moderate, severe or critical disease - a tiny proportion.
The MoH assessed the medical records of almost a million
people in total - 743,845 of whom were over the age of 60 until at least seven days after they received a second dose
of the vaccine.
There were three deaths in vaccinated over-60s - although
it is possible they contracted the infection earlier, before
their immunity had time to build.
Before the vaccine had time to take effect, more than 7,000
infections were recorded, just under 700 cases of moderate
to critical illness and 307 deaths.
The MoH data suggests infections and illnesses fell
consistently from 14 days after receiving the first jab
onwards.

Delayed dose strategy
While the biggest fall observed was in people seven days
after their second dose of the vaccine, this cannot be used
as evidence for or against the wisdom of the UK's strategy
of delaying second doses.
Israel has consistently given people their first and
second doses no more than three weeks apart, but the
first dose isn't expected to provide protection for at
least two weeks.
So it is not possible by looking at this data to untangle the
impact of the second dose from the first dose starting to
kick in.
The first dose takes longer to show any effect as it primes
the immune system to start recognising and fighting off the
virus.
Israel has delivered five million doses of the vaccine to a
population of about nine million - and about one million
people have received two doses.
The jury's still out on whether the vaccine completely
stops people from carrying, and passing on, the virus.
So for now, while many people remain unvaccinated, those
who have had the jab are still being told to socially distance
and wear masks...
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Feb. 2
A gloomy Groundhog Day: Punxsutawney Phil says more winter
...The spectacle that is Groundhog Day still went on, but
because of the coronavirus pandemic, revelers weren’t able
to see Phil and celebrate in person: This year, it was all
virtual.

The livestream from Gobbler's Knob, a tiny hill just outside
Punxsutawney about 65 miles (105 kilometers) northeast of
Pittsburgh, is made possible by the Pennsylvania Tourism
Office's Holi-stay PA. The event there — always Feb. 2 —
dates back to 1887.

A livestream, which had more than 15,000 viewers at
one point, played footage from previous Groundhog Day's
ahead of the big reveal.

Phil this year, like many years in the past, gave his forecast
during a major snowstorm that hit the entire Northeast.

Then of course, the prognosticator of prognosticators —
assisted by his Inner Circle — emerged at dawn. The lore
goes that if he sees his shadow as he did this year, there
will be six more weeks of winter. If he doesn't, spring comes
early.

The annual event has its origin in a German legend about a
furry rodent. Records dating to the late 1800s show Phil
has predicted longer winters more than 100 times. The
2020 forecast called for an early spring — however, Phil
didn't say anything about a pandemic...
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Feb. 3
Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine cuts COVID transmission: Study
The Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine may reduce the transmission of
the coronavirus by up to two-thirds, a study has suggested,
marking the first time a jab has been shown to have such an effect.

or more weeks to the second dose, compared with 54.9 percent
for those where the booster was given fewer than six weeks after
the first dose.

The Oxford University study published on Tuesday, which is awaiting
peer review, found that those who had been vaccinated with a
single dose of the vaccine were 67 percent less likely to test
positive with a PCR test.

Oxford academics approve 12-week dose interval
The findings supported the UK’s decision to extend the interval
between the initial and booster doses of the shots to 12 weeks,
Oxford academics said.

The paper suggested the vaccine, which was developed by Oxford
University in partnership with British-Swedish pharmaceutical giant
AstraZeneca, may have a “substantial effect on transmission of
the virus” as a result and also prevent severe disease.

The UK has decided to vaccinate as many people as possible, as
quickly as possible, by lengthening the amount of time between initial
shots and booster shots.

Health secretary Matt Hancock said the study, which also suggested
the Oxford-AstraZeneca shot is highly protective after a single dose,
showed “vaccines are the way out of this pandemic”.
“This news about the Oxford vaccine is absolutely superb,” Hancock
tweeted. “This vaccine works & works well.”
The study also showed the vaccine was 76 percent efficient against
symptomatic infection for three months after a single dose, a
level which increased if the second shot was delayed.
The results from trials in Britain, Brazil and South Africa showed that
immune responses were boosted with a longer interval between the
two doses, among participants aged 18 to 55 years.
“Vaccine efficacy after a single standard dose of vaccine from day 22
to day 90 post vaccination was 76 percent, and modelled analysis
indicated that protection did not wane during this initial 3 month
period,” Oxford academics said.
Their paper added that vaccine efficacy was 82.4 percent with 12

Andrew Pollard, chief investigator of the Oxford Vaccine Trial, said the
data showed the 12-week interval was “the optimal approach to roll
out, and reassures us that people are protected from 22 days after a
single dose”.
AstraZeneca’s research chief has said eight to 12 weeks between
doses seemed to be the “sweet spot” for efficacy, contrasting with
Pfizer, which has warned that its vaccine – developed with Germany’s
BioNTech, was not trialled with such an interval.
...
Oxford University’s Pollard on Wednesday said the team’s
researchers also believe the vaccine will continue to offer
protection against new variants of COVID-19, although they are
still waiting for data on this.
Even if the virus adapts, “that doesn’t mean that we won’t still have
protection against severe disease”, he said.
“If we do need to update the vaccines, then it is actually a relatively
straightforward process it only takes a matter of months, rather than
the huge efforts that everyone went through last year to get the very
large-scale trials run,” Pollard told the BBC
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All eyes are on Denmark’s massive
virus -sequencing effort
On its face, the curve of COVID-19 infections in Denmark looks
reassuring enough. A nationwide lockdown has led numbers to
plummet from more than 3000 daily cases in mid-December 2020
to just a few hundred now. But don’t be fooled. “Sure, the numbers
look nice,” says Camilla Holten Møller of the Statens Serum
Institute, who heads a group of experts modeling the epidemic.
“But if we look at our models, this is the calm before the
storm.”
That’s because the graph really reflects two epidemics: one,
shrinking fast, that’s caused by older variants of SARS-CoV-2,
and a smaller, slowly growing outbreak of B.1.1.7, the variant
first recognized in England and now driving a big third wave of the
pandemic there. If B.1.1.7 keeps spreading at the same pace in
Denmark, it will become the dominant variant later this month and
cause the overall number of cases to rise again, despite the
lockdown, Holten Møller says. “It is a complete game changer.”
The same is likely happening in many countries without being
noticed. But a massive virus-sequencing effort has allowed
Denmark, a country of 5.8 million, to track the rise of the new
COVID-19 variant more closely than any other country. “All
eyes are on Denmark right now,” says Kristian Andersen, an
infectious diseases researcher at Scripps Research who is
advising the Danish government. “When it comes to B.1.1.7, is
there a way in which … we can prevent the kind of calamity that
we have seen in the U.K. and Ireland, for example?” he asks.
The data aren’t reassuring. Danish scientists’ best guess is that
B.1.1.7 spreads 1.55 times faster than previous variants...
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Britain to test mixing and matching of COVID-19 vaccines
British scientists are starting a study [today] to find out if it’s
OK to mix and match COVID-19 vaccines.
The vaccines being rolled out now require two doses, and people
are supposed to get two shots of the same kind, weeks apart.
Guidelines in Britain and the U.S. say the vaccines aren’t
interchangeable, but can be mixed if the same kind isn’t
available for the second dose or if it’s not known what was
given for the first shot.
Participants in the government-funded study will get one
shot of the AstraZeneca vaccine followed by a dose from
Pfizer, or vice versa.
“This study will give us greater insight into how we can use
vaccines to stay on top of this nasty disease,” said Jonathan Van
Tam, the U.K.’s deputy chief medical officer.
He said that given the challenges of immunizing millions of
people amid a global vaccine shortage, there would be
advantages to having data that could support more “flexible”
immunization campaigns.
COVID-19 vaccines all train the body to recognize the
coronavirus, mostly the spike protein that coats it. The ones from
AstraZeneca and Pfizer use different technologies.
AstraZeneca’s uses a common cold virus to carry the spike
gene into the body. Pfizer’s is made by putting a piece of
genetic code called mRNA — the instructions for that spike
protein — inside a little ball of fat.

The British research is scheduled to run 13 months and will
also test different intervals between doses, four weeks and
12 weeks apart.
A study published this week on the Russian-made Sputnik V
vaccine showed it was about 91% effective in preventing
COVID-19. Some immunologists credit the fact that the
vaccine uses two slightly different shots, made with similar
technology to AstraZeneca’s.
But the AstraZeneca and Pfizer vaccines are “so different that it’s
really hard to know if that would work,” said Alexander Edwards,
an associate professor in biomedical technology at Britain’s
University of Reading.
Matthew Snape, the new study’s leader at Oxford University,
which helped develop the AstraZeneca vaccine, called for British
volunteers over age 50 to sign up; scientists are hoping to enroll
more than 800 people.
If the vaccines can be used interchangeably, “this will greatly
increase the flexibility of vaccine delivery,” he said in a
statement. ”(It) could provide clues as to how to increase the
breadth of protection against new virus strains.”
In recent weeks, Britain, the European Union and numerous
other countries have been hit with vaccine supply issues:
AstraZeneca said it would dramatically reduce the expected
number of doses it could deliver due to manufacturing delays
and Pfizer also slowed deliveries while it upgraded its Belgian
factory.
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 2,300,000
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J&J Seeks Vaccine Clearance, Moving U.S. Near Third Shot
Johnson & Johnson asked U.S. drug regulators to clear its
experimental Covid-19 vaccine for emergency use, setting off a
review process that could lead to millions more doses becoming
available to step up a stumbling immunization drive.
The drugmaker said in a statement Thursday that it had filed an
application for an emergency-use authorization with the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration. If cleared, the shot would give the U.S. a
third vaccine to try to halt a pandemic that has killed more than
450,000 Americans.
In the coming weeks FDA officials will examine J&J’s trial data, and
the agency scheduled a Feb. 26 meeting at which a panel of
outside advisers will consider the request for clearance and
make a recommendation about whether to grant it. While its
decision isn’t binding, it is unusual for the FDA to reject the experts’
advice.
...
J&J’s vaccine was found to be 72% effective in the U.S. in
preventing moderate to severe Covid-19 after a single shot, and
66% effective overall in a global trial. It was 100% effective in
preventing hospitalization and death.

be less potent against new viral mutations that have caused
infections to rise in some countries.
In South Africa, where a variant called B.1.351 is circulating
widely, the vaccine was only 57% effective. And the shot was
66% effective in Latin America, where another mutation has
caused cases to climb in Brazil. Both have recently surfaced in the
U.S., though there isn’t yet a clear indication that any are
widespread.
The FDA said in a separate statement on Thursday that the agency
has been communicating with drugmakers and developing
guidelines for vaccine developers as they evaluate how their
products will be affected by variants. The agency is “currently
deliberating and discussing the types of data needed to support
changes in the composition of the vaccine,” said acting FDA
Commissioner Janet Woodcock.
U.S. officials emphasized the J&J shot’s proficiency at preventing
the worst forms of Covid-19 at a news briefing last week.

... the company would be ready to begin shipping vaccines
upon receiving an authorization.

“If you can prevent severe disease in a high percentage of
individuals, that will alleviate so much of the stress and human
suffering” of the pandemic, said Anthony Fauci, the top U.S.
infectious-disease official.

“...
Variant Questions
One question likely to be in focus as experts consider the vaccine’s
potential authorization is its effectiveness against new variants of
the coronavirus. While J&J’s shot was 85% effective across the
board in preventing severe disease, there were indications it could

J&J has previously indicated it expected an emergency
clearance as soon as March, and that it would have millions of
doses ready to ship upon receiving a nod from regulators. It
has vowed to deliver 100 million doses to the U.S. by the end
of June, and maintains that it will be able to meet all other
supply commitments.
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What’s the difference between a variant and a strain?
... Confusion over the terms “variant” and “strain” predate this
coronavirus. It seems virologists never got around to defining their
terms.

transmissible than its predecessors, or endow it with an
added ability to evade a drug or vaccine, or alters it in another
meaningful way, then it qualifies as a distinct strain.

Here’s how a group of scientists explained the predicament in a
2013 article in the journal Archives of Virology, in which they
spelled out what to call members of the Filoviridae family, which
includes the Ebola and Marburg viruses:

The two terms have been thrown around interchangeably,
especially by those who have become armchair virologists over the
course of the pandemic. But they are not synonymous.
“The distinctions are important,” Lauring and Hodcroft wrote.

“It is unclear how to distinguish their individual subclasses (strains,
genetic variants, genotypes, mutants, etc.), mainly because of a
lack of definitions for these terms and the absence of generally
applicable guidelines for assigning viruses to them.”
A pair of scientists stepped into the breach last month with a
workable definition for the COVID-19 era.
The distinction between a variant and a strain hinges on whether
the virus in question behaves in a distinct way, according to Dr.
Adam Lauring, who studies the evolution of RNA viruses at the
University of Michigan, and Emma Hodcroft, an expert on viral
phylogenetics at the University of Bern in Switzerland.
“Genomes that differ in sequence are often called variants,”
Lauring and Hodcroft explained in the Journal of the American
Medical Assn. “Strictly speaking, a variant is a strain when it has
a demonstrably different phenotype.”

Another definition for strain comes from Nancy R. Gough, a
scientist and editor who explains the biological world on her
website, Bioserendipity. In her telling, a viral variant that
becomes dominant in its population earns the right to be
called a strain.
It doesn’t matter whether that dominance was achieved through
superior genetics or by happenstance, she adds.
By these measures, the virus from South Africa qualifies as a
strain because its response — or lack thereof — to COVID-19
vaccines sets it apart from other versions of SARS-CoV-2. Its
behavior is so singular that vaccine researchers are designing
booster shots to target it.

In other words, a particular coronavirus specimen may contain one
or more mutations that another specimen lacks. If there is no
detectable functional difference, it is merely a variant.

The coronavirus from the U.K. counts as a strain as well
because it spreads more readily than other variants. Indeed,
researchers at the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention have forecast that the U.K. virus is spreading so fast
that it’s on track to become America’s “predominant variant in
March.”

However, if those mutations make the specimen more

If that happens, it will be a strain twice over.
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Here's why that second coronavirus shot can be such a doozy
... "With the first dose, you are having to generate an immune
response from the ground up ...
The body produces antibodies, but also starts to generate immune
cells called B cells to make targeted antibodies. This takes time -a process known as maturing.

That bodes well for predicting whether the vaccines will provide
better protection than natural immunity. "These symptoms mean
that your immune system is revving up and the vaccine is actually
working," US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Director
Dr. Rochelle Walensky told a White House briefing last month.
The new coronavirus has only been around for about a year, so no
one can say yet whether it will be more like measles, which people
catch once in a lifetime, or like influenza, which people catch over
and over again.

"You end up with a finely-tuned B-cell population," Worobey said.
"Then the second time you give a person the shot, those cells
are sitting around like a clone army and can immediately start
producing a very big immune response, which is what is
happening when people feel like they have been kicked in the
teeth.”

Studies indicate that immunity to coronavirus lasts for months
anyway -- six months, nine months or even longer.

Thomas Geisbert, a professor and expert in emerging viral threats
at the University of Texas Medical Branch, notes that some
vaccines build up plenty of response with a single dose. But the
prime-boost strategy builds a longer-lasting defense force, he says.

That's not 100% of the population -- immunity varies a lot from one
person to another, and a few cases have been documented of
people being infected twice with coronavirus. But they seem to be
uncommon instances.

"Your immune system is already jacked up from the first dose," he
said. So with a second dose, "You tend to build up a longer
and more durable response.”

These studies also take snapshots of people's immune systems
over time and they show that right after infection, two types of
antibody spike in number and then crash, while a third type builds
up more slowly. And then B cells that have been "trained" to
recognize the virus start producing specific antibodies that build up
in the blood.

The flu-like symptoms that come with any viral infection are
not caused by the virus itself. They are caused by the body's
response. The fever and muscle aches come from
inflammation, which in turn is a sign that immune cells called T
cells are sending out an alarm in the form of signaling chemicals
called cytokines.
"You get swelling at the injection site," said Geisbert. "People can
have chills or aches and pains, or they are feeling off or feeling
tired.”

Vaccination may speed up this process -- providing people quicker
protection but also perhaps providing a broader level of protection
that a natural infection would.
"Because this is all going so fast, the studies and the key data are
not there yet," Geisbert said.
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Israel provides first signs of mass vaccination driving down virus cases
Daily case rates among people aged 60 and above have fallen
by 46 per cent relative to their mid-January peak, compared
with a much smaller decline of 18 per cent among under-60s,
according to analysis by a team from the Weizmann Institute of
Science at Tel Aviv University.

Eighty per cent of Israelis aged 60 and above had received at
least their first dose of the BioNTech/Pfizer vaccine by 15 January,
with mass rollout of the second dose beginning around the same
time. As of 4 February, 78 per cent of this group have now
received two doses.

The country has been in a lockdown since January 8 that initially
pushed cases down across all ages at a similar rate, but the
striking divergence in trajectory between the older citizens — who
have received the jabs — and younger people has opened up in
the wake of the world’s fastest vaccine rollout. The country has so
far administered over 57 doses per 100 residents.

Hospital admissions of those aged 60 and above have already
dropped 34 per cent below mid-January levels, while admissions
among younger adults had remained flat and are now
slightly higher than they were three weeks ago....

Cases and hospital
admissions are falling
much more steeply
among vaccinated age
groups than among
younger groups
Age 60+
Age 0-59

Sources: Segal et al, Weizmann
Institute, Tel-Aviv University
© FT

Cases
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Coronavirus cases drop at US homes for elderly and infirm
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) — Coronavirus cases have dropped at U.S.
nursing homes and other long-term care facilities over the past few
weeks, offering a glimmer of hope that health officials attribute to the
start of vaccinations, an easing of the post-holiday surge and better
prevention, among other reasons.

December offered promising results. Cases among residents fell by
48% at homes where immunizations had occurred, compared to a
21% decline at non-vaccinated facilities nearby. Meanwhile, cases
among employees dropped by 33% at vaccinated homes, compared
to 18% at non-vaccinated facilities.

More than 153,000 residents of the country’s nursing homes and
assisted living centers have died of COVID-19, accounting for 36% of
the U.S. pandemic death toll, according to the COVID Tracking Project.
Many of the roughly 2 million people who live at such facilities remain cut
off from loved ones because of the risk of infection. The virus still kills
thousands of them weekly.

After reaching a high of almost 73,600 new weekly cases in long-term
care facilities nationwide in mid-December, the number was down 31% by
late January, to about 50,000 new cases per week, an Associated Press
analysis found. Still, the most recent weekly count is 18% higher than the
seven-day period that ended on Thanksgiving, when numbers started
climbing.

The overall trend for long-term care residents is improving, though, with
fewer new cases recorded and fewer facilities reporting outbreaks.
Coupled with better figures for the country overall, it’s cause for optimism
even if it’s too early to declare victory.

The weekly count of new deaths remains stubbornly high, with a record
7,042 recorded during the seven-day span that ended Jan. 14 and only a
slight decline since. By comparison, for the seven days that ended on
Thanksgiving, 3,181 deaths were recorded. More encouragingly, the
COVID Tracking Project found that only 251 facilities reported new
outbreaks recently, compared to 1,410 in early January.

“We definitely think there’s hope and there’s light at the end of the tunnel,”
said Marty Wright, who heads a nursing home trade group in West
Virginia.
Nursing homes have been a priority since vaccinations began in
mid-December, and the federal government says 1.5 million longterm care residents have already received at least an initial dose.
Researchers and industry leaders say they are seeing marked
improvements after months in which some nursing homes lost dozens of
residents to the disease and had to keep others in semi-isolation for
protection. Some 2,000 nursing homes are now virus-free, or about 13%
nationally, according to an industry group, and many are dealing with far
fewer cases than before.
...
The American Health Care Association and National Center for Assisted
Living, an industry trade organization, said Thursday that data from about
800 nursing homes where initial vaccine doses were administered in late

Dr. David Gifford, chief medical officer for the national association, said
the numbers show signs for hope since they indicate vaccines might
decrease the spread of COVID-19, a finding not shown in trials.
“If verified with additional data, this could expedite the reopening of longterm care facilities to visitors, which is vital to residents’ health and
wellbeing,” he said in a statement.
...
Health officials say other factors are likely playing a larger role, including
an ebb in the post-holiday surge, an ever-larger number of people who
are immune because they’ve had the disease, behavioral changes and
more abundant protective gear. And they caution that there are still
threats lurking, including more contagious strains of the virus and a
reluctance by many nursing home workers to get vaccinated....
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Richer countries stockpile vaccines; Africa left behind as cases surge
... African countries on the whole face a long wait in receiving
Covid-19 vaccines. For example, less than 20% of the 270
million doses first ordered by the AU will be available
before June ...

[The director of WHO stated] "Until we end the Covid-19
pandemic everywhere, we won't end it anywhere” ...
“Time is short, and the stakes could not be higher; every
moment counts."

In contrast, the European Union expects member states to
vaccinate 70% of their adult populations by the summer.

Inequity in vaccine deals
North American countries have purchased enough doses to fully
vaccinate the region’s population more than twice, while
countries in Africa have only secured enough doses to cover a
third of the continent’s populations.
Share of regions’ populations able to be fully vaccinated
with doses bought
0%

Countries with
vaccine rollouts
in progress

100%

200%
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Israel’s vaccine success unleashes a debate on Palestinian inequities
JERUSALEM — Israel quickly became the world leader in vaccinating its
population against Covid-19, but almost all Palestinian residents of the
occupied West Bank are still waiting for their first doses of the
inoculation.
That disparity has set off a roiling debate about Israel’s
responsibilities as an occupying power in one of the world’s most
protracted territorial feuds.
To Israel’s critics, international law obligates Israel to give
Palestinians access to vaccines comparable to what it offers its
own citizens. But supporters of Israel’s policies contend that the
Palestinians assumed responsibility for health services for their
population when they signed the Oslo Accords in the 1990s.
While the Palestinians’ glaring vulnerability to the virus lessened
somewhat this week — the Palestinian Authority officially launched a
vaccination campaign by giving frontline medical workers doses received
from Israel — the contrast with Israel remains striking. The disparity also
reflects in part the stark inequality in access to vaccines between rich
countries like Israel and other areas of the developing world.
The Palestinian vaccine campaign still lags far behind that of Israel,
which with a population of about 9.2 million has already inoculated more
than 3.3 million people with a first dose. They include a substantial
percentage of the roughly 450,000 settlers living alongside Palestinians
in the West Bank, who number between 2.5 million and three million.
It remains unclear precisely when the roughly two million Palestinians in
Gaza, the blockaded enclave controlled by the militant anti-Israel group
Hamas, will begin to receive vaccinations.
...
The Palestinians received their first substantial shipment of vaccines this
past Monday when Israel gave the Palestinian Authority 2,000
Moderna doses — a measure the Israeli government approved after

public health experts had recommended it. Israeli officials said they
intend to hand over an additional 3,000 doses.
On Tuesday, the Health Ministry of the Palestinian Authority said the
vaccination campaign would initially target frontline health workers and
then expand to people above the age of 60 as well as those who suffer
chronic illnesses.
The Palestinians received 10,000 doses of Russia’s Sputnik V
vaccine on Thursday. They expect to receive 37,440 Pfizer doses in
February and hundreds of thousands of AstraZeneca doses in
either late February or early March through the global-sharing
initiative Covax, according to Gerald Rockenschaub, the head of the
World Health Organization’s mission to the Palestinians. An additional
two million doses of AstraZeneca are slated to arrive throughout
March, Palestinian officials said.
...
Advocates have pointed to the Fourth Geneva Convention, which states
occupying powers hold a duty to ensure the public health of people living
under occupation to “the fullest extent” possible, especially with regard to
combating epidemics and diseases.
“After 50 years of occupation with no end in sight, Israel’s duties go
beyond offering spare doses,” said Omar Shakir, Human Rights Watch
director for Israel and Palestine, referring to the vaccine vials Israel
delivered to the Palestinians on Monday.
Mr. Shakir emphasized that Israel must provide vaccines to the
Palestinians irrespective of efforts by the Palestinian Authority to secure
them independently and said it was unjustified to afford settlers greater
access to vaccines than their Palestinian neighbors.
But Israeli officials have said that while Israel has an interest in ensuring
the vaccination of Palestinians, many of them laborers who frequently
come into contact with Israelis, it has no legal responsibility to do so...
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South Africa seeks new vaccine plan after halting AstraZeneca
JOHANNESBURG (AP) — South Africa is considering giving a COVID-19
vaccine that is still in the testing phase to health workers, after
suspending the rollout of another shot that preliminary data indicated is
not effective at preventing mild to moderate illness from the variant
dominant in the country.
The country is scrambling to come up with a new vaccination strategy
after it halted use of the AstraZeneca vaccine — which is cheaper and
easier to handle than others and which many had hoped would be crucial
to combatting the pandemic in developing countries. Among the
possibilities being considered: mixing the AstraZeneca vaccine with
another one and giving Johnson & Johnson’s single-dose vaccine,
which has not yet been authorized for use anywhere, to 100,000
health care workers while monitoring its efficacy against the variant.
South Africa’s inoculation strategy is being watched globally
because the variant first detected and now dominant here is
spreading in more than 30 countries. Officials say this form of the virus
is more contagious, and evidence is emerging that it may be more
virulent; recent studies have also shown it can infect people who have
survived the original form of the virus.
After a second surge, cases and deaths in South Africa have begun to fall
recently, but it is still battling one of Africa’s most severe outbreaks, with
more than 46,000 deaths. It is worried that another spike will come in May
or June, when the Southern Hemisphere country heads into its winter.
So far, early results from trials of the Johnson & Johnson vaccine
showed it offers less protection against the variant than the original
disease but is still highly effective at preventing severe and fatal
cases, according to Dr. Glenda Gray, director of the South Africa Medical
Research Council, who led the South African part of the global trial. A
Novavax vaccine candidate has shown similar results.
“We can’t wait. We already have good local data,” Gray said, stressing

that clinical trials show that it is safe. She added that South Africa is
making urgent plans to “roll it out and evaluate it in the field.”
“Our scientists must get together and quickly figure out what approach
we’re going to use,” Health Minister Zweli Mhkize said Sunday night,
announcing the suspension of the use of the AstraZeneca vaccine, which
is currently the only one available in South Africa. Deliveries of others,
including the one made by Pfizer and BioNTech, are expected soon.
The suspension threw South Africa’s vaccination plans into disarray just
one week after the country received its first 1 million doses of the vaccine.
It came after the early results of a small clinical trial showed that the shot
did not prevent mild to moderate cases of COVID-19 in young adults,
according to an announcement by the University of Witwatersrand, which
conducted the test.
The AstraZeneca study involved 2,000 healthy volunteers with an
average age of 31 and showed just 22% were protected against mild
to moderate cases of the disease.
Experts say the vaccine may still prevent against severe disease —
and that would go a long way in slowing the pandemic and avoiding
hospitals from becoming overwhelmed with patients.
“Vaccines that are effective against the more severe forms of disease
may not affect milder forms, so there is optimism that severe disease will
still be prevented by vaccines,” said Peter Openshaw, a professor of
experimental medicine at Imperial College London.
But the results were disappointing enough that South African officials
decided to postpone the rollout of the vaccine, which was supposed to be
given to front-line healthcare workers starting in mid-February.
The preliminary study has not been peer-reviewed — the gold standard in
scientific studies — but was still “a reality check,” said Professor Shabir...
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A report from SMC [Sourasky Medical
Center in Israel] shows that the
majority of COVID19 hospitalizations
are people not vaccinated
Materials translated to English. In parentheses- floor(N)
from Twitter post by @YuvHarpaz

SMC COVID19 hospitalizations
since Jan. 1, 2021
343
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Original Twitter post by @LittleMoiz
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Path to herd immunity - US
COVID-19 projections is a site built and run by, Youyang Gu, “ [a]
remarkable 27-year-old data scientist who did some of the best modeling
and most accurate projections throughout the pandemic, and is still at it
for vaccines/herd immunity” (Eric Topol’s description)

Gu describes himself as “Presenter of unbiased takes. Realist. Data
scientist. @MIT '15.”
https://youyanggu.com/

more about Gu

Summary
• The US will be near COVID-19 herd immunity by summer 2021 (Jun-Aug 2021). At a high
level, herd immunity is a concept in which a population can be protected from a virus if enough
people possess immunity. Current accepted estimates for the herd immunity threshold range
from 60-90% of the population.
• Due to vaccine hesitancy and the delayed arrival of a children’s vaccine, it is possible that we do
not reach the levels required for herd immunity in 2021. Nevertheless, herd immunity is not a
hard threshold, and being close to herd immunity may be sufficient to prevent large outbreaks.
• At the time herd immunity is near, roughly half of the immunity will be achieved through natural
infection, and the other half will be achieved through vaccination.
• New infections may become minimal before herd immunity is reached. But due to imported
cases and localized clusters, it is unlikely that new infections will drop to zero until at least 2022.

• Deaths may drop to low levels even earlier (May-Jul 2021), in part due to a vaccine distribution
strategy that initially prioritizes high-risk individuals. Once deaths fall to minimal levels, we may
see a relaxation of restrictions.
• Summarizing the above findings, our best estimate of a complete “return to normal” in the US is
mid-summer 2021 (June/July 2021).
• We estimate roughly 60-80% of the US population (~240 million) will receive at least one dose of
the vaccine by the end of 2021, with children being the last group to receive it (fall 2021 or later).
• We estimate around 30-40% of the US population (~120 million) will have been infected by the
SARS-CoV-2 virus by the end of 2021. That is an additional 55 million infections since midDecember 2020.
• This translates to a final US COVID-19 death toll of roughly 625,000 (±100,000) reported deaths,
or ~325,000 additional deaths since mid-December 2020.
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Never reach herd immunity? Vaccines can still help end the pandemic
... Even if herd immunity remains theoretically within reach, 15 percent of
Americans say they will never get a COVID-19 vaccine, making that
threshold all the harder to hit.
The role of COVID-19 vaccines may ultimately be more akin to that of the
flu shot: reducing hospitalizations and deaths by mitigating the disease’s
severity. The COVID-19 vaccines as a whole are excellent at preventing
severe disease, and this level of protection so far seems to hold even
against a new coronavirus variant found in South Africa that is causing
reinfections. This, rather than herd immunity, is a more achievable goal
for the vaccines. “My picture of the endgame is we will, as fast as we can,
start taking people out of harm’s way” through vaccination, says Marc
Lipsitch, an epidemiologist at Harvard. The virus still circulates, but
fewer people die.
At the same time, we don’t need to hit the herd-immunity threshold before
transmission begins to slow. With less transmission, fewer people will get
exposed, and if those who do are vaccinated, even fewer will become
seriously sick or die. The pandemic will slowly fade as hospitalizations
and deaths inch down.
...
The variants are the newest and potentially most pressing challenge
to herd immunity. As the virus evolves, our vaccines and our immunity
will continually have to catch up. “The trillion-dollar question for where we
go from here is this relationship we have with the variants,” says Michael
Osterholm, the director of the Center for Infectious Disease Research and
Policy at the University of Minnesota.
For about a year, the coronavirus seemed to gain mutations at a steady
and unspectacular rate. But recently, new variants have accumulated an
unusually large number of mutations, and worrisome new data are now
coming out every week.
The South Africa and Brazil variants, which are the most concerning
for immunity, share several mutations, including a key one called
E484K.
...

All of these data are pointing in the same direction: Immunity, whether
from vaccines or from prior infection, is weaker against these
variants. However, the U.K. variant, which is significantly more
transmissible than earlier iterations of the virus, has not been linked
to significant reductions in vaccine efficacy. But scientists are
beginning to find E484K in some samples of the U.K. variant too. In
multiple infection hot spots around the world, the coronavirus is
independently converging on some of the same key mutations.
These same mutations keep popping up probably because they are the
lowest-hanging fruit. They are relatively simple genetic changes. Other
mutations that confer certain advantages to the virus may exist but
require more dramatic genetic changes, says Benhur Lee, a virologist at
the Icahn School of Medicine. Given enough time and enough
opportunities to replicate, the virus may sometimes be lucky enough to
reach higher up the tree. But “if you don’t give it a chance, it takes even
longer,” Lee told me. Slowing down the coronavirus’s evolution
requires preventing infections whenever and however we can.
This needs to happen globally. Right now, wealthy countries have
largely bought out the vaccine supply. Even if they are able to vaccinate
large segments of their population by the end of 2021, the virus will keep
circulating elsewhere and keep gaining mutations, eventually evolving so
much that the original vaccines may become even less effective.
Rampant spread in unvaccinated countries may very well seed new
variants that come back to cause new outbreaks in vaccinated
countries. As my colleague James Hamblin has written, “The countries
that hoard the vaccine without a plan to help others do so at their own
peril.” Taking away the virus’s chance to acquire other advantageous
mutations means reducing its spread everywhere. Vaccines can be
updated against any new variants, but it will be a constant race to catch
up.
...
Think of immunity from vaccines not as an on-off switch but as a
dampener on the virus’s ability to replicate inside you. There are four
important thresholds, from easiest to hardest to achieve: protection
against severe symptoms, protection against any symptoms, protection ...
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U.S. rushes to fill void in viral sequencing as coronavirus variants spread
... Scientists are calling for sequencing at least 5% of
positive cases nationally, a target not currently reached by
any state.
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Coronavirus Variants and Mutations

UK

Select live link for interactive
charts and a lot more graphics

Summary prepared by Dr. Eric Topol
https://twitter.com/EricTopol/status/1359543802407440385?s=20

South Africa

Brazil
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FDA grants EUA for Abcellera-Junshi-Lilly COVID-19 treatment
Another monoclonal antibody therapy has entered the pandemic
fray with the FDA granting emergency use authorization (EUA) for
bamlanivimab (LY-CoV555) 700 mg and etesevimab (JS016 or LYCoV016) 1,400 mg as a cocktail for treating mild to moderate
COVID-19 in patients aged 12 and up at high risk for
progressing to severe COVID-19 and/or hospitalization.
Three companies, Abcellera Biologics Inc., Eli Lilly and Co. and
Junshi Biosciences Co. Ltd., had a hand in the development.
Abcellera and Lilly discovered and developed bamlanivimab while
Lilly licensed etesevimab from Shanghai-based Junshi, which
developed the recombinant fully human monoclonal antibody with
the Institute of Microbiology, Chinese Academy of Science.
The authorization follows the EUA granted to Regeneron
Pharmaceutical Inc. and Roche Holding AG’s monoclonal antibody
cocktail REGEN-COV (casirivimab and imdevimab) on Nov. 21. The
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and the
Department of Defense said it will purchase all finished doses
supplied by June 30, as many as 1.25 million doses, for up to
$2.625 billion.
... There are 100,000 doses available now and another 150,000
doses will be manufactured by the end of the first quarter of 2021.
Lilly said it expects to manufacture up to a million doses by mid2021.
...The Abcellera-Lilly-Junshi cocktail is to be administered as a
single I.V. to patients who test positive and within 10 days of
showing symptoms. The FDA, in the EUA, did step away from its
previously authorized 60-minute infusion time to tab bamlanivimab
dosing alone at 16 minutes and bamlanivimab and etesevimab
together at 21 minutes.

Etesevimab binds to the SARS-CoV-2 surface spike protein receptor
binding domain, blocking the virus from binding to the ACE2 host cell
surface receptor. Bamlanivimab is designed to neutralize the virus
by blocking viral attachment and cell entry.
The EUA is based on phase III data, released in late January, from
the phase III Blaze-1 study, which met its primary and key
secondary endpoints by decreasing the risk of hospitalizations
or death by 70%. The clinical trial also showed improvement in
the change from baseline to day seven in SARS-CoV-2 viral
load, time to sustained symptom resolution and COVID-related
hospitalization. Ten deaths involved patients taking placebo.
Bamlanivimab already had an EUA, granted in November, for
treating mild to moderate disease in high-risk patients. The
authorization was based on Lilly’s phase II Blaze-1 study, a
randomized, double blind, placebo-controlled investigation of
outpatients with mild to moderate COVID-19. Viral load limits were
reduced, according to the data, along with rates of symptoms and
hospitalization.
MAb troubles
In addition to battling the clock for infusion times, there are other
issues surrounding monoclonal antibodies for treating COVID-19.
The FDA, in granting the November EUA, noted monoclonal
antibodies “may be associated with worse clinical outcomes”
when administered to hospitalized COVID-19 patients needing
high-flow oxygen or mechanical ventilation. The FDA also
warned about hypersensitivity that includes anaphylaxis and
infusion-related reactions in patients.
The U.S. government bought 300,000 doses and said American
patients will have no out-of-pocket costs though health care facilities
may charge to administer the treatment. ...
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WHO panel recommends AZ/Oxford’s COVID-19 vaccine
The World Health Organization (WHO) has recommended the
wide use of AstraZeneca (AZ) and Oxford University’s COVID19 vaccine even in countries where variants of the virus are
circulating.
The interim recommendations, made by the WHO’s Strategic
Advisory Group of Experts on Immunisation (SAGE) panel,
detail that the vaccine can be widely used, including in people
aged over 65, and should be given in a two-dose regimen.
The SAGE panel also recommended that each dose should
be given with an interval of around eight to 12 weeks.
Although early data from clinical trials in South Africa
showed the jab offers ‘minimal protection’ against the
variant discovered in this country, the WHO still
recommended use of the vaccine in locations were this
strain is circulating...
https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/coronavirus/what-made-who-back-azoxford-vaccine-despite-concerns-of-low-efficacy-to-new-variants-and-thoseaged-65-and-above-6494921.html

What will be the impact of WHO's
recommendation on COVID-19
vaccination?
The WHO recommendation will help clear concerns among
many countries about using the AstraZeneca-Oxford vaccine in
the backdrop of new SARS-CoV-2 variants and limited data on
people above 65.

COVID-19 vaccine of AstraZeneca has already been granted
conditional marketing authorisation or emergency use in
over 50 countries, including India. It's a vaccine that's been
widely in use, given its availability, affordable price of less
than $3 per dose, and ease of logistics.
As per the interim plan of COVAX, about 336 million doses of
AstraZeneca-Oxford vaccine will be available from February
end.
About 240 million of those doses will be supplied by Serum
Institute of India (SII), which has a license with AstraZeneca to
manufacture and distribute the vaccine in India and other lowand middle-income countries.
COVAX facility, which is co-led by WHO, Gavi, the Coalition for
Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI) and the UN
Children's Fund, plans to cover at least three percent of the
total population of 145 countries in the first half of the year,
enough to protect the most vulnerable groups, such as
healthcare workers.
In comparison, 1.2 million doses of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19
vaccine is available for distribution under COVAX. Pfizer
vaccine is expensive and requires -70-degree centigrade cold
chain to store the vaccine. India too has deployed the
AstraZeneca vaccine for internal consumption and for giving it to
neighbouring and friendly countries as part of her vaccine
diplomacy.
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Study: UK vaccination program on target and will very quickly reduce deaths
A new modelling study https://associationofanaesthetistspublications.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/anae.15442

shows that the UK's coronavirus vaccination program is
already reducing daily deaths. However, reductions of hospital
and intensive care (ICU) admissions will likely take several
weeks longer, with large reductions seen by the end of March
and continuing into April.
...[The UK] ...aims to have vaccinated close to 15 million
people in the first four priority groups by next Monday,
February 15. The latest data suggests the government will
meet and possibly exceed this target. ...
...
The model predicts that with most of groups 1- 4 vaccinated,
daily deaths will reduce by some 88% by the second half
of March. At the same time, hospital admissions will have
fallen by around two thirds (66%) and ICU admissions by
only a little more than one third (36%).
The authors also highlight the benefits that will be seen if high
vaccination rates are continued into the next three priority
groups: group 5 (all those aged 65 and over), group 6 (adults
aged 16 to 65 years in an at-risk group) and group 7 (all those
aged 60 years and over). The authors say: "Vaccinating
through groups 5-7 in addition to groups 1-4 will have a
substantial impact on all three factors: reducing deaths by
96%, hospital admissions by more than 80% and ICU
admissions by almost two thirds."
At the current rate of progress, most people in groups 1-7 will
have received their first dose by the end of March, so these

reductions will be seen in the second half of April.
The study provides some support for the UK government
strategy of delaying the second dose of vaccine, as within
approximately three months half of the adult population can
be vaccinated with their first dose. The authors say that this
strategy "will optimise the impact of vaccination on deaths
and healthcare service pressures". They add that the data
generally supports the government's organisation of priority
groups, and highlight that the decision to vaccinate health and
social care workers early will support the hospitals and care
services that are needed over a prolonged period as the
pandemic is brought under control.
In addition, rapidly vaccinating groups 1-7 will reduce viral
circulation in the community and this may reduce spread
among the unvaccinated. The authors explain: "This in turn
could reduce the evolutionary pressure on the virus,
thereby reducing the risks of emergence of higher risk
viral strains including those that may be able to evade the
vaccines developed so far."
...
Also, there has been extensive discussion in recent weeks
about how countries can best share their vaccines to help
shortfalls in other countries. The authors say: "Vaccination is
a global imperative and once the UK has substantially
reduced its COVID-19-related deaths, hospital and ICU
admissions, it may also be rational and moral to consider
whether UK stocks of vaccine might also be redistributed
to support the global attempts at vaccination in countries
with lower access to vaccines." ...
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 2,400,000
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Should you mix and match COVID-19 vaccines? Scientists are seeking answers
With nine vaccines now showing they can powerfully
prevent severe illness and death from COVID-19—and
vaccines in short supply—researchers are mulling an issue
that, even a few months ago, was only hypothetical: Should
people mix and match vaccines that require two shots?
If some combinations work, they may provide needed
flexibility whenever production of a vaccine falters, as
often happens. And there’s even a chance that mixing
doses of two different vaccines may boost the protection
against COVID-19.
One mixed vaccine trial is already underway: It is
examining matching a dose of the Sputnik V vaccine made
by Russia’s Gamaleya Research Institute of Epidemiology
and Microbiology with a booster dose of a similar vaccine
made by AstraZeneca and the University of Oxford. A
second trial, examining a combination of the
AstraZeneca-Oxford and Pfizer-BioNTech vaccines,
which mixes two different technologies, is just getting
started, and others are under discussion.
Until these trials produce results, however, health
officials are urging caution. The U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention has discouraged people from mixing
vaccines unless there are “exceptional situations,” such as a
shortage of the vaccine they received first because of
production or distribution hiccups. In the United Kingdom,
Public Health England has taken a similar position.

But the scarcity of COVID-19 vaccines—and the urgency of
stepping up vaccination rates—is pushing the mix-and-match
issue to the fore. “As we have more products that are the
interchangeable, that’s going to have a huge implications
for the conduct of this mass vaccination campaign in a
setting of uncertain supplies,” ...
...
Mixing and matching COVID-19 vaccines raises several
potential complications. One is regulatory: What if, say, only
one is authorized for emergency use? Another is
immunological: Whereas some vaccines share the same
underlying technology platforms—such as the messenger
RNA technology used by both the Pfizer-BioNTech
collaboration and Moderna—others do not.
...
The United Kingdom’s National Immunisation Schedule
Evaluation Consortium is moving ahead with an elaborate
mix-and-match study of the AstraZeneca-Oxford and
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccines. It has eight different strategies
that will involve giving the vaccines in different orders
and at different intervals. Van-Tam hopes the trial will
produce “greater insight into how we can use vaccines to
stay on top of this nasty disease.”
Gellin, for one, is frustrated that more mix-and-match trials
aren’t already up and running. “It’s got to be a top priority for
someone,” he says. But Gellin concedes the regulatory
issues are daunting. “This is something that companies
should do, and maybe they’ll be able to do it,” he says. “But
they’ll probably require more lawyers than volunteers.”
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Summary of the characteristics of leading vaccine candidates

...
Candidates shown in this
figure have been
approved or authorised
on an emergency basis
for human use in one or
more countries, are in
phase 3 clinical testing,
or are under
contract with CEPI or the
COVAX Facility, as of
Feb 3, 2021.
Where there are no
entries, either the data
are unavailable or it is
too early to know (eg, for
vaccines in the early
stages of development).
....
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The B.1.1.7 [UK] strain major challenge ahead for US
as the basis of US covid-19 infections, is now ~5% overall
with much geographic heterogeneity. With higher infectious
and virulence properties, it represents our major
challenge ahead
Key Trends
• The number of Helixidentified B.1.1.7 cases has
been steadily increasing
• Most of these cases have
been clustered in specific
areas – including California
and Florida [now
identified in 37 states, but
likely in all - select live link
at top of page 124 of this
document for current
number]
• Through contact tracing
efforts, however, we know
that many of these cases
have involved individuals
with no recent history of
international travel –
indicating it is spreading
throughout communities

https://twitter.com/EricTopol/status/1360728255456706560
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Feb. 15
A Visual Guide to the New Coronavirus Variants (from Scientific American)
The SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus seems to be suddenly
acquiring mutations at a rapid rate. The most worrying
variants, first discovered in South Africa and Brazil, increase
the virus’s contagiousness and may even help it evade the
human immune system. These characteristics are helping the
new variants outcompete the original virus, allowing them to
spread quickly around the world.
Viruses, including SARS-CoV-2, are constantly evolving and
acquiring mutations that don’t affect the virus much. The
reason public health experts are concerned is that the
new mutations improve the virus’s spike protein, which
helps the pathogen enter cells and is the target of most
vaccines.
If the spike protein evolves sufficiently, the virus may
eventually be able to reinfect individuals who have already
had COVID-19 or been vaccinated against it.
But scientists say it will likely be years before the vaccine
stops working entirely—if it ever does. In the meantime,
social distancing remains the best way to fight the new
mutants. After all, the more viruses that exist in the world, the
greater the chance that one will evolve a dangerous
mutation.
In this video, [Scientific American] explains what the new
variants actually are, how they arise and spread, and
what they could mean for the future of our ability to
vaccinate ourselves against the virus.
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Deadly cold snap shuts down central U.S. Texas is ground zero
A severe cold snap has turned the central and southern parts of
the country into an extension of the Arctic, with dangerously low
temperatures not seen in decades and a blast of snow and ice
which has shut down population centers in multiple states.
The excessive cold has sent energy demand skyrocketing. In
Texas, 4.3 million customers were without electricity as of 8:45
p.m. Eastern, according to poweroutage.us, ahead of what was
expected to be one of the state’s coldest nights on record, with
most areas falling to the single digits or lower.
...
For the first time, the entire state of Texas had been placed under
a winter storm warning Sunday. These warnings for hazardous
amounts of ice and snow expanded Monday to cover all of
Arkansas and most of Louisiana, Mississippi, and western and
northern Alabama, while extending northeast through much of the
Tennessee and Ohio valleys, and interior Northeast.
In the next 36 hours, more snow, sleet and ice is likely to fall
from Oklahoma to New Hampshire, with a foot and a half of
snow possible in Little Rock, Ark. and around 10 inches in
Chicago.
...
Farther north, wind chills early Monday plunged as low as minus40 and minus-50 in parts of Nebraska, Kansas and Colorado.
Widespread power outages
In Texas, the millions of power outages were tied to record-high
demand, an electricity grid that is independent from surrounding
states, low natural gas supplies, along with sky-high prices and

reduced output from the state’s numerous wind turbines,
Oncor, Texas’ largest electricity utility, which serves 10 million
customers, said Monday morning that electricity supply shortfalls
are forcing much longer power outages than originally expected.
“Outages due to this electric emergency could last for hours & we
ask you to be prepared,” it wrote.
...
Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company, the [Oklahoma’s] largest
utility, also announced Monday it implemented intermittent
controlled service interruptions — an unprecedented measure for
the company. The blackouts were in effect for about two hours
Monday but may return depending on the utility’s capacity,
spokesman Brian Alford said.
...
Extreme weather amid pandemic
Among other things, the cold weather has effectively frozen
efforts to vaccinate people from the coronavirus.
As people who qualify for the vaccine have long-awaited their first
or second dose, several cities and counties in Texas and
Tennessee reported they had shut down their inoculation
sites, canceling appointments. For some, it’s unclear when
those appointments will become available again. Texas
officials said that shipments of the vaccine from the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention were put “on hold,” due
to the weather.
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India’s dramatic fall in virus cases leaves experts stumped
NEW DELHI (AP) — When the coronavirus pandemic took hold
in India, there were fears it would sink the fragile health system
of the world’s second-most populous country. Infections climbed
dramatically for months and at one point India looked like it might
overtake the United States as the country with the highest case
toll.

That success can’t be attributed to vaccinations since India
only began administering shots in January — but as more
people get a vaccine, the outlook should look even better, though
experts are also concerned about variants identified in many
countries that appear to be more contagious and render some
treatments and vaccines less effective.

But infections began to plummet in September, and now the
country is reporting about 11,000 new cases a day, compared to
a peak of nearly 100,000, leaving experts perplexed.

... A nationwide screening for antibodies by Indian health
agencies estimated that about 270 million, or one in five
Indians, had been infected by the virus before vaccinations
started — that’s far below the rate of 70% or higher that
experts say might be the threshold for the coronavirus, though
even that is not certain.
...
Another possibility is that many Indians are exposed to a variety
of diseases throughout their lives — cholera, typhoid and
tuberculosis, for instance, are prevalent — and this exposure can
prime the body to mount a stronger, initial immune response to a
new virus.

They have suggested many possible explanations for the
sudden drop — seen in almost every region — including that
some areas of the country may have reached herd immunity or
that Indians may have some preexisting protection from the
virus.
The Indian government has also partly attributed the dip in cases
to mask-wearing, which is mandatory in public in India and
violations draw hefty fines in some cities. But experts have noted
the situation is more complicated since the decline is uniform
even though mask compliance is flagging in some areas.
...
India, like other countries, misses many infections, and there are
questions about how it’s counting virus deaths. But the strain
on the country’s hospitals has also declined in recent weeks, a
further indication the virus’s spread is slowing. When recorded
cases crossed 9 million in November, official figures showed
nearly 90% of all critical care beds with ventilators in New Delhi
were full. On Thursday, 16% of these beds were occupied.

“If the COVID virus can be controlled in the nose and throat,
before it reaches the lungs, it doesn’t become as serious. Innate
immunity works at this level, by trying to reduce the viral infection
and stop it from getting to the lungs,” said Jameel, of Ashoka
University.
...
With the reasons behind India’s success unclear, experts
are concerned that people will let down their guard. Large
parts of India have already returned to normal life. In many cities,
markets are heaving, roads are crowded and restaurants
nearly full...
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UK Study hopes to determine why some people are more genetically
predisposed to a severe response to COVID-19
LifeArc, a medical research charity, has announced it will
provide £5m in funding to support the GenOMICC COVID-19
study, which is aiming to understand the role of genetic
risk factors in patient responses to COVID-19.

the UK Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC).
The funding will support the costs of patient enrolment,
sample acquisition, sample processing and bioinformatics
analysis of patients.

The study, led by the GenOMICC consortium in partnership
with Genomics England, is utilising genomics to evaluate why
some people are affected more severely by COVID-19.

As part of the study, scientists will aim to compare the
genomes of people who had severe illness caused by
COVID-19 with those who had a more moderate
experience of the disease.

The partnership between the consortium and Genomics
England was formed to allow for the large-scale and rapid
whole genome sequencing and analysis of NHS COVID19 patients.
“At Genomics England, we are proud to be working with the
NHS, the University of Edinburgh and other partners in the
fight against COVID-19, to understand why people respond
so differently to this terrible infection,” said Chris Wigley, chief
executive officer at Genomics England.
“Genomics is already giving us critical insights, as the
partnership’s recent Nature paper and many others have
shown. LifeArc’s support will allow us to accelerate and scale
these insights and continue to feed them into clinical trials,
clinical practice and fundamental research,” he added.
In addition to the LifeArc funding, the GenOMICC COVID-19
study has already received £4.6m in additional funding from

This will potentially enable them to identify genetic
factors associated with the body’s response to COVID19. “It is hoped that this programme will provide rapid
insights that can inform accurate diagnostics, and
potential targets for drug development,” said Melanie Lee,
chief executive officer of LifeArc.
“We hope this work will also help inform the 15 clinical
studies that we have funded into investigating existing drugs
for efficacy in COVID patients, as part of the £27 million
LifeArc has now allocated to research projects to tackle the
COVID-19 pandemic,” she added.
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Is the US headed for the next wave of growth?
After a devastating couple of months in the COVID-19 pandemic, the
United States seems to have turned a corner with the number of
infections, hospitalizations, and deaths on the decline. However,
according to top experts we are not out of the woods yet. In fact,
over the next few months, things could go from bad to worse.
...
The “Next Wave of Growth” May be From Variants, Warn
Experts
On Monday, Andy Slavitt, the White House COVID-19 response
team’s senior adviser, revealed that the B.1.1.7 variant out of the
United Kingdom could be responsible for another large surge of
COVID cases, despite ongoing vaccinations.
"We should be assuming that the next wave of case growth, to the
extent that we have it, is going to be with B117," Slavitt told MSNBC.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1201971220325571

Genomic sequencing
effort by country
during the pandemic
... Forty-nine countries have
published >100 genomic
sequences. The UK (38.9%)
and the USA (22.7%)
accounted for the majority
of all published genomic
sequences (N = 93,817)

"Unfortunately we can’t predict the future and we know that this virus
has been nothing but full of surprises for us since its come and I
think there are more surprises to come. But I don’t think we are
anywhere close [to] out of the woods. I don't expect that we are
going to be seeing just smooth sailing from here.”
Michael Osterholm, director of the Center for Infectious Disease
Research and Policy at the University of Minnesota, also predicted
to CBS This Morning that the next few months could be a nightmare.
"The next 14 weeks I think will be the worst of the pandemic,"
he said. "People don’t want to hear that, but if we look at what these
variants are doing, particularly this one from the United
Kingdom, and see what it did in Europe, see what it’s done in
the Middle East, it’s now beginning to start that here in the U.S.
We are going to see that unfold."...
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Feb. 17
Japan begins COVID vaccinations amid worries over staging Olympics
Months after other major economies, Japan began giving the first
coronavirus vaccines to front-line health workers Wednesday. Many
are wondering if the campaign will reach enough people, and in
time, to save a Summer Olympics already delayed a year by the
worst pandemic in a century.
Despite recent rising infections, Japan has largely dodged the
kind of cataclysm that has battered other wealthy countries'
economies, social networks and healthcare systems. But the
fate of the Olympics, and the billions of dollars at stake should the
Games fail, makes Japan's vaccine campaign crucial.
Japanese officials are also well aware that China, which has had
success eradicating the virus, will host next year's Winter Olympics,
something that heightens the desire to make the Tokyo Games
happen.
A big problem as the vaccines roll out - first to medical workers, then
the elderly and then, possibly in late spring or early summer, to the
rest of the population - are worries about shortages of the imported
vaccines Japan relies on, and a long-time reluctance among many
Japanese to take vaccines because of fears of relatively-rare side
effects that have been played up by the media in the past.
The late rollout will make it impossible to reach so-called "herd
immunity" against the virus before the Olympics begin in July,
experts say.
The vaccination drive has the support of the government, but there's
widespread wariness, even opposition, among citizens to having the
games at all. About 80% of those polled in recent media surveys
support cancellation or further postponement of the Olympics
because of the virus worries.
...

Japan lags behind many other countries. The government only gave
its first vaccine approval Sunday for the shots developed and
supplied by Pfizer Inc.
Britain started inoculations on Dec. 8, while the United States began
its campaign on Dec. 14, with about 15 million people vaccinated by
mid-February. Vaccines were rolled out in Germany, France, Italy
and many European countries in late December.
Japan fell behind their pace because it asked Pfizer to conduct
clinical trials with Japanese people, in addition to trials already
conducted in six other nations. Japanese officials said this was
necessary to address worries in a country with low vaccine
confidence.
...
Japan, where development of its own vaccines is still in the early
stages, must rely on foreign-developed vaccines initially. Japanese
Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga on Wednesday acknowledged the
importance to strengthen vaccine development and production
capability as "important crisis management" and pledged to provide
more support.
Supplies of imported vaccines are a major worry because of supply
shortages and restrictions in Europe, where many are
manufactured.
Supplies of imported vaccines will determine the progress of the
vaccination drive in Japan, Kono said.
The first batch of the Pfizer vaccine that arrived Friday is enough to
cover the first group of medical workers. The second batch is set for
delivery next week. ...
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Feb. 18
US to ramp up work on genome sequencing
... Public health laboratories, universities and programs run
by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
sequenced more than 9,000 genomes last week,
according to the database GISAID. The agency hopes to
increase its own contribution to 25,000 genomes a
week.
...
The program is the administration’s most significant effort to
date to address the looming danger of more contagious
variants of the virus. A concerning variant first identified in
Britain has infected at least 1,277 people in 42 states,
although scientists suspect the true number is vastly higher.

Select live link for interactive chart
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/variant-surveillance/genomicsurveillance-dashboard.html

Percentage of cumulative cases sequenced
by state that have been published in public repositories
from January 2020 to present

Doubling about every 10 days, the B.1.1.7 variant that
emerged in Britain threatens to slow or reverse the rapid
drop of new coronavirus cases. What’s more, Dr. Walensky
said that the nation had seen its first case of B.1.1.7 that
had gained a particularly worrying mutation that has been
shown in South Africa to blunt the effectiveness of vaccines.
Other worrisome variants have also cropped up in the
United States, including one that was first found in South
Africa and weakens vaccines.
The F.D.A. is preparing for a potential redesign of vaccines
to better protect against the new variants, but those efforts
will take months. In the short term, experts say, it is
critical to increase sequencing efforts, which are too
small and uncoordinated to adequately track where
variants are spreading, and how quickly.
...
Dr. MacInnis said that the “minimal gold standard” would
be sequencing 5 percent of virus samples. If cases
continue to fall, then 25,000 genomes a week would put
the country near that threshold, she said, which is “where
we need to be to be detecting not only known threats, but
emerging threats.”...

As of 2/14/21 at 7pm

Highest - Hawaii at 3.51%
Lowest - Tennessee at 0.02%
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Feb. 18
Vaccine makers are designing follow-up shots, based on new mutations,
to keep the disease at bay
Since the pandemic began, its viral cause—SARS-CoV-2—has
been mutating. These genetic changes appeared inconsequential
at first. But recently some alterations have produced variants
with the unsettling potential to make the new COVID vaccines
less effective, just as the shots have begun to make their way into
people’s arms. Now, drug makers are responding by developing
different follow-up shots against these variants to keep the disease
at bay. These efforts mark the next phase in what’s shaping up to be
a long battle between an ever-changing virus and the immunizations
deployed against it.
The worrisome new variants change the behavior of the virus. One,
called B.1.1.7, was detected first in the United Kingdom. It contains
several mutations, including one that helps the virus transmit more
easily between people, and it also could be lethal than the original
version. Scientists predict it could be the dominant strain in the
United States by March. Another disturbing variant, called B.1.351,
was noticed first in South Africa. This one contains mutations that
make it far more difficult for immune system antibodies to interfere
with the coronavirus’ spike protein. Spike is the viral component that
latches onto cells to start infection, and thus it is a major target for
natural antibodies and those produced by vaccination. In a recent
preprint, a research paper that has not yet been peer-reviewed,
scientists reported that antibodies taken from the blood of people
who got two shots of the new Moderna vaccine were 8.6 times
less effective at neutralizing B.1.351 in laboratory samples than
they were at neutralizing earlier versions of the virus. That same
study indicated that the new vaccine made by Pfizer was 6.5-fold
less active against that new variant.
These reductions may not hamper vaccine effectiveness, however,
particularly against the severe levels of disease that put people in
the hospital. Antibody levels induced by the vaccines are so elevated

to begin with that such drops still leave enough antibodies to offer
protection, according to virologist Roberto Burioni from the VitaSalute San Raffaele University, Milan, who noted his view on Twitter.
Real-world evidence also offers positive news, indicating that the
current vaccines protect against the worst forms of COVID. In a
clinical trial that included South Africa, where B.1.135 has
become widespread, Johnson & Johnson’s vaccine reduced the
average person’s risk of getting severe disease by 85 percent
and reduced the risk of hospitalizations and death by 100
percent. Overall, it reduced risk of symptomatic infections by 57
percent. Lance Baldo, chief medical officer at San Francisco–based
Adaptive Biotechnologies, which makes tests to evaluate immune
responses to viral infection, says protection against severe disease
likely is because the vaccines produce broad antivirus activity that
extends beyond antibodies, and probably involves T cells, which
recognize and kill infected cells.
Paul Offit, a pediatrician and director of the Vaccine Education
Center at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia agrees. It “is good
news” that vaccines in general protect against severe COVID, he
says, and keeping people out of the hospital is a top priority. “If
fully vaccinated people start winding up hospitalized with one
of these variants, then we need to worry more. So far that line
hasn't been crossed,” he says.
UPDATED SHOTS
To boost protection against even mild disease, vaccine makers think
they can adapt the existing shots to the variants without too much
trouble. Vaccines based on genetic material, such as the Moderna
and Pfizer immunizations, are especially well suited to these
modifications, since scientists can easily swap in new genetic
sequences as needed. ....
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Feb. 19
How the US States rank
for safety during COVID

Safest

Select live link for interactive map (did not read that they would be updating)

WalletHub compared the
50 states and D.C. across
five key metrics
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Feb. 20
Can COVID vaccines stop transmission? Scientists race to find answers
... Preliminary analyses suggest that at least some
vaccines are likely to have a transmission-blocking
effect. But confirming that effect — and how strong it will be
— is tricky because a drop in infections in a given region
might be explained by other factors, such as lockdowns and
behaviour changes. Not only that, the virus can spread from
asymptomatic carriers, which makes it hard to detect those
infections.
...
During the trial of Moderna's vaccine, produced in Boston,
researchers swabbed all participants to see if they had any
viral RNA. They saw a two-thirds drop in the number of
asymptomatic infections among people who received
the first shot of the two-dose vaccine, compared with
those who received a placebo. But they tested people only
twice, about a month apart, so might have missed
infections.
The UK trial of the vaccine produced by the University of
Oxford and AstraZeneca swabbed participants every
week, and estimated a 49.3% reduction in asymptomatic
infections among a subset of vaccinated participants
compared with the unvaccinated group.
Pfizer, based in New York City and maker of another leading
COVID-19 vaccine, says that it will start swabbing
participants every two weeks in vaccine trials taking
place in the United States and Argentina, to see whether
the shot can prevent infection.

Less infectious?
It’s possible that vaccines won’t stop or significantly lessen
the chances of infection. But jabs might make infected
people less able to pass the virus on, or make them less
infectious, and so reduce transmission.
Several research groups in Israel are measuring ‘viral load’
— the concentration of viral particles in vaccinated people
who later test positive for SARS-CoV-2. Researchers have
found that viral load is a good proxy for infectiousness.
In preliminary work, one team observed a significant drop in
viral load in a small number of people infected with SARSCoV-2 in the two to four weeks after receiving their first dose
of the Pfizer vaccine, compared with those who caught the
virus in the first two weeks after the injection2. “The data is
certainly intriguing and suggestive that vaccination may
reduce the infectiousness of COVID-19 cases, even if it
does not prevent infection altogether,” says Virginia
Pitzer, an infectious-diseases modeller at Yale School of
Public Health in New Haven, Connecticut. The
Oxford–AstraZeneca trial also observed a larger reduction in
viral load in a small group of vaccinated participants than in
the unvaccinated group.
But whether these observed reductions in viral load are
sufficient to make someone less infectious in real life is not
yet clear, say researchers. ...
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Feb. 21
UK speeds up vaccinations: All adults get 1st jab by July 31
...The new target also aims for everyone over 50 or with an
underlying health condition to get a vaccine shot by
April 15, rather than the previous target of May 1.
The makers of the two vaccines that Britain is using, Pfizer
and AstraZeneca, have both experienced supply problems in
Europe. But U.K. Health Secretary Matt Hancock, who
announced the new targets, said “we now think that we have
the supplies” to speed up the vaccination campaign.
The early success of Britain’s vaccination campaign is
welcome good news for a country that has had more than
120,000 coronavirus deaths, the highest toll in Europe.
More than 17.2 million people, almost a third of the
country’s adults, have been given the first of two doses
of vaccine since inoculations began on Dec. 8.
Britain is delaying giving second vaccine doses until 12
weeks after the first in order to give as many people as
possible partial protection quickly. The approach has
been criticized in some countries — and by Pfizer, which
says it does not have any data to support the delay —
but is backed by the U.K. government’s scientific
advisers.
...
The government has stressed that economic and social
reopenings will be slow and cautious, with nonessential
shopping or outdoor socializing unlikely before April. Many
children will go back to school beginning March 8 and

nursing home residents will be able to have one visitor
from the same date.
Johnson’s Conservative government has been accused of
reopening the country too quickly after the first lockdown in
the spring.
The number of new confirmed cases, hospitalization and
deaths are all declining but remain high, and Johnson
says his reopening road map would follow “data, not dates.”
...
John Edmunds, a member of the government’s scientific
advisory group, said British hospitals are still treating about
20,000 coronavirus patients, half the January peak but
almost as much as height of the first surge in the spring.
“If we eased off very rapidly now, we would get another
surge in hospitalizations” and deaths, he told the BBC.
Edmunds said there is added uncertainty because of new
virus variants, including one identified in South Africa that
may be more resistant to current vaccines.
Hancock told Sky News that the government would take a
“cautious but irreversible approach” to reopening the
economy.
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Feb. 21
Covid-19 hospitalizations in the US dip to lowest level since November
About 59,800 Covid-19 patients were in US hospitals on Friday -down about 55% from a pandemic peak of more than 132,470
on January 6, according to The COVID Tracking Project.

That's the first time the average has dropped below 5% since
October, and it's far below a winter peak of about 13.6% near
the start of January.

Friday's number is the first below 60,000 since November 9, when
daily cases, hospitalizations and deaths were on a several-month
incline through the holidays.

The World Health Organization has recommended governments
not reopen until the test positivity rate is 5% or lower for at least
two weeks.

Averages for daily new cases and deaths also have been
declining for weeks after hitting all-time peaks around midJanuary. Public health experts have been pressing for faster
vaccinations, before more transmissible variants have a
chance to spread, fearing they could reverse recent progress.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has said an
apparently more-transmissible variant first identified in the
United Kingdom could be the dominant strain in the US by
next month.
"This is why we're telling people to not stop masking, not stop
avoiding indoor social gatherings quite yet, because we don't
really know what's going to happen with this variant," Dr. Megan
Ranney, and emergency medicine physician with Rhode Island's
Brown University, told CNN Saturday.
"And we saw what happened last winter when we didn't take
Covid seriously enough.”
The national test positivity rate -- or the percentage of tests
taken that turn out to be positive -- averaged about 4.8% over
the last week as of early Saturday, according to The COVID
Tracking Project.
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Feb. 21
Israel starts reopening economy after two-month lockdown
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel lifted many of its coronavirus
restrictions and started reopening its economy Sunday as the
country’s vaccination drive and third nationwide lockdown have
started to bring down infections.
Most grade school and high school classes have reopened
after a nearly two-month closure, along with museums,
libraries, malls and markets. Some restrictions on the number of
people in attendance remain in place. The entire education
system is expected to return to normal operations early March.

Bank to the Gaza Strip.
The coronavirus is still spreading rapidly in Israel, however, and
restrictions on movement and assembly have remained in place
since the government imposed a countrywide lockdown in late
December.
Israel has recorded at least 743,000 cases of COVID-19 and at
least 5,521 deaths since the start of the pandemic last year. Its
three lockdowns have paralyzed the economy and driven
unemployment to over 20%

Gyms, pools, cinemas and restaurants are opening back up for
people who have received two doses of the coronavirus vaccine.
Israel unveiled its plan to allow the vaccinated to attend
cultural events, fly abroad and patronize restaurants and
health clubs by using a “green badge” app on Saturday ahead
of the reopening of the economy. The rollout of the app has been
fraught with technical difficulties.
After striking a deal with Pfizer to trade data for doses, Israel’s
vaccine campaign became the world’s speediest in the past
two months. Almost half its population of 9.3 million have
received the first dose of the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine. Nearly 3
million have gotten the second shot.
Israel has faced international criticism for largely excluding
Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza Strip from its highly
successful vaccination campaign. The dispute highlights the
Palestinians’ reliance on Israel even as they struggle to combat the
pandemic on their own. Last week, Israel facilitated the transfer of
the first 2,000 doses of Russia’s Sputnik V vaccine from the West

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu talks to the media
during a visit to the Fitness gym ahead of the re-opening
of the branch in Petah Tikva, Israel, on Saturday, Feb. 20, 2021.
(AP Photo/Tal Shahar, Yediot Ahronot, Pool)
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Feb. 22
US coronavirus death toll approaches milestone of 500,000
... A year into the pandemic, the running total of lives lost
was about 498,000 — roughly the population of Kansas City,
Missouri, and just shy of the size of Atlanta. The figure
compiled by Johns Hopkins University surpasses the
number of people who died in 2019 of chronic lower
respiratory diseases, stroke, Alzheimer’s, flu and pneumonia
combined.
“It’s nothing like we have ever been through in the last 102
years, since the 1918 influenza pandemic,” the nation’s top
infectious disease expert, Dr. Anthony Fauci, said on CNN’s
“State of the Union.”
The nation could pass this next grim milestone [today]
President Joe Biden will mark the U.S. crossing 500,000
lives lost from COVID-19 with a moment of silence and
candle lighting ceremony at the White House.
Biden will deliver remarks at sunset to honor the dead, the
White House said. He’s expected to be joined by first lady
Jill Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris and her
husband, Doug Emhoff.
The first known deaths from the virus in the U.S. happened
in early February 2020, both of them in Santa Clara County,
California. It took four months to reach the first 100,000
dead. The toll hit 200,000 deaths in September and 300,000
in December. Then it took just over a month to go from

300,000 to 400,000 and about two months to climb from
400,000 to the brink of 500,000.
...
The global death toll was approaching 2.5 million,
according to Johns Hopkins.
While the count is based on figures supplied by government
agencies around the world, the real death toll is believed
to be significantly higher, in part because of inadequate
testing and cases inaccurately attributed to other causes
early on.
Despite efforts to administer coronavirus vaccines, a widely
cited model by the University of Washington projects the
U.S. death toll will surpass 589,000 by June 1.
“People will be talking about this decades and decades and
decades from now,” Fauci said on NBC’s “Meet The Press.”
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Feb. 22
South African variant outbreak
shrinking in Britain
LONDON (Reuters) - Britain believes it is getting
on top of outbreaks of a South African variant of
the coronavirus and is also seeing signs that
hospitalisations are falling quickly following the
vaccine roll-out, the health secretary said on
Sunday.

https://twitter.com/EricTopol/status/1363551912021221377

New confirmed cases in South Africa
Seven-day rolling average

Hancock told the BBC there had been around
300 cases of the South African variant, which
may undermine the vaccination programme, but
that they were from over a month ago.
“The latest data shows that there’s around a
dozen new ones, so a much, much smaller
number, and each time we find a new one we
absolutely clamp down on it,” he said.
Asked what impact the vaccine roll-out was
having so far, he said there were signs that it
was reducing transmission and that the numbers
in hospital were falling much more sharply than
they did in the first wave of the pandemic.

Eric Topol states “The good news is that South Africa is back to its
pre-B.1.351 baseline in covid cases. There's no proof this variant is
more infectious. Its immune evasion is enough to explain how it
took off. And the descent occurred without vaccines.”

https://www.coronavirustoday.com/2021/02/21/south-africas-virus-variant-found-less-infectious
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Feb. 23
Six countries account for most of the global reduction in new cases
(Reduction in cases between Jan 11- Feb 21))
https://www.nytimes.com/int
eractive/2021/world/covidvaccinations-tracker.html

Jan. 11

Feb. 21

% of each
population
vaccinated with
at least 1 dose

United States

13.1%

184,117 fewer cases

United Kingdom

26.4%

46,910 fewer cases

South Africa

< 0.1%

17,329 fewer cases

Brazil

2.8%

6,314 fewer cases

Germany

4.0%

13,161 fewer cases

Colombia

0.1%

12,079 fewer cases

Rest of the world
97,000 fewer cases
Source for number of
fewer cases
https://ourworldindata.org/vacci
nation-israel-impact
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Feb. 23
Reuters COVID-19 Tracker
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Feb. 24
Ireland, Britain, Cuba, Eritrea, Honduras and Lebanon have some of the
most strict lockdown rules in the world
University of Oxford experts ranked the pandemic responses of 180 countries
Select live link to slide through
dates or choose a date range

https://covidtracker.bsg.ox.ac.uk/stringency-map
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Feb. 24
Dr. Hilda Bastian predicts what’s next
... .a time in the future when we may need Covid-19
vaccine boosters every year ...
...
[On discounting .. lower-income countries and overestimating
the wealthier ...ones] there’s this really interesting
juxtaposition between Cuba and Canada, ironically. In
Canada [where the vaccine rollout has been slow] there’s a
debate about why did they let their capacity to produce
vaccines dwindle away to next to nothing.
Cuba had the exact opposite. Cuba had to become selfsufficient at pretty well everything, and that included
producing drugs and producing medical teams. Cuba now
exports a lot of medical care to poorer countries. The first
two of their vaccines are looking really quite good. The
first one’s just about to start its big phase 3 trial, and
they’ve got three others coming up behind.
...
[On vaccines to watch] Johnson & Johnson vaccine is a
single dose. They were also doing trials that were seriously
geared at international needs. They ran the biggest trial in
the most countries, and that matters a lot to people from
different ethnic groups.
Even though the actual doses are a bit more expensive [for
Johnson & Johnson’s vaccine], the cost of actually
vaccinating people is enormously lower if you’ve only got to
vaccinate everybody once. And Johnson & Johnson also
committed to affordable, nonprofit vaccine for the emergency.
It’s going to depend a lot on how many doses actually get

delivered in the end, and what happens with variants. ...
...
Novavax is an important one to watch, if the results continue
to be as good as their first ones, which were similar to the
mRNA vaccines. It’s a more traditional form of vaccine, so
there’s more capacity to manufacture it.
There are others that could be important globally, like one
from Thailand that will be cheap and both profit- and royaltyfree for lower-income countries, and another that UNICEF is
supporting that’s also aiming at preventing infection.
...
We need to reduce the chances of the virus morphing into
more dangerous variants — vaccines might not protect
communities enough from new variants sweeping through.
And many of the rich countries will have trouble getting
enough people vaccinated anyway. The notion that there can
be countries where there’s going to be 40-year-olds and 30year-olds vaccinated while there are terrible outbreaks in
other parts of the world, and even the health care
practitioners are unprotected, isn’t okay on any level.
...
For me, one of the things that is a really huge unknown is
what happens with long Covid. ...
To some extent, it’s going to depend on how disabling long
Covid turns out to be, and for how many people? Are we
looking at a really serious big wave of decades-long
disability? Because if we are, that is a really profound sudden
change in societies.
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Feb. 24

Death toll from coronavirus tops 2,500,000
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Feb. 25
Similarities between COVID and Spanish Flu in Tulsa, Oklahoma
More than a century ago, Tulsa was in the midst of fighting another
pandemic, the Spanish Flu.
Influenza plagued the city and the world. It's estimated 675,000
Americans died and up to 50 million people worldwide.
...
Fast forward more than a century and Tulsa Historian, Rhys Martin,
became curious in today's quarantine and dug through Tulsa World
articles to see how the city handled the previous pandemic.

Tulsa created a response plan in partnership with the Red Cross.
...
Dolly Brown McNulty ... came to Tulsa to care for flu patients.
In 1918, McNulty founded Morningside Hospital out of a home at Fifth
and Boulder. ...McNulty broke ground years later on what is now
Hillcrest.
Kevin Gross, CEO and president of Hillcrest, said it's safe to say Hillcrest
was born out of a pandemic.

“It's shocking to me just how many parallels we have not just from the
sickness and vaccine timeline," Martin said, "But then the behavioral
timeline and everything."

Now being at the hospital's helm, Gross reflected on how McNulty paved
the way more than a century ago.

The first case of Spanish Flu is suspected to have been in Fort Riley,
Kansas in March of 1918, but the first mention of the deadly virus doesn't
get printed in Tulsa's paper until June 1918.

"I think she was a pioneer really," Gross said, "She came to an area with
the idea of responding to a call, to a need where she saw people were
sick and she decided she could put together a hospital." ...

"It starts very similarly," Martin said, "You have some mentions, 'Oh this
is a problem overseas and it's probably going to come over here, but it
won't be that big of a deal.'"

"She must have been a very courageous woman and a very strong-willed
woman," Gross said.

A few months later, the Tulsa community quickly realizes, their
predictions were wrong.
October of 1918 cases are reported to be in Tulsa on the front pages of
The Tulsa World.
"It was shocking how quickly it went from, 'Oh we actually have a few
cases in Tulsa,' to, 'Oh we've got people that are dying,' to a field
hospital being set up," Martin said, "Things really changed very quickly."
October 7, 1918 the first deaths are reported. The city closes theatres,
churches, schools, the courthouse and public meetings the next day.
...

Present-day, the will of Hillcrest's staff is being tested through its second
pandemic.
Dr. Guy Sneed, Chief Medical Officer for Hillcrest, has led the healthcare
system through today's pandemic.
...
The Spanish Flu took nearly 7,500 Oklahoma lives.
...
In February of 2021, Oklahoma deaths have surpassed 4,200 and in the
U.S. have surpassed 500,000...

5 minute video
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FDA finds the single-shot Johnson & Johnson vaccine is safe and effective
It paves the way for it to become the third Covid-19 vaccine to
be authorised in the US, possibly within days.
The vaccine would be a cost-effective alternative to the Pfizer and
Moderna vaccines, and can be stored in a refrigerator instead
of a freezer.
Trials found it prevented serious illness but was 66% effective
overall when moderate cases were included.
The company has agreed to provide the US with 100 million
doses by the end of June. The UK, EU and Canada have also
ordered doses and 500 million doses have also been ordered
through the Covax scheme to supply poorer nations.
What does trial data say?
The briefing document published by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) gives more detail on the data submitted by
Janssen, a pharmaceutical branch of Johnson & Johnson, to the
regulator. The FDA concludes that the Johnson & Johnson
vaccine has "known benefits" in reducing both symptomatic and
severe illness.
It comes after the firm released data last month.
Results from trials conducted in the US, South Africa and Brazil
found its efficacy against the worst outcomes of the virus was
"similarly high" but overall protection was lower in South Africa
and Brazil, where virus variants have become dominant.
Data showed it was more than 85% effective at preventing serious
illness, but only 66% effective overall when moderate cases were
included, when considering cases at least 28 days after

vaccination.
Notably, there were no deaths among participants who had
received the vaccine and no hospital admissions after 28
days post-vaccine.
What happens now?
An external committee of experts will meet on Friday to
recommend whether the FDA should authorise the vaccine,
possibly adding to a coming surge in vaccine availability in the US.
A White House official said the administration anticipated
distributing at least three million doses of the Johnson &
Johnson vaccine next week, should it receive emergency
authorisation from the FDA.
The company says it plans to deliver 20 million doses in total by
late March, in line with an agreement to supply the US with 100m
doses by the end of June.
Not only will the vaccine require fewer doses than its two-shot
Pfizer and Moderna counterparts, it will also require fewer vaccine
appointments and medical staff as a result.
Who else has ordered the Johnson & Johnson jab?
UK - 30 million doses
EU - 200 million doses
Canada - 38 million doses
Covax nations - 500 million doses
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Moderna sends booster shot for NIH testing and hikes production goals
In the span of about a year, Moderna has gone from being a clinicalstage biotech with no marketed products to a key partner in the global
COVID-19 vaccination effort. Now, it's doubling down on its
manufacturing push, with more than 2 billion doses in its sights.

The biotech and its partners found that fill-and-finish services were
slowing down the overall manufacturing timelines, so Moderna is
exploring the potential of 15-dose vials to relieve those services and
reduce the need for “consumable materials that are in high demand.”

Moderna on Wednesday said it's now on track to produce 700 million
vaccine doses this year, and it's still aiming for 1 billion at the high end.
Last year, the company had said 500 million would be its minimum
output this year, and it ratcheted up that minimum to 600 million in
January.

Even as Moderna scales up its original shot, mRNA-1273, the company
is laying plans to tackle variants. The biotech plans to test its original
shot as a half-dose booster and variant-specific and multivariant
boosters at 50 µg and lower in people who’ve already had the standard
vaccine regimen, today's announcement said.

And for 2022, the biotech is planning for 1.4 billion doses—or perhaps
even 2 billion, depending on the dose required for booster shots
targeting new variants. The company has shipped a booster
candidate to the National Institutes of Health for testing, according
to Wednesday's statement; it's targeted specifically at the South
Africa variant now worrying public health experts.

In addition, the company is planning to study those variant-specific and
multivariant vaccine candidates as primary vaccines for people who don’t
yet have antibodies.

To support the scale-up, Moderna on Wednesday said it's planning new
investments at manufacturing sites, whether in its own network or sites
operated by partners.
For next year, Moderna’s 1.4 billion target is based on the assumption
that potential vaccine boosters will require the 100-µg dose. If boosters
end up using a lower dose, such as 50 µg, the company could potentially
churn out more than 2 billion doses in 2022, CEO Stephane Bancel said
in a statement.
So far in its global rollout, Moderna has shipped 60 million doses
worldwide. Most of those, 55 million, have gone to the U.S. Meanwhile,
the biotech says its ex-U.S. supply chain is “in the process of ramping
up.” The company plans to deliver 100 million doses to the U.S. before
the end of next month and another 200 million by the end of July.
Part of the company's work to ramp up production includes identifying
bottlenecks, and Moderna offered one example of progress on that front.

Moderna is one of the leading players in the COVID-19 vaccine push, but
it isn’t alone in its aggressive efforts to scale up capacity. Pfizer and
BioNTech are pushing to produce 2 billion doses in 2021, while Johnson
& Johnson has pledged hundreds of millions of doses to the U.S. and
other governments.
AstraZeneca has tapped a global network of manufacturing partners and
is aiming to produce 200 million doses per month. Novavax, for its part,
laid out a production goal of 150 million doses per month with the help of
partners, its CEO said in January.
During a congressional hearing earlier this week, execs for Pfizer,
Moderna and J&J said the companies could provide a combined 140
million new doses to the U.S. by the end of March. An AstraZeneca exec
said the company could provide 50 million doses by the end of April, but
that drugmaker hasn’t yet submitted its program to the FDA. Novavax is
awaiting phase 3 trial results from a U.S. study, expected early next
quarter.
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Feb. 26
Countries in Eastern Europe seeing a rise in cases

Daily new confirmed COVID-19 cases per million people
Shown is the rolling 7-day average. The number of confirmed cases is lower than the number of actual cases; the
main reason for that is limited testing.
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Feb. 26
Johnson and Johnson vaccine is authorized for emergency use
... The FDA is expected to act on the recommendation
quickly, meaning the vaccine may be available early next
week.
...
The 22 members of the FDA's Vaccines and Related
Biological Products Advisory Committee voted
unanimously to recommend the Johnson & Johnson
vaccine, which one member said was an "easy call.”
"It clearly gets way over the bar and it's nice to have a
single-dose vaccine," said Dr. Eric Rubin, editor in chief of
the New England Journal of Medicine and a professor at the
Harvard TH Chan School of Public Health.
But some officials worry that the public views it as "second
class," a misconception public health leaders will need to
address.
"It's difficult to make an apples-to-apples comparison
between vaccines authorized, based on data collected
before new variants are believed to have been in
widespread circulation," said Sarah Christopherson, the
policy advocacy director at the National Women's Health
Network.
Johnson & Johnson's vaccine may appear to have a lower
efficacy rate than its earlier counterparts. But that does not
make it a worse option because it appears to protect
against some variants, another member of the committee
to recommend the vaccine said.

"One dose will keep you out of the hospital, keep you out of
the intensive care unit and keep you out of the morgue," Dr.
Paul Offit told Blitzer.
Several public health experts told Congress on Friday that
people who have the Johnson & Johnson vaccine made
available to them should get it.
"If I had a J&J vaccine available today and a Moderna
vaccine available tomorrow, I would be happy to take the
J&J today. I don't feel like I would need to wait. They are all
terrific vaccines for the things that we care about," Dr. Ashish
Jha, dean of the Brown University School of Public Health,
told a House Ways and Means Health Subcommittee
hearing.
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Feb. 26
Nursing Homes, Once Hotspots, Far Outpace U.S. in Covid Declines
... Since the arrival of vaccines, which were prioritized to long-term
care facilities starting in late December, new cases and deaths in
nursing homes, a large subset of long-term care facilities, have
fallen steeply, outpacing national declines, according to a New
York Times analysis of federal data. The turnaround is an
encouraging sign for vaccine effectiveness and offers an early
glimpse at what may be in store for the rest of the country, as
more and more people get vaccinated.

From late December to early February, new cases among
nursing home residents fell by more than 80 percent, nearly
double the rate of improvement in the general population. The
trendline for deaths was even more striking: Even as fatalities
spiked over all this winter, deaths inside the facilities have
fallen, decreasing by more than 65 percent ...

All U.S.
Covid-19
deaths

Deaths among
nursing home
residents
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Feb. 27
The same covid-19 mutations are appearing
in different places

All trees begin with an initial sample from
Wuhan sequenced in January 2020, with
subsequent samples as descendants.
Sequences with similar new features are
grouped into “lineages”, using criteria and a
nomenclature developed by researchers at the
universities of Edinburgh and Oxford. So far
41,000 mutations have been documented,
falling into 880 lineages.
Only a handful of these mutations make the
virus more dangerous. Most occur within the
3,800 letters used for the virus’s spike protein,
which helps it bind to its host. Sometimes they
can combine to pose several new threats, as
they seem to have done in a Californian lineage
that is worrying scientists. New studies suggest
that this lineage may be more infectious, evade
antibodies and cause more severe illness.
Sequencing done in the state shows that this
variant could already be responsible for a
majority of cases there.
Two common mutations have appeared in many
other worrying lineages. As with the wings of
birds and bats, these familiar foes have evolved
independently in different places. The first
mutation, known as N501Y, increases
transmissibility. It is present in the “Kent”
lineage that has run riot in Britain since
December, as well as some lineages elsewhere.
The second, known as E484K, enables the
virus to partially avoid the host’s antibodies.
It is prevalent in Brazil and South Africa. E484K
has also recently been spotted in new lineages
in America and Europe, including Britain ...
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Feb. 28
Why we should keep wearing masks - explained
graphically
... “We know now the vaccines can protect, but what we
haven’t had enough time to really understand is – does it
protect from spreading?” said Avery August, professor of
immunology at Cornell University.

That is because the the SARS-CoV-2 virus may still
colonize the respiratory tract, even as systemic immune
cells protect the overall body from the disease it causes –
Covid-19.
...
Studies on the extent to which vaccines protect against
transmission are continuing, and promising, but
incomplete. It is unlikely the vaccines will provide complete,
or “sterilizing”, protection. Only a handful of vaccines are able
to make that claim, including for example the smallpox
vaccine. However, if a vaccine significantly reduced
transmission, it would be very good news for the world’s
ability to contain the virus.
Under normal circumstances, these kinds of questions might
have been answered in years-long vaccine clinical trials. In
this emergency situation, stopping the disease was a more
important goal, and available vaccines do that very effectively.
“We would probably know as more and more people get
vaccinated, somewhere near the middle of September,” said
August...

A vaccinated person - even if they feel fine
might be able to infect another person just by
breathing or sneezing
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Mar. 1
J & J vaccine to start shipping soon, but early supply could be uneven
Health care providers will begin receiving the first 3.9 million
doses of Johnson & Johnson’s newly authorized Covid-19
vaccine as early as Tuesday morning, though supply will
be uneven in the coming weeks, senior Biden administration
officials said.
The first shipments account for the entirety of J&J’s current
inventory. Officials expect another 16 million doses to be
available by the end of March, though J&J told the federal
government that the doses will be delivered mostly toward the
second half of the month.
“We do not expect any additional deliveries next week and we
expect deliveries to be uneven during the weeks of March.
We’re getting doses out the door as soon as they’re available
to ensure vaccines get into the arms as quickly as possible,”
one senior administration official said.

Though each vaccination site may not have all three vaccines
available, officials intend for all three vaccines to be available in
all communities.
“All three authorized vaccines will be available in the suburbs,
all three available in the cities, and all three available on the
coast, and in the heartland,” another official said.
Officials said that individuals should know what vaccine
they are signing up for ahead of time, but have also
stressed that individuals are unlikely to have a choice in
which vaccine they receive at this stage of the rollout. They
encouraged people not to slow down the pace of
immunizations by waiting for a particular vaccine.

The federal government has purchased 100 million doses
of the J&J vaccine, which requires only a single shot, but
supplies are expected to be scarce until at least April. The
vaccine will be sent beginning Sunday night, one day after its
emergency use authorization by the Food and Drug
Administration.
The Biden administration has decided to distribute the J&J
vaccine proportional to states’ populations — the same
formula used to send the Moderna and Pfizer vaccines,
even though the J&J vaccine is authorized for one dose instead
of two, and carries less stringent refrigeration requirements.

Vials of a Covid-19 vaccine developed by Johnson & Johnson.
PHILL MAGAKOE/AFP VIA GETTY IMAGE
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Mar. 2
Could intranasal vaccines stop the spread of the coronavirus more effectively?
...Although injected vaccines do reduce symptomatic COVID
cases, and prevent a lot of severe illness, they may still allow for
asymptomatic infection. A person might feel fine, but actually
harbor the virus and be able to pass it on to others. The reason is
that the coronavirus can temporarily take up residence in the
mucosa—the moist, mucus-secreting surfaces of the nose
and throat that serve as our first line of defense against inhaled
viruses. Research with laboratory animals suggests that a
coronavirus infection can linger in the nose even after it has
been vanquished in the lungs. That means it might be possible
to spread the coronavirus after vaccination.
Enter the intranasal vaccine, which abandons the needle and
syringe for a spray container that looks more like a nasal
decongestant. With a quick spritz up the nose, intranasal
vaccines are designed to bolster immune defenses in the
mucosa, triggering production of an antibody known as
immunoglobulin A, which can block infection. This
overwhelming response, called sterilizing immunity, reduces the
chance that people will pass on the virus.
We have seen this movie before. The first successful polio
vaccine, developed by Jonas Salk and licensed for use in 1955,
was injected. Like current coronavirus vaccines, it substantially
reduced the risk of illness, but did not always prevent infection.
Poliovirus is spread through food or water contaminated with
human excrement. The virus enters the body through the mucosa
of the gut, then infects the nervous system, where it can cause
paralysis. In 1960, Albert Sabin introduced a new polio vaccine,
which contained a weakened form of poliovirus, rather than the
completely inactivated virus in the Salk vaccine. But the most

striking difference was that Sabin’s vaccine was swallowed, in the
form of a sugar cube or a liquid. In this way, it could come into
direct contact with the gut mucosa. This made it more effective
than the Salk vaccine in blocking poliovirus infection.
So there is precedent for designing a vaccine that strengthens our
immune defenses on the front lines. This is true for respiratory
viruses as well as for those that infect the gut. We have flu
vaccines, for instance, because before the SARS outbreak in
2003--also caused by a novel coronavirus--the respiratory virus
most feared for its potential to spark a pandemic was influenza.
The 1918 flu pandemic claimed 50 million lives worldwide. Today
although injected influenza vaccines are more familiar, intranasal
versions exist and have a long history. First used in the 1960s in
the former Soviet Union, intranasal influenza vaccines have
proved to be effective. They are currently being manufactured
in the U.S. and India.
...
Intranasal vaccines have some practical advantages, too. Unlike
an injection, a nasal spray is painless. The absence of a needle
might allay the concerns of those who are now hesitant about
vaccination. An intranasal vaccine can also be selfadministered at home, with minimal instruction. And some of
the intranasal vaccines now being tested require no
refrigeration, making them easy to transport and store, especially
in low-resource countries.
All of these factors will become even more important if periodic
booster vaccinations are needed to protect us against emerging
coronavirus variants. Simply mailing someone a nasal spray is far
more convenient than arranging for an in-person injection.
...
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Mar. 2
J&J’s hurdling the ‘66%’ perception to win over a vaccine-hesitant public
With an FDA green light for emergency use, Johnson &
Johnson’s COVID-19 shot now faces a communications hurdle.
How will the company handle the comparisons with its vaccine
rivals?
Already, there's wide and spreading chatter on social media
and real-world word-of-mouth discussions about the J&J shot's
66% overall effectiveness rate. The company's response has
been communication—and lots of it, with some help from its
friend in public health.
J&J CEO Alex Gorsky, government officials—and even Pfizer
board member and ex-FDA chief Scott Gottlieb—took to
multiple media outlets on Sunday and Monday to lay out the
detailed facts and nuances in the data.
Gorsky hit the media circuit Monday morning, appearing on
CBS’ Good Morning America, NBC’s Today Show and CNBC
news.
His repeated answer to the 66% question when compared to
Pfizer and Moderna’s 95% and 94% effectiveness rates?
Different trial timing—namely, after new variants
emerged—and the global nature of J&J’s testing delivered
different outcomes.
While 40% of its trial participants were in the U.S., another
40% were in Latin America and 15% were in South Africa,
where almost all trial participants faced the morecontagious B.1.351 variant.

Plus, in all his interviews, Gorsky pointed to the vaccine’s 85%
effectiveness rate against serious illness and 100%
effectiveness at preventing death.
“Our data actually includes these most challenging, pernicious,
virulent strains and what we saw was an 85% effectiveness
rate in the severe disease,” Gorsky said on CNBC.
...
While J&J’s vaccine may face greater communications
challenges than the first two COVID-19 vaccines did, the
company and public health officials should continue to aim for
transparency and simple, clear messages, experts said.
“One of the most important things is not overgeneralizing the
message and saying ‘Oh, you should just get it whatever it is,’ ”
said Rob Jekielek, managing director at The Harris Poll.
“Because there are people who are hesitant because they don’t
think they have enough access to information or they don’t
understand it. So it’s really important to be specific. … [M]ost
important, across the board, is that the vaccines directly
address severe COVID-19.”
Vaccine makers should also look to make sure physicians and
nurses on the front lines are informed, because they remain
American’s most trusted sources of vaccine information,
according to Harris Poll data.
“As you have new drugs coming in and new data being
released, it’s going to cause confusion with people, but it’s
particularly critical you don’t have that confusion with
healthcare providers,” Jekielek said.
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Chinese vaccines sweep much of the world, despite concerns
... China’s vaccine diplomacy campaign has been a surprising success:
It has pledged roughly half a billion doses of its vaccines to more
than 45 countries, according to a country-by-country tally by The
Associated Press. With just four of China’s many vaccine makers
claiming they are able to produce at least 2.6 billion doses this year, a
large part of the world’s population will end up inoculated not with
the fancy Western vaccines boasting headline-grabbing efficacy
rates, but with China’s humble, traditionally made shots.
Amid a dearth of public data on China’s vaccines, hesitations over their
efficacy and safety are still pervasive in the countries depending on
them, along with concerns about what China might want in return for
deliveries. Nonetheless, inoculations with Chinese vaccines already
have begun in more than 25 countries, and the Chinese shots have been
delivered to another 11, according to the AP tally, based on independent
reporting in those countries along with government and company
announcements.
It’s a potential face-saving coup for China, which has been determined to
transform itself from an object of mistrust over its initial mishandling of
the COVID-19 outbreak to a savior. Like India and Russia, China is trying
to build goodwill, and has pledged roughly 10 times more vaccines
abroad than it has distributed at home.
...
China has targeted the low- and middle-income countries largely left
behind as rich nations scooped up most of the pricey vaccines produced
by the likes of Pfizer and Moderna. And despite a few delays of its own in
Brazil and Turkey, China has largely capitalized on slower-than-hopedfor deliveries by U.S. and European vaccine makers.
Like many other countries, Chile received far fewer doses of the Pfizer
vaccine than first promised. In the month after its vaccination program
began in late December, only around 150,000 of the 10 million Pfizer
doses the South American country ordered arrived.
...

China’s vaccines, which can be stored in standard refrigerators, are
attractive to countries like Indonesia, a sweltering nation that straddles
the equator and could struggle to accommodate the ultracold storage
needs of vaccines like Pfizer’s.
...
In Europe, China is providing the vaccine to countries such as Serbia
and Hungary -- a significant geopolitical victory in Central Europe and the
Balkans, where the West, China and Russia are competing for political
and economic influence. This stretch of Europe has offered fertile ground
for China to strengthen bilateral ties with Serbia and Hungary’s populist
leaders, who often criticize the EU.
Serbia became the first country in Europe to start inoculating its
population with China’s vaccines in January. The country has so far
purchased 1.5 million doses of Sinopharm’s vaccine, which makes up
the majority of the country’s supply, and smaller amounts of Russia’s
Sputnik V and Pfizer’s vaccines.
...
Neighboring Hungary, impatient over delays in the European Union,
soon became the first country in the EU to approve the same
Chinese vaccine. On Sunday, Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban
got the Sinopharm shot, after recently saying he trusted the Chinese
vaccine the most.
Many leaders have publicly supported the Chinese shots to allay
concerns. Early on, “people had all these microchip theories in their
heads, genetic modification, sterilization, running around on social media
platforms,” said Sanjeev Pugazhendi, a medical officer in the Indian
Ocean island nation of the Seychelles, whose president recently
received a Sinopharm shot on camera. “But the moment we started
giving out the vaccines to leaders, religious leaders and health workers,
that started to subside.”
Beijing’s vaccine diplomacy efforts are good for both China and the
developing world, experts say. ...
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Mar. 3
16 US States have lifted mask mandates
The governors of Texas and Mississippi both
announced on Tuesday they would be lifting their
states' mask mandates and rolling back many of
their Covid-19 health mandates, just one day
after the CDC warned against complacency in
the face of emerging coronavirus variants.
"It is now time to open Texas 100 percent,"
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott said Tuesday afternoon
at Montelongo's Mexican Restaurant in Lubbock.
"Covid has not suddenly disappeared," he said,
"but state mandates are no longer needed."
Shortly after Abbott's announcement, Gov. Tate
Reeves announced that he would end
Mississippi's statewide mask mandate, effective
Wednesday of this week...

Too soon?

[All states with no mask mandate]
Cautionary tales ...

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Alaska
Arizona
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Iowa
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
North Dakota
Oklahoma
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

Brazil
Italy
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Tactical shift: Europe seeks vaccine ‘overdrive’ to catch up
... With its stockpile of AstraZeneca vaccine doses set to top 2
million, Germany is looking to make more people eligible for
the shots that have so far been restricted to a fraction of the
population: people in the top priority group who are under 65.
France changed tactics earlier this week, allowing some
people over 65 to get the AstraZeneca vaccine after initially
restricting its use to younger people. Health Minister Olivier
Veran said the shot would soon also be available to people
over 50 with health problems that make them more vulnerable.
France, which at more than 87,000 dead has among the
highest coronavirus tolls in Europe, had used only 25% of the
1.6 million AstraZeneca vaccines it has received as of Tuesday.
...
In Italy, Premier Mario Draghi’s new government ousted the
COVID-19 emergency czar this week and put an army general
with expertise in logistics and experience in Afghanistan and
Kosovo in charge of the country’s vaccination program.
Denmark, meanwhile, stands out as an EU vaccination
success story. The Scandinavian nation leads the bloc’s
vaccination tables along with tiny Malta and expects to
vaccinate all adults by July — far ahead of the EU goal of 70%
of adults vaccinated by September.
Rather than hold back doses for the required second shot,
Danish health authorities followed the British model of using all
available vaccines as they came in — an approach more EU
countries are now considering.

And all of Denmark’s 6 million people have digital health
records linked to a single ID number, allowing authorities to
pinpoint exactly who is eligible for vaccination and reach out to
them directly. British authorities also text people directly to set
up shots.
“There are historical reasons why we don’t have a centralized
register like in Denmark,” said von Gaudecker, citing
Germany’s grim history of state oppression under Nazism and
Communism.
“Of course a state can do terrible things with data,” he said.
“But it can also potentially do great things with data.”
Better targeting available doses for those who need them is
one way European countries hope to stay ahead of the virus in
the coming months, as more contagious variants spread.
France and Spain plan to give just one shot of the two-dose
vaccines to some people who have recovered from COVID-19,
arguing that recent infections act as partial protection against
the virus.
Italy, France and the Czech Republic are prioritizing
vaccinations in outbreak hotspots. Hungary’s leader got a
Chinese COVID-19 shot over the weekend and his country and
Slovakia are buying Russia’s Sputnik V to supplement other
vaccines delivered by the EU. Poland’s president has
suggested that his country may follow Hungary’s lead in getting
Chinese vaccines. ...
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Scientist sees Brazil's outbreak as a global threat
... Miguel Nicolelis, a Duke University neuroscientist who is tracking
the crisis, urged the international community to challenge the
Brazilian government over its failure to contain an epidemic that has
killed more than a quarter of a million Brazilians – about 10% of
the global total.
...
He said: “It’s that if you allow the virus to proliferate at the levels
it is currently proliferating here, you open the door to the
occurrence of new mutations and the appearance of even more
lethal variants.”
Already, one particularly worrying variant (P1) has been traced to
Manaus, the largest city in the Brazilian Amazon, which suffered a
devastating healthcare breakdown in January after a surge in
infections. Six cases of that variant have so far been detected in the
UK.
“Brazil is an open-air laboratory for the virus to proliferate and
eventually create more lethal mutations,” warned Nicolelis. “This is
about the world. It’s global.”
The alert came as Brazil entered the most deadly chapter of its yearlong Covid crisis, with hospitals around the country collapsing or on
the verge of collapse and the average weekly death toll hitting new
heights. A record 1,726 deaths were reported on Tuesday, the
highest number since the pandemic began.
“It’s a battlefield,” a doctor in the southern city of Porto Alegre told
local television after his hospital’s intensive care unit and mortuary
ran out of space.
Nicolelis said Bolsonaro’s failure to halt the outbreak and launch an
adequate vaccination campaign had created a domestic tragedy from

which Latin America’s most populous nation was unlikely to emerge
until late 2022.
“We’ve now gone past 250,000 deaths, and my expectation is that if
nothing is done we could have lost 500,000 people here in Brazil by
next March. It’s a horrifying and tragic prospect, but at this point it’s
perfectly possible,” he said, predicting a traumatic month as public
and private hospitals buckled.
“My forecast is that if the world was appalled by what happened in
Bergamo in Italy and what happened in Manaus a few weeks
ago, it’s going to be even more shocked by the rest of Brazil if
nothing is done.”
The scientist, who has been advising state governments on their
Covid response, called for the creation of a special Covid commission
to fill the leadership vacuum left by Bolsonaro and an immediate 21day nationwide lockdown. That, however, seems virtually unthinkable
given Bolsonaro’s position. On Wednesday, the Brazilian president
will reportedly deliver an address to the nation in which he is
expected to again denounce lockdown measures.
...
“To this day, Brazil doesn’t have a national plan to combat Covid-19,”
Temporão complained, attacking Bolsonaro’s failure to secure
sufficient vaccines by striking deals to buy shots made by companies
such as Pfizer, Moderna and Johnson & Johnson. Just 3.3% of
Brazil’s population has so far been vaccinated, compared to
15.2% in the US, 18% in Chile and 29.9% in the UK.
“I don’t think there is any other leader who is so obtuse, so backward,
who has such a mistaken and warped vision of reality as the
president of Brazil,” Temporão said. “History will condemn these
people.”
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New cases across the world are up 7% from prior week
... The reversal could be caused by the emergence of several
new, more contagious variants of the coronavirus, relaxing
public measures and so-called pandemic fatigue, in which
people become tired of following precautions, the WHO said in its
weekly report. Maria Van Kerkhove, head of the WHO’s emerging
diseases and zoonosis unit, said during a Q&A event at the
organization’s headquarters in Geneva on Wednesday that the global
health agency is trying to better understand what’s causing the
reversal in trends in each region and country.
“I can tell you what we’re worried about is with the introduction of
vaccines and vaccination in a number of countries, we still need
people to carry out their individual-level measures,” she said,
urging people to practice physical distancing and continue to
wear masks when around others.
“By seeing this one week of increase in trends, it’s a pretty stern
warning to all of us that we need to stay the course,” Van Kerkhove
said. “We need to keep adhering to these measures at hand.”
Dr. Mike Ryan, executive director of the WHO’s health emergencies
program, suggested that the uptick could be because “we may be
relaxing a little before we’ve got the full impact of vaccination.” He
added that he understands the temptation to socialize more and to
revert to more normal behavior, but “the problem is every time we’ve
done that before the virus has exploited that.”
Ryan reiterated that the cause of the uptick in cases remains unclear,
but added that the tried-and-true public health measures that have
been emphasized throughout the pandemic are still effective.
“When cases are decreasing it’s never everything we do and when
they’re increasing it’s never all our fault,” he said.

Ryan noted that deaths have not yet risen with cases, but that
could change in the coming weeks. Hopefully, he said, a rise in
deaths can be avoided due to the vaccination of those most
vulnerable to the disease.
While the rollout of vaccines is cause for optimism in some countries,
Ryan noted that many nations across the world have not yet received
doses. He said that 80% of doses have been administered in just
10 countries.
The WHO remarks echo those made recently by federal officials in
the United States. Dr. Rochelle Walensky, director of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, has been warning for days that the
decline in daily new cases in the U.S. has stalled out and ticked
upward.
Over the past seven days, the U.S. reported an average of more
than 65,400 daily new cases, according to data compiled by Johns
Hopkins University. That’s far below the peak of about 250,000 new
cases every day that the country was reporting in early January, but
it’s still well above the rate of infection the U.S. saw over the summer
when the virus swept across the Sun Belt.
“At this level of cases, with variants spreading, we stand to
completely lose the hard-earned ground we have gained,”
Walensky said Monday. “With these statistics, I am really worried
about more states rolling back the exact public health measures we
have recommended to protect people from Covid-19.”
“Please hear me clearly: At this level of cases with variants
spreading, we stand to completely lose the hard-earned ground we
have gained,” she said.
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The countries making dubious claims over Covid-19
-- and what that means for the world
For the past year, countries around the world have shared
data on Covid-19 cases and deaths with the World Health
Organization (WHO) -- information that is crucial in informing
the global fight against the disease.
However, three countries stand out as appearing either
less than transparent or in denial about the scale of the
problem. The East African nation of Tanzania has not
updated its Covid-19 data since early May, leaving the
last number of reported confirmed cases at 509 and the
death toll at 21.
The Central Asian nation of Turkmenistan, a secretive,
highly authoritarian state, "has not reported any Covid-19
cases to WHO to date," according to a WHO statement.
But human rights groups say the disease is spreading widely
there.
North Korea similarly has not recorded a single case of
Covid-19. Most experts view that claim as suspect,
however. The reclusive country has tested only a fraction of
its nearly 26-million-strong population and has a shared
border with China, where the pandemic began.
Dr. Dorit Nitzan, regional emergency director for the WHO
Regional Office for Europe, told CNN 14 countries have so
far reported zero cases, adding that the organization
"cannot independently verify whether zero report.

The WHO's Covid-19 dashboard doesn't differentiate
between countries reporting zero cases of the virus and
countries that haven't submitted any data. However, in
contrast to Turkmenistan and North Korea, the other zerocase locations are tiny, isolated island communities such as
St. Helena, Kiribati and Tuvalu.
"We encourage all countries to share data -- publicly or to
WHO -- as this allows us to track the disease globally,"
Nitzan added. "As Covid-19 is a communicable disease,
tracking cases is especially important, aiding in a
prompt and appropriate public health response.”
...
North Korea's isolation may protect it to a degree. But as
vaccinations gradually open up the prospect of a return to
normal life, the corners of the globe where the virus
lingers out of sight will present an ever greater threat.
Fighting Covid-19 is everyone's responsibility, and diplomatic
pressure should be applied to those countries that don't
meet their obligations, said Drobac.
"The longer we let this virus rage anywhere, the more
lottery tickets we're giving the virus to be able to come
up with a cool new mutation that's going to make our lives
really difficult," he said. "It's not just a potential tragedy for
the country's own people, it's a risk for all of us."
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US reports rising case numbers in 29 states
... On Sunday, for the first time in more than a month, at
least 29 states reported rising case counts. And coronavirus
variants continue to spread rapidly across the U.S., capable
of spreading more easily, dodging some treatments and
immunities, or both.

On the last day of January, the U.S. knew of 471 cases of
variants. On the last day of February, that number was
2,463.
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Mar. 6
As Americans get vaccinated, fewer are getting tested for coronavirus
... Though the testing slowdown may be the result of fewer
infections, it also might signal too many Americans are
growing complacent as the second year of COVID-19
marches on and millions get vaccinated every week.

"What we do know is the virus is circulating in our
communities," Weintraub said. "And so one of the most
effective ways to understand, either am I infected or could I
be infected, is to get tested."

Testing remains a staple of the effort to control COVID-19,
along with wearing masks, social distancing, avoiding
crowded indoor places and hand hygiene. Though officials
are optimistic vaccines will offer protection, some warn the
nation might be letting its guard down before enough
Americans are protected from the virus.

The College of American Pathologists said members noted a
"significant decrease" in the number of tests at health care
institutions nationwide.
In metro Seattle, testing has dropped in tandem with new
cases. At the University of Washington's lab, tests surged in
the late fall. Tests are about half of fall's peak, said Geoffrey
Baird, the university's acting chair of laboratory medicine and
pathology.

"A lot of people are just kind of done with the pandemic,"
said Mary Hayden, professor of internal medicine and
pathology at Rush Medical College in Chicago.
In January, labs and other testing sites completed an
average of nearly 1.9 million tests each day as cases
reached record levels. Average daily testing dropped to
1.5 million in February and 1.3 million in March,
according to figures from the COVID Tracking Project.
Hayden said the nation's testing never reached levels that
public health officials thought were "adequate or optimal" to
control the virus.
“We never quite got there," said Hayden, an Infectious
Diseases Society of America fellow. "And now we’re
dropping."
...

The vaccine rollout is a pivotal period that Baird and others
are watching. If vaccination efforts slow, more states relax
mask mandates and virus variants gain traction, it could lead
to another big spike in cases, Baird said.
"All of us in the testing business are wondering what
will occur in the coming month or two," he said.
Hayden said the public must remain vigilant, even as more
and more people get vaccinated.
"While the infection rates are much lower, they are still high,"
Hayden said. "I don’t think we're at a place yet where we can
really relax our overall strategies and reduce testing."
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US is at a tipping point of another Covid-19 surge
With each day and each vaccination, the US inches closer to
the finish line of what has been a brutal battle against Covid19.

"That strain is increasing exponentially, it's spiking up,"
infectious diseases specialist and epidemiologist Dr. Celine
Gounder told CNN Saturday. "So we are probably right now
on a tipping point of another surge.”

But it's not over just yet.
Infection numbers, after weeks of declines, now seem to
have plateaued at high levels. The US has averaged more
than 60,000 Covid-19 cases daily in the past week. More
than 41,000 people remain hospitalized with the virus
nationwide, according to the COVID Tracking Project. And
an average of more than 1,700 US Covid-19 deaths were
reported every day for the past seven days.
And highly contagious variants that are already
circulating have experts worried another Covid-19 spike
could be just weeks away. More than 2,700 cases of
variants first spotted in the UK, South Africa and Brazil have
been reported in the US, according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention -- but the agency has
cautioned that's not the total number of cases in the
country, but rather those that have been spotted with
the help of genomic sequencing.
The vast majority of these cases -- at least 2,672 -- are
the more contagious variant known as B.1.1.7, first
spotted in the UK. The variant has been found in 46 states,
Puerto Rico and Washington, DC.

Speaking on the dangers of that variant, Michael Osterholm,
director of the Center for Infectious Disease Research and
Policy at the University of Minnesota, warned CNN on
Friday, "that virus is about to take off in the United States."
The variants are a big reason why experts have
repeatedly warned that now is the time to double down
on measures that work to curb the spread of the virus -and not ease Covid-19 restrictions.
"There are so many reasons why you don't want to pull back
just now," Dr. Anthony Fauci told CNN late last week. "You
want to plan that you will be able, within a reasonable time,
to pull back. But not at a time when we have circulating
variants and when you have what looks like a plateauing of
the decline in the cases."
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 2,600,000
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FDA Issues EUA for COVID-19 T-Cell Response Test
...The diagnostic test is T cell-based and is the first indication
for the test, which resulted from a recent collaboration between
Adaptive Biotechnologies Corporation and Microsoft.
“People who have been unsure about a prior infection will now
have another way to know if they had the virus,” said Chad
Robins, chief executive officer of Adaptive Biotechnologies, in a
press release. “The authorization of T-Detect COVID
represents a true breakthrough for patients and a pivotal
milestone for the diagnostic testing paradigm. We have proven
that it is possible to read how T cells detect disease in the
blood, and this is just the beginning of a pipeline of tests for
many other indications.”
The FDA based its assessment of the issuance of the EUA on
a clinical validation study that demonstrated that the
diagnostic test has a sensitivity of 97.1% through the use
of RT-PCR. Since sensitivity is the ability of a diagnostic test to
accurately identify a positive case of COVID-19, or present with
a true positive, the significant level of sensitivity demonstrates
a high level of diagnostic accuracy, according to the FDA.
Additionally, the FDA found that the diagnostic test had a
specificity of 100%. Specificity evaluates the test’s ability to
accurately identify a negative COVID-19 case, or present with
a true negative, and 100% specificity shows the test has
complete accuracy in this area.
Although COVID-19 is the first indication for the diagnostic test,
it is being developed for multiple disease states. The diagnostic
capacity of the T cell-based test is a translation of the

diagnostic capability of T cells into the clinical practice domain.
T cells, which are the adaptive immune system’s first
responders in the detection of any virus, multiply and circulate
in the blood in order to defend the body against a virus upon its
detection. Due to their role in the immune system, T cells
contain information that may provide a trackable measure
of the body’s immune response to COVID-19, as T cells
“remember” prior infections in order to more effectively kill
pathogens upon reappearance.
Since research has demonstrated that antibodies to SARSCoV-2 may decline over time, T cells may be a valuable source
of information to help researchers assess how long patients
remain resistant to reinfection. Because T cells circulate freely
in the blood, they are also an easy way to assess exposure to
SARS-CoV-2 and potentially immunity as well.
“This is the first commercially available T-cell test that
confirms recent or prior SARS-CoV-2 infections in people.
T-Detect is accurate and what I find especially remarkable is
how rapidly it was developed. Going from the lab to real-world
human impact in a matter of months demonstrates the true
value of our collaboration and the power of merging biology
with cloud-scale machine learning technology,” said Peter Lee,
corporate vice president, Research & Incubations, Microsoft, in
the press release. “We are hopeful that this technology will
have a meaningful impact not only in the global fight against
COVID-19, but in many other disease areas in the future.”
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CDC guidelines give the fully vaccinated more freedom
... The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said people
who are two weeks past their final shot may visit indoors with
unvaccinated members of a single household at low risk of
severe disease, without wearing masks or distancing. That
would free many vaccinated grandparents who live near their
unvaccinated children and grandchildren to visit them for the first
time in a year. The guidelines continue to discourage visits
involving long-distance travel, however.
The CDC also said fully vaccinated people can gather indoors
with those who are also fully vaccinated. And they do not
need to quarantine, or be tested after exposure to the
coronavirus, as long as they have no symptoms, the agency
said.
Peter Hotez, co-director of the Texas Children’s Hospital Center
for Vaccine Development, applauded the advice but said it has
taken too long for the CDC to tell an exhausted public when their
masks can come off.
“The sooner we move to telling people if you’re fully vaccinated
you don’t have to wear masks, that will be an incentive for people
to get vaccinated,” Hotez said.
For those who have made it through the rocky vaccine rollout, the
five pages of guidelines offer a road map of sorts to
resuming aspects of daily life that have been on hold for
more than a year. They come as states have begun reopening
and as government and public health officials are racing to
vaccinate people as fast as possible to outpace highly
transmissible versions of the virus spreading in nearly every state.

After a slow start, the pace of inoculations is accelerating, with 60
million people in the United States having received one shot and
more than 31 million people fully vaccinated as of Monday, or
about 9 percent of the population, according to the CDC. On
Saturday, 2.9 million doses were administered, a record, while
about 2.2 million people on average are getting vaccinated daily.
President Biden has vowed to have enough supply for every adult
who wants a shot by late May, raising hopes of a return to normal
life.
The country is “starting to turn a corner,” Andy Slavitt, White
House senior adviser for the coronavirus response, said in a
briefing Monday, with the guidance highlighting “what a world
looks like where we move beyond covid-19.”
CDC Director Rochelle Walensky said the recommendations
sought to balance potential risk to those who are unvaccinated
and impacts on community transmission against the benefit of
“getting back to some of the things that we love in life” for those
who are inoculated. She and others warned that millions more
people need to be vaccinated before everyone can stop following
coronavirus precautions.
The CDC will continue to update this initial guidance, perhaps
loosening travel restrictions if new infections continue to decrease
as vaccinations increase, Walensky said. But with over 90 percent
of the population still unvaccinated and levels of virus high, even
those who have received the shots “might get breakthrough
infections with lesser amounts of virus,” she said, referring to a
fully vaccinated person getting infected.
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Mar. 10
UK COVID-19 variant has significantly higher death rate, study finds
LONDON (Reuters) - A highly infectious variant of COVID-19
that has spread around the world since it was first
discovered in Britain late last year is between 30% and
100% more deadly than previous dominant variants,
researchers said on Wednesday.
In a study that compared death rates among people in
Britain infected with the new SARS-CoV-2 variant - known
as B.1.1.7 - against those infected with other variants of the
COVID-19-causing virus, scientists said the new variant’s
mortality rate was “significantly higher”.
The B.1.1.7 variant was first detected in Britain in
September 2020, and has since also been found in more
than 100 other countries.
It has 23 mutations in its genetic code - a relatively high
number - and some of them have made it far more easily
spread. Scientists say it is about 40%-70% more
transmissible than previous dominant variants that were
circulating.
In the UK study, published in the British Medical Journal on
Wednesday, infection with the new variant led to 227 deaths
in a sample of 54,906 COVID-19 patients, compared with
141 among the same number of patients infected with other
variants.

“Coupled with its ability to spread rapidly, this makes B.1.1.7
a threat that should be taken seriously,” said Robert Challen,
a researcher at Exeter University who co-led the research.
Independent experts said this study’s findings add to
previous preliminary evidence linking infection with the
B.1.1.7 virus variant with an increased risk of dying from
COVID-19.
Initial findings from the study were presented to the UK
government earlier this year, along with other research, by
experts on its New and Emerging Respiratory Virus Threats
Advisory Group, or NERVTAG, panel.
Lawrence Young, a virologist and professor of molecular
oncology at Warwick University, said the precise
mechanisms behind the higher death rate of the B.1.1.7
variant were still not clear, but “could be related to higher
levels of virus replication as well as increased
transmissibility”.
He warned that the UK variant was likely fuelling a recent
surge in infections across Europe.
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Mar. 10
COVID-19 antibody cuts hospitalizations and deaths by 87%
In trial data released [today], the company said its
bamlanivimab-etesevimab duo slashed the risk of
hospitalization and death by a whopping 87% versus
placebo. Investigators tested a combination of 700 mg of
bamlanivimab and 1400 mg of etesevimab in a trial
comprising 769 patients total.
It's the starkest reduction in hospitalizations and deaths for a
COVID-19 therapeutic seen so far, and in a “fairly sizable”
sample size, Lilly’s COVID-19 therapeutics platform leader
Janelle Sabo said in an interview.
Lilly's combo previously posted a 70% reduction in
hospitalizations and deaths at higher doses of 2800 mg
each. The new trial used the doses now authorized by the
FDA in newly diagnosed patients at high risk of severe
disease—the same population the combo is approved to
treat.
The new trial reinforces other data Lilly has seen to date and
shows the FDA's authorization covers the right doses in the
right patients, Sabo added.
The combo scored its emergency nod last month on the
heels of the earlier data. Lilly has partnered with Amgen to
help produce up to 1 million doses of the cocktail this year.
Patients over 65, or those under 65 but who are overweight
or have multiple health problems, qualify as high-risk for

treatment with the drug. For patients under 65, it’s “about
looking at the combination of weight” and other factors, Sabo
said.
In the new study, investigators tracked four hospitalizations
and zero deaths among patients who received the Lilly
antibody combo. That compared with 11 hospitalizations and
four deaths for patients on placebo.
In the two phase 3 cohorts so far, zero patients who received
the antibody combination have died, while 14 patients died
on placebo. Thirteen of those placebo deaths were deemed
to be related to COVID-19.
After its FDA authorization, Lilly inked another supply deal
with the U.S. government covering 100,000 doses for $210
million. The doses will be delivered before the end of the
month, and the government has the option to purchase 1.1
million more doses through Nov. 25 depending on demand.
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Mar. 11
Brazil’s hospitals are faltering as coronavirus variant tears through the country
... “We have reached the limit across Brazil; rare are the
exceptions,” Dias, who leads the governors’ forum, said.
“The chance of dying without assistance is real.”
Those deaths have already started. In Brazil’s wealthiest
state, Sao Paulo, at least 30 patients died this month
while waiting for ICU beds, according to a tally published
Wednesday by the news site G1. In southern Santa
Catarina state, 419 people are waiting for transfer to ICU
beds. In neighboring Rio Grande do Sul, ICU capacity is
at 106%.
Alexandre Zavascki, a doctor in Rio Grande do Sul’s capital
Porto Alegre, described a constant arrival of hospital patients
who struggle to breathe.
“I have a lot of colleagues who, at times, stop to cry. This
isn’t medicine we’re used to performing routinely. This is
medicine adapted for a war scenario,” said Zavascki, who
oversees infectious disease treatment at a private hospital.
“We see a good part of the population refusing to see what’s
happening, resisting the facts. Those people could be next
to step inside the hospital and will want beds. But there
won’t be one.”
...
The most recent surge is driven by the P1 variant, which
Brazil’s health minister said last month is three times as
transmissible as the original strain. It first became dominant

in the Amazonian city Manaus and in January forced the
airlift of hundreds of patients to other states.
Brazil’s failure to arrest the virus’ spread since then is
increasingly seen as a concern not just for Latin American
neighbors, but also as a warning to the world, Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus, director of the World Health
Organization, said in a March 5 press briefing.
“In the whole country, aggressive use of the public health
measures, social measures, will be very, very crucial,” he
said. “Without doing things to impact transmission or
suppress the virus, I don’t think we will be able in Brazil to
have the declining trend.”
Last week’s tally of more than 10,000 deaths was Brazil’s
highest since the pandemic began, and this week’s toll is
on track to be even greater after the country posted
nearly 2,300 deaths on Wednesday — blowing away the
prior day’s total that was also a record.
...
“Every day is a new surprise, a new variant, a city whose
health system enters collapse,” Romano said. “We’re now in
the worst phase. Whether this will be the worst phase of all,
unfortunately we don’t know what’s yet to come.”
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Mar. 11
Israel’s cases drop after exit from 3rd lockdown
Israel: This week the economy opened nearly fully a month
after exit from 3rd lockdown, cases are dropping at a ~30%
weekly rate

At this stage after exit from 2nd lockdown, without B117 and
with less of the economy open, cases increased
Infected / vaccinated above age 16: 86%!
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Novavax vaccine 96% effective against original coronavirus,
86% vs British variant in UK trial
... There were no cases of severe illness or deaths among those who got
the vaccine, the company said, in a sign that it could stop the worse
effects of new variants that have cropped up.
...
In a smaller trial conducted in South Africa - where volunteers were
primarily exposed to another newer, more contagious variant widely
circulating there and spreading around the world - the Novavax vaccine
was 55% effective, based on people without HIV, but still fully prevented
severe illness.
Novavax Chief Medical Officer Filip Dubovsky said the performance in
South Africa suggests there may still be a case for using it in areas
where the South African variant is dominant.
Novavax is also developing new formulations of its vaccine to protect
against emerging variants and plans to initiate clinical testing of these
shots in the second quarter of this year.
Results from the final analysis of the UK trial were largely in line with
interim data released in January.
The company expects to use the data to submit for regulatory
authorization in various countries. It is not clear when it will seek U.S.
authorization or if regulators will require it to complete an ongoing
trial in the United States.
Novavax expects data from a 30,000-person trial in the United
States and Mexico by early April.
Dubovsky said that Novavax is still planning to file for authorization from
UK regulators early in the second quarter of 2021.

The UK trial, which enrolled more than 15,000 people aged 18 to 84,
assessed efficacy of the vaccine during a period with high transmission
of the UK virus variant now circulating widely.
The shot’s effectiveness in the South Africa trial declined to around
49% when the analysis included data from HIV-positive participants.
The vaccine could be cleared for use in the United States as soon as
May if U.S. regulators decide the UK data is enough to make a decision.
It could take a couple months longer if they insist on first seeing data
from the U.S. trial, its chief executive told Reuters earlier this month.
“Ultimately, they have to decide whether the data we can bring to the
table is adequate or whether they would prefer to wait on data from our
U.S. study,” Dubovsky said on Thursday.
Novavax’s vaccine production plants should all be fully functional by
April, executives said on a March investor call. The drugmaker
expects to have tens of millions of doses stockpiled and ready to
ship in the United States when it receives authorization, CEO
Stanley Erck told Reuters.
Novavax plans to produce its two-shot vaccine at eight
manufacturing locations, including the Serum Institute of India.
If authorized, it would follow three COVID-19 vaccines previously
approved for use in Britain from Pfizer and partner BioNTech, Moderna
Inc and the AstraZeneca shot developed with Oxford University.
The Maryland-based company has received $1.6 billion from the
U.S. government in funding for the vaccine trial and to secure 100
million doses.
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Mar. 12
Biden aims for quicker shots, ‘independence from this virus’
... President Joe Biden pledged in his first prime-time address to
make all adults eligible for vaccines by May 1 and raised the
possibility of beginning to “mark our independence from
this virus” by the Fourth of July. He offered Americans fresh
hope and appealed anew for their help.
Speaking in the White House East Room Thursday night, Biden
honored the “collective suffering” of Americans over the past
year in his 24-minute address and then offered them a vision for
a return to a modicum of normalcy this summer.
...
The speech came just hours after Biden signed into law a
$1.9 trillion relief package that he said will help defeat the
virus, nurse the economy back to health and deliver direct aid to
Americans struggling to make ends meet.
Some cash distributions could begin arriving in the bank
accounts of Americans this weekend.
..
Most noticeable to many Americans are provisions providing
up to $1,400 in direct payments and extending $300 weekly
emergency unemployment benefits into early September.
Also included are expanded tax credits over the next year for
children, child care and family leave — some of them credits
that Democrats have signaled they’d like to make permanent —
plus spending for renters, food programs and people’s
utility bills.
I...
Biden announced an expansion of other efforts to speed
vaccinations, including deploying an additional 4,000 activeduty troops to support vaccination efforts and allowing more
people — such as medical students, veterinarians and

dentists — to deliver shots. He is also directing more doses
toward some 950 community health centers and up to
20,000 retail pharmacies, to make it easier for people to get
vaccinated closer to their homes.
Biden added that his administration is planning to launch a
nationwide website to help people find doses, saying it would
address frustrations so that there would be “no more searching
day and night for an appointment.”
Even as he offered optimism, Biden made clear that the July 4
timetable applied only to smaller gatherings, not larger ones,
and requires cooperation from Americans to continue to
wear face coverings, maintain social distancing and follow
federal guidelines meant to slow the spread of the virus in the
near term. He also called on them roll up their sleeves to get
vaccinated as soon as they’re eligible.
This is “not the time to not stick with the rules,” Biden said,
warning of the potential for backsliding just as the nation is
on the cusp of defeating the virus. “I need you, the American
people,” he added. “I need you. I need every American to do
their part.”
...
On Monday, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
released initial guidance for how vaccinated people can resume
some normal activities. On Wednesday, Congress approved the
president’s $1.9 trillion “American Rescue Plan,” aimed at easing
the economic impact of the virus on tens of millions of people.
And the nation was on pace to administer its 100 millionth
dose of vaccine as soon as Thursday. ...
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Mar. 13
Researchers in Scotland find Pfizer and Astra-Zeneca vaccines
reduce risk of transmission
Researchers in Scotland found that people living with health
workers who had been given one dose of a coronavirus
vaccine were 30% less likely to get it themselves.

mitigations to prevent spread in our daily lives," she said.
She added that the risk of transmission did not go down to zero
after individual healthcare workers were vaccinated.

The same study found that households of health workers who
had received both doses were 54% less likely to contract
the virus.

Dr David McAllister, of Glasgow University, said: "Our study has
important implications for informing vaccination strategies.

The findings are the first in the UK to provide direct evidence
that COVID-19 vaccines not only prevent severe disease and
death - but also transmission.
Experts from Public Health Scotland and the University of
Glasgow who carried out the research noted that both are low
estimates - as household members could still have contracted
the virus from elsewhere.
They carried out the study on 300,000 NHS workers and
their households between 8 December - when the first
vaccines were given out in Scotland - and 3 March.
Dr Dianne Stockton, the Public Health Scotland lead for the
coronavirus vaccination surveillance programme, said the
results are "encouraging", but stressed this should not make
the public complacent.
"Despite this good news, it is important to remember that
infection prevention and control practices in healthcare
settings remain of paramount importance, as do the

"The Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation in the
United Kingdom recently commented on the lack of real-world
evidence evaluating the role of vaccination programmes on
transmission.
"We provide the first direct evidence that vaccinating individuals
working in high-exposure settings reduces the risk to their close
contacts - members of their households."
The UK vaccination programme is set to get a boost next week,
with staff on standby to go to "maximum capacity" and
administer twice as many jabs as they have been.
It comes as supplies increase, raising hopes that the target of
having every adult vaccinated by the end of July could arrive
sooner.
The latest figures show that 23,053,716 people in the UK have
now received a first dose.
That is the equivalent of 43.8% of people aged 18 and over.
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Mar. 13
Philippines detects Brazil, local COVID-19 variants as cases surge
The Philippines on Saturday reported a spike in coronavirus infections
and its first case of the highly contagious variant first identified in
Brazil, while confirming nearly 100 infections of a new variant
discovered locally.
A Filipino returning from Brazil tested positive for the P.1 Brazil
variant after 752 samples were sequenced at the genome centre, the
health ministry said in a statement.
It also reported that 98 cases were of the similar P.3 variant first
detected in the Southeast Asian country early this month.
The ministry reported 5,000 new coronavirus cases, the largest singleday increase in more than six months, and 72 additional deaths.
Confirmed cases have increased to 616,611 while confirmed deaths have
reached 12,766.

Laos

Philippines

“At present, the P.3 is not identified as a variant of concern as current
available data are insufficient to conclude whether the variant will have
significant public health implications,” the ministry said.
It reported 59 new infections of the B.1.1.7 variant first detected in Britain,
and 32 cases of the B.1.351 variant discovered in South Africa. This
brings cases for those variants to 177 and 90, respectively.
“Correct and consistent adherence to the minimum public health
standards will prevent the transmission of these variants,” the ministry
said.
The Philippines, which has the *second-highest COVID-19 cases and
deaths in Southeast Asia, is battling a renewed surge as it ramps up a
vaccination drive that started on March 1.
*Indonesia has the highest (if China’s reported numbers are accurate);
Laos the lowest

Indonesia
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Mar. 14
AstraZeneca’s EU Vaccine Woes Deepens on Clots, Nationalism
AstraZeneca Plc’s European vaccine nightmare is
worsening, with a number of countries halting shots over
safety fears as further delivery delays prompt governments
around the world to hoard doses they’ve already got.
Ireland on Sunday joined a growing list of about a dozen
countries moving to suspend the shot over concerns
about possible side effects from two batches of the
vaccines. While Europe’s medicines regulator said there
was no indication of any issues, reports of serious blood
clotting after inoculation triggered a spate of
suspensions stretching as far as Thailand.
...
But the various issues mean Astra will only be able to
deliver about 100 million doses to the EU in the first half
of the year, it said Friday, about a third of the number
originally planned. Thirty million doses are due to be
delivered by the end of this quarter, with the rest coming in
the next three months.
Italy has already responded with direct action, making use
of a new EU measure to stop Astra from shipping some
doses to Australia. Prime Minister Mario Draghi hinted on
Friday that he’ll do that again if he has to.
...
Support for the vaccine in the developing world, where the
relative low price and ability to store the shot without special
refrigeration fueled its initial appeal, could also be hurt by
suspensions. AstraZeneca has pledged significant
supplies to the Covax program, a facility that aims to

distribute vaccines equitably around the world.
The number of incidents reported -- about 30 from a
group of around five million -- is no greater than what
would have occurred naturally in that size of population,
according to regulators and scientists.
“Genuine problems with a batch are very rare and
almost always relate to contamination by bacteria or
physical” particles like glass detected by the
manufacturer, said Stephen Evans, a professor at the
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine. “Pausing the
use in this case is not evidence-based.”
The U.K. has administered more than 25 million vaccine
doses -- many of those being the Astra shot -- without
raising any alarms over clotting. Safety data covering
more than 17 million Astra doses administered “has
shown no evidence of an increased risk of pulmonary
embolism, deep vein thrombosis or thrombocytopenia,”
the company said in a statement Saturday after the
Norwegian decision.
The Astra vaccine has become an emblem for growing
pandemic nationalism as countries race to inoculate
populations as quickly as possible. The U.S. has already
ordered nearly enough vaccines from the three
manufacturers with authorization from the Food and Drug
Administration to immunize its adult population twice over. ...
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Mar. 14
Australia records first local COVID-19 case in two weeks
... after a doctor tested positive for the coronavirus, triggering
restrictions in area hospitals.

first time to allow residents of Niue, a small Pacific
country, to enter.

Queensland state Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk said the
unnamed doctor last week treated two patients who had
recently returned to Australia and had tested positive for
the UK variant.

They will not have to quarantine on their arrival from March
24, Arden said.

“We know this doctor, who assessed these two COVIDpositive patients was at the hospital at the time. Now, she
developed symptoms,” Palaszczuk told reporters in the state
capital, Brisbane. It was Australia’s first local infection
since Feb 24.

“Niue has no reported cases of COVID-19 and its
stringent border controls mean we can be confident it is
safe to commence quarantine-free travel to New Zealand
from Niue,” Ardern said in an emailed statement.

The doctor, whose name was not released, treated patients,
forcing authorities into urgent contact-tracing, Palaszczuk
said. The authorities have yet to determine how many
people the doctor treated.
As officials seek to determine the size of the outbreak,
Palaszczuk said, all hospitals in the state capital will be
closed to visitors.
Australia has reported just over 29,000 coronavirus
infections and 909 COVID-19 deaths, far fewer than many
developed countries, helped by international border
closures, lockdowns and strict social-distancing rules.
In neighbouring New Zealand, Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern
said on Saturday the country will reopen its borders for the

Australia

New Zealand
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Mar. 15
A new wave is taking hold in Europe and South America

South America
Europe
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Mar. 15
Florida is the US bellwether for B.1.1.7

Florida Daily Cases

Eric Topol states “Florida is the US bellwether for B.1.1.7,
now exceeding 50% of infections. Still no sign of any
increase in cases.
Every day we continue to see this is encouraging.
Track for the next couple of weeks before we can say
we've dodged it.

B.1.1.7 Variant Cases in US

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/transmission/variant-cases.html
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Mar. 16
Thai PM gets AstraZeneca jab, Indonesia suspends the vaccine
... Thailand last week was the first country outside Europe to
temporarily suspend using the AstraZeneca vaccine. Indonesia
followed on Monday, saying it was waiting for a full report from the
World Health Organization regarding possible side effects.
But Thailand’s health authorities decided to go ahead with AstraZeneca,
with Prayuth and members of his Cabinet receiving the first shots.
A large number of European countries — including Germany, France,
Italy and Spain — suspended use of the AstraZeneca vaccine
Monday over reports of dangerous blood clots in some recipients,
though the company and international regulators say there is no
evidence the shot is to blame.
The EU’s drug regulatory agency called a meeting for Thursday to
review experts’ findings on the AstraZeneca shot and to decide whether
action needs to be taken.

also, Sweden
pauses use

suspend vaccinations. Australia has vaccinated about 200,000 people
so far and plans to import and manufacture 70 million vaccine doses
from AstraZeneca.
“The government clearly, unequivocally, absolutely supports the
AstraZeneca rollout, clearly, unequivocally, absolutely. And the reason
why is very simple — it will help save lives and protect lives, and it’s
done so on the basis of the medical advice,” Hunt told Parliament.
Australia’s chief medical officer, Paul Kelly, said there was no evidence
so far that the vaccine causes blood clots.
“Blood clots happen, they happen in Australia fairly commonly,” he said.
“But, from my perspective, I do not see that there is any specific link
between the AstraZeneca vaccine and blood clots, and I’m not alone in
that opinion.”
By far the largest user of the AstraZeneca vaccine is India.

Other countries in the Asia-Pacific region also said they would press
ahead with vaccination programs.
In the Philippines, presidential spokesperson Harry Roque said his
country would not suspend usage because the benefits outweighed
any risks. The country has so far received 525,00 doses of the
AstraZeneca vaccine under the World Health Organization’s COVAX
arrangement and has administered 12,788 doses so far. Several million
more doses have been ordered by the government and private
companies.
“There is still no clear data that shows that the blood clotting was caused
by AstraZeneca. If such data will come out, maybe we will also stop the
use of AstraZeneca,” Roque said. “As of now, our experts are saying
again that the benefits we get from using AstraZeneca are larger than
the side effects of this vaccine.”
Australian Health Minister Greg Hunt said his country would not

India is using two vaccines — the AstraZeneca shot made by Serum
Institute of India, and another one by Indian vaccine maker Bharat
Biotech — to immunize its vast population. Of the more than 25.6 million
people in India who have received at least one shot of a vaccine, over
23.4 million have received the AstraZeneca shot, according to
government data.
Health officials told the Press Trust of India news agency on Saturday
that a total of 234 adverse events, including 71 deaths, had been
reported after receiving either vaccine — but that no causal link had
been found. The government is now reviewing the cases for a final
assessment.
Serum Institute of India, the world’s largest vaccine maker, has been
contracted by AstraZeneca to make a billion doses of vaccine for
developing nations. By March 4, India had exported over 48.1 million
doses of vaccine, including 11.9 million doses to COVAX and 28.8 ...
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Mar. 17
New French coronavirus variant appears to bypass standard tests
PARIS — French authorities are warning of a new
coronavirus variant in the northwestern region of
Brittany that escapes detection by standard PCR tests.
While harder to detect, the "initial analyses of this new
variant doesn't suggest either increased severity or
increased transmissibility," the health ministry said in
statement late Monday.
The World Health Organization has placed this new
strain in its category of "variant under investigation"
due to its bypassing PCR tests. This category includes
most of the thousands of variants that occur naturally — of
which only a small proportion will pose public health
problems — as opposed to the "variant of concern"
category, which includes strains found in Brazil, the
U.K. and South Africa.
An in-depth investigation is underway in Brittany, after eight
cases were identified as carriers of the variant from
sequencing in a cluster of 79 cases in the town of Lannion.
The announcement came as France battles a resurgence
in coronavirus cases, with President Emmanuel Macron
warning that new lockdown measures could come in
coming days.
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Mar. 17
Australia gives COVID-19 shots to virus-hit Papua New Guinea
Australia will send COVID-19 vaccines from its own supply to its
near-neighbor Papua New Guinea and will ask AstraZeneca to
send more to try to contain a concerning wave of infections,
Australia’s prime minister said Wednesday.
...
Papua New Guinea is a poor country of almost 9 million
culturally diverse people who speak more than 800
languages and mostly live in traditional villages. The extent
of the pandemic there is difficult to gauge because of a lack
testing.
Australian Chief Medical Officer Paul Kelly said half the women
attending hospitals in the capital Port Moresby due to
pregnancy were testing positive. Large numbers of front-line
health workers were also contracting COVID-19.
“These are all signs that there is a major epidemic in the
community,” Kelly said.
Marape warned this week that one in three or four people in
Papua New Guinea could soon be infected.
...
Papua New Guinea is separated from the Australian mainland
by an archipelago across the Torres Strait where residents
have island-hopped between the two countries for
generations.
Morrison announced new flight restrictions between the countries
Wednesday. The sea border has been closed due to the
pandemic, but is difficult to police. Several recent COVID-19
cases detected in the Australian state closest to Papua New
Guinea, Queensland, originated across the border.

Morrison said the Papua New Guinea emergency “presents
very real risks to Australia.”
...
Australia has been among the most successful countries in
the world in containing community spread of the disease.
One of the reasons for Australia’s success is that it does not share
a land border with any country. ...
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Mar. 18
There has been a sharp spike in infections in several European countries
... Health experts in the U.S., though, say what’s happening in Europe
should serve as a warning against ignoring social distancing or
dropping other safeguards too early.

closing all nonessential shops and businesses. The country of 7 million
people reported more than 5,000 new cases on Tuesday, its highest
number in months.

“Each of these countries has had nadirs like we are having now, and
each took an upward trend after they disregarded known mitigation
strategies,” said Dr. Rochelle Walensky, director of the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. "They simply took their eye off the ball.”

The trends are far more encouraging in the U.S., which has recorded
about 537,000 deaths overall, more than any other country.

The result has been a sharp spike in new infections and
hospitalizations in several European countries over the past few
weeks.
Poland’s rate of new COVID-19 cases has more than doubled since
February, straining its health care system and leading to a three-week
nationwide lockdown announced Wednesday for shopping malls,
theaters, galleries and sports centers.
Italy closed most of its classrooms at the beginning of this week and
expanded areas where restaurants and cafes can do only takeout or
delivery. The country's health experts say they're seeing an increasing
number of patients who are middle-aged and younger.
In France, officials imposed weekend lockdowns around the French
Riviera in the south and the English Channel in the north, and are
preparing new restrictions for the Paris region and perhaps beyond to be
announced Thursday.
COVID-19 patients occupy 100% of standard intensive care hospital
beds in the area surrounding the nation's capital.
“If we don’t do anything, we’re heading toward catastrophe,” Remi
Salomon, a top official in the Paris public hospital authority, told BFM
television.
Serbia announced a nationwide lockdown for the rest of the week,

Deaths per day in the U.S. have plunged to an average of just under
1,300, down from a high of about 3,400 two months ago. New cases
are running at about 55,000 per day on average after peaking at
more than a quarter-million per day in early January.
...
The European Union’s overall vaccination efforts lag far behind those of
Britain and the U.S because of shortages and other hurdles. Roughly 1
in every 5 people in the U.S. has received at least one dose, while in
most of the European countries, it’s fewer than 1 of every 10.
In another troubling turn, many European countries — including
Germany, France, Spain and Italy — have suspended use of
AstraZeneca’s COVID-19 vaccine over reports of dangerous blood clots
in a small number of recipients, though regulators say there is no
evidence the shot is to blame.
Many European nations haven’t vaccinated quickly enough to stay ahead
of the more contagious variants, said Dr. Amesh Adalja, a senior scholar
at the Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security in Baltimore, Maryland.
Those variants are also taking hold in the U.S.
...
Europe’s “rapid relaxation of distancing requirements in a lot of places,
combined with populations letting their guard down as they look ahead to
the light at the end of the long pandemic tunnel, helped set the stage for
the current surges,” he said.
The lesson for the the U.S., he said, is to keep vaccinating those at risk
as fast as possible, keep an eye on variants, and "keep slow and steady
with the easing of social distancing requirements.”
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 2,700,000

Select live link for current number
and to access interactive version
of the line chart below
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Mar. 19
Experts urge caution as 15 states see uptick in COVID-19 infections
Even with the race to vaccinate as many Americans as possible
accelerating, some experts are warning that if Americans do not also
follow proper safety and mitigation measures, the U.S. could see a
COVID-19 resurgence.
Although the country's national daily case average continues to fall -about 32.5% over the last month -- nearly a third of all states have seen
their average number of cases rise at least 10%.
Those 15 states are: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi,
Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Oregon and West Virginia,

according to an ABC News analysis of state data compiled by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Several states -- Delaware, Idaho, Minnesota, Nevada, Oregon and
West Virginia -- have seen their case averages increase by at least
25% in the last week.
"Minnesota, I think, is really a harbinger of things to come. We're
loosening up all the restrictions we've had, and in some ways creating a
perfect storm moment for virus transmission, whether it's a variant or
not," Michael Osterholm, an epidemiologist and head of the University of
Minnesota's Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy, told ABC

> 10% increase over last week
Plateauing over last week
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Mar. 19
Signs the pandemic could get worse
The number of people hospitalized with a confirmed case of COVID-19
in the United States has been plummeting since early January. Until
about three weeks ago, hospitalizations in Michigan were following
the same pattern: More people with COVID-19 were leaving the hospital
than were being admitted.

Health and Human Services have shown that hospitalizations have risen
by 45 percent from the state’s recent low on February 25. According to
federal data, among U.S. metropolitan areas with more than 1 million
people, the Detroit area now ranks fourth in hospital admissions—and
first in a metric that combines increases in test positivity and cases.
...

But in the past few weeks, data from the CDC and the Department of

Key Michigan
COVID-19 Metrics
July 15, 2020 to
March 17, 2021
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Mar. 20
B.1.1.7 variant is likely 20-30% of US infections
A new, more contagious and potentially more deadly variant of the
coronavirus is spreading across the US, and health officials are
worried.
The B.1.1.7 variant, first spotted in the UK, is not only more easily
transmitted, but it also appears to be more deadly. Dr. Anthony Fauci
warned about it Friday in a White House coronavirus update.
It was first spotted in Colorado at the end of December, said Fauci,
the director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
and the chief medical adviser to President Biden.
"Since then it has been detected in 50 jurisdictions in the United
States, and likely accounts now for about 20 to 30% of the
infections in this country. And that number is growing," Fauci said.
"Of concern is that there are about 50% increase in transmission with
this particular variant that has been documented in the UK and there's
likely an increase in severity of disease if infected with this variant,"
he said.
Fauci pointed to one study showing a 64% increased risk of death for
people infected with B.1.1.7 compared to those infected with the older,
so-called wild-type variant. He showed a second study that indicated a
61% higher risk of death with B.1.1.7.
But vaccines appear to protect well against B.1.1.7 and treatments
such as monoclonal antibodies also appear to work against this
particular variant, Fauci said.
That makes it more important than ever to get people vaccinated
quickly, he said.
...
Real-life use of the Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna vaccines indicate
that while the B.1.1.7 variant can elude, somewhat, the immune
response prompted by immunization, it's not enough to make the

vaccines any less effective in protecting people. That's because the
vaccines cause a broad immune response so that even if it's a
little weakened, it's still powerful enough to prevent serious
disease and death.
There's less evidence about the vaccine made by Johnson &
Johnson's Janssen vaccine arm, although it was tested in the US after
B.1.1.7 started circulating.
...
Several experiments indicate that the B.1.351 and P.1. variants
may much more easily evade the immune response prompted by
vaccines and also by some monoclonal antibody treatments, which
deploy lab engineered immune system proteins to boost immune
response.
Not as many experiments have been done using the more recently
authorized Johnson & Johnson vaccine, but it was tested in the US
after B.1.1.7 was starting to spread; in South Africa after B.1.351 was
already the most common variant; and in Brazil after P.1 became
widespread.
While it was less effective against moderate disease in South Africa
and Brazil than in the US, it nonetheless strongly protected people
against severe disease, hospitalizations and deaths in clinical trials.
Viruses mutate all the time, and a few of the mutations have taken
hold in variants that have arisen in the US, notably in California
and New York. The changes they carry include some of the
changes that make the B.1.351 and P.1 variants so much more
dangerous than B.1.1.7. So Fauci and the CDC say that makes it
even more important to get as many people vaccinated as possible
before those variants can spread.
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1 in 6 US adults has been fully vaccinated for COVID-19, CDC says
Roughly one in every six U.S. adults has been fully vaccinated
for the coronavirus, according to new data released Saturday
by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
The CDC’s vaccine tracker, which was updated Saturday
afternoon, shows that 16.7 percent of the adult population
has been fully vaccinated. More than 40 percent of adults
aged 65 years and older are also fully vaccinated.
More than 121 million doses in total have been administered,
and nearly 43 million adults are fully inoculated.
Three different vaccines for the coronavirus have been
approved for emergency use by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) from Pfizer, Moderna and Johnson &
Johnson. The Pfizer and Moderna shots require two doses for
full efficacy, while the Johnson & Johnson vaccine requires
just one inoculation.
More than 21 million of the fully vaccinated adults received
the Pfizer shot, followed by 19.8 million who received the
Moderna vaccine and 2.15 million who got the Johnson &
Johnson shot, which was just recently released.
The Biden administration has already surpassed its goal of
administering 100 million shots in its first 100 days as it ramps
up its distribution efforts, but public health experts are urging
people to continue to take precautions like wearing a mask
and social distancing to prevent the further spread of the virus.

Despite the increased availability of the vaccines, only half of
health care workers have gotten the vaccine, according to
a recent poll by The Washington Post-Kaiser Family
Foundation. A majority of unvaccinated health care
workers have not decided whether they would get it, and
have expressed concerns about side effects and the
newness of the vaccine.
A sizable group of Americans throughout the country have
also expressed similar concerns and hesitancy surrounding
the shot.
Public health experts, including the nation's top infectious
diseases expert Anthony Fauci, stated that in order to achieve
herd immunity in the country, up to 85 percent of the
population would need to be vaccinated.
The news from the CDC comes the same day that the United
Kingdom announced that half of its adult population has
received at least one dose of the coronavirus vaccine. The
number represents a milestone in a country that has been
forced into lockdown after the emergence of a new COVID-19
variant.
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Grandparents in the pandemic: a lost year, but now some hope
...The first 12 months of the pandemic represent a lost year for many in the
largest group of grandparents in U.S. history. Most of the nation’s some 70
million grandparents are in the fourth quarter of their lives, and the clock
has kept running.
“Working with older adults, I’m seeing a lot of depression, a lot of
increases in loneliness,” says Nick Nicholson, a nursing professor and
researcher on aging at Quinnipiac University in Hamden, Connecticut. “It’s
been really difficult ... the anxiety, the despair, the social isolation. Over
time, there are so many adverse effects. The sooner we expand the
bubble, the better, so people can start healing together.”
The federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention last week offered
some beginning steps forward for Year 2, saying fully vaccinated
grandparents could visit in a single household with healthy children
and grandchildren without masks or other special precautions.
...
Joaniko Kohchi, who heads the Institute for Parenting at Adelphi University
in Garden City, New York, says grandparents and other family members
need to be cautious as they try to return to something that passes for
normalcy.
“There’s going to be unquestionably a period of adjustment that will
continue; planning and flexibility is really important,” she says.
Also unknown: how much some older adults have been hurt not only
emotionally but mentally by losing in-person contacts and other activity
outside their homes for a year.
“I think seeing the same two to three people all time, it can be really
tough,” says Arman Ramnath, whose India-born grandmother Vijaya
Ramnath, 94, has lived with his parents in Columbus, Ohio, since before
he was born. “It kind of ages you faster.”
While many grandparents are keeping in touch by phone, text and video
chats, others lack access or ability to use such technology. A study

conducted last September and October found resilience among older
Americans, but also signs of trouble, with many reporting decreased
happiness and some reporting increased loneliness and depression
heading into winter.
...
Many grandparents actively help out their children by baby-sitting and
school or daycare pickups, so pandemic barriers against that have made
for “a lose-lose” situation for families, Nicholson says.
One in 10 U.S. grandparents now live in the same household with at
least one grandchild. In some Asian cultures, that has long been
common. In Ramnath’s family, his India-born maternal grandmother,
Saroja Seetharaman, rotates among her three children and their six
grandchildren, in Dallas, Atlanta and his Columbus home.
Ramanth, 27, has been nervous about getting near his older grandmother,
Vijaya, especially whenever he has just returned from Washington, where
he is a Georgetown University Law School student. He is studying
remotely but sometimes must visit school such as to pick up books.
Like the grandparents who lament time lost with their growing
grandchildren, grandchildren can feel badly about missed
opportunities with their aging loved ones.
Ramanth would have liked to have spent time with her in the past year
learning more about the family’s history. She once met Mohandas K.
Gandhi, India’s late famed leader and proponent of nonviolence. She
attended a tea hosted by Queen Elizabeth II. And he’s seen photos of her
late husband, a high-ranking Indian Navy officer, with the late Indian Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi.
“This is a time when I wish I could talk to her more about her life, as she’s
getting older,” says Ramanth, who hopes to have more contact soon now
that she’s been fully vaccinated. “At times it can be kind of sad. You don’t
get to spend as much time with someone even if they’re living with you.”
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AstraZeneca vaccine safe and effective in new trial data
FRANKFURT/LONDON (Reuters) - AstraZeneca’s COVID-19 vaccine
developed with Oxford University was 79% effective in preventing
symptomatic illness in a large trial in Chile, Peru and the United
States, the company said on Monday, paving the way for it to apply
for U.S. approval.
The vaccine was also 100% effective against severe or critical
disease and hospitalisation, and was safe, the partners said on
Monday, releasing results of the late-stage human trial study of more
than 32,000 volunteers across all age groups.
The data will give credence to the British shot after results from earlier,
separate late-stage studies raised questions about the robustness of
the data.
It will also help to allay safety concerns that have disrupted its use in
the European Union after a small number of reports of rare blood clots
in people who received the vaccine.
After briefly halting its use, many European countries have resumed
using the shot in their inoculation programmes after a regional
regulator said it was safe, while several country leaders are also
taking the vaccine to boost confidence.
AstraZeneca said an independent safety committee conducted a
specific review of the blood clots in the U.S. trial, as well as cerebral
venous sinus thrombosis (CVST), which is an extremely rare blood clot
in the brain, with the help of an independent neurologist.
The London-listed company said the panel found “no increased risk of
thrombosis or events characterised by thrombosis among the 21,583
participants receiving at least one dose of the vaccine. The specific
search for CVST found no events in this trial.”

“These results are great news as they show the remarkable efficacy of
the vaccine in a new population and are consistent with the results
from Oxford-led trials,” Andrew Pollard, who runs the Oxford Vaccine
Group, said.
AstraZeneca said it was preparing to submit the data to the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration and for a launch in the United
States should it win Emergency Use Authorization.
University of Oxford professor Sarah Gilbert told BBC radio that work to
prepare the submission will take a few weeks.
The efficacy read-out was above a rate of about 60%, cited by the
European Union’s drugs regulator in its December recommendation.
It was, however, in line with the maximum efficacy found by Britain’s
Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA), based
on cases with a three-month gap between the first and the second
dose.
In the trial, participants received either two standard doses of the
Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine or a placebo vaccine, at a four-week
interval.
Amongst participants in the interim analysis, about 79% were
white/Caucasian, 8% black/African American, 4% native American and
4% Asian, and 22% of participants were Hispanic, the company said.
About 20% of participants were 65 years and over, and approximately
60% had co-morbidities associated with an increased risk for
progression of severe COVID-19, such as diabetes, severe obesity or
cardiac disease.
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Missteps could mar long-term credibility of AstraZeneca shot
AstraZeneca’s repeated missteps in reporting vaccine data coupled with
a blood clot scare could do lasting damage to the credibility of a shot that
is the linchpin in the global strategy to stop the coronavirus pandemic,
potentially even undermining vaccine confidence more broadly, experts
say.
The latest stumble for the vaccine came Tuesday, when American
officials issued an unusual statement expressing concern that
AstraZeneca had included “outdated information” when it reported
encouraging results from a U.S. trial a day earlier. That may have
provided “an incomplete view of the efficacy data,” according to the
statement.
AstraZeneca responded that the results, which showed its shot was
about 79% effective, included information through Feb. 17 but appeared
to be consistent with more up-to-date data. It promised an update within
48 hours.
“I doubt it was (U.S. officials’) intention to deliberately undermine trust in
the AstraZeneca vaccine,” said Dr. Paul Hunter, a professor of medicine
at the University of East Anglia. “But this will likely cause more
vaccine hesitancy.”
...
Partial results from its first major trial — which Britain used to authorize
the vaccine — were clouded by a manufacturing mistake that
researchers didn’t immediately acknowledge. Insufficient data about how
well the vaccine protected older people led some countries to initially
restrict its use to younger populations before reversing course. U.S.
officials suspended an AstraZeneca study for an unusual six weeks while
they sought details about problems reported in Britain before deciding
the vaccine wasn’t to blame. Meanwhile, the European Union has
complained about delays in vaccine deliveries from the company.
Then last week, more than a dozen countries temporarily halted
their use of the AstraZeneca shot after reports of rare blood clots in

some people who received it. The European Medicines Agency
concluded the shot did not increase the overall incidence of clots, but the
unwanted attention appears to have left a mark.
In Norway, a top official warned Monday it might not be able to resume
its use of the vaccine because so many people were rejecting it.
...
Last week in Bucharest, Romania, vaccination coordinator Valeriu
Gheorghita said 33,000 AstraZeneca immunization appointments had
been canceled in 24 hours and that about a third of the 10,000
people scheduled to receive the vaccine did not show up. In
Belgrade, Serbia, a sprawling exhibition center set up for people to
get the AstraZeneca vaccine was mostly deserted on Monday.
...
But some experts have worried that the skepticism in Europe could
eventually cast a pall over the vaccine worldwide. They suggested one
measure that could reassure a jittery public: a green light from the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration.
“If the U.S. regulator looks at this data and authorizes AstraZeneca, that
will carry a lot of weight,” said Jimmy Whitworth, a professor of
international public health at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine.
AstraZeneca said it would be submitting its data to the FDA within
weeks.
It’s still possible the vaccine can bury the doubts. At a vaccination center
in Lisbon, 68-year-old Rui Manuel Martins dismissed the concerns,
saying millions had been immunized with very few ill effects.
“There’s always some cases of people rejecting any medications,” he
said before receiving his first dose. “It’s better to be vaccinated rather
than not.”
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Germany extends virus lockdown till mid-April as cases rise
Germany has extended its lockdown measures by another
month and imposed several new restrictions, including largely
shutting down public life over Easter, in an effort to drive down
the rate of coronavirus infections.
Speaking early Tuesday after a lengthy video call with the
country’s 16 state governors, Chancellor Angela Merkel
announced that restrictions previously set to run through
March 28 will now remain in place until April 18.
Coronavirus infections have increased steadily in Germany as
the more contagious variant first detected in Britain has
become dominant, and the country’s daily number of cases
per capita has passed that of the United States.
...
Officials agreed to largely shut down public life from April 1-3,
adding a public holiday and shutting down most stores for the
period. Public gatherings will be banned from April 1-5, to
encourage people to stay at home.
Amid concern over the rise in Germans traveling abroad on
holidays, authorities also agreed on a blanket requirement
for air travelers to be tested for COVID-19 before boarding
a flight to Germany.
Drawing up legally watertight rules has proved a headache at
times. A court in Germany’s most populous state, North RhineWestphalia, said Monday it struck down rules requiring people
to get appointments to visit shops. It said they violated a
requirement that businesses get equal treatment.

The state government promptly reinstated the rules, tightening
them for some businesses — such as bookshops and garden
centers — that were previously exempt.
According to Tuesday’s agreement, authorities will aim to offer
free tests to all students and teachers in German schools,
many of which have only recently reopened after months of
remote teaching.
Merkel said Germany, which had comparatively low deaths
during the first phase of the pandemic last spring, has seen
“successes but also of setbacks” and insisted that the
situation would improve as more people get vaccinated.
Germany’s vaccination campaign has so far lagged
behind expectations, with only about 9% of the
population receiving at least a first shot and 4% receiving
both doses by Sunday.
“It’s difficult for longer than we thought,” said Merkel. “But
there’s definitely light visible at the end of the tunnel.”
Asked about the EU’s plans to restrict the export of vaccines
and components, Merkel said she supported efforts by the
bloc’s executive Commission to ensure contracts are fulfilled,
citing the supply problems the EU has had with the
AstraZeneca shot.
Britain, which left the EU last year, has strongly protested
against the plans, fearing it could get cut off from deliveries ...
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Germany drops Easter shutdown plan, Merkel apologizes
BERLIN (AP) — Chancellor Angela Merkel on Wednesday
dropped plans for a five-day shutdown in Germany over
Easter, which had prompted confusion and criticism. She
called the idea a mistake and apologized to Germans.
Merkel announced the decision after calling a hastily
arranged videoconference on Wednesday with Germany’s 16
state governors, who are responsible for imposing and lifting
restrictions. The same group had come up with the
unexpected plan for deeper restrictions over Easter, which
was announced early Tuesday.
The plan was to make Thursday next week — the day before
Good Friday — a “rest day,” with all shops closed, and only
allow supermarkets to open on Easter Saturday. Since the
Friday and Monday are already holidays, that would have
created a five-day shutdown of public life — on top of existing
lockdown restrictions, which were extended through April 18.
The plan had raised many questions about logistical
details, which remained unresolved, and also was criticized
because there had been no public discussion of it before
it emerged in the small hours of Tuesday following lengthy
haggling.
“The idea of an Easter shutdown was drawn up with the best
intentions, because we must urgently manage to slow and
reverse the third wave of the pandemic,” Merkel said.
“However, the idea ... was a mistake — there were good

reasons for it but it could not be implemented well enough in
this short time.”
“This mistake is my mistake alone,” she told reporters. “A
mistake must be called a mistake, and above all it must be
corrected — and if possible, that has to happen it time.”
“At the same time, of course I know that this whole matter
triggers more uncertainty — I regret that deeply and I
apologize to all citizens,” she said.
Infection numbers in Germany have been rising again as
the more contagious variant of the virus that was first
detected in Britain has become dominant in the country.
Germany has registered more than 75,000 deaths since the
outbreak of the pandemic a year ago. The country’s
disease control center also reported 15,815 new infection
cases in the past 24 hours on Wednesday — a week ago
there were 13,435 new cases.
Merkel said that, even without the Easter shutdown,
decisions she has taken with the state governors offer a
“framework” to beat back the new wave of coronavirus
infections.
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1 report, 4 theories: Scientists mull clues on virus’ origin
GENEVA (AP) — A team of international and Chinese scientists
is poised to report on its joint search for the origins of the
coronavirus that sparked a pandemic after it was first detected
in China over a year ago — with four theories being considered,
and one the clear frontrunner, according to experts.

He suggested frozen products on which the virus was found
were most likely contaminated by infected people. An infected
person also likely brought and spread the virus at the Wuhan
market associated with the outbreak, where some of the
contaminated products were later found.

The lengthy report is being published after months of wrangling,
notably between U.S. and Chinese governments, over how the
outbreak emerged, while scientists try to keep their focus on a
so-far fruitless search for the origin of a microbe that has killed
over 2.7 million people and stifled economies worldwide.

“In general, all the conditions for the spread of infection were
present at this market,” Dedkov said in an interview. “Therefore,
most likely, there was a mass infection of people who were
connected by location.”

It wasn’t immediately clear when the report will be released after
its publication was delayed earlier this month. By many
accounts, the report could offer few concrete answers, and may
raise further questions.
...
Team member Vladimir Dedkov, an epidemiologist and deputy
director of research at the St. Petersburg Pasteur Institute in
Russia, summarized the four main leads ... in order of
likelihood: from a bat through an intermediary animal;
straight from a bat; via contaminated frozen food products;
from a leak from a laboratory like the Wuhan Institute of
Virology.
Officials in China, as well as Chinese team leader Liang
Wannian, have promoted the third theory — the cold-chain
one — while the U.S. administration under President
Donald Trump played up the fourth one, of the lab leak. But
Dedkov said those two hypothesis were far down the list of
likely sources.

“At this point, there are no facts suggesting that there was a
leak” from a lab, Dedkov said. “If suddenly scientific facts
appear from somewhere, then accordingly, the priority of the
version will change. But, at this particular moment, no.”
...
“Based on what we have heard so far I expect that the report
will likely lend some credence to a link between wildlife
farming and COVID-19, but without full evidence about exactly
how the move from animals into humans might have occurred,”
he said.
Dedkov said planning of “real-time research” is next, but noted
there’s no guarantee future trips will find all the answers.
“But one can try,” he added. “Of course, if the source of the
origin of the virus is found, it will help answer many questions
and, in general, will dissipate this unnecessary political tension
around the virus.”
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2 emerging US surges: Michigan (B.1.1.7) and Northeast (B.1.1.7+ B.1.526)
Both variants are vaccine responsive. They need very aggressive vaccination efforts + avoid relaxing mitigation
Seven-day rolling average of new cases (per 100k)

New Jersey
New York
Michigan
Rhode Island
Connecticut
Massachesetts
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Share of people who received at least one dose of COVID-19 vaccine (as of Mar 26)
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A rare clotting disorder may cloud the world's hopes for AstraZeneca vaccine
In the tumultuous rollout of AstraZeneca's COVID-19 vaccine, all eyes
were on the United States this week, where the company had a highly
public communication breakdown over the vaccine's efficacy with an
expert panel overseeing a large study in the Americas. But on the other
side of the Atlantic, the vaccine faces new concerns about safety as an
explanation gains ground for the unusual strokes and clotting
disorders recorded in at least 30 recipients.
Many European countries suspended use of AstraZeneca’s vaccine
earlier this month following initial reports of the symptoms, which have led
to at least 15 deaths. Most resumed vaccinations after the European
Medicines Agency (EMA) recommended doing so on 18 March, saying
the benefits of the vaccine outweigh any risks. EMA is continuing to
investigate the matter and will convene a wideranging committee of
experts on 29 March.
Now, a group of researchers led by German clotting specialist Andreas
Greinacher of the University of Greifswald says the highly unusual
combination of symptoms—widespread blood clots and a low
platelet count, sometimes with bleeding—resembles a rare side effect
of the blood thinner heparin, called heparin-induced thrombocytopenia
(HIT).
The scientists, who first described their findings during a 19 March press
conference, recommend a way to test for and treat the disorder and say
this can help ease worries about the vaccine. “We know what to do:
how to diagnose it, and how to treat it,” says Greinacher, who calls the
syndrome vaccine-induced prothrombotic immune
thrombocytopenia, or VIPIT. Greinacher says he has submitted a
manuscript to the preprint server Research Square.
Even if Greinacher’s mechanism isn’t the whole story, multiple
researchers told Science they were convinced that the vaccine was
causing the rare set of symptoms. If that turns out to be true, it
could have major consequences for the vaccine, which is one of the

cornerstones of the World Health Organization’s push to immunize
the world. AstraZeneca is working with partners around the globe to
make and distribute billions of doses in low- and middle-income countries,
which might have a harder time identifying and treating rare side effects.
Europe is relying heavily on the vaccine as well; the European Union
bought 400 million doses. The company's failure to deliver on time has
delayed vaccine rollouts on the continent, but now, dented confidence is
exacerbating the delays. And even if the risk is very low, it may make
sense to use the vaccine only in those who also stand to gain the most
from it: elderly people at high risk of dying from COVID-19. Several
European countries have started to do this. The situation has scientists
walking a tightrope: They want to make the medical profession aware of
their concerns without sowing panic.
But Greinacher's hypothesis is being taken seriously. Two German
medical societies put out press releases lauding him for solving the issue.
In the Netherlands, the Dutch Internal Medicine Society urged internists to
be aware of the symptoms and the recommended course of action. The
United Kingdom has officially reported only 5 cases—despite
administering 11 million doses of the AstraZeneca vaccine—but the
British Society of Haematology has urged its members to be aware of “an
important and emerging area of haemostasis and thrombosis practice”
and to report any possible cases. The Australian Technical Advisory
Group on Immunisation has recommended against giving any COVID-19
vaccine to people with a history of HIT.
It is not yet clear how the vaccine could trigger VIPIT, and not everyone
thinks the case is closed. “It’s intriguing, but I am not entirely convinced,”
says Robert Brodsky, a hematologist at Johns Hopkins University.
AstraZeneca, meanwhile, has not directly responded to the reports of the
rare constellation of symptoms except to say that they did not appear in
any of the company’s clinical trials.
“People are absolutely working like crazy behind the scenes to provide ...
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At least 27 states have averaged at least 10% more cases each day
this past week
Much of America's recent progress against Covid-19 has been
erased as new infections jump nationwide.
Now the director of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention said she's afraid of what will happen next.
"What we've seen over the last week or so is a steady rise of
cases," said CDC Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky on Monday.
... "A lot of the spread is happening among younger people,"
said Dr. Ashish Jha, dean of the Brown University School of
Public Health. "That's the group that is moving around, kind of
relaxing, getting infected.”
Spring break crowds swelled in popular beach destinations,
including South Florida, where local leaders said the
vacationers were more than they could handle. Air travel has
broken pandemic records this month, with millions of Americans
boarding planes.
And some state governors and local officials recently relaxed
safety mandates, despite warnings from health experts to keep
them in place a bit longer.
“We're weeks away from a point where we can begin to do
these things a bit more safely," Jha said. "But I think states have
just moved too fast.”
Michigan is already suffering another Covid-19 surge, driven
largely by young people ages 10 to 19, said Dr. Joneigh

Khaldun, the state's chief medical executive.
Khaldun attributed the rise in cases to a number of factors, like
more gatherings, more mobility, business reopenings and
specific outbreaks in some prisons and schools.
Illinois officials are planning to deploy rapid response
vaccination teams to several counties and expand vaccine
eligibility after a "concerning possible trend in increasing COVID
hospitalizations and case rates.”
"Recent increases in hospital admissions and test positivity are
concerning new developments and we don't want to go down
the same path we've seen before and experience a resurgence
in the pandemic," Dr. Ngozi Ezike, director of the Illinois
Department of Public Health, said in a statement.
"We cannot move forward if our metrics are going backward.”
Vermont just reported its worst day for new cases reported
since this pandemic started, with more than 250 new infections
reported Friday.
...
New Hampshire has recently suffered not just an increase in
new cases, but also increasing test positivity rates. And the
number of infections is increasing among young people,
especially in teenagers and young adults, officials said.
Gov. Chris Sununu said he expects New Hampshire to endure a
"spring surge."...
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 2,800,000

Select live link for current number
and to access interactive version
of the line chart below
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“The wait is over,” Oklahoma enters Phase 4 of COVID-19 vaccine plan
OKLAHOMA CITY (KFOR) – It’s official: anyone 16 and older in
Oklahoma who wants a COVID-19 vaccination can get it.
Governor Kevin Stitt and other state health officials announced the roll out
of Phase 4 of the Oklahoma vaccination plan yesterday at the State
Capitol.
Officials say the numbers show the state’s vaccination efforts are
working, and now that all Oklahomans 16 and over are eligible, they say
it’s time to keep momentum going.

Stitt received the Johnson and Johnson shot today, joining the close
to 700K Oklahomans that are fully vaccinated.
“I wanted to wait until our most vulnerable had the choice but, now that
we are at Phase 4, I’m going to lead by example and I’m going to do it,”
said Stitt.

“If you have been waiting to receive your COVID-19 vaccine, the wait
is over. Now is the best time for you to get the vaccine,” said Keith Reed,
Deputy State Health Commissioner.

Availability for the vaccine is increasing everywhere. The Oklahoma
State Health Department has opened up their website to all Oklahomans
over 16, the Oklahoma City County Health Department is holding walkup
clinics throughout the metro, and Walgreens Oklahoma officials confirmed
to News 4 that select locations are offering shots by appointment inside
their pharmacies.

State health officials calling it a time to celebrate as they kick off Phase 4
of the vaccine plan.

“We are still doing a lot of these vaccine clinics or mega pod,” said J.T.
Harrison of IMMY Labs

Oklahomans 16 and 17 will need parental consent but are eligible to
receive the Pfizer vaccine. Everyone older than that can receive any one
of the three options.

IMMY Labs in Norman is hosting another large vaccination event slated
for the Oklahoma State Fairgrounds this Wednesday. Officials say they
are doing smaller ones at the Embassy Suites in Norman in the evenings.

Col. Lance Frye, State Commissioner of Health, ”I strongly
recommend all Oklahomans consider getting the vaccine. Let me be
clear this vaccine is very safe and it works.”

“We are trying to get more convenient times for people in the late
afternoon and evenings for people that can’t come during the day,” said
Harrison.

Official say nearly 1.2 million or 30% of all Oklahomans have gotten at
least one dose of the vaccine.

Health officials say if you have had COVID you no longer need to
wait the 90 days after recovery. You can get a shot now. They also
stress to continue to be safe, wash your hand, wear a mask and social
distance especially when gathering in groups.

With the 7 day rolling average of new cases and hospitalization
numbers down over 90% from their peaks in January, officials say
the roll out is working.
“We are going to get our summer back Oklahoma and light at the end
of the tunnel has never been brighter,” said Governor Kevin Stitt.
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Mar. 30
Canada halting AstraZeneca vaccine shots for people 55 and younger
Canada's National Advisory Committee on Immunization
recommended Monday that the AstraZeneca Covid-19 vaccine
should not be used in adults under age 55 while rare cases of serious
blood clots following vaccination are being investigated, according to a
release from the committee.
The rare cases of serious blood clots, known as vaccine-induced
prothrombotic immune thrombocytopenia (VIPIT), have recently been
reported in Europe following post-licensure use of the AstraZeneca
vaccine, primarily in women under the age of 55.
According to the vaccine committee, the rate of this adverse event is still
to be confirmed and information is being gathered to be more accurate.
"Following population-based analyses of VIPIT assessing risk of COVID19 disease by age, and considering that alternate products are available
(i.e., mRNA vaccines), from what is known at this time, there is
substantial uncertainty about the benefit of providing AstraZeneca
COVID-19 vaccine to adults under 55 years of age given that the
potential risks associated with VIPIT, particularly at the lower estimated
rates," committee officials said.
As a precautionary measure, while Health Canada carries out an updated
risk versus benefit analysis based on emerging data, the committee is
recommending that the vaccine not be offered to adults younger than 55
but will continue to reassess based on "rapidly evolving evidence.”
The committee said because the AstraZeneca vaccine was expected to
only make up a small proportion of the Covid-19 vaccines available
for use in Canada, vaccinations "will not be significantly delayed."
CNN reached out to the drugmaker for comment but didn't get an
immediate response.
AstraZeneca's development of the vaccine has hit multiple bumps,
from news that two volunteers developed neurological symptoms last fall

to a stall in the rollout of the vaccine in several European countries amid
fears it might have caused blood clots. The European Medicines
Agency has since said there's no evidence the vaccine can cause
blood clots.
The agency's executive director Emer Cooke said several weeks ago the
agency had "come to a clear scientific conclusion: this is a safe and
effective vaccine.”
Cooke said the group did not find that the vaccine causes clotting,
though it could not rule out definitively a link to a rare blood clotting
disorder, of which seven cases have been reported out of several million
doses given.
She said the benefits of using the vaccine outweighed the risk.
An agency committee "concluded that the vaccine is not associated with
an increase in the overall risk of thromboembolic events, or blood clots,"
Cooke said.
More than a dozen European countries had halted their use of the
vaccine. Some nations have resumed vaccinations while others have
continued their pauses.
The World Health Organization has also said there is no relationship
between the vaccine and common clotting disorders.
Canada received a boost from the Biden administration in recent weeks
when the two countries struck a deal that will see the US release 1.5
million of its AstraZeneca doses to Canada at some point. The US is
stockpiling the AstraZeneca vaccine until it receives FDA authorization,
which is not likely until at least next month.
Canada has reported almost 970,000 presumed or confirmed cases of the
coronavirus since the start of the pandemic and has recorded more than
22,000 deaths.
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Mar. 31
Macron to address the nation as France’s epidemic surges
French President Emmanuel Macron is expected to impose new
virus restrictions in a televised address to the nation Wednesday
night, amid growing pressure to act more boldly to combat surging
coronavirus hospitalizations.
Among options he is considering are closing all French schools and
banning travel within the country, according to a government official,
who was not authorized to be publicly named.
Any such nationwide move would be a departure from the government’s
policy in recent months, which has focused on regionalized restrictions.
School closures in particular had been seen as a very last resort.
A debate is scheduled in parliament Thursday that will address the virus
situation and the new measures.
“The key factor in our decision-making remains the situation in
hospitals,” government spokesman Gabriel Attal said Wednesday after
Macron hosted his weekly coronavirus strategy meeting and a Cabinet
meeting.
After Paris hospital officials warned they would have to start refusing
needy patients for lack of space, he said, “One thing is clear: France will
not refuse care for any sick patients. Choosing patients is not an option.”
Attal said “decisions were made” at the virus meeting but he did not
divulge them before the president speaks. Whatever path is chosen, he
warned, “we have difficult weeks ahead of us.”
Previous nationwide lockdowns in March and October 2020 were
announced by Macron in televised speeches. His office said Wednesday
that Macron will address the nation at 8 p.m. (1800 GMT), without saying
what he will announce.
The total number of COVID-19 patients in intensive care in France

surged past 5,000 on Tuesday, the first time in 11 months that the
figure has been that high.
After an overnight shift at an ICU in the northern French city of Amiens,
Dr. Pauline Caillard described growing numbers of patients and growing
strain on medical staff.
“It is moving very fast,” she said. “I hope we do not have to make
choices” between patients.
Short of a full lockdown, Macron is running out of alternatives to make a
major dent in the renewed surge of infections that has led to growing
questions about his government’s virus strategies. With presidential
elections scheduled for 2022, Macron is having to weigh both political and
health considerations.
An overnight nationwide curfew has been in place since January, and all
France’s restaurants, bars, gyms, cinemas and museums have been
closed since October. In Paris and other regions where the virus is
spreading rapidly, residents already have extra restrictions on movement
and nonessential stores are closed.
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Apr 1
Update on the 3 major variants
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Apr. 2
US employers add 916,000 jobs in March as hiring accelerates
...The March increase — the most since August — was nearly double
February’s gain of 468,000, the Labor Department said Friday. The
unemployment rate declined from 6.2% to 6%.
Even with last month’s robust increase, the economy remains more
than 8 million jobs short of the number it had before the pandemic
erupted a little over a year ago. But with the recovery widely expected to
strengthen, many forecasters predict enough hiring in the coming months
to recover nearly all those lost jobs by year’s end.
...
Last month, hiring strengthened across the economy. Restaurants,
hotels and bars — the sector that was most damaged by the virus —
added 216,000 jobs. Construction companies, aided by better weather
after severe storms in February, gained 110,000.
Manufacturers added 53,000. And professional and business
services, which include such well-paying fields as engineering and
architecture, gained 66,000.

In another encouraging sign, about 500,000 women returned to the
workforce last month and found jobs, in part a reflection of school reopenings around the country. Women disproportionately quit jobs or
stopped looking for work during the pandemic, in many cases because
they had to care for children attending school online from home. A
reversal of that trend will be important as employers seek to rapidly rehire.
A survey found that manufacturing grew in March at its fastest pace
since 1983. And vaccinations are increasingly being administered,
although new confirmed infections have risen from lower levels in recent
weeks.
...
Besides the 8.4 million fewer jobs that now exist in the U.S. economy than
just before the virus struck, an additional 2 million or so jobs would have
been added in the past year under normal circumstances. That means the
U.S. economy still needs roughly 11.5 million more jobs to regain
something close to full health. ...

US Unemployment Rate

Select live link at top of page for
interactive version of this chart
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Apr. 2
All 50 states now have expanded or will expand Covid vaccine eligibility
to everyone 16 and up
...timeline for when those and other states have said they will
open vaccination eligibility to the general public:
March 9:
March 16:
March 22:
March 24:
March 25:
March 29:

Alaska
Mississippi
West Virginia
Utah and certain state-run sites in Arizona
Georgia
Oklahoma, Texas, Ohio, North Dakota,
Louisiana and Kansas
March 30 Minnesota, Arkansas
March 31: Indiana, South Carolina
April 1: Montana, Connecticut
April 2: New Hampshire, Colorado
April 5: Michigan, Tennessee, Idaho, Iowa, Florida,
Nevada, Wisconsin
April 6: New York, Delaware
April 7: North Carolina, Maine
April 9: Missouri
April 12: Illinois, Kentucky
April 15: California, Washington
April 18: Virginia
April 19: Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Pennsylvania
April 27: Maryland
April - no set date: New Mexico, Wyoming
May 1: Oregon, South Dakota, Nebraska,
Hawaii, Alabama, New Jersey

For all states currently vaccinating anyone 16 and older,
people ages 16 or 17 can only receive a Pfizer/BioNTech
vaccine, as it is the only option authorized for use in that
population so far.
The vaccines made by Moderna and Johnson & Johnson
are authorized for use in adults 18 and older.
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Apr. 3
Real-world data shows vaccines are working against South African variant
In a small trial, the Pfizer/BioNtech vaccine fully protected
people from symptomatic COVID-19 caused by the
worrisome B.1.351 coronavirus variant widely circulating in
South Africa, the companies announced in a press release.
Though researchers will need more data to confirm the result,
it is just the latest bit of positive news to come out this week
about how the vaccines are performing with real-world
conditions and in real-world settings.
On Monday, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
released real-world data showing that the Pfizer/BioNTech
mRNA vaccine and Moderna mRNA vaccine were,
collectively, 90 percent effective at preventing infections in
fully vaccinated health care, frontline, and essential workers.
On Wednesday, Pfizer and BioNtech announced that their
vaccine is highly effective in adolescents 12- to 15-years
old—not just the adult part of the population. And on
Thursday, the companies announced the B.1.351 news as
well as new data on durability. That is, the latest monitoring
data on people vaccinated in a Phase III trial suggests the
vaccine is still 91 percent effective at preventing symptomatic
disease up to six months after the second dose. That’s longer
efficacy than was previously established, but researchers will
need more data still to assess efficacy beyond six months.
“The bottom line message is that vaccines work very well in
the real-world setting,” top infectious disease expert Anthony

Fauci said in a White House COVID-19 press briefing Friday.
“They work against variants, although we need further data to
confirm that. They are durable for at least six months and
they work in adolescents. Very, very good reason for
everyone to get vaccinated as soon as its becomes available
to you.”
While all the data is good news, the variant data is
particularly heartening. Numerous laboratory experiments
have suggested that antibodies produced by vaccines are
less potent at knocking back some of the variants, particularly
B.1.351. But according to the new data released by Pfizer
and BioNTech, their mRNA vaccine showed “efficacy of 100
percent.”
The assertion is based on data from 800 trial participants who
live in South Africa, where B.1.351 is widely circulating.
Among the 800 participants, there were nine cases of
COVID-19, all of which were in people who had received a
placebo. Of those nine cases, genetic analysis found that six
of them were caused by the B.1.351 variant.
The numbers are small, Fauci noted in today’s press briefing.
However, “they showed in the setting of the troublesome
B.1.351 South African variant there were six cases in the
placebo [group] and zero in the vaccinated group, strongly
suggesting the efficacy of the vaccines that we’re using now
against problematic variants.”
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Apr. 4
U.S. hits COVID-19 milestone as vaccinations top 4 million
America edged closer to approaching a degree of normalcy
on Saturday when the Biden administration announced the
U.S. set a new record for the number of COVID-19 shots
administered in one day, inoculating over 4 million people.
Dr. Cyrus Shahpar, White House COVID-19 Data Director,
tweeted Saturday that over 4.08 million doses had been
administered in the last 24 hours. He noted that it was the
first time the U.S. was averaging over 3 million doses per
day over the past week, reports The Hill.
He added: Wow a record reporting day!! +4.08M doses
reported administered over the total yesterday. First day w/
4M or more. Also first time averaging more than 3M per day
over the past week,” Shahpar tweeted. “Millions coming
together to accelerate our progress toward controlling the
pandemic!”
The CDC's Vaccination Tracker gives us a more detailed look
at the vaccinations across the country. The agency puts the
number at 4,081,959 doses, bringing the 7-day average to
3,072,527 doses—the first time the 3 million mark has been
passed.
In 109 days of vaccinations, some 104 million Americans
have received a shot, with 59 million of them being fully
vaccinated, which is about 30 percent of the population,
according to CNN. The experts say the nation needs to

reach a 75 to 85 percent vaccination rate to reach "herd
immunity.”
With more than 30.6 million people having been infected with
the virus and 554,522 people who have died of it, experts and
officials are racing to get the population vaccinated before a
possible fourth surge of cases.
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Apr. 5
UK eyes mass testing as it takes next steps out of lockdown
LONDON (AP) — All adults and children in England will be able to
have routine coronavirus tests twice a week as a way to stamp out
new outbreaks, the British government said Monday as it prepared to
announce the next steps in lifting the nation’s months-long lockdown.
Prime Minister Boris Johnson said regularly testing people who don’t
have COVID-19 symptoms would help “stop outbreaks in their tracks,
so we can get back to seeing the people we love and doing the things
we enjoy.”
The government said free lateral flow tests will be available free
starting Friday by mail, from pharmacies and in workplaces.
Lateral flow tests give results in minutes but are less accurate than the
PCR swab tests used to officially confirm cases of COVID-19.
The government insists they are reliable. Health Minister Edward
Argar said the tests produced a false positive rate — showing
someone has the virus when they don’t — in less than 1 in every
1,000 tests.
“So that is still a highly accurate test which can play a really important
part in reopening our country and our businesses, because it is so
simple to take,” Argar told Sky News.
Johnson is scheduled later Monday to announce the next steps on the
country’s road map out of its three-month lockdown. He is expected
to confirm at a news conference that hairdressers, non-essential
shops and pub and restaurant patios will reopen as planned in
England on April 12. Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland are
following slightly different timescales.
Britain has recorded almost 127,000 coronavirus deaths, the highest
toll in Europe. But infections and deaths both have fallen sharply
during the lockdown and since the start of a vaccination

campaign that so far has given a first dose to more than 31
million people, or six in 10 adults.
Johnson is unlikely to tell Britons when or where they will be able to go
abroad on vacation, something that is currently banned by law. The
government has said it will not lift the travel ban before May 17.
British officials are considering a traffic-light system ranking countries
as green, yellow or red based on their level of infections. People
returning from green countries would not have to self-isolate.
The government also is considering a system of certificates, or
“vaccine passports,” that would allow people seeking to travel or
attend events to show they either have received a coronavirus
vaccine, recently tested negative for the virus, or recently recently had
COVID-19 and therefore have some immunity.
The issue of vaccine passports has been hotly debated around the
world, raising questions about how much governments, employers,
venues and other places have a right to know about a person’s virus
status. The idea is opposed by a wide swath of British lawmakers,
from left-of-center opposition politicians to members of Johnson’s
Conservative Party.
Conservative legislator Graham Brady said vaccine passports would
be “intrusive, costly and unnecessary.” The leader of the opposition
Labour Party, Keir Starmer, called the idea “un-British.”
The government plans a series of trial mass events in April and
May, including soccer matches, comedy shows and marathon
runs, to see whether large crowds can return to sports and
entertainment venues. Those attending will be tested for the
virus both before and after, but the government has said the
events won’t initially involve vaccine passports.
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Apr. 6
Michigan coronavirus cases at record, tops daily tally among U.S. states
(Reuters) - Michigan reported a record number of coronavirus
cases on Monday to top the daily tally among U.S. states, about a
month after easing restrictions when new cases showed a
downward trend.
It reported 11,082 cases on Monday, surpassing a previous
daily peak of 10,140 hit on November 20 and bringing the total
case load to 779,974.
Michigan is currently the worst affected U.S. state in terms of
new cases and hospitalizations per 100,000 people in the week
to April 5. It is the only state to report more than 7,000 new
cases on Monday.
Following a slew of other states, Michigan began loosening
restrictions around gatherings by increasing the capacity of gyms,
restaurants, pubs, retail stores and entertainment venues in March.
The relaxations are set to last till April 19.
Around the time when restrictions were eased in March, the
state reported about 1,800 new infections a day. In the seven
days to April 5, the average has surged to over 6,700 cases a
day.
Nationwide, new virus infections were up for a third week in a
row and hospitalizations also broke an 11-week streak of
falling admissions.
Twenty-seven out of 50 U.S. states have reported increases in
new cases in the past week compared with the previous seven
days. ...

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/04/23/upshot/five-ways-to-monitorcoronavirus-outbreak-us.

US Metro Areas the Outbreak Is Worst
in Michigan
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Apr. 7
Nearly half of new U.S. virus infections are in just 5 states
... New York, Michigan, Florida, Pennsylvania and New Jersey
together reported 44% of the nation's new COVID-19 infections,
or nearly 197,500 new cases, in the latest available seven-day
period, according to state health agency data compiled by Johns
Hopkins University. Total U.S. infections during the same week
numbered more than 452,000.
...
The spike in cases has been especially pronounced in Michigan,
where the seven-day average of daily new infections reached 6,719
cases Sunday — more than double what it was two weeks
earlier. Only New York reported higher case numbers. And
California and Texas, which have vastly larger populations than
Michigan, are reporting less than half its number of daily infections.
Though Michigan has seen the highest rate of new infections in the
past two weeks, Democratic Gov. Gretchen Whitmer has said she
does not plan to tighten restrictions. She has blamed the virus surge
on pandemic fatigue, which has people moving about more, as well
as more contagious variants.
...
In New Jersey, where the seven-day rolling average of daily new
infections has risen over the past two weeks, from 4,050 daily cases
to 4,250, Democratic Gov. Phil Murphy said he is constantly talking
to the White House about demand for the coronavirus vaccine,
though he stopped short of saying he was lobbying for more
vaccines because of the state’s high infection rate.
...
New virus variants are clearly one of the drivers in the increase,
said Dr. Kirsten Bibbins-Domingo, chair of the department of
epidemiology and biostatistics at the University of California at San
Francisco. Failure to suppress the rise in cases will lead to more
people getting sick and dying, she said, and drive increases in other

parts of the country.
...
In Florida, relaxed safeguards during a busy spring break season
likely helped spread virus variants, said University of South Florida
epidemiologist Jason Salemi. The state’s seven-day average of daily
new infections has exceeded 5,400, an increase of 20% in the
past two weeks.
...
The five states seeing the most infections stand out. As of Tuesday,
31 U.S. states were reporting seven-day averages of fewer than
1,000 new daily cases.
White House coronavirus coordinator Jeff Zients said Tuesday more
than 28 million doses of COVID-19 vaccines will be delivered to
states this week. That allocation will bring the U.S. total to more than
90 million doses distributed in the past three weeks.
The news came as Biden announced more than 150 million
coronavirus shots have been administered since he took office, and
that all adults will be eligible to receive a vaccine by April 19.
About 40% of U.S. adults have now received at least one
COVID-19 shot, according to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. About 23% of American adults have been fully
vaccinated — including more than half of Americans 65 and
older.
Geng said the nation should take a step back and go slow. Even just
a few more weeks of Americans sticking with social distancing and
other precautions could make a huge difference.
“The take-home message here is, let’s not jump the gun," ...
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 2,900,000

Select live link for current number
and to access interactive version
of the line chart below
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Apr. 8
Colorado vaccination site closes early after reactions to J & J vaccine
A vaccination site in Colorado closed early Wednesday after a "limited https://www.conehealth.com/services/infectious-disease/johnson--johnson-covidnumber" of people began having adverse reactions to the Johnson and 19-vaccine-6-facts-you-should-know/
Johnson COVID-19 vaccine, resulting in hundreds of people who waited
in line for hours being sent home without receiving a shot.

J & J vaccine information

The site at Dick’s Sporting Goods Park in Commerce City, eight miles
northeast of Denver, closed around 90 minutes early... More than 1,700 The Johnson & Johnson vaccine has been tested in many countries, some
of which had variant COVID-19 circulation .. [and] is ...100% effective in
people received vaccine shots at the site Wednesday.
preventing hospitalizations and death from COVID-19.
"Following the administration of the J&J vaccine and during onsite
85% effective in preventing severe COVID-19 that does not require
observation, we saw a limited number of adverse reactions to the
hospitalization.
vaccine," a statement from Centra Health, which runs the site, to Fox
News reads. "We followed our protocols and in an abundance of
72% effective in the US. The overall efficacy is 66% when including all
caution, made the decision – in partnership with the state – to pause
countries.
operations for the remainder of the day.”
...
requires only 1 shot, compared to two shots for the Pfizer and Moderna
Around 640 who stood in line for a shot were sent home...
vaccines.
...
The company did not say how many people had reactions but said it
... does not contain the virus that causes COVID-19. ... Scientists have
amounted to 0.8% of those who received a vaccine dose
used
adenovirus, the shell of the virus, to carry the gene, or DNA, for the
Wednesday. It did not specify what kinds of reactions people were
coronavirus
spike protein into your cells so that antibodies can be
having.
produced. The adenovirus has been modified so that it can enter cells
Reactions to COVID-19 vaccines have been reported, with some being but cannot replicate to make you sick with a cold. The DNA quickly
degrade in the human body and does not affect human chromosomes.
serious. A Virginia man was recently recovering from a hospital stay
When injected, the adenovirus causes production of the spike protein
after suffering a skin reaction to what doctors believe was from a
and immunity is created against COVID-19. The Johnson & Johnson
Johnson & Johnson vaccine.
vaccine cannot cause infection.
A recent production error resulted in million of Johnson &
Johnson vaccine doses being discarded. A mix-up at Emergent
BioSolutions, a production facility in Baltimore, prompted the Food
and Drug Administration to delay vaccine shipments.
Around 15 million doses were ruined.
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Apr. 9
Countries worldwide hit new records for virus cases, deaths
... The disease surged even in some countries that have
kept the virus in check.
...
Brazil this week became just the third country, after the U.S.
and Peru, to report a 24-hour tally of COVID-19 deaths that
exceeded 4,000. India hit a peak of almost 127,000 new
cases in 24 hours, and Iran set a new coronavirus infection
record for the third straight day, reporting nearly 22,600 new
cases.
In the state of Rio de Janeiro, emergency services are under
their biggest strain since the pandemic began, with
ambulances carrying patients of all ages to overcrowded
hospitals struggling to care for everyone. Authorities say over
90% of the state’s intensive-care unit beds are taken by
COVID-19 patients, and many cities are reporting people
dying at home due to lack of available medical treatment.
“We’re already living the third wave. We have three times
more calls,” in comparison with previous waves, said Adriano
Pereira, director of the mobile emergency care service in
Duque de Caxias, an impoverished city outside Rio.
Brazil’s death toll has risen past 340,000, the secondhighest total in the world behind the U.S., where nearly
560,000 people have been confirmed killed. [Brazil’s
population is 64% the size of the US population]

Rio state’s 14-day moving average of COVID-19 daily deaths
climbed from 112 to 207 between March 1 and April 7, with
some health analysts expecting even worse days in the
next couple of weeks. Many hospitals warn about the risk
of shortages of oxygen and sedatives for intubation.
...
South Korea reported 700 more cases, the highest daily
jump since Jan. 5. Health authorities were expected to
announce measures to strengthen social distancing following
a meeting Friday.
In Thailand, which has reported only 95 deaths during the
pandemic, health officials reported the country’s first
local cases of the coronavirus variant first detected in
Britain. The news comes at a time when only 1% of the
population has been vaccinated and as Thais prepare to
celebrate the traditional Songkran New Year’s holiday next
week, typically a time of widespread travel.
[The UK] is more contagious, and the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention said this week that it is
now the most common variant in the United States,
raising concerns it will drive infections and cause more
people to get sick. ...
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Apr. 10
Wearing masks could save at least 14,000 people from Covid-19 deaths
by August, model predicts
An influential Covid-19 model has predicted the total number
of US deaths from the virus by August 1, a number that
researchers say will be impacted by how many Americans
continue to wear masks as vaccinations continue.

Vaccines are an effective tool against virus spread, but they
are not perfect and should be supplemented by precautions
like wearing masks and avoiding indoor gatherings, said Dr.
Anthony Fauci.

A model from the University of Washington Institute for Health
Metrics and Evaluation's (IHME) predicts about 618,523
people will have died from coronavirus in the US by August 1.
If 95% of the US population wore masks, the projection drops
to 604,413 deaths.

"I don't think I would -- even if I'm vaccinated -- go into an
indoor, crowded place where people aren't wearing masks,"
the director of the National Institute for Allergy and Infectious
Diseases told Business Insider.

In the worst-case scenario, in which fully vaccinated people
return to pre-pandemic levels of mobility, the prediction grows
to 697,573, the IHME forecasted. The projection factors in the
rate of vaccine distribution as well as the concerning spread
of more transmissible variants.
All 50 states are on track to open vaccines to Americans 16
and older starting April 19. Though the increased inoculations
are an important step in defeating the virus, health experts
warn the country is in a race against variants, like the B.1.1.7
first identified in the UK, that have the potential to cause
another surge in cases.
The US on Friday reported at least 80,157 new cases, the
third day in a row and the fourth day in the last week the US
reported at least 75,000 or more cases, according to Johns
Hopkins University. Overall, more than 561,000 people have
died from coronavirus to date, according to the tally.

Pfizer looking to expand vaccinations to Americans as
young as 12
To date, the youngest Americans eligible for the vaccines are
16.
But on Friday the Food and Drug Administration acting
commissioner Dr. Janet Woodcock said the agency will
evaluate "as quickly as possible" Pfizer's request to expand
the emergency use authorization of the drug maker's Covid19 vaccine to include people ages 12-15.
"While the FDA cannot predict how long our evaluation of the
data and information will take, we will review the request as
expeditiously as possible using our thorough and sciencebased approach," Woodcock said on Twitter.
The pharmaceutical company said it will seek similar ...
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Apr. 10
Stalled at first jab: Vaccine shortages hit poor countries
... As many as 60 countries, including some of the world’s
poorest, might be stalled at the first shots of their coronavirus
vaccinations because nearly all deliveries through the global
program intended to help them are blocked until as late as
June.

Concern over the link between the AstraZeneca shot and rare
blood clots has also “created nervousness both around its
safety and efficacy,” WHO noted. Among its proposed solutions
is a decision to “expedite review of additional products” from
China and Russia.

COVAX, the global initiative to provide vaccines to countries
lacking the clout to negotiate for scarce supplies on their own,
has in the past week shipped more than 25,000 doses to lowincome countries only twice on any given day. Deliveries have
all but halted since Monday.

WHO said last month it might be possible to greenlight the
Chinese vaccines by the end of April.

During the past two weeks, according to data compiled daily by
UNICEF, fewer than 2 million COVAX doses in total were
cleared for shipment to 92 countries in the developing world —
the same amount injected in Britain alone.
...
The vaccine shortage stems mostly from India’s decision to
stop exporting vaccines from its Serum Institute factory,
which produces the overwhelming majority of the
AstraZeneca doses that COVAX counted on to supply
around a third of the global population at a time
coronavirus is spiking worldwide.
...
Internal WHO documents obtained by the AP show the
uncertainty about deliveries “is causing some countries to lose
faith in the COVAX (effort).” That is prompting WHO to
consider speeding up its endorsement of vaccines from
China and Russia, which have not been authorized by any
regulators in Europe or North America.
...

Some experts have noted that Sinopharm and Sinovac, two
Chinese-made vaccines, lack published data, and there are
reports of people needing a third dose to be protected.
...
“In the absence of high vaccination coverage globally, we
risk dragging out the pandemic for several more years,”
said Lavanya Vasudevan, an assistant professor at Duke
University’s Global Health Institute. “Every day that the virus is
in circulation is an opportunity for it to mutate into a more
deadly variant.”
Earlier this month, the WHO appealed to rich countries to
urgently share 10 million doses to meet the U.N. target of
starting COVID-19 vaccinations in every country within the first
100 days of the year. So far, countries have pledged hundreds
of millions of dollars to COVAX. But there are simply no doses to
buy, and no country has agreed to immediately share what it
has.
...
COVID-19 cases and deaths last month surged in numerous
crisis-hit countries: by 322% in Kenya, 379% in Yemen and
529% in northeast Syria. ...
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Apr. 11
‘Out of control’: Brazil’s COVID surge sparks regional fears
... Since the start of the year, an uncontrollable second wave has
pushed Brazil over the 300,000 death mark. As the country continues
to hit grim milestones – a record 4,247 deaths on Thursday alone –
the entire South American nation is now the global COVID-19
epicentre, with experts warning that 5,000 Brazilians could lose
their lives in a single day in April.

According to the Fiocruz research institute, the P1 variant now
accounts for more than 80 percent of cases in populous states, Rio
de Janeiro and São Paulo. Three months ago, it was 0 percent.
...
Officials and experts are concerned about the speed with which the
P1 variant, which is likely more infectious, is spreading and the
damage it could pose globally.

Much of the fear is being directed to the P1 variant, linked to the
Brazilian Amazon. If Brazil cannot control its high transmission rate,
experts fear the country’s healthcare tragedy could endanger the
world. If the virus is left to circulate freely, it could create the ideal
breeding ground for new and even more deadly variants.

“The virus has become ‘synchronised’ in the whole country, with
intensive care units in several states at over 90 percent capacity,” said
epidemiologist Daniel Villela from the Fiocruz branch in Rio de
Janeiro.

Brazil’s neighbours have sealed off their borders to the country in a
desperate attempt to prevent new variants from bleeding into the rest
of the continent and harming vaccine efficiency.

As Brazil’s health system caves in, with intubation drugs and oxygen
stocks critically low, Villela also told Al Jazeera that oversaturated
hospitals were causing more deaths.

“We’re very concerned. The staggering amount of deaths in Brazil in
just a few months is our biggest worry,” virologist and researcher
Humberto Debat, from the National Institute of Agricultural Technology
told Al Jazeera.
...
Experts have said a lack of social distancing measures has created
the ideal environment for variants to mutate.

Meanwhile, Brazil’s painfully slow vaccine rollout, the result of
disorganisation and a lack of urgency from Bolsonaro is worrying. To
date, fewer than 10 percent of Brazil’s 212 million people have
been vaccinated.
...
Despite promising news on Wednesday of preliminary results from a
continuing study finding China’s Sinovac vaccine to be 50 percent
effective against the P1 strain, experts have warned that the speed
with which the virus is mutating could spell disaster for current
vaccine campaigns.
...

Since June 2020, Brazil’s infections and deaths marooned at a steady
plateau of approximately 1,000 deaths a day, leading many to believe
the worst was over. For months, Brazilians commuted on crammed
public transport and packed its beaches, bars and nightclubs.
As Brazilians continued to flout containment measures, the P1 variant
hatched, believed to have emerged in the Brazilian Amazon at the tail
end of 2020. Weeks later, Manaus’ health system had all but
collapsed.

The P1 variant has also been detected in Argentina, Paraguay,
Colombia, Peru and Chile, as well as Canada and the United
States. ...
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Apr. 11
Chinese vaccines’ effectiveness low
... Chinese vaccines “don’t have very high protection rates,” said
the director of the China Centers for Disease Control, Gao Fu, at a
conference Saturday in the southwestern city of Chengdu.
Beijing has distributed hundreds of millions of doses abroad while
trying to promote doubt about the effectiveness of the Pfizer-BioNTech
vaccine made using the previously experimental messenger RNA, or
mRNA, process.
“It’s now under formal consideration whether we should use
different vaccines from different technical lines for the
immunization process,” Gao said.
...
Experts say mixing vaccines, or sequential immunization, might boost
effectiveness. Researchers in Britain are studying a possible
combination of Pfizer-BioNTech and the traditional AstraZeneca
vaccine.
The coronavirus pandemic, which began in central China in late 2019,
marks the first time the Chinese drug industry has played a role in
responding to a global health emergency.
Vaccines made by two state-owned drug makers, Sinovac and
Sinopharm, have been exported to 22 countries including
Mexico, Turkey, Indonesia, Hungary, Brazil and Turkey, according
to the foreign ministry.
The effectiveness of a Sinovac vaccine at preventing symptomatic
infections was found to be as low as 50.4% by researchers in
Brazil, near the 50% threshold at which health experts say a
vaccine is useful. By comparison, the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine
has been found to be 97% effective.
Health experts say Chinese vaccines are unlikely to be sold to the

United States, Western Europe and Japan due to the complexity
of the approval process.
A Sinovac spokesman, Liu Peicheng, acknowledged varying levels of
effectiveness have been found but said that can be due to the age of
people in a study, the strain of virus and other factors.
Beijing has yet to approve any foreign vaccines for use in China.
Gao gave no details of possible changes in strategy but cited mRNA
as a possibility.
“Everyone should consider the benefits mRNA vaccines can
bring for humanity,” Gao said. “We must follow it carefully and not
ignore it just because we already have several types of vaccines
already.”
Gao previously questioned the safety of mRNA vaccines. He was
quoted by the official Xinhua News Agency as saying in December he
couldn’t rule out negative side effects because they were being used
for the first time on healthy people.
Chinese state media and popular health and science blogs also have
questioned the safety and effectiveness of the Pfizer-BioNTech
vaccine.
As of April 2, some 34 million people in China have received both
of the two doses required for Chinese vaccines and about 65
million received one, according to Gao.
The Sinovac spokesman, Liu, said studies find protection “may be
better” if time between vaccinations is longer than the current 14 days
but gave no indication that might be made standard practice.
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Apr. 11
Thailand hits new daily record with nearly 1,000 virus cases
... The ministry confirmed 967 new infections, the highest
ever in a 24-hour period, bringing Thailand’s total to 32,625
cases since January last year — including 97 deaths. The
expanding outbreak comes after the country kept the virus
largely in check for most of last year.
If the number of cases is still rising in two weeks,
measures beyond the current restrictions on nightlife
and longstanding social distancing rules will need to be
put in place, said Dr. Sophon Iamsirithaworn, deputy director
general of the Department of Disease Control.

quarantine for the duration of their stay, up to 14 days, the
state Thai News agency reported. A 280-bed field hospital
has been set up to treat COVID-19 patients.
Bangkok Criminal Court on Saturday sentenced the
managers of two clubs to which the outbreak was traced to
two months in jail for violating emergency measures instituted
last year covering health regulations to guard against the
virus, said Maj. Gen. Sophon Sarawat, chief of the district
where the establishments are located.

Most of the recent cases have been traced to an outbreak
that originated last month at several nightlife
entertainment venues in Bangkok, Sophon said. He said
people should be working from home and exercise vigilance.

The outbreak has become a political issue because of
charges that senior members of government may have
patronized the clubs and flouted health regulations. The
country’s transport minister tested positive for the virus, but
he and other Cabinet members have denied the allegations.

Tests among those infected at the Bangkok nightspots found
some patients infected with the U.K. variant of the
coronavirus, which has been found to be more infectious than
the original strain.

Dr. Sophon explained that another reason the situation is
“worrisome” is because the age groups among which
most cases are found are in the 20-29 and 30-39 age
brackets....

The rapid rise in cases has been most marked in the
capital, Bangkok, and the tourist destinations of
Chiangmai in the north and Chonburi province in the
east, home to the seaside resort town of Pattaya.
...
Chiang Mai provincial health officials are requiring visitors
from Bangkok and four surrounding provinces to self-

A longer-term concern is that Thailand has been lagging in
vaccinating its 69 million population, making it more
difficult to bounce back from the latest outbreak. According to
Deputy Government Spokesperson Traisuree Taisaranakul a
total of 537,380 coronavirus vaccine doses were
administered in 77 provinces though Friday.
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Apr. 12
US colleges divided over requiring student vaccinations
BOSTON (AP) — U.S. colleges hoping for a return to normalcy next fall
are weighing how far they should go in urging students to get the
COVID-19 vaccine, including whether they should — or legally can —
require it.

But legal scholars say the COVID-19 vaccines’ emergency use status
moves the issue to a legal gray area that’s likely to be challenged in
court, and some colleges may take a more cautious approach to avoid
litigation.

Universities including Rutgers, Brown, Cornell and Northeastern
recently told students they must get vaccinated before returning to
campus next fall. They hope to achieve herd immunity on campus,
which they say would allow them to loosen spacing restrictions in
classrooms and dorms.

Harvard Law professor Glenn Cohen, who teaches health law and
bioethics, said there’s no legal reason colleges wouldn’t be
allowed to require COVID-19 vaccinations. It makes no difference
that the shots haven’t been given full approval, he said, noting that
many colleges already require students to take coronavirus tests that
are approved under the same FDA emergency authorization. But there’s
also no federal guidance explicitly permitting vaccination mandates.

But some colleges are leaving the decision to students, and others
believe they can’t legally require vaccinations. At Virginia Tech,
officials determined that they can’t because the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration has only allowed the emergency use of the vaccines and
hasn’t given them its full approval.
The question looms large as more colleges plan to shift back from
remote to in-person instruction. Many schools have launched
vaccination blitzes to get students immunized before they leave for the
summer. At some schools, the added requirement is meant to
encourage holdouts and to build confidence that students and faculty
will be safe on campus.
“It takes away any ambiguity about whether individuals should be
vaccinated,” said Kenneth Henderson, the chancellor of Northeastern
University in Boston. “It also provides a level of confidence for the entire
community that we are taking all appropriate measures.”
Northeastern and other colleges requiring shots believe they’re on solid
legal ground. It’s not unusual for colleges to require students to be
vaccinated for other types of diseases, and a California court last year
upheld a flu shot requirement at the University of California
system.

The biggest clashes could come in states taking a stance against
vaccination requirements, he said.
In Florida, Gov. Ron DeSantis this month banned all businesses
from requiring customers to show proof of vaccination. The order
raises questions about Nova Southeastern University’s plan to require
students and staff to get vaccinated. The college’s president said he’s
still confident in the plan, but he also promised to “respect the laws of
our state and all federal directives.”
The governor of Texas, the country’s second-largest state, issued a
similar order.
There’s a parallel debate about whether to require vaccination for faculty
and staff, an issue that employers across the nation are grappling with.
At the University of Notre Dame, one of the latest schools to
require student vaccinations, shots are still optional for workers.
Northeastern is considering whether to extend its mandate to
employees.
Even at schools making shots mandatory, there are exemptions ...
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Apr. 13
U.S. calls for pause on Johnson & Johnson Vaccine after clotting cases
WASHINGTON — Federal health agencies on Tuesday called for an
immediate pause in use of Johnson & Johnson’s single-dose coronavirus
vaccine after six recipients in the United States developed a rare
disorder involving blood clots within about two weeks of
vaccination.
All six recipients were women between the ages of 18 and 48. One
woman died and a second woman in Nebraska has been hospitalized in
critical condition, officials briefed on the cases said.
Nearly seven million people in the United States have received
Johnson & Johnson shots so far, and roughly nine million more
doses have been shipped out to the states, according to data from the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
“Today FDA and @CDCgov issued a statement regarding the Johnson &
Johnson #COVID19 vaccine. We are recommending a pause in the use
of this vaccine out of an abundance of caution,” the Food and Drug
Administration announced on Twitter at 7 a.m. A news conference is
scheduled for 10 a.m.
While the move was framed as a recommendation to health practitioners
in the states, the federal government is expected to pause administration
of the vaccine at all federally run vaccination sites. Federal officials expect
that state health officials will take that as a strong signal to do the same.
Federal officials are concerned that doctors may not be trained to look for
the rare disorder if recipients of the vaccine develop symptoms of it. The
F.D.A. said Tuesday morning that “treatment of this specific type of blood
clot is different from the treatment that might typically be administered.”
Scientists with the F.D.A. and C.D.C. will jointly examine possible links
between the vaccine and the disorder and determine whether the F.D.A.
should continue to authorize use of the vaccine for all adults or limit the

authorization. An emergency meeting of the C.D.C.’s outside advisory
committee has been scheduled for Wednesday, officials said.
The move could substantially complicate the nation’s vaccination
efforts at a time when many states are confronting a surge in new cases
and seeking to address vaccine hesitancy. Regulators in Europe and
elsewhere are concerned about a similar issue with another
coronavirus vaccine, developed by AstraZeneca and Oxford University
researchers. That concern has driven up some resistance to all vaccines,
even though the AstraZeneca version has not been authorized for
emergency use in the United States...
https://apnews.com/article/australia-coronavirus-pandemic-coronavirusvaccine-a62809171ea3eb595ee515b9fa92b8ad

Australia rules out adding J&J vaccine
to inoculation plan
The Australian government said Tuesday it had decided against buying
the single-dose Johnson & Johnson coronavirus vaccine and identified a
second case of a rare blood clot likely linked to the AstraZeneca shot.
The government had been in talks with the New Jersey-based
pharmaceutical giant, which had asked the Australian regulator,
Therapeutic Goods Administration, for provisional registration.
But Health Minister Greg Hunt ruled out a J&J contract because its
vaccine was similar to the AstraZeneca product, which Australia had
already contracted for 53.8 million doses.
Hunt said the government was following the advice of Australia’s scientific
and technical advisory group...
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Apr. 14
100 days out from Olympics, Japan has vaccinated less than 1% of population
... already postponed a year due to the coronavirus pandemic, questions
remain over how Tokyo can hold a massive sporting event and keep
volunteers, athletes, officials -- and the Japanese public -- safe from
Covid-19.
That concern has been amplified by Japan's battle with a looming
fourth wave. The country passed 500,000 total coronavirus cases on
Saturday, and some prefectures are again tightening their Covid-19
restrictions as daily infections grow. Hideaki Oka, a professor at Saitama
Medical University, said Japan may not be able to contain the latest wave
before the Games begin on July 23.
While Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga reiterated Monday his pledge to
secure 100 million vaccine doses by the end of June, so far Japan has
only vaccinated about 1.1 million of its 126 million people -- less than
1% of the population. Only 0.4% have received two doses.
Holthus said supporting the Games was meant to be a "once-in-a-lifetime"
opportunity. "But now it's just a really dangerous experience," she said.
In a statement to CNN, Tokyo 2020 organizers said they were preparing
to hold "a safe and secure Games without presuming there will be a
vaccine and even without vaccines.”
"On the other hand, we hope that vaccines will be properly administered
at home and abroad and that the infection will, therefore, be reduced as a
whole," the statement said.
With a $25 billion Olympics to host, arguably no country in Asia had more
incentive than Japan to get its Covid-19 cases under control and
vaccinate its population.
Yet Japanese regulators were slow to approve Covid-19 vaccines,
compared to other governments, taking more than two months to allow
the use of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine. Its rollout did not begin until
February, and senior citizens only began to receive their doses on

April 12, according to Kyodo News.
...
International spectators have been banned from the Games to try to lower
the risk of Covid-19 spreading at the event. But more than 11,000
athletes from over 200 countries are expected to participate.
Without plans to vaccinate athletes, the tens of thousands of
volunteers taking part stand little chance of protection.
Holthus said Tokyo 2020 President Hashimoto Seiko told volunteers
during a Zoom call she was relying "on your smile" to make the Olympics
a success -- a particularly jarring claim because they would all be wearing
masks.
"(We were told) 'Your smile is going to make the Olympics exist' and you
wonder, are you kidding me?" said Holthus, who is scheduled to volunteer
as a ticket collector.
One volunteer, who attended an 80-minute lecture on infectious
disease control for Games volunteers, said a top Japanese expert in
infectious diseases told them they shouldn't count on being
vaccinated ahead of the event.
"(He said) unless you are elderly there won't be enough time for ordinary
people to get vaccinated," said the volunteer, who asked to remain
anonymous to avoid being excluded from her role in the Olympics. She
said she felt angry and scared after the presentation.
The volunteer, who had taken part in previous Olympics, said she was
considering dropping out unless all volunteers were vaccinated. "Not
doing so is showing reckless disregard for our lives, and the optimal safe
environment that Japan as a host country is obligated to provide," she
said.
Tokyo 2020 didn't respond to questions on the content of the ...
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Apr. 15
India’s biggest cities shut down as new virus cases hit 200,000
NEW DELHI (AP) — India’s two largest cities imposed stringent
restrictions on movement and one planned to use hotels and
banquet halls to treat coronavirus patients as new infections in the
country shot past 200,000 Thursday amid a devastating surge that
is straining a fragile health system.
The soaring cases and deaths come just months after India
thought it had seen the worst of the pandemic — and have forced
the country to delay exports of vaccines abroad. India is a major
producer of COVID-19 shots, and its pivot to focus on domestic
demand has weighed heavily on global efforts to end the
pandemic.
New Delhi announced stay-at-home orders for the weekend,
though essential workers will be able to move about if they have a
pass from local authorities. Restaurants, malls, gyms and spas
will be shut down. Movie theaters will close on weekends, but can
operate on weekdays at a third of their capacity.
Arvind Kejriwal, Delhi’s top elected official, said that despite rise in
infections, 5,000 hospital beds are still available in the capital and
more capacity is being added. But still, more than a dozen hotels
and wedding banquet halls were ordered to be converted into
COVID-19 centers where doctors from nearby hospitals will treat
the moderately ill.
“The surge is alarming,” said S.K. Sarin, a government health
expert in New Delhi.
The moves in the capital came after similar measures were
imposed in the worst-hit state of Maharashtra, home to financial
capital, Mumbai. The bustle of India’s biggest city ebbed after

authorities closed most industries, businesses and public places
Wednesday night and put limits on the movement of people for
15 days. Train and plane travel was still allowed, however.
In recent days, the city has seen an exodus of panic-stricken day
laborers, hauling backpacks and flocking to overcrowded trains.
Dozens of other towns and cities have also imposed nighttime
curfews.
...
The 200,739 new infections recorded Thursday are about twice
the number of daily cases that were recorded during the last
peak, in September. The Health Ministry also reported 1,038
deaths from COVID-19 in the past 24 hours, pushing the toll over
173,000.
India’s toll of 14 million cases puts it second behind the
United States. It ranks fourth in deaths after the U.S., Brazil
and Mexico — though, with nearly 1.4 billion people, it has a much
larger population than any of those countries. Experts say even
these figures are likely an undercount.
As it struggles with the caseload, India is ramping up its
vaccination drive. The Health Ministry said the total vaccinations
crossed 114 million with more than 3 million doses administered on
Wednesday.
When infections began plummeting in India in September, many
concluded the worst had passed. Masks and social distancing
were abandoned. When cases began rising again in February,
authorities were left scrambling.
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Apr. 16
Study: Risk of rare blood clotting higher for COVID-19 than for vaccines
... risk of the rare blood clotting known as cerebral venous thrombosis
(CVT) following COVID-19 infection is around 100 times greater than
normal, several times higher than it is post-vaccination or following
influenza.

The study authors ... counted the number of CVT cases diagnosed in
the two weeks following diagnosis of COVID-19, or after the first
dose of a vaccine. The[y] then compared these to calculated incidences
of CVT following influenza, and the background level in the general
population.
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Apr. 17

Death toll from coronavirus tops 3,000,000
... And the true number is believed to be significantly higher because
of possible government concealment and the many cases overlooked in
the early stages of the outbreak that began in Wuhan, China, at the end
of 2019.
When the world back in January passed the bleak threshold of 2 million
deaths, immunization drives had just started in Europe and the United
States. Today, they are underway in more than 190 countries, though
progress in bringing the virus under control varies widely.
While the campaigns in the U.S. and Britain have hit their stride and
people and businesses there are beginning to contemplate life after the
pandemic, other places, mostly poorer countries but some rich ones as
well, are lagging behind in putting shots in arms and have imposed new
lockdowns and other restrictions as virus cases soar.
Worldwide, deaths are on the rise again, running at around 12,000
per day on average, and new cases are climbing too, eclipsing
700,000 a day.
...
In Brazil, where deaths are running at about 3,000 per day, accounting
for one-quarter of the lives lost worldwide in recent weeks, the crisis has
been likened to a “raging inferno” by one WHO official. A more contagious
variant of the virus has been rampaging across the country.
...
This situation is similarly dire in India, where cases spiked in February
after weeks of steady decline, taking authorities by surprise. In a surge
driven by variants of the virus, India saw over 180,000 new
infections in one 24-hour span during the past week, bringing the
total number of cases to over 13.9 million.
...
Globally, about 87% of the 700 million doses dispensed have been given
out in rich countries. While 1 in 4 people in wealthy nations have
received a vaccine, in poor countries the figure is 1 in more than
500.

In recent days, the U.S. and some European countries put the use of
Johnson & Johnson’s COVID-19 vaccine on hold while authorities
investigate extremely rare but dangerous blood clots. AstraZeneca’s
vaccine has likewise been hit with delays and restrictions because of a
clotting scare.
Another concern: Poorer countries are relying on vaccines made by
China and Russia, which some scientists believe provide less
protection that those by Pfizer, Moderna and AstraZeneca.
Last week, the director of the Chinese Center for Disease Control and
Prevention acknowledged the country’s vaccines offer low protection and
said officials are considering mixing them with other shots to improve their
effectiveness.
In the U.S., where over 560,000 lives have been lost, accounting for more
than 1 in 6 of the world’s COVID-19 deaths, hospitalizations and
deaths have dropped, businesses are reopening, and life is beginning to
return to something approaching normalcy in several states. The number
of Americans filing for unemployment benefits tumbled last week to
576,000, a post-COVID-19 low.
But progress has been patchy, and new hot spots — most notably
Michigan — have flared up in recent weeks. Still, deaths in the U.S.
are down to about 700 per day on average, plummeting from a midJanuary peak of about 3,400.
In Europe, countries are feeling the brunt of a more contagious variant
that first ravaged Britain and has pushed the continent’s COVID-19related death toll beyond 1 million.
Close to 6,000 gravely ill patients are being treated in French critical
care units, numbers not seen since the first wave a year ago.
Dr. Marc Leone, head of intensive care at the North Hospital in ...
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New variant first discovered in India appears to be spreading in the UK
Each variant as a share of all sequenced
cases in the UK, by number of days since
it was first identified in the UK

Each varient as a share of all sequenced
cases in the UK (log scale), by number
of days since it was first identified in the UK
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Apr. 18

The world's biggest vaccine producer is running out of Covid-19 vaccines
In India, the world's biggest vaccine producer, millions of people are
waiting for Covid-19 vaccines amid a devastating second wave of
infections.
India typically produces more than 60% of all vaccines sold globally,
and is home to the Serum Institute of India (SII), the world's largest
vaccine maker. Its vast manufacturing capability is why the country signed
on as a major player in COVAX, the global vaccine-sharing initiative that
provides discounted or free doses for lower-income countries. Under the
initial agreement announced last year, SII would manufacture up to 200
million doses for up to 92 countries.
But the situation in India is markedly different from just a few months ago.
Its second wave began in March, quickly surpassing the first, which
had peaked last September at more than 97,000 coronavirus cases a day.
On Sunday, the country reported 261,500 new cases -- its highest
single-day figure so far, according to data from the Indian Ministry of
Health. India added a million new cases in less than a week, surpassing
14 million total cases on Thursday.
...
India is administering two vaccines domestically: the OxfordAstraZeneca one, also known as Covishield, and its homegrown
Covaxin, developed jointly by Bharat Biotech and the government-run
Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR)
The country started its vaccination program in January for health
care workers and priority groups, with the goal of fully inoculating
300 million people by August. But the program had a sluggish start,
facing logistical issues as well as vaccine hesitancy among the
population -- especially towards Covaxin, which was approved for
emergency use before the efficacy data of its third phase trial were
released.

To date, only 14.3 million people have been fully vaccinated -- just
over 1% of India's population of 1.3 billion, according to Johns Hopkins
University.
...
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has made a point of praising India's
vaccination effort as a success. During a meeting with state governors on
Wednesday, Modi "highlighted that India has become the fastest nation to
reach the landmark of 10 crore vaccinations (100 million doses),"
according to a statement from his office.
India took 85 days to reach 100 million doses. By comparison, the US
took 89 days and China 102 days, according to Modi's office.
And on Tuesday, Rajesh Bhushan, the health ministry's secretary, said
the problem was poor planning and management -- not supply. "We are
making doses available to states in a timely manner," he said, adding that
states should "look at how many unutilized doses there are at each cold
chain point.”
Their statements were met with outrage from local and state leaders.
Shah's assertion was "factually completely incorrect," tweeted Rajasthan
Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot on April 10.
And though a last-minute shipment from the central government had
saved Uttarakhand from a complete shortage, it's far from a perfect
solution and "the supply is unpredictable," said health department official
Kuldeep Martolia on Monday.
But even the possibility of importing foreign vaccines won't be a quick fix,
since companies like Pfizer and Moderna have other orders to fulfill first,
including supplying vaccines for the US. India just granted emergency use
authorization for Russia's Sputnik vaccine -- but "by the time they build up
manufacturing capacities and manufacturing requirements, it will be five
to six months," Ganguly said...
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Half of US adults have received at least one COVID-19 shot
... Almost 130 million people 18 or older have received at least
one dose of a vaccine, or 50.4% of the total adult population, the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported. Almost 84
million adults, or about 32.5% of the population, have been fully
vaccinated.
...
The country’s vaccination rate, at 61.6 doses administered per 100
people, currently falls behind Israel, which leads among countries
with at least 5 million people with a rate of 119.2. The U.S. also
trails the United Arab Emirates, Chile and the United Kingdom,
which is vaccinating at a rate of 62 doses per 100 people,
according to Our World in Data, an online research site.
...
The states with the highest vaccination rates have a history of
voting Democratic and supporting President Joe Biden in the 2020
election: New Hampshire at the top, with 71.1%, followed by New
Mexico, Connecticut, Massachusetts and Maine, CDC data show.
The demand has not been the same in many areas of Tennessee
— particularly, rural ones.
Tennessee sits in the bottom four states for rates of adults getting at
least one shot, at 40.8%. It’s trailed only by Louisiana, Alabama and
Mississippi — three other Southern states that lean Republican and
voted for Donald Trump last fall.
...
A poll conducted in late March found that 36% of Republicans said
they will probably or definitely not get vaccinated, compared with
12% of Democrats. Similarly, a third of rural Americans said they
were leaning against getting shots, while fewer than a fourth of
people living in cities and suburbs shared that hesitancy.

Overall, though, willingness to get vaccinated has risen, polling
shows.
In January, 67% of adult Americans were willing to get vaccinated
or had already received at least one shot. The figure has climbed to
75%, according to the latest AP-NORC poll.
Nationwide, 24% of Black Americans and 22% of Hispanic
Americans say they will probably or definitely not get vaccinated,
down from 41% and 34% in January, respectively. Among white
Americans, 26% now say they will not get vaccinated. In January,
that number was 31%.
Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation's top infectious disease expert, said
the goal is to get community figures, from athletes to clergy, to
encourage vaccinations, particularly as the seven-day national
average of cases remains over 60,000 new infections per day.
...
The J&J vaccine was thrown in limbo after the CDC and the Food
and Drug Administration said last week they needed more evidence
to decide if a handful of unusual blood clots were linked to the shot
— and if so, how big the risk is.
The reports are rare — six cases out of more than 7 million U.S.
inoculations with J&J vaccine. The clots were found in women
between the ages of 18 and 48. One person died.
Authorities stressed they have found no sign of clot problems with
the most widely used COVID-19 vaccines in the U.S. — from
Moderna and Pfizer.
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Coronavirus spreads at record pace globally despite vaccines
Even as the U.S. and other countries press ahead with their
COVID-19 vaccination programs, infections are increasing
faster than ever globally.

US State Department raises alert level for most
countries due to COVID

A record 5,363,616 new cases were reported in the week
ending Saturday, a USA TODAY analysis of Johns Hopkins
University data shows. At that pace, nearly nine cases are
being reported every second. The growth in cases is being
pushed by a stunning spike in India, which is now reporting
more than 1.5 million infections every week. Just a month
ago, that figure was about 200,000.

... "As travelers face ongoing risks due to the COVID-19
pandemic, the Department of State will begin updating its
travel advisories this week to better reflect the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention’s science-based Travel
Health Notices that outline current issues affecting travelers’
health,'' the department said in a statement. "Our advisories
also take into account logistical factors, including incountry testing availability and current travel restrictions
for U.S. citizens.'’

The United States, which opened vaccination eligibility for all
adults Monday, Brazil and Turkey are the other nations
reporting more than 400,000 cases per week. With India, the
four countries account for most of the world's new cases,
the USA TODAY analysis shows.
COVID-19 deaths are still below the peak of more than
100,000 per week. About 83,000 weekly deaths are now
being reported, a pace of about eight people dying every
minute.

The agency said approximately 80% of countries will now
carry the "Do not travel'' label, a level 4.
Today, just 34 of 209 countries, or about 16% have rated a
level 4. Nearly 150 countries, or about 70%, fall into level 3.
The State Department said the pandemic continues to pose
"unprecedented risks'' to travelers.
"In light of those risks, the Department of State strongly
recommends U.S. citizens reconsider all travel abroad.''
...
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India’s surge of coronavirus cases
India has been overwhelmed by hundreds of thousands of new
coronavirus cases daily, bringing pain, fear and agony to many lives
as lockdowns have been placed in Delhi and other cities.

Tens of thousands of farmers protesting new agricultural reform laws
have been camping on the outskirts of the Indian capital in crowded
tents and makeshift townships since November.

India’s Health Ministry reported 295,041 new cases on Wednesday
with 2,023 deaths, taking total fatalities to 182,553. India has since
the start of the pandemic recorded 15.6 million cases, the
second highest behind the United States.

Modi tried to boost spirits in a nationwide address on Tuesday
night by saying the government and the pharmaceutical
industry were stepping up efforts to meet the shortages of
hospital beds, oxygen, tests and vaccines.

Newly reported cases have exceeded 200,000 each day for a week
— with people being infected faster than they can be tested.

But, he admitted, the “surge in infections has come like a storm
and a big battle lies ahead.”

“This time, infection is spreading so fast that people are not getting
time to get medicines. Many people are dying before we can get a
test report,” said Dr. S K Pandey of Ram Manohar Lohia Institute of
Medical Sciences in Lucknow, capital of the northern state of Uttar
Pradesh.

India
Many have blamed politicians for allowing super-spreader events
such as mass gatherings to take place.
Religious leaders and hundreds of thousands of devout Hindus
descended on the banks of the Ganges River in the northern Indian
city of Haridwar last month for a major Kumbh festival. They believe
that a dip in holy water will wash away their sins and prevent rebirth.
One prominent Hindu religious leader died of COVID-19 shortly after.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Home Minister Amit Shah as well as
opposition politicians took part in mass election rallies in five
populous states with with tens of thousands of supporters not
wearing masks or social distancing.

US
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The J&J vaccine phase 3
trial results published in NEJM
At post
>14 days 67% efficacy
>28 days 75%
(85% vs severe/critical)
and
strong efficacy against [South Africa] variant
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Counterfeit vaccines found in Mexico, Poland, South Africa and China
Pfizer discovered the first counterfeits of its COVID-19
vaccines—the latest fakes amid the worldwide push for
vaccinations.

“This is only the tip of the iceberg when it comes to COVID-19
vaccine related crime,” Interpol Secretary General Juergen Stock
told Reuters.

The vials, recovered in Mexico and Poland, contained water and
anti-wrinkle treatments, the pharma told The Wall Street Journal.

In December, Interpol issued an alert across its 194-nation
network, warning of COVID-related organized crime.

At a clinic in Mexico, where 80 people paid $1,000 per dose,
vials were seized with fraudulent Pfizer labels with incorrect
expiration dates and lot numbers. The fake vaccines were
actually distilled water and delivered in beach-style coolers.
Recipients were unharmed.

In the U.S. and several other countries, fake websites are
purporting to sell COVID-19 vaccines with the purpose of
obtaining people's personal information. The U.S. Department
of Homeland Security told the WSJ that it took down 30
websites and captured 74 web domains seeking to take
advantage of the demand for COVID-19-related products.

In a separate investigation in Poland, phony Pfizer vials
containing an anti-wrinkle treatment were found in a man's
apartment before they could be distributed.
The Pfizer fakes are the latest in worldwide discoveries of
counterfeit COVID-19 vaccines and deceptive websites hawking
non-existent vaccines.
Last month vials were seized in South Africa and Mexico. The
South African warehouse haul included 2,400 doses and resulted
in the arrest of three Chinese nationals and a Zambian. An
investigation revealed a network also selling fake vaccines in
China, where an additional 80 were arrested.
In Mexico, a private plane was headed to Honduras with 5,700
doses of supposed Sputnik V vaccines from Russia when it was
seized.

Scammers are also using telemarketing calls, text messages
and door-to-door visits to access personal information, according
to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).
In February, three men from Baltimore were charged with
conspiracy to commit wire fraud and faced up to 20 years in
prison for running a scam website to sell Moderna COVID-19
vaccines for $30 each.
Their site was designed to appear like Moderna’s right down to its
logo, markings and text. The scammers also used the web address
modernatx.shop, closely mimicking the company’s actual URL,
modernatx.com.
HHS has yet to uncover any counterfeit vaccines in the U.S. Its
pursuit of fake drugs is long established as the industry
generates more than $200 billion annually.
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COVID-19 hospitalizations tumble among U.S. senior citizens
COVID-19 hospitalizations among older Americans have
plunged 80 percent since the start of the year, dramatic
proof the vaccination campaign is working. Now the trick is to
get more of the nation’s younger people to roll up their
sleeves.
...
Overall, COVID-19 deaths in the U.S. have plummeted to
about 700 per day on average, compared with a peak of
over 3,400 in mid-January. All told, the scourge has killed
about 570,000 Americans.
...
The trends mirror what is happening in other countries with
high vaccination rates, such as Israel and Britain, and stand
in stark contrast to the worsening disaster in places like India
and Brazil, which lag far behind in dispensing shots.
According to U.S. government statistics, hospitalizations
are down 60 percent overall, but most dramatically among
senior citizens, who have been eligible for shots the longest
and have enthusiastically received them.
Two-thirds of American senior citizens are fully
vaccinated, versus just one-third of all U.S. adults. Over
80 percent of senior citizens have gotten at least one
shot, compared with just over 50 percent among all
adults.
...
At the same time, however, overall demand for
vaccinations in the U.S. seems to be slipping, even as

shots have been thrown open to all adults across the country.
The average number of doses administered per day
appeared to fall in mid-April from 3.2 million to 2.9
million, according to CDC figures.
“My concern is whether the vaccine uptake will be as strong
in these younger age groups,” Guest said. “If it’s not, we will
not see the positive impact for vaccines in these younger age
groups that we’ve seen in our older population.”
Also, new virus cases in the U.S. have been stuck at
worrisome levels since March, averaging more than
60,000 per day, matching numbers seen during last
summer’s surge. The new cases are increasingly among
people in their 30s, 40s and 50s, who also make up a
larger portion of hospitalizations.
...
With enough people vaccinated, COVID-19 cases should
eventually begin to fall as the virus finds fewer and fewer
people to infect. Guest and other experts say Israel appeared
to reach that threshold last month after it fully vaccinated
roughly 40 percent of its population of 9 million people.
...
The challenge will be quickly vaccinating younger Americans,
who feel they are less vulnerable to the coronavirus but are
mainly the ones spreading the disease.
“To really feel that we’re out of the woods we’ve got to see a
lot less cases than we’re seeing now,” said Dr. Jesse ...
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“Breakthrough” cases we’re seeing is even lower than expected
... Last week, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
reported that more than 5,800 out of 75 million fully
vaccinated people in the U.S. have been infected with
COVID-19. Of these “breakthrough cases,” 396 were
hospitalized and 74 people died. The CDC defines a
breakthrough case as someone who gets sick, either
symptomatically or asymptomatically, 14 or more days after
full vaccination. A few headlines about the report implied,
rather irresponsibly, that the breakthroughs happened
because the vaccines didn’t work. CNN, for instance, put it
this way: “So far, 5,800 fully vaccinated people have caught
Covid anyway in US, CDC said.”

“If it were 95 percent protection, you would expect 5
percent of the [75] million people who’ve been
vaccinated not to be protected,” said Barry Bloom, a
professor of public health and an immunologist at the Harvard
T.H. Chan School of Public Health on a press call on Friday.
The same logic applies to the Moderna vaccine, which is 94
percent effective, and the Johnson & Johnson vaccine,
which was 72 percent effective in a U.S. trial. In fact, the
number of breakthrough COVID cases was “less than I
expect,” said Bloom. “Far less.” Of the 75 million
vaccinated people in the U.S., the 5,800 breakthrough
cases represent just 0.0075 percent.

The reality is that breakthrough cases are normal and
expected after vaccination. That’s because none of the three
vaccines available in the U.S. (or, indeed, anywhere else)
are 100 percent effective at preventing disease from
COVID-19. The Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine, for instance, is 95
percent effective. That’s impressively high, but a few
breakthrough infections, hospitalizations, and deaths are still
expected to occur in people who get the vaccine. (One
slightly confusing thing about investigating breakthrough
infections is that research is using the term differently.
There’s the CDC’s definition of an infection two weeks after
full vaccination. But some studies have also investigated
breakthrough infections in people who have received only
one vaccine dose, like Viterbo. Other research addressing
infections after vaccination doesn’t use the term breakthrough
at all.)

When you take these percentages into account, it’s easier to
see that the proportion of breakthrough cases is very low,
according to Syra Madad, an infectious disease
epidemiologist and senior director of the special pathogens
program at New York City Health and Hospitals.
The numbers are “not concerning to me at all,” she said.
Much of the media coverage has needlessly raised alarm
because it lacked this context, she added.
It’s comforting to remember that breakthrough cases regularly
happen with other common vaccines. The annual flu shot, for
example, is usually only 40 percent to 60 percent effective,
which means that up to 40 percent to 60 percent of
vaccinated people may still get the flu if exposed to it. Despite
this, said Madad, the flu shot prevented an estimated ...
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 3,100,000

Select live link for current number
and to access interactive version
of the line chart below
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US to resume J&J COVID vaccinations despite rare clot risk
U.S. health officials lifted an 11-day pause on COVID-19 vaccinations
using Johnson & Johnson’s single-dose shot on Friday, after scientific
advisers decided its benefits outweigh a rare risk of blood clot.

syndrome,” include severe headaches a week or two after the J&J
vaccination — not right away — as well as abdominal pain and
nausea.

The government uncovered 15 vaccine recipients who developed a
highly unusual kind of blood clot out of nearly 8 million people given
the J&J shot. All were women, most under age 50. Three died, and
seven remain hospitalized.

The government initially spotted six cases of the rare clots, with nine more
cases coming to light in the last week or so. But even the first handful of
reports raised alarm because European regulators already had
uncovered similar rare clots among recipients of another COVID-19
vaccine, from AstraZeneca. The AstraZeneca and J&J shots, while
not identical, are made with the same technology.

But ultimately, federal health officials decided that J&J’s one-anddone vaccine is critical to fight the pandemic — and that the small clot
risk could be handled with warnings to help younger women decide if they
should use that shot or an alternative.
...
The U.S. decision — similar to how European regulators are rolling out
J&J’s shot — comes after advisers to the CDC debated in a daylong
meeting just how serious the risk really is. Panelists voted 10-4 to
resume vaccinations without outright age restrictions, but made
clear that the shots must come with clear warnings about the clots.
...
European regulators earlier this week made a similar decision,
deciding the clot risk was small enough to allow the rollout of J&J’s
shot. But how Americans ultimately handle J&J’s vaccine will influence
other countries that don’t have as much access to other vaccination
options.
Dr. Paul Stoffels, J&J’s chief scientific officer, pledged that the
company would work with U.S. and global authorities “to ensure this
very rare event can be identified early and treated effectively.”
At issue is a weird kind of blood clot that forms in unusual places,
such as veins that drain blood from the brain, and in patients with
abnormally low levels of the platelets that form clots. Symptoms of
the unusual clots, dubbed “thrombosis with thrombocytopenia

European scientists found clues that an abnormal platelet-harming
immune response to AstraZeneca’s vaccine might be to blame -- and if
so, then doctors should avoid the most common clot treatment, a blood
thinner called heparin.
That added to U.S. authorities’ urgency in pausing J&J vaccinations so
they could tell doctors how to diagnose and treat these rare clots. Six
patients were treated with heparin before anyone realized that might harm
instead of help.
Dr. Jesse Goodman of Georgetown University closely watched Friday’s
deliberations and said people should be made aware of the clotting risk
but that it shouldn’t overshadow the benefits of COVID-19 protection.
“We need to treat people as adults, tell them what the information is and
give them these choices,” said Goodman, a former vaccine specialist at
the FDA.
Two-dose vaccines from Pfizer and Moderna, which are made differently
and haven’t been linked to clot risks, are the mainstay of the U.S.
vaccination effort. But many states had been counting on the easierto-store, one-dose option to also help protect hard-to-reach populations
including people who are homeless or disabled. ...
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Mutants strains detected in India are one and the same; and current vaccine(s)
appear to be protective against it
The double and triple mutant strains detected in India are one
and the same variant of the coronavirus, and the available
vaccines are effective on it, National Institute of Biomedical
Genomics Director Soumitra Das said on Friday. Speaking at
a webinar on 'Genome Sequencing of SARS-CoV-19', Das
said double mutant and triple mutant terms are "colloquial"
and both refer to the same variant -- B.1.617 variant of the
coronavirus.
"Double and triple mutants are one and the same. Double
and triple mutants are over-lapping terms and have been
used differentially in different context," he said.
The National Institute of Biomedical Genomics in Kalyani is
an institute under the Department of Biotechnology and is
one of the 10 laboratories across the country involved in the
genome sequencing of the coronavirus.
In fact, these variants harbour 15 lineage defining
mutations. B.1.617, initially termed double mutant, has
three new spike protein mutations, he said.
Two mutations -- E484Q and L452R -- are in the area
important for antibody-based neutralisation.
"Initially we were signifying two mutations which are important
for escape (the vaccine escape and antibody escape). That is
why it is called the double mutant," he said.

But this mutant or variant also has another mutation which is
called P681R. That mutation allows the virus to enter the cell
little better.
"If you now take both the context, the escape variant, plus the
entry or infectivity, then it is a triple mutant, but if you only
consider about a new variant or escape variant, then it is a
double mutant. If you take double and triple mutants, (they)
are over-lapping and are one and the same," Das added.
There is apprehension among experts that the new variant
could also increase infection rates and easily surpass
immune defences.
"Variants found in India are not really escaping our
vaccinated sera," Das said, suggesting that the available
vaccines are effective on them.
He said that to avoid confusion, a uniform nomenclature for
the variants should be used as recommended by the WHO.
Noted virologist Shaheed Jameel referred to the study done
by Cellular and Molecular Biology, another lab involved in the
sequencing of the coronavirus genomes, saying preliminary
results have shown that Covishield vaccine protects
against the B.1.617 variant.
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Virus surge in crowded Gaza threatens to overwhelm hospitals
... Gaza’s main treatment center for COVID-19 patients warns that oxygen
supplies are dwindling fast. In another hospital, coronavirus patients are
packed three to a room.
For months, Gaza’s Hamas rulers seemed to have a handle on containing
the pandemic. But their decision to lift most movement restrictions in
February — coupled with the spread of a more aggressive virus variant
and lack of vaccines — has led to a fierce second surge.
At the same time, many of Gaza’s more than 2 million people ignore
safety precautions, especially during the current fasting month of
Ramadan. In the daytime, markets teem with shoppers buying goods for
iftar, the meal breaking the fast after sundown. Few wear masks properly,
if at all.
...
From the start, the course of the pandemic in Gaza, one of the world’s
most crowded territories, was largely shaped by politics. A border closure
— enforced by Israel and Egypt to varying degrees since the Islamic
militant Hamas group seized control of Gaza in 2007 — helped slow the
spread initially. In the early months, Hamas quarantined small groups of
travelers coming from Egypt, and the first cases of community spread
were only reported in August.
A first outbreak came in the fall. Hamas tried to contain it by closing
schools, mosques and markets, and by imposing a nighttime curfew. By
February, infections had dropped sharply.
At that point, Hamas lifted curfews. Students were back in schools,
wedding halls reopened and street markets were back. Travelers from
Egypt were no longer placed in quarantine or even tested. Instead they
were waved through after a temperature check, on the assumption that
they had already been tested in Egypt.
The decision to reopen was in part driven by economic concerns. The
closures had further battered Gaza’s long-suffering economy, where

unemployment stands at roughly 50% and among young people
at 70%.
Hamas may also have been concerned about prolonging unpopular
measures ahead of Palestinian parliament elections. In the May 22 vote,
Hamas is competing against the Fatah movement of West Bank-based
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas. There’s no reliable polling, but
Hamas appears vulnerable to a Fatah challenge in Gaza, even as it is
expected to do well in the West Bank.
The start of Ramadan in mid-April, with its crowded markets and latenight mosque prayers, further fueled infections, as did the emergence of
more aggressive virus variants.
Last week, the daily death toll rose above 20 on most days, compared to
a one-time daily high of 15 in the first surge. Daily infections of 1,000 to
1,500 are the new norm. The total number of infections is close to
100,000, with 848 deaths.
...
The Health Ministry said almost all of Gaza has been designated a “red
zone” because of widespread community transmission.
Dr. Majdi Dhair, a senior health official, said Gaza’s limited medical
infrastructure made the situation worse.
The severe shortage of vaccines poses another challenge.
Israel, whose own vaccination campaign has been a success, has been
broadly criticized for refusing to accept responsibility for vaccinating the
Palestinians. Rights groups say that under international law, Israel
remains responsible for Palestinians in areas it occupied in the 1967
Mideast war, including Gaza, the West Bank and east Jerusalem. Israel
says interim peace accords absolve it of that responsibility and that this is
particularly true in Gaza, from which it withdrew in 2005, while keeping ...
tight control over borders. ...
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US to share AstraZeneca shots with world after safety check
...“Given the strong portfolio of vaccines that the U.S. already has and
that have been authorized by the FDA, and given that the AstraZeneca
vaccine is not authorized for use in the U.S., we do not need to use the
AstraZeneca vaccine here during the next several months,” said White
House COVID-19 coordinator Jeff Zients. “Therefore the U.S. is looking at
options to share the AstraZeneca doses with other countries as they
become available.”
More than 3 million people worldwide have died of COVID-19, including
more than 572,000 in the U.S. The U.S. has vaccinated more than 53% of
its adult population with at least one dose of its three authorized vaccines
from Pfizer, Moderna and J&J, and it expects to have enough supply for
its entire population by early summer.
About 10 million doses of AstraZeneca vaccine have been produced
but have yet to pass review by the FDA to “meet its expectations for
product quality,” Zients said, noting the U.S. regulator is recognized as the
“gold standard” for safety around the world. That process could be
completed in the next several weeks. About 50 million more doses are
in various stages of production and could be available to ship in
May and June pending FDA sign-off.
The U.S. has yet to finalize where the AstraZeneca doses will go,
Zients said. Neighbors Mexico and Canada have asked the Biden
administration to share more doses, while dozens of other countries are
looking to access supplies of the vaccine.
...
The AstraZeneca doses will be donated by the U.S. government,
which has contracted with the company for a total of 300 million
doses — though the company has faced production issues.
...
In part because the AstraZeneca vaccine is not expected to play a
significant factor in the U.S. virus response, the White House was also
moving to share raw materials for the production of the AstraZeneca

vaccine with India, which has emerged as a global hotspot for the
virus, by diverting some of its orders to the vaccine manufacturer Serum
Institute of India.
Zients told the AP that the Biden administration was working to satisfy
other “key requests” from the Indian government, namely for personal
protective equipment, tests, therapeutics and supplies of oxygen and
respiratory assistance devices.
“The administration’s identified U.S. commercial suppliers of therapeutics
that are immediately available to help relieve the suffering of the COVID19 patients in India,” said Zients. “We’ve identified rapid diagnostic tests
and supplies and PPE, and additional ventilators that are available to
transferred to India.”
Epidemiologists from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention were also expected to soon travel to India to assist the
country with its virus response.
The additional quality review before the U.S. shares the AstraZeneca
doses were in order because of issues at the facility that produced them,
White House officials said.
AstraZeneca’s doses in the U.S. were produced at an Emergent
BioSolutions plant in Baltimore that has come under increased regulatory
and public scrutiny after botching batches of the J&J vaccine. The U.S.
pressed J&J to take over the plant and, as part of the effort to ensure the
quality of newly produced vaccines, directed the facility to stop making the
AstraZeneca shot. AstraZeneca is still looking to identify a new U.S.
production facility for its future doses.
The U.S. government ordered enough for 150 million Americans before
issues with the vaccine’s clinical trial held up clearance. The company’s
30,000-person U.S. trial didn’t complete enrollment until January, and ...
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Why the world should worry about India
India considered itself to be “in the endgame” of the pandemic just a few
weeks ago. Now it is the global epicenter. The country recently surpassed
the devastating milestone of more than 345,000 new COVID-19 cases in
a single day, the biggest total recorded globally since the pandemic
began.
What is taking place in India isn’t so much a wave as it is a wall: Charts
showing the country’s infection rate and death toll, which has also
reached record numbers in the country, depict curves that have shot up
into vertical lines. Public-health experts aren’t optimistic that they will
slope down anytime soon.
India’s outbreak is an enormous tragedy for its own people, but it’s also a
catastrophe for the rest of the world. Ninety-two developing nations
rely on India, home to the Serum Institute, the world’s largest
vaccine maker, for the doses to protect their own populations, a
supply now constrained by India’s domestic obligations. Meanwhile,
the coronavirus is mutating. Reports of double- and even triple-mutant
strains of the virus, which experts fear could be driving the country’s latest
surge, have prompted concerns that what has started in India won’t end
there. Despite efforts to restrict the spread of India’s new COVID-19
variant, called B.1.617, it has already been identified in at least 10
countries, including the United States and Britain.
If ever there were a time for intervention, it would be now. But world
leaders, who have so far only paid lip service to the need for global
cooperation, have mostly been preoccupied by their own internal
situations. Although this approach may have served vaccine-rich
countries such as the U.S. so far, India could prove its limits.
...
Donating doses directly to countries that need them, including India, is a
nonstarter for many countries. Most of those that have vaccines don’t
have enough of them, and those with an immense surplus, such as the
United States, aren’t yet confident enough in their supply to part with the
excess.

But these countries can help in other ways. The first is by lifting export
controls on the raw materials that are used to produce vaccines. This is
what the CEO of the Serum Institute asked of the Biden administration
weeks ago. On Sunday, the U.S. government heeded the request,
announcing that it would look to immediately provide the raw materials
necessary to help India produce the AstraZeneca vaccine, locally known
as Covishield, as well as other medical supplies. The British and German
governments also pledged their support.
Another option is for countries to support the appeal, put forward by India
and South Africa, for the World Trade Organization to temporarily relax
patent rights related to COVID-19 vaccines and treatments so that they
can be manufactured, without fear of being sued, by countries that are still
struggling to inoculate their populations. More than 70 former world
leaders and 100 Nobel Prize laureates have appealed to the Biden
administration to back the waiver, as have several U.S. lawmakers. “If we
want to restore America’s global leadership in the post-Trump era, we
should help other countries access the technical know-how they need to
manufacture their own vaccines to fight COVID-19,” Senator Chris
Murphy, one of the 10 Democratic senators who have called on the Biden
administration to back the effort, told me in a statement. “It’s an easy,
effective way for the United States to help.”
There is a host of other ways for countries to help, irrespective of their
resources. Assisting India with its sequencing is one option. Donating the
oxygen the country so desperately needs is another.
Though mass vaccination has provided an off-ramp from the pandemic for
some countries, India is a stark reminder that, for many others, a long
road lies ahead. The world is on track to record more COVID-19
deaths this year than it did in 2020. The risks of allowing current
outbreaks to ravage places such as India aren’t limited to those
countries alone. Emerging variants and further delays to more
equitable vaccine distribution stand to affect everyone, including
vaccinated populations. India’s problem is the world’s problem.
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Apr. 28
Gilead, Merck step in to help India's drug manufacturers
India is in the midst of one of the world’s grimmest COVID-19
outbreaks so far, but for weeks the country has struggled to
meet local demand for life-saving drugs and vaccines. Now,
drugmakers reliant on India for their own production needs
are stepping in to help.
Gilead Sciences on Monday said it would help local
manufacturers boost production of its COVID-19 antiviral
drug remdesivir, marketed as Veklury. The drug is
authorized in India for hospitalized adults and children with
severe disease. Seven companies in India already produce
the drug, but they're not able to keep up with demand amid
the crisis.
Gilead plans to donate at least 450,000 vials of
remdesivir “to help ease the immediate need for
treatment.” Supplies of remdesivir in India have been so tight
a thriving black market has cropped up.
For its part, Merck followed suit on Tuesday, saying it had
entered into non-exclusive voluntary licensing
agreements with five generic manufacturers in India for
its oral COVID-19 antiviral therapeutic candidate
molnupiravir. The drug, which Merck has developed
alongside Ridgeback Biotherapeutics, is currently in phase 3
trials for non-hospitalized patients.
Merck's agreements—with Cipla, Dr. Reddy’s Laboratorie,
Emcure Pharmaceuticals, Hetero Labs and Sun

Pharmaceutical—will help accelerate molnupiravir’s
availability in India and other low- and middle-income
countries once approved by local regulatory authorities, the
company said.
Merck will also donate “more than $5 million worth of
oxygen-production equipment, masks, hand sanitizer
and financial aid.”
...
The moves come weeks into India’s battle against a surge of
COVID-19 infections that has pushed its hospital systems to
the brink. India, one of the globe’s largest manufacturers
of drugs and vaccines, has posted more than 300,000
new infections per day, breaking the global record for six
consecutive days, The Washington Post reports.
On Monday, the nation asked the European Union to
immediately send medical supplies, including oxygen
additional doses of remdesivir, to help hospitals deluged with
patients, Reuters reports.
India banned exports of Gilead’s remdesivir and the active
pharmaceutical ingredients (API) used to make it earlier this
month in order to meet its own demand. Seven companies in
the country currently produce Gilead’s antiviral with enough
capacity for some 3.9 million units per month.
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Apr. 28
Outdoor mask guidance echoes what many Americans already do
... On Tuesday, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention eased its guidelines on the wearing of masks
outdoors, saying fully vaccinated Americans don’t need
to cover their faces anymore unless they are in a big
crowd of strangers. And those who are unvaccinated can
go outside without masks in some situations, too.
...
The decision marked the U.S. government’s latest step
toward normalcy, but came as much of the country already
had moved on from mask rules. The CDC essentially
endorsed what many Americans have already been doing.
On the same day the CDC updated its guidance, Louisiana’s
governor partially lifted the state’s mask mandate, the first
Democratic governor to make such a move during Joe
Biden’s presidency. Elsewhere, local government leaders
have been doing away with mask rules, and in many states,
face coverings are an infrequent sight indoors, let alone
outside.
In Montgomery, Alabama, 73-year-old Judy Adams said she
hasn’t worn a mask outside since the early days of the
pandemic a year ago and only puts them on inside when
stores mandate them. Alabama had a statewide mask
mandate until earlier this month, when the governor let it
expire.
...
everyone, fully vaccinated or not, should keep wearing
masks at crowded outdoor events such as concerts or

sporting events, the CDC says.
The agency continues to recommend masks at indoor
public places, such as hair salons, restaurants, shopping
centers, gyms, museums and movie theaters, saying that
is still the safer course even for vaccinated people.
...
In the Nebraska school district, Superintendent Jorgensen
said the district decided to eliminate its mask rule based on
conditions in the area and in the state, which never had a
statewide mask mandate.
The district did see an elevated risk of the virus last fall when
cases statewide were peaking, but there hasn’t been a single
case in the district since January and fewer than a dozen
cases had been reported in the two counties around the
district when they made the decision.
Jorgensen said the district is still being careful and will
require students to quarantine for 10 days if they test positive
for the virus, but the mask mandate didn’t seem necessary
anymore.
“It’s not like we’ve totally thrown everything out the window.
We still are closely watching it and monitoring every situation
we can. But it just seems that those seem a little bit extreme,”
Jorgensen said of the federal mask recommendations. “I
think we have people here who can make some good local
decisions, so that’s why we did it the way we did it.”
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Apr. 29
In 12 US states, new covid case numbers continue to climb
... Colorado and Washington have seen cases more than
doubled since their lulls in March. The United States is still
reporting about 376,000 cases per week, but that number has
fallen about 24.5% in less than two weeks.
Oregon Gov. Kate Brown is putting 15 counties that
encompass the state’s biggest cities into the state’s
extreme risk category starting Friday, imposing
restrictions that include banning indoor restaurant

dining. As Brown issued her order on Tuesday, she said
rising COVID-19 hospitalizations threaten to overwhelm
doctors. Washington Gov. Jay Inslee is expected to order
new restrictions next week for several counties that would
force businesses and churches to reduce their indoor
gathering capacity from 50% to 25%.
[also Tennessee, Arizona, Nevada, Louisiana, Wyoming,
Alabama, Missouri, Utah and Texas]

https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS/USA-TRENDS/dgkvlgkrkpb/

Weekly reported cases
per 100,000 populations
as of Sunday each week,
March 1, 2020 to April 25, 2021
New cases
Where cases have risein for 2+ weeks
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Apr 30
Disneyland reopens after 400 days of closure due to COVID
...In Disneyland’s 66-year history, the theme park has been shut
for extreme circumstances only a few times — after the
assassination of President Kennedy and following the 1994
Northridge earthquake, for example. Before the pandemic struck
in March of last year, none of those closures lasted longer than a
day.
Now, with a slew of coronavirus safety adjustments, the Anaheim
parks are welcoming back their fans.
Eager parkgoers began lining up hours before Disneyland’s official
9 a.m. opening time, and a cheer greeted the announcement that
the temperature-check station would start processing them for
admission about an hour early. To prevent crowding in
Disneyland’s Main Street area, park employees invited the
admitted guests to freely roam the grounds. Workers, alongside
Walt Disney Co. Executive Chairman Bob Iger and Chief
Executive Bob Chapek, waved at people as they entered.
...
Among other precautions, park attendance is capped at 25% of
capacity. Guests and employees must wear masks, and
people who don’t live together must maintain physical
distance in queues and on rides. On some attractions, that
means leaving lots of seats empty. New hand-washing stations
and designated eating areas dot the parks.
Parades and fireworks shows have been scrapped — those
tend to cause excited parkgoers to cluster too closely together.
Costumed characters such as Mickey Mouse and Goofy
aren’t giving out hugs, but they are posing for pictures and
waving from balconies and stages.
...

The changes don’t seem to be deterring hard-core fans. Tickets
to Disneyland are already sold out for the entire first seven
weeks, according to the Disneyland online reservation page.
Tickets for Disney California Adventure are sold out for eight days
during the first month. Park hopper tickets, which allow a visitor to
attend both parks in the same day, are still available for a few
dates in May and several in June.
The parks are only allowing in California residents. Visitors
must attest that they are Californians when they buy tickets online,
and Disney representatives suggest bringing a photo ID as
backup confirmation.
In allowing theme parks to reopen this month, California initially
prohibited them from accepting out-of-state visitors, but it has
since ended that restriction. Universal Studios Hollywood and
SeaWorld San Diego are among the parks that have begun
selling tickets to people who live outside California and are
fully vaccinated, but Disney has chosen to stick with the earlier
restriction longer.
...it.
With the exception of the A Touch of Disney food event this spring,
the Disney parks — a crown jewel of California’s travel and
tourism industry — had been closed to customers since midMarch 2020. State health guidelines released last month have
allowed the parks to reopen while aiming to lower the risk of
spreading the coronavirus.
Before the pandemic, California theme parks collectively
generated $1.5 billion annually in federal, state and local
taxes, according to a trade group for the parks.
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 3,200,000

Select live link for current number
and to access interactive version
of the line chart below
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May 1
Hungary reopens for people holding COVID-19 immunity cards
BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP) — Hungary on Saturday loosened
several COVID-19 restrictions for people with governmentissued immunity cards, the latest in a series of reopening
measures that have followed an ambitious vaccination
campaign.
As of Saturday, individuals with the plastic cards may enter
indoor dining rooms, hotels, theaters, cinemas, spas, gyms,
libraries, museums and other recreational venues. Opening
hours for businesses were extended to 11 p.m. and an overnight
curfew in place since November will now start later, at midnight.
Vaccinated people and those who have recovered from
COVID-19 are eligible for the Hungarian immunity cards,
which must be presented at establishments before entry.
Businesses can be issued heavy fines if they allow non-card
holders to enter.
Zoos also began admitting guests after nearly six months of
mandatory closure. Budapest Zoo spokesperson Zoltan Hanga
said the last time the zoological park in Hungary’s capital was
shut for so long was during World War II.
...
Hungary has administered 4 million first doses of
coronavirus vaccines, reaching about 40% of its population.
The country has the second-highest vaccination rate in the
European Union and is the only one of the EU’s 27 nations to
use vaccines from China and Russia in addition to Western
jabs.
But a devastating pandemic surge this spring also gave

Hungary the world’s highest overall COVID-19 mortality rate
per 1 million inhabitants, according to Johns Hopkins
University. The country of about 9.7 million people has reported
over 27,500 deaths in the pandemic.
“In the past, we defended ourselves by closing, thereby slowing
the spread of the virus. But now we are on the attack,” Prime
Minister Viktor Orban said Friday as he announced the
reopening. “The vaccine is like a bulletproof vest. The virus
bounces off of it.”
The whole issue of immunity cards or so-called COVID-19
passports is fraught, with critics saying they discriminate against
people in poorer nations who do not have access to vaccines.
Hungary is also trying to counter possible EU moves to issue
such documents only to people who have received vaccines
approved by the European Medicines agency, which so far do
not include the vaccines made in China and Russia.
A soccer match in Budapest on Saturday is expected to admit
fans holding immunity cards. A competing club issued a
statement saying masks would not be required in the stadium
but urged fans to wear them anyway.
On Thursday, Hungary’s foreign affairs minister, Peter Szijjarto,
announced that travel between Hungary, Serbia and
Montenegro would be permitted without quarantines or
testing requirements for immunity card holders from those
countries. Negotiations for similar agreements are
underway with Greece and Israel, he said.
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May 2
India again breaks world record with over 400,000 cases
It was supposed to be a day when India made a bold step forward
in its fight against Covid-19, when everyone 18 and older in its vast
population became eligible to be inoculated. Instead, several states
reported that vaccine shortages had forced them to delay
expanding access, and the country on Saturday reported 401,993
new cases, yet another global record.

fully vaccinated, according to data compiled from government
sources by the Our World in Data project at the University of
Oxford. Officials in Delhi, the capital, and big states like West
Bengal and Karnataka have announced that the planned
expansion of vaccine eligibility to everyone 18 and older is on hold
because of shortages.

India’s long, nightmarish day began with a hospital fire in the
western state of Gujarat that killed at least 16 Covid-19 patients
and two health care workers, the latest in a series of deadly
accidents to strike the country’s overwhelmed health system.

“As soon as vaccines arrive, we will let you know, then you can
come for shots,” said Delhi’s chief minister, Arvind Kejriwal, the
BBC reported. “We appeal to you not to crowd vaccine centers in
the next few days.”

As families of the sick fill social media with pleas for oxygen and
cremation grounds burn thousands of bodies daily, India has gone
from declaring victory over Covid to suffering its gravest
emergency in decades.

As long as vaccines are in short supply and the virus is running
rampant, experts warn that dangerous variants will evolve, spread
and possibly evade vaccines. That could eventually pose a threat
even for countries like the United States, where 40 percent of the
population is fully vaccinated. Michael Diamond, a viral
immunologist at Washington University in St. Louis, said that the
only way to break the cycle is to ensure countries like India get
enough vaccines.
...
India has a homegrown variant called B.1.617, which some in
the news media and medical industry have concluded is
responsible for the ferocious second wave.

India has pushed the world record for daily new cases higher and
higher, while averaging over 3,000 Covid deaths each day, with
more than 200,000 dead in total. And evidence suggests the
official numbers vastly understate the toll.
While it is a global power in vaccine production, India didn’t
purchase enough doses to protect itself. When its cases were
relatively low, it exported more than 60 million shots; now
exports have essentially been shut down. The chief executive of
Serum Institute of India, the world’s largest vaccine manufacturer,
is in Britain, having come under increasingly intense pressure at
home.
Less than 2 percent of India’s 940 million adults have been

Researchers outside of India, however, say the limited data so far
suggests that a better-known variant may be more to blame:
the highly contagious B.1.1.7 variant that was first found in
Britain and is now the most common source of new infection in the
United States. All of the major vaccines in use have been shown to
be effective against B.1.1.7. ...
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May 3
Vegas hitting jackpot as pandemic-weary visitors crowd back
...Las Vegas has been almost elbow-to-elbow lately with pandemic-weary
tourists looking for excitement and entertainment, after casinos rose from
35% to 50% occupancy March 15 under state health guidelines.
Capacity limits in Las Vegas casinos drop again Saturday — allowing
80% occupancy — while person-to-person distancing goes from 6 feet
(1.8 meters) to 3 feet (0.9 meters). Masks are still required.
...
Among the first arrivals were people ages 60 and older who were recently
vaccinated with time and disposable income, he observed.
Analysts said pent-up demand, available hotel rooms and $1,400
pandemic recovery checks from the federal government have contributed
to the rush.
...
The Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority, which just launched a
new ad campaign promoting freedom and a return to pre-pandemic
normalcy, tallied more than 2.2 million visitors in March.
The figure was down 40% from March 2019, but a huge jump from a
year earlier, when casinos closed from mid-March to early June. That
drove the Nevada jobless rate in April 2020 above 30% — the highest
ever in any state. The state now reports the rate at 8.1%.
Every Sunday, another weekly measure of demand arrives: A nearly 20mile (32-kilometer) line of vehicles jamming southbound Interstate 15
near the Nevada-California state line. Lanes reduce from three in Nevada
to two in California.
“You have visitors coming throughout the week, all leaving at the same
time,” Nevada Highway Patrol Trooper Travis Smaka said. “It’s very busy
every Sunday.”
Carlo Santarelli, gaming analyst at Deutsche Bank Securities, said the
boom “really accelerated in March, driven by increased vaccinations,

spring break, and March Madness,” the NCAA basketball championship
tournaments.
“It’s pool season, better weather,” said Lori Nelson-Kraft, senior
spokeswoman for the Convention and Visitors Authority. “It’s still cold in
the Midwest and Northeast.”
Restaurants now can go to 80% occupancy, accept walk-in diners and
seat tables of 12. Buffets can allow self-service supervised by
employees.
Casino day clubs and nightclubs can open, but designated dancing areas
remain closed until a specified community vaccination rate is met.
Clark County plans to allow 100% casino and business occupancy
once 60% of its 1.8 million eligible residents get a first COVID-19
vaccine dose.
As of Friday, 45% of people ages 16 and older in the county had
received at least one shot, according to the state Department of Health
and Human Services, and almost 33% were fully vaccinated.
...
The Democratic governor has set a June 1 target for lifting almost all
coronavirus mitigation restrictions statewide. Mask mandates will
remain in place indefinitely.
That will let the convention authority host its biggest event since March
2020 — the World of Concrete trade show beginning June 8 — and debut
its nearly $1 billion Las Vegas Convention Center expansion.
It will also showcase a new $52.5 million underground Tesla vehicle
people-mover system drilled beneath the convention center by Elon
Musk.
Show attendees, exhibitors and staff members will have to wear masks ...
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China’s first
known case of
coronavirus; now
France’s first
possible cases

South Carolina

New Jersey

19

Indonesia

State Name

Pennsylvania

24
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28

New York

France ?

US States Affected

>1,000 Deaths*

Return to
Timeline

Year 1 of COVID-19

Ukraine

Mar. 15, 2020

Mar. 16, 2020

US adds the UK
and Ireland to the
travel restrictions

New Orleans
restaurant sues
insurer for
business
interruption losses

Federal Act which
requires certain
employers to
pay sick leave
to employees
affected by
COVID-19,
goes into effect

Mar. 16, 2020

All Las Vegas, NV
casinos close

Mar. 10, 2020

Italy extends
emergency
measures
nationwide

Mar. 17, 2020

South Korea’s
case have dropped
sharply. What they
are doing right
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St. Pierre

Somaliland
Mozambique
Syria

Turks and Caicos

Laos

Guinea-Bissau

Eritrea

Grenada

Myanmar

Libya

St. Kitts and Nevis

Transnistria

Dominica

Belize

Easter Island

Mali

S. Sudan

Sierra Leon

Abkhazia

W. Sahara

Burundi

Artsakh

Falkand Is
Botswana

Anguilla

Apr. 9, 2020

Miquelon

St. Eustatius

British Virgin Islands

Aland Islands

São Tomé and Príncipe

Malawi

Yemen

May 14, 2020

May 27, 2020

June 7, 2020

June 18, 2020

June 28, 2020

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 300,000

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 350,000

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 400,000

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 450,000

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 500,000

Apr. 24, 2020

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 100,000
Artsakh

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 200,000
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Lesptho

Abkhazia
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Mar. 30, 2020

Apr. 3, 2020

Apr. 9, 2020

Apr. 14, 2020

Apr. 19, 2020

Apr. 24, 2020

Apr. 28, 2020

May 4, 2020

May 7, 2020

May 10, 2020

May 15, 2020

May 19, 2020

May 23, 2020

May 25, 2020

May 28, 2020

May 30, 2020

June 2, 2020

June 7, 2020

June 9, 2020

June 11, 2020

June 15, 2020

June 17, 2020

June 20, 2020

June 24, 2020

June 27, 2020

July 1, 2020

102-year-old woman
in Italy recovers
after 20 days
in hospital

CDC advises
all Americans
to wear cloth
masks in public

India sees
improvement
in air quality

FDA approves
first saliva test to
detect COVID-19

Sweden reports
their strategy is
proving effective

Some states end
(SIP) orders on
or before Apr 30

A UK developed
vaccine is showing
promise

Scientists discover
antibody which
prevents infection

Travel from NYC
seeded wave
of US Outbreaks

How Georgia is
doing since their
Apr 24 reopening

It’s back to work
for a lot of states;
see more details

You can’t get
COVID-19
a second time?

Start of Memorial
Day Weekend;
how different
parts of the US
are handling it

Global deaths due
to various
causes including
COVID-19

Feel depressed?
You are not alone

Anger floods cities
across the US

Russia cases
now over 420K;
deaths over 5K

100 days after
New York City’s
first confirmed
case, reopening
begins

Asymptomatic
spread “appears
to be rare”

Pandemic
statistics

Why a second
shutdown might
be worse than
the first – and how
to prevent it

Oklahoma bending
the curve in the
wrong direction

Ups and downs of
COVID-19 cases see interactive
WHO charts

Virus antibodies
may fade in as
little as 2 months

Younger people
are straining the
healthcare systems

Michigan Judge
issues first
decision on a
billion dollar
insurance
coverage fight

June 15, 2020

9 states report
setting records

Mar. 23, 2020
Mar. 26, 2020

86-year-old Italian
woman recovers
from virus after
being hospitalized
for 7 weeks

Mar. 24, 2020

The Chickasaw and
Choctaw nations
file business
interruption
coverage suits

Apr. 1, 2020

Apr. 6, 2020

American WWII
veteran celebrates
his 104th birthday
after recovering
from COVID-19

Vaccine funded
by Bill Gates is
administered to
first patient

Apr. 11, 2020

Apr. 16, 2020

Apr. 20, 2020

Public warned
virus can travel
up to 13 feet

Vietnam reports
fewer than 300
COVID-19 cases
and no deaths

What we know
about immunity
and antibody
testing to date

Easter Sunday

COVID-19 deemed
compensable injury
by the legislature
in Minnesota

Mar. 26, 2020

Russia sees a
spike in cases

Apr. 17, 2020

Apr. 20, 2020

Wuhan death toll
jumps by 50%

Harvard publishes
“Roadmap to
Pandemic
Resilience”

July 9, 2020

July 19, 2020
Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 600,000

236

237

238

239

240

241

242

243

244

245

May 7, 2020

Blood thinners
as treatment?
May 7, 2020

Many states’
shelter-in-place
orders expire

Expert opinions
shed light on when
we might have
a vaccine

247

Human testing
begins in the US
for a vaccine that
uses genetic code

249

250

251

252

253

254

May 12, 2020

May 22, 2020

Russia now
second in world
for confirmed
coronavirus cases

May 12, 2020

Oklahoma’s START
Coalition begins

Mortality rates in
the most affected
countries:
Belgium at 16.3%
US at 6%

May 18, 2020

Japan falls
into a recession

May 13, 2020
May 8, 2020

May 22, 2020

Lockdowns are
cracking open

Mystery illness
seen in children

Aug. 5, 2020

256

257

258

259

260

261

263

262

States are
reopening:
How are
they doing?

May 28, 2020

May 30, 2020

France stops use
of Hydroxychloroquine

We have liftoff!
NASA command
center personnel
are wearing masks

May 26, 2020

20 states where
COVID-19
in on the rise

May 23, 2020

The pandemic
has already
altered the way
Americans can
cast their ballots

264

266

267

268

269

270

May 31, 2020

FDA gives go
ahead for trial
of experimental
COVID-19 drug

May 27, 2020

Chickasaw Nation
casinos reopen

June 12, 2020
June 10, 2020

June 8, 2020

14 states and
Puerto Rico hit
highest seven-day
average
June 8, 2020

Coronavirus
pandemic: Tracking
the global outbreak

June 1, 2020

Bing tracks
COVID-19:
US is 31% of
world’s total

Coronavirus may
be a blood
vessel disease

June 10, 2020

June 8, 2020

Some of what
we have learned

272

273

275

274

277

276

278

279

282

283

284

285

286

287

288

289

The CDC broadens
its list of who is
at the greatest
risk and adds
3 new symptoms
June 26, 2020

293

294

295

296

297

298

July 3, 2020

Coronavirus
infections
going up in
36 states

Sep. 19, 2020

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 900,000

292

July 2, 2020

US Dow surges
more then
400 points

Is Sweden’s
strategy
misunderstood?

“Godzilla”
dust cloud
reaches U.S.

Sep. 9, 2020

291

July 2, 2020

Virus death toll
drops to 5 in
New York, once
the US epicenter

June 30, 2020

Sweden not
untouched by
COVID-19

299

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 950,000

300

301

302

303

304

305

306

307

308

309

310

311

312

313

July 4, 2020

July 7, 2020

July 10, 2020

July 13, 2020

July 15, 2020

July 18, 2020

July 21, 2020

July 23, 2020

July 26, 2020

July 29, 2020

Aug. 1, 2020

Aug. 4, 2020

Aug. 7, 2020

Aug. 9, 2020

Aug. 11, 2020

Aug. 15, 2020

Aug. 17, 2020

Aug. 20, 2020

Aug. 23, 2020

Aug. 26, 2020

Aug. 29, 2020

Aug. 31, 2020

Sep. 3, 2020

Sep. 6, 2020

Sep. 8, 2020

Sep. 12, 2020

Sep. 15, 2020

Sep. 18, 2020

Sep. 21, 2020

Sep. 23, 2020

Some Texas
hospitals at
100% capacity

Oklahoma shatters
record for
COVID cases

How the virus
surges compare to
NYC’s peak

Rate of positive
tests in the
US over time

First data for
Moderna vaccine
shows promise

Dr. Fauci implores
leaders to “be
as forceful as
possible” with
mask orders

How deadly
is COVID-19?

1.4M workers file
for unemployment

Hurricane rains
add to the
concerns of Texans

6 US states report
one-day record
deaths from virus

Fast food habits
and coronavirus

Wave of evictions
expected as
moratoriums end

India hits 2 million
cases as health
volunteers strike

US hits 5 million
cases with few
signs of slowing

Russia clears
vaccine despite
skepticism

Virus flareups
in Europe

Even mild virus
cases confer
durable immunity

COVID-19 vaccines
could become
mandatory

South Korea
elevates distancing
as virus nears
spring levels

Airlines’ plans for
furloughing

First documented
case of re-infection
in the US

>30,000 enrolled in
two vaccine trials

1st COVID-19 death
linked to Sturgis

Labor Day warnings
go unheeded

Alabama county
delays capital trials,
citing pandemic

Antarctica is
still free of
COVID-19

China expects
vaccine as soon
as November

Infection rates soar
in college towns

California’s
COVID-19
positivity rate
drops below 3%
for the first time

At least 22 states
report an uptick
in new cases

July 5, 2020

July 8, 2020

July 11, 2020

July 13, 2020

July 15, 2020

US holiday fuels
worries about
skyrocketing
virus cases

Michigan Judge
issues first
decision on a
billion dollar
insurance
coverage fight

Could we have
a vaccine as
soon as October?

Florida shatters
record; world
sees spike in cases

(a scientist’s opinion)

July 6, 2020

Global stocks rise
as investors look
to economic data

July 9, 2020

July 14, 2020

Vaccine trial
participants
needed in OKC

America’s jobless
are about to lose
their $600-a-week
lifeline

Top scientists
call for “challenge
trials” to speed
up vaccine process

July 12, 2020

July 17, 2020

COVID-19 surges
in US

July 9, 2020

July 19, 2020

US breaking
records; 27 states
halt or rollback
reopening plans

July 16, 2020

July 11, 2020

Major US Airlines
warn there may
be workforce cuts

6 reasons
for optimism

The 19 most talked
about treatments
and how they rate
for effectiveness
and safety

Opioid overdoses
are skyrocketing

July 22, 2020

July 23, 2020

How the states
rank on restrictions

Opening day
for baseball
July 24, 2020

July 22, 2020

China-US relations
appear at a
turning point

US cases and
deaths on the rise

July 20, 2020

July 22, 2020

July 24, 2020

Schools
make flexible
reopening plans

US secures
100 million doses
of coronavirus
vaccine candidate

CDC changes
COVID-19
guidance

July 20, 2020

Vaccine trials
show early
promising results

July 29, 2020

More ingredients
for pharmaceuticals
to be made in US
July 30, 2020

COVID-19 is back
in places
where it had all
but vanished

Experimental J&J
vaccine protects
monkeys in a
single dose - study
July 30, 2020

Emirates offers
free insurance

Oklahomans
report receiving
seeds from China

Do some have
natural protection
from coronavirus

Aug. 4, 2020

Aug. 7, 2020

Aug. 9, 2020

Aug. 12, 2020

Isaias spawns
wild inland weather

Russia boasts
it will be the
first with a vaccine

New Zealand
records 100 days
without a case

Aug. 2, 2020

Aug. 4, 2020

NASA crew returns
to earth after
2 months in space

Tuberculosis,
H.I.V. and malaria
are making
a comeback

Western District
of Missouri denies
insurer-defendant’s
motion to dismiss
in “Studio 417”
business
interruption claim

Aug. 10, 2020

Aug. 7, 2020

1 in 3 Americans
would refuse
COVID-19 vaccine

40% increase in
child cases across
areas studied

11 things we may
never do the
same way again

Aug. 17, 2020

Aug. 20, 2020

Jury trials
resume in
Oklahoma County

Germany, Spain
see increase
in infection rate

Aug. 16, 2020

FDA grants
approval for
another saliva test

Aug. 14, 2020

Aug. 3, 2020

Federal Judge
strikes down parts
of COVID-19 paid
leave regulation

Aug. 5, 2020

Aug. 7, 2020

Aug. 10, 2020

Australia’s
toughest lockdown

No masks required
at Sturgis Rally

Schools consider
holding outdoor
classes

13 states make
contact tracing
data public

US School boards
under pressure

US virus aid
talks collapse

US consumer
spending up 5.6%

Aug. 16, 2020

COVID’s impact
on US restaurants

Aug. 24, 2020

Aug. 26, 2020

Aug. 21, 2020

Aug. 24, 2020

Nursing home
cases up ˜ 80%

Lebanon sees
spike in cases

Researchers find
that reinfection
may be possible

Aug. 18, 2020

Aug. 22, 2020

Virtual DNC
nominates Biden

Annual “Weedfest”
not cancelled

Aug. 19, 2020

Aug. 22, 2020

Which places
have the most
new daily cases?

Need stress relief?
A group in Japan
is trying something
rather different

Aug. 29, 2020

New virus cases
steadily falling

Residents flee
Gulf Coast

Aug. 18, 2020

Aug. 14, 2020

Aug. 8, 2020

July 31, 2020

California reaches
another bleak
milestone

40% infected
never feel sick

Aug. 15, 2020

Aug. 2, 2020

July 27, 2020

July 28, 2020

July 25, 2020

July 22, 2020

July 27, 2020

Gold surges and
global markets
are mixed

More layoffs in
the US
are announced

Aug. 27, 2020

Aug. 30, 2020

Aug. 28, 2020

Oahu in lockdown

India records
world’s biggest
single-day jump
in virus cases

Aug. 25, 2020

New thinking on
virus lockdowns?

Aug. 28, 2020

In-flight virus
transmission?

Aug. 25, 2020

68% to downsize
office space

Aug. 31, 2020

Sep. 3, 2020

Sep. 6, 2020

U.S. University’s
efforts to prevent
virus outbreak

CDC letter to
states re: vaccine

COVID-19 spikes in
college campuses

Sep. 4, 2020

Sep. 7, 2020

Midwest states to
be on alert over
Labor Day

India moves into
2nd place For
COVID-19 cases

Sep. 1, 2020

Laura now a
Category 2

Aug. 28, 2020

Beware of toilet

Russia’s cases
exceed 1 million
Sep. 1, 2020

Sep. 4, 2020

Japan lifts re-entry
restrictions

India adds another
83K infected

Aug. 30, 2020

CDC issues new
face mask rules

Sep. 2, 2020

Florida and
South Carolina
lift ban on nursing
home visits

Sep. 9, 2020

Sep. 13, 2020

Sep. 16, 2020

AstraZeneca study
paused after
one illness

All Michigan State
students asked
to quarantine

What you need to
know about the
virus right now

Sep. 9, 2020

Wall Street sell
off of tech stocks

Sep. 14, 2020

Italy’s virus hotspot
back to school
after 7 months

Sep. 10, 2020

9.8% of US COVID
cases are children

Sep. 5, 2020
Sep. 11, 2020

Wall Street could
empty out postCOVID-19

Virus spiking
in eastern Europe

Sep. 19, 2020

Sep. 16, 2020
Sep. 20, 2020

CDC director
says masks more
guaranteed to
work than
a vaccine

New Zealand
to begin lifting
virus restrictions

Sep. 14, 2020

Northern District
of California
grants defendant’s
motion to dismiss
in “Mudpie”
business
interruption claim

1 Year
Oct. 7, 2020

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 1,000,000
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Oct. 17, 2020

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 1,050,000
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Nov. 13, 2020

Oct. 31, 2020

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 1,100,000
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Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 1,300,000

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 1,200,000
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Sep. 26, 2020

Sep. 29, 2020

Oct. 2, 2020

Oct. 5, 2020

Oct. 7, 2020

Oct. 10, 2020

Oct. 13, 2020

Oct. 15, 2020

Oct. 18, 2020

Oct. 21, 2020

Oct. 24, 2020

Oct. 27, 2020

Oct. 30, 2020

Nov. 2, 2020

Nov. 5, 2020

Nov. 7, 2020

Nov.
Nov.10,
7, 2020
2020

Nov.
Nov.13,
7, 2020
2020

US vaccine trial
produces strong
immune response

US cases
increase by 23 %
in last 2 weeks

President & First
Lady test positive
for COVID-19

India's new paper
test could be a
‘game changer’

5 reasons you
should be afraid
of COVID-19

US cases hit
two-month high,
10 states report
record increases

2nd vaccine trial
paused over
unexplained illness

Front runners in
the race for a
vaccine remain
on track

Cases are climbing
in almost every
U.S. state

The virus,
in 3 charts

Vaccine trials
to resume in US

Ice storm hits
Oklahoma, knocks
out power to 300K

Taiwan goes
200 days without
a COVID-19 case

Germany starts
‘wave-breaker’
shutdown as
Europe locks down

Asia Today:
India’s cases jump
due to New Delhi
resurgence

Biden projected
to win US election

4 reasons for
encouragement

Cities and states
are imposing
new COVID-19
restrictions

Sep. 27, 2020

Sep. 30, 2020

Oct. 3, 2020

Oct. 5, 2020

Oct. 8, 2020

Morocco faces
down virus spread
with tough rules

Rapid test kits set
to be rolled out
soon - globally

Canada joins
real-time vaccine
review in hopes of
speeding up
approval process

US Futures bounce
on stimulus hopes,
hints of Trump
hospital discharge

Czech Republic
has the highest
rate of COVID-19
infection in Europe

Sep. 28, 2020

Oct. 1, 2020

1M deaths has
also illuminated
treatment

Airlines receiving
grants under PPP
will be permitted
to layoff employees
Oct. 1, 2020

Patients say
vaccine trial is
rough, but worth it

Oct. 4, 2020

UK scientists hope
to deploy vaccine
in 3 months

Oct. 13, 2020
Oct. 11, 2020

COVID-19 causing
a global mental
health crisis

Oct. 6, 2020

Oct. 9, 2020

Oct. 12, 2020

In the White House
- who has tested
positive

Italy, Germany and
Sweden appear
to be avoiding
a second wave

COVID-19 in the
Asia Pacific region

Oct. 9, 2020

Analysis shows
cases rising in
28 US states

Public health
experts worry
of a coming surge

Oct. 21, 2020
Oct. 19, 2020

Oct. 16, 2020

Who will get
the vaccine first?

U.S. dental
practices affected
by COVID-19

Sharp drop in
death rate of
those hospitalized

Oct. 14, 2020

Oct. 16, 2020

Oct. 20, 2020

Nevada man is
first person in
the U.S. to get
COVID-19 twice

The last
COVID-free
counties
in America

Vaccine storage
issues could leave
3B people without
Oct. 20, 2020

Oct. 14, 2020

Oct. 17, 2020

Dutch woman is
the first person
to die after two
Covid-19 infections

Rural Midwest
hospitals
struggling to
handle virus surge

Oct. 24, 2020

U.S. sets new
single-day record

Oct. 22, 2020

Oct. 25, 2020

2nd wave hitting
Europe differently

Spain orders
nationwide curfew

Oct. 29, 2020

Oct. 31, 2020

Oct. 25, 2020

Immunity
lingers for months,
study finds

Rare Halloween
blue moon
thrills skywatchers

FDA approves
first COVID-19 drug

Italy orders bars
and restaurants
to close early

Oct. 23, 2020
Oct. 20, 2020

Oct. 31, 2020

Scientific study
finds low risk for
Trick-or-Treaters

Oct. 22, 2020

Ireland lockdown

Latin America’s
daily case counts

Oct. 28, 2020

Virus fatality rate
has declined in
Europe and U.S.

Macy’s cancels
160 year long
holiday tradition

Oct. 26, 2020

Vaccine findings
will be known
by early December

Nov. 3, 2020

Nov. 6, 2020

2020 United States
presidential
election

US tops 100,000
new infections
for second day
in a row

Nov. 1, 2020

UK says 4-week
lockdown may have
to last longer

Nov. 4, 2020

When the U.S.
can expect to
have complete
election results

Nov. 6, 2020

US hiring likely
slowed for
a 4th month
as virus resurges

Nov. 7, 2020

US again
surpasses 100,000
daily new cases

Nov.
Nov. 11,
7, 2020
2020

Vaccine could be
widely distributed
by March or April

Nov. 8, 2020

Nov.
Nov. 11,
7, 2020
2020

Countries where
new deaths
are increasing

US hits record
COVID-19
hospitalizations
amid virus surge

Nov. 9,
7, 2020

Pfizer
USsays
again
early
surpasses
analysis shows
100,000
Covid-19
daily newvaccine
cases
is 90% effective
Nov. 9,
7, 2020

Airlines changing

365

Nov.
Nov.12,
7, 2020
2020

Moderna closes
in on release of
COVID-19
vaccine data

Nov.
Nov.14,
7, 2020
2020

Australia may see
1st week of
no local COVID-19
transmissions

Sep. 20, 2020
Sep. 17, 2020

More than half
of businesses
that closed during
the pandemic
won't reopen

Sweden spared
surge of virus
cases but many
questions remain

Sep. 21, 2020

UK science
advisers warn of
darker COVID-19
days ahead
Sep. 22, 2020

Czechs replace
health minister
amid record
infection surge

US coronavirus
case-fatality
ratio ranks 11th
in Johns Hopkins
mortality analysis
Sep. 24, 2020

India records
slowest weekly
rise in active
coronavirus cases

Sep. 22, 2020

Sep. 25, 2020

US death toll
from coronavirus
hits 200,000

Some severe
cases linked to
genetic mutations

Nov.
Nov.15,
7, 2020
2020

Vaccine creator
predicts normal life
back next winter

This overview summarizes
key events for
Year 1 of COVID

366

For a full size timeline with
links to the articles we used,
email or call us and
we will email you a PDF

314

Sep. 24, 2020

Missouri hosts
tens of thousands
at Lake of the
Ozarks biker rally

Nov. 15
Sep. 28, 2020

230

Social Distancing
across the world
is creative!

June 29, 2020

June 23, 2020

Brazil reports
big surge in
COVID-19 cases

290

US health
secretary warns
“window is closing”

June 26, 2020

Georgia cases
hit new peak and
hospitalizations
are on the rise

June 17, 2020

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 850,000

281

June 28, 2020

US is seeing one of
its highest-ever
increases in cases;
some states
making changes

June 23, 2020

Oklahoma
numbers continue
to spike with 450
new cases

June 17, 2020

Sep. 1, 2020

280

June 22, 2020

Biggest single day
rise in COVID-19
cases globally

June 19, 2020

Dexamethasone
found to reduce
deaths of patients
on ventilators

After 75 days of
restrictions
New Zealand says
coronavirus
“eliminated”

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 800,000

June 25, 2020

June 17, 2020

FDA pulls
emergency use of
hydroxycloroquine

June 12, 2020

WHO clarifies:
asymptomatics
can transmit virus

June 10, 2020

US recession
deep but short?

Aug. 22, 2020

271

An overview of
US cases

Meat prices and
availability could
be changing

Farmers affected
by COVID-19

June 5, 2020

Protests continue
across America
and in London

May 29, 2020

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 750,000

265

June 3, 2020

U.S. and Chinese
scientists trace
evolution of
coronaviruses
in bats

May 28, 2020

Aug. 13, 2020

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 700,000

255

May 26, 2020
May 23, 2020

88 days after
Brazil confirms
first case, it
becomes second
country in number
of infections

May 17, 2020

Dr. Fauci testifies
before the Senate

Should you get
an antibody test?

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 650,000

248

May 21, 2020

In development:
14 vaccines
20 new drugs
31 repurposed
drugs

May 8, 2020

July 27, 2020

246

May 16, 2020

US cases slow
but big picture
remains tenuous

Unemployment
rate at highest
level since the
Great Depression

May 5, 2020

Apr. 30, 2020

May 11, 2020

Coronavirus cases
are spiking in
the heartland

How Sweden is
doing after no
lockdown policy

Scientists have
identified a
new strain of
the coronavirus

Apr. 17, 2020

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 550,000

235

234

May 4, 2020

FDA cracks down
on inaccurate
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